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PREFACE

This Proceedings was prepared by PEER Consultants, Inc. "]
Rockville, Maryland, under Contract No. DTFAO1-83-R-11287. It was
administered under the technical direction of the Safety and
Compliance Division, Office of Airport Standards, Federal AviationAdmi ni str at ion.

The technical papers contained in this Proceedings were presented
at the Wildlife Hazards to Aircraft Conference and Training Workshop,
which was held at the Sheraton Charleston Hotel, Charleston, South
Carolina from May 22 to 25, 1984. , .6

Publication of these Proceedings does not constitute Federal
Aviation Administration approval of the findings or conclusions
presented, nor does the Federal Aviation Administration endorse or
recommend any products mentioned in the individual author's papers.
It is published for the purpose of exchange of information. -
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Proceedings for the Wildlife Hazards to Aircraft Conference
and Training Workshop represents the work of 49 authors contributing
39 papers. These papers communicate to the aviation community the

-risks of sharing airspace with birds and problems with frequent use of
airport operating areas by wildlife.

General information on wildlife hazards and statistics on bird
strikes of aircraft and engines are provided. Individual papers
discuss state-of-the-art techniques for identifying and monitoring
hazardous wildlife and how animals can be controlled on airports. -- -

Six papers discuss bird hazard problems created by man through
conflicting land use practices, specifically addressing biird
attractiveness and control at solid waste disposal facilities which
are located near airports.

Bird control programs at both civil military airports are
described as case studies on how airport bird control programs can be
established and how airport personnel are effectively utilized i-
reducing wildlife hazards to aircraft.

Legal liability considerations relating to airport hazard's are
discussed in reference to Federal airport development grant assurances
and Federal regulatory requirements.

The recurrent theme throughout these papers is aviation safety
through understanding and controlling wildlife hazards. The Federal
Aviation Administration's purpose in publishing the Proceedings is to
make available information on wildlife hazards to the aviation 5
community and stimulate interest and better understanding of the
hazards pilots face when sharing airspace with birds and encountering
wildlife on airports.
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BIRDS AND AVIATION

o V.E.F. Solman
C. Associate

Thurlow & Associates0
Environmental Control Consultants (1981) Ltd.

P.O. Box 2425, Stn. D, OtLawa, Ontario, Canada KIP 5W5

ý;Bird collisions have caused serious damage to aircraft and loss of human .
life. Most turbine engines are more easily damaged in bird collisions than
are piston engines. The extent of damage in a bird collision increases
rapidly as speed increases.

Birds are attracted to airfields by opei space, food, shelter and warer.
The attractionc can be reduced by environmental management. Scaring devices 6
can drive some birds away.

Bird movement can be studied by radar and periods ot heavy concentrations
of birds in the air can be obs-rved. With experience concentrations and their
movement can be predicted and avoided. -

Aircraft have collided with birds almost from the begi ning of aviation.
The first human life lost in an accident caused by a bird occurred in 1912.
From there on at intervals serious damage and loss of life have occurred in
military and civil aviation. Many of the incidents were considered in isola-
tion because they did not occur frequently. There was a tendency to forget
the problem between incidents.

Canada had the same experience as other countries. The problem came
to my attention first in the early 1940's when an aircraft in which I was
a passenger struck a bird and suffered damage to the leading edge of the wing. S
In my work as a biologist, I was involved in reducing the likelihood of
collisions between birds and aircraft on a few occasions in the late 1940's
and early 1950's. In each case, the study related to a damaging incident.

With the introduction of turbine engines and higher aircraft speeds the
concern for bird strikes became more intense. In the. late 1950's and early
1960's the airline, airport and military officials came to the Canadian
Wild'i.fe Service repeatedly to ask for help in dealing with that new problem.
Initially, we did not understand the problem clearly. We asked the interested
agencies to collect statistics for us. The information we wanted was 'how
much damage is done', 'how many birds are hit', 'what kinds of birds', 'wherc
do strikes take place', 'what time of year is most important'. The data
patterns that emerged showed that bird strikes were not very frequent - of the
order of 6 to 8 per 10,000 movements of passenger aircraft and a bit more
frequent in certain military roles. Stri%.cs take place in a variety of loca-
Lions, many near or _n airport-. A large number of hinds of birds are
involved, but almost 50% of all strikes involve gulls. The strike rate in-
creases in late summer in the northern hemisphere when both young and adult .
birds are flying and some are making long distance migration flights. There
is a pattern of strikes on aircraft related to the cross sectional area of
the aircraft.

I. . ... .:



By 1962, it was apparent that turbine engines were particularly vul-

nerable because they formed a large part of the frontal area of aircraft and

because they could be damaged by foreign object ingestion. Because many
strikes occurred near the ground, they could be very dangerous, particularly
those which occurred on or just after take-off.

In Canada no single agency had enough resources to deal with the problem.
The National Research Council, at the request of the Department of Transport,

called together the Associate Committee on Bird Hazards to Aircraft to review
the problem, suggest solutions, and work with airport and airline authorities
to try the suggested solutions.

Knowing what kinds of birds were being hit and where the strikes were

occurring, we looked for the things on the airport and in the airport environ-

ment that birds found attractive. Airports are larga open areas. They are

attractive to many birds because the birds can easily see in all directions
"and thereby avoid attacks by enemies. The layout of airports tends to make
them attractive to birds. Other things are often extremely important. Birds

require food, water and shelter. Often one or more of those things is present

on or near the airport.

Water is often a problem at airports located on coasts or on islands. ._..._-

It may be a problem even at inland airports if they are near rivers or ponds

or lakes or even if there are drainage systems in which open water is avail-

able for use by birds.

* Food can be of a wide variety. The most common is that provided by a
garbage dump located either on the airport or near it. Other sources can
be improperly-handled food wastes at catering facilities on airports. The *.

growth of agricultural crops attractive to birds,and insects and earthworms
may all attract birds. The grass cover of the airport may support insects -'-

and small mammals that are food for birds.

Shelter can be brushy areas, some crops, overgrown ditch banks, forested
areas, and improperly-designed buildings.

In all cases, we must alter the environment to reduce the number of birds
that spend time on or near the airport. We need to get rid of all possible
food, watev and shelter from the airport itself and from the surrounding areas.
Once we knew what we had to do we had to figure out how to do it, how long it

took, and how much it cost. We found great differences among individual air-
ports. Each one had to be studied as a unit. Recommendations had to be made
about getting rid of specific kinds of food, water and shelter. Then the

airport staff had to do the work in detail. In some cases, changes in main-
tenance and management procedures were necessary. In other cases, large
capital expenditures had to be made to fill in low-lying wet areas, to cut
down forests, and to rearrange drainage systems.

The most effective work was done where the airport staff understood
clearly -what the problems were and became deeply involved in designing and

implementing innovative methods of solving them. In some cases, largeacreages _A__
of tough thorny bushes and other difficult vegetation had to be removed to
prevent birds from nesting and hiding in them. In other cases, large wet

• ~~~-'.n



areas bad to be removed to prevent birds from nesting and hiding in them.
In other cases, large wet areas had to be filled with hundreds of thousands
of cubic yards of earth. Sometimes iill was available from local construction
sites. Occasionally, it could be secured at no cost. Labour was sometimes
available through funds supplemented by special grants. Special seasonal
employment programs helped at a number of airports.

We finished with a situation where many changes were made, many airports
looked different, and the number of bird strikes and the damage they caused
were both significantly reduced. As an example, in the first period of study
from 1959 to 1963 inclusive, Air Canada's replacement costs for parts broken .
by bird strikes averaged a bit less than 1/4 of a million dollars per year.
Our studies and recommended changes began in 1963. In the next five-year
period from '64 to '69, Air Canada's hardware-replacement costs dropped to
a bit more than half of what it had been in the previous five-year period.
Since that time, in spite of inflation and a-n expanded fleet of aircraft,
the hardware replacement cost has remained at a lower level. Air Canada and .
other airlines still have bird strikes. Things are still being done at a
number of Canadian airports to redice strikes further. Some major changes
on big airports require a long time-frame before the work is completed.
Sometimes, especially at military airports, it was possible to have the
corrective work done rather quickly.

It is desirable to review frequently the things that originally attracted
birds and to maintain a situation with the lowest level of attraction possible.
Plants grow, maintenance work changes with time, and changes occur in
personnel. Not everyone is enthusiastic about keeping bird numbers down and
birds away from runways. It is necessary frequently to go back and to review
what has been done, what changes have taken place, and what needs to be done
now to keep bird attraction at a low level. Nothing is static, least of all
the birds themselves. Even if you do a good job of reducing bird hazards
at one time it is important to keep checking and reviewing the work at
frequent intervals. Birds have all the time in the world to explore airports
and find ways to make a living on them. Our job is to make sure that only
the smallest possible number of birds can make a living at any time. We must
continue our activities to keep that number low and decreasing.

As I mentioned earlier, the airport area itself is attractive because
i.t is open and flat. Little birds cannot see very far if they are on the
ground among grass 15 cm long and so they will move away. Bigger birds that
can see over the grass feel safer from attack by enemies and will remain.
If longer and longer grass is grown to make more and more birds feel unsafe
on the ground. other problems may be created.

One is a build up to small mammals which may be very attractive to hawks
and owls that eat small animals. If a growing season is followed by a non- .. .
growing season, tall grass may die and become a fire hazard. In our areas
we cannot let the grass grow as long as we might like. We have to maintain
a balance between discouraging birds of certain kinds and encouraging amall
mammals which attract birds of other kinds which are also struck by aircraft.
We use different grass lengths on different airports, based on experience,
to keep down the kinds of birds which cause most of the strike problems. The _

whole operation is under review continuously. The cost of mowing grass must
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be considered in relation to the cost of bird strikes if the grass is not
mowed in a certain way. There are usually problems of money and manpower.
We can never do all of the things we would like to do to reduce bird use of
airports. However, we must do enough to avoid the serious incidents which
have occurred in some countries when very large aircraft have sustained 0
serious damage or have been completely destroyed as a result of bird strikes.

Even when everything possible has been done to make the airport
unattractive to birds, some birds will come simply because they are passing
by and need a place to land. For them a reception committee is required,
which will go out quickly and drive them away with whatever method works
best. Birds on an airport constitute an emergency and should be dealt with
as such. Until the birds are out of the way, no aircraft landing or taking . .-
off is safe.

In addition to the birds that cause problems on and near airports, there
is another whole group of problems caused by birds that may not visit air- 0
ports at all.

By that, I refer to Lirds that travel short or long distances and pass
over airports and their approaches where they can cause collisions in the
air.

In Canada, the United States, and Northern Europe - where I have had
much of my experience - there are spring and fall mass migrations of birds
from south to north in the spring and from north to south in the autumn.
In Canada those migrations involve several billion birds including up to
100 million ducks, 8 million geese, several hundred thousand cranes and
swans, and hundreds of millions of birds smaller than ducks. Much of the
migration occurs at night, at altitudes up to 15,000 feet. Although modern
airline travel is above that altitude, each aircraft has to go up and down
through the "feather curtain" on each flight.

There are also mass movements of birds between feeding and roosting
areas which may involve thousands of birds. I know of one situation in an
European country in which more than 15,000 gulls feed each day on a large
city garbage dump and, in the morning and evening, fly to roosting areas up
to 50 kilometres away. On those flights they cross through the flightways
)f two major airports and two smaller flying fields where they create bird
hazards to aircraft and have caused damage to aircraft and death to Lircrews. •

All of those bird movements show up well on A.T.C. radars, civil and
military. We have studied bird local movement and long distance migration
by radar. We have analyzed the radar data in relation to the physiological
conditions of the birds and the local weather patterns. In many cases, we
can predict when bird movement will create a serious hazard to aircraft that •
can be avoided by changing the timing, routes, or altitudes of flights.

Our military programs have used those bird hazard forecasts to prevent
losing training aircraft for the past several years. Before using that
technique, they were losing one or two CF-104 aircraft per year on bird
strikes. Since using the forecasts and modifying the training program on a .
few days and nights per year, they have not lost any. The same technique is
now in use in a number of European countries with similar success.

4.['? -•.'[..•'? '71?] ."• . .,



We have also developed an electronic unit that will automatically count
bird flock echoes on a radar presentation, by quadrant per minute, and express
the result numerically. It can also do that by altitude band, if necessary.
With that equipment, which has been well-tested but is not yet in operational
use, an aircraft approaching an airfield during a heavy bird migration could
be vectored to miss the heaviest bird traffic. .

Another thechnique we use to reduce damage and improve safety during
heavy bird migration is to reduce aircraft speed. Impact damage is related
to the cube of the speed so even a small decrease in speed reduces the
severity of the d-mage considerably.

When our airline pilots are told that bird density is high, they often
request, and usually receive, permission to reduce approach speed, They may
also use steeper - than normal - approach angles to reduce the time they
spend in the levels where most of the birds are moving.

I hope this presentation has given you an idea of the kinds of problems
we are dealing with on the airports and in the air en route. The relative
importance of the two problems depends on the kind of flying. Transport
aircraft usually have more problems at or near airports. Military training

and combat aircraft may have more problems en route because of the altitudes
and speeds at which they operate. -

Whatever kind of aircraft and airports are used, there are always bird
problems that can be reduced by the techniques I have discussed.

Reduction of bird hazards to aircraft depends upon human motivation.

The necessary habitat control, bird dispersal, and migration hazard
forecasting, involve time consuming, rather dull work that is repeated at
prescribed intervals. Unless the work is always well done, bird-strikes on
aircraft will continue and human lives and aircraft will be lost. " "
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AVOIDING SERIOUS BIRD STRIKE INCIDENTS

o byo 0
a..Michael J. Harrison

Biologist

U.S. Federal Aviation Administration

Office of Airport Standards

Washington, D.C. 20591

\ý9ird hazards to aircraft can create serious inflight emergency conditions
if the pilot and crew are not prepared to handle the situation. As a pilot
who has experienced two serious bird strikes that resulted in emergency land-
ings and as a biologist who has spent the last nine years working on bird
hazards to aircraft, some personal observations may assist other pilots in
dealing with a midair collision with bir4s.--:

Let's examine'ome of the aspects of the bird-strike hazardi &.-( (.O',1. .1.

Any bird, regardless of its size, should be considered a potential
hazard, especially when you are flying enroute. The speed of the aircraft /
dictates the force of impact - the faster you are flying, the greater the _

impact forces. As speed doubles, the kinetic energy which must be dissipated
on impact increases by a factor of four. If you must descend into an area of
high bird concentrations, consider your approach speeds.

At what altitude are you safe from birds? Bird strikes have been
reported as high as 33,000 ft., and ducks and geese have been observed at and
above 20,000 feet Mean Sea Level (MSL). These altitudes are an exception
rather than the rule. Over 90% of all civil bird strikes in the U.S. occur
below 3,000 ft. above ground.

What altitude do you usually flight plan for and fly during the fall and
spring bird migrations?

The greatest risk from bird hazards occurs at the lower altitudes when
the aircraft is in airport environment. Most bird strikes occur during
takeoff and landing - the more critical phases of flight. How many times have
you observed flocks of birds on the airport, or worse, taken off through a
flock of birds sitting on a runway? Some pilots have tried, only to find out
too late that our feathered friends can bring down their aircraft.

TWO MAJOR RISKS

There are essentially two major risks assoniated with birds - windshield
penetrations and engine ingestions. Pilots who have been killed, injured or
crashed their aircraft have been the victims of one of these two type of
strikes. Windshield penetrations generally occur on climbout or while flying
at higher speeds during cruise. Commuter or air-taxi operators frequently

9 • .3! " ,



fly at lower altitudes where birds share the same airspace.

A typical cockpit penetration results in facial lacerations, cuts on the
arms and hands (pilots attempt to protect their face just prior to impact) and
structural damage to the aircraft.

Because electrical panels and circuit breakers are located behind the
pilot or copilot, electrical failures and electrical fires may occur. In air-
taxi operations, injury to passengers is also possible.

Wind blast through the hole in the windshield can make cockpit com-
munications impossible and radio communications unintelligible. The loss of
the ability to communicate can seriously compound any emergency procedure.

It should be remembered that a spinning propeller in front of the
windshield is no protection from windsheld penetrations. In high-speed
situations, pilots should consider initiating a climb to reduce speed and wind
blast and climb above flocks of birds.

With the wtndshiekd missing, changes in airflow may affect aircraft
controllability at slower speeds. Don't stall out the aircraft in the traffic
pattern because you failed to perform a controllability check at altitude. ,6

ENGINE INGESTION

In an engine ingestion, damage can vary widely. On turbine and turboprop
engines, the most common event is no damage or only slight damage to engine fan
or compressor blades. Under more serious situations; however, blade damage can
be sufficient to cause increasing engine vibrations, high exhaust gas tem-

* peratures, compressor stalls, engine fires or catastrophic failure. There was
one incident in which a rear fuselage-mounted engine on an executive jet.-.-..."
aircraft was ripped from its mounting following collison with a pelican. -'

Birds involved in engine ingestions frequently are flocking birds,
increasing the possibility of damage to more than one powerplant. Another
interesting occureence is engines having their airflow choked off by bird
remains, stopping the engine but resulting in no damage.

The most critical engine-ingestion scenario is a single or multipleengine
ingestion causing power loss on takeoff. During this critical phase of
flight it is essential that the pilot properly recognizes the emergency
situation and performs proper engine-out or crash-landing emergency proce-
dures.

Many military pilots (who frequently fly high-speed, low-level missions)
pro-brief emergency procedures, practice bird strike emergency scenarios in
simulators and study their bird hazard environment before they fly. Too few
civilian pilots recognize the seriousness of such a hazard.

BIRD-HAZARD CHECKLIST

Pilots are encouraged to consider the following bird hazacd ehecklists

Review information in the NOTAMS and the Airport/Facility Directory con-
cerning your departure and destination airports.
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* Flight plan at an altitude higher than 3,000 ft. above ground level -the

higher the better.

Avoid overflight of national wildlife refuges depicted on the sectional
charts. Many of these refuges support large numbers of birds.

Flight plan to avoid flying up or down rivers or along shorelines in the
fall and spring. Birds frequently follow these natural terrain features
during their migrations.

Thoroughly brief emergency procedures before departure, including proce-
dures to be followed if communications in the cockpit are lost.

* During taxiing, watch for birds on the airport. If birds are observed,
request that airport management disperse them before takeoff.

. Do not take off if flocks of birds are on or adjacent to the runway. -

• If an engine ingestion occurs on takeoff, abort if speed and remaining
runway will allcw. Inspect the engines before attempting a second
takeoff. Several air carrier incidents have occurred when engine
frA'],rts or high vibrations developed later in the flight becuase of -litundetected engine damage.

If the takeoff must be continued, properly identify the affected engine
and execute appropriate emergency procedures.

If structural damage occurs or a windshield is penetrated, consider the
need for a controllability check before attempting a landing.

If a windshield failure occurs, climb to slow the aircraft and reduce wind
blast as necessary.

Use sunglasses or smoke goggles to reduce the effect of wind blast, preci-
pitation or debris.

If the windshield is only cracked or delaminates, slow the aircraft and
wear sunglasses or smoke goggles to protect the eyes if the windshield
should subsequently fail.

During cruise, watch for flocks of migratory birds. Attempt to climb
above observed flocks.

During descent, use landing lights. While there is no concrete evidence
that birds see and avoid aircraft using landing lights, the lights do aid
the pilot in determining when he is penetrating through a flock of birds
in low visibility and night conditions.

If flocks of birds are encountered on descent or on an instrument
approach, execute a missed approach, climb and go around to execute a
second approach. Since most flocks of birds are distributed downward in
the airspace, climbing will avoid the greatest. nvimbpr of birds. Birds
also will migrate in waves across a wide front. A delay in the approach .
may result in clear airspace.
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If high bird concentrations are encountered, slow the aircraft to minimize

impact forces.

Upon landing, check the aircraft for any bird-strike damage.

Report all bird strikes on FAA Form 5200-7 (Bird Strike/Incident Report)
available through the local General Aviation District Office, Flight
Service Station or Airport District Office. " - "

Recognize that a ut1rd is a ballistic object, much like a bullet. Many
pilots never experience a bird strike, and only a third of all bird strikes
cause damage. However, awareneso of the problem can aid in the proper
handling of an emergency situation.

These 20 tips are designed to prepare the pilot and crew for a bird
strike. Improved pilot awareness of potential hazards will result in a reduc-
tion in the number of serious bird strikes. I encourage you to practice -
engine-out procedures, especially prior to the beginning of bird migrations.

.1
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DON' T FOWL OUT

By Harvey A. Shultz

Applied Biology Program Manager
Northern Division,
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Philadelphia Naval Base
Philadelphia, PA 19112

(This paper is the ond of a three cart series prepared for the Naval . .
Aviation Safety Review. ý Bird Strike Hazard Reports prepared after ccllisions

.,.n birds and Naval aircraft indicate that there are many measures
"1,Ie to pilots which can reduce the risk of future collisions. These

scheduling flights around peaks of bird activity, avoiding bird,
.Itpts, restricting speed at low altitudes, lookout vigilence, visor

discipline, aircraft to aircraft and aircraft to control tower communication,
preflight biiefings, bird strike avoidance training, development of a Bird
Aircraft Strike Reduction Plani for each air facility, and good reportinn.," -
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Last month we left poor Cal Rodgers pinned under his Wright aeroplane -

" the world's first bird-aircraft strike fatality. Calhiaith Perry Rodgers was
not your basic run-of-the mill pilot. He was a great great graridson of
Commodore Perry. Socially prominent, he was a member of the NY Yacht Club and
was a former Columbia University football player. At 6' 4" he was also nne of
-the world's tallest aviators. Ln 1911 this dashing figure captured the
imagination of the entire nation, when he became the first ever to fly coast
to coast. Leaving Sheepshead Bay, NY on September 17th at an average air
speed of 50 mph, his goal was to complete the trip !n 30 clays and v'in a
$50,000 prize offered by William Hearst. He became lost the first day,
however when he followed the wrong railroad tracks (the navigation system of

"" the day5 . On the second day he crashed into a tree ensuring that he wouldn't
"get to California in a month. After extensive repairs he continued the trip
anyway. A subsequent landing site, which he thought was a f ield, turned out

. to Le a swamp. On another occassion he shredded a prop nn a barbed wire fence
and later crashed trying to fly under some wires. Wnern he landed in Pasadena,
CA on November 5th to the cheers or 20,000 admirerers, all that remained of
his original aircraft was the vertical rudder and the dripping pan!

On April 3 1912, a gull became entangled in his external controls while he
executed an acrobatic manuever 100 ft over Long Beach, CA. Seven thousand " -

people watched in horror as he plunged to the edge of the surf.

It seems ironic that this well bred, well educated national hero who had
survived so many crashes would meet his end due to a bird strike.

Cal Rodgers had no way of learning about bird strikes from others - he was
the pioneer when it came to fatal bird strikes, but we can try to ]earn
something from his probable mistakes which may have included:

:. inadequate bird avoidance training
inadequate bird lookout vigilence
"failure to consider habits of local birds

Cal Rodgers not only had inadequate bird avoidance training, he didn't
have much training of any kind. In fact, he had only been flying for three
months when he departed on his cross country trip'.

Furthermore, it is difficult to imagine that anybody attempting a "Texas
Tommy" in a primative airplane at low altitude over a beach had any spare time •
to look for birds. Rodger's lookout vigilence probably was nil.

Unfortunately, these sorts of errors are still being made. In additional
to lives, the stakes ir "olved in Naval bird aircraft strikes also include
aircraft costing millions of dollars, arid important defense missions. But
there are positive steps each pilot can and should take to minimize the risk
of colliding with a bird and that's what this article is about.

The pilots report and the Commanding Officers comments found in General
Use Naval Aviation Bird Strike Hazard Reports, Limited Use Naval Aircraft
Mishap Investigation Reports speak eloquently on the subject of how not to hit
a bird. So lets allow their thoughts to reinforce the main points. (All
quotations below are extracted from recent reports.)

14
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Almost everyone has heard the world's biggest lie - the check is in the
mail. The world' s second biggest lie (known only to a few Naval aviators and
found only on Bird Strike Hazard Reports) is "corrective action is beyond the
originator's capability." Sadly this defeatist attitude can become a

- self-fulfilling prophecy. And what could the author have meant by, "Due to
infrequency of reported bird strikes...corrective action is not deemed
necessary at this time?" Of course corrective action is possible and
necessary. At risk are missions, lives and aircraft. The hazard keeps

-increasing too, as larger, faster aircraft (and more of then.) fill the skies.
-It is foolhardy to be lulled into complacency because strikes at a particular
location have been infrequent or minor. The stakes are too great. Prevention
of bird-aircraft collisions, like baseball, is a "game of inches." A six inch
difference in the point of impact may be the difference between a dead bird
and a dead pilot. And keep in mind that one-third of all military strikes
involve engines. (Any time a bird enters an engine a catastrophe can occur.)
baid one hazard reporter, "had the bird impacted some other portion of the
aircraft and riot caused injury to the PAC, the incident would not have been a .
mishap." That's like saying - if my Great Aunt Edna had had wheels she would
have been a Chevrolet. And if that loon had been a few inches to the left
maybe it wouldn't have killed the co-pilot of a private jet near rincinatti In
1983. And if that goose had been a few inches lower maybe the pilot of that
Republic Airlines flight wouldn't have lost an eye. And if those gulls were a
few inches higher in September 1981 in Cleveland maybe the Commander of the
Thunderbird Demonstration Team would be alive today. Lets keep the word "if"
out of our bird-aircraft strike hazard vocabulary. Corrective action not
deemed necessary indeed!

There are many, many positive steps that air crews and air traffic
controllers can take to minimize the risk of a bird strike. There are no
magic wands or ray guns available and the problem will never be eliminated.
But the odds of incurring a mishap can be reduced by following a few general
guidelines.

For years researchers have been looking for a'.rcraft-moUnted devices that
will repell birds, but the pickings have been slim.

The use of wingtip-mounted strobelights reduced bird strikes marginally in
a study done at the Swiss Ornithological Station. In theory the more
unnatural an aircraft looks, the more likely birds v.'ill notice it early and
try to get out of the way. If one believes that lights can't hurt anything,
then the idea is tc play the odds and have them on night and day when
operating under 10,000 feet. The most successful, proven bird strike
reduction methods do not rely on technology, however, but rather on command
emphasis, training, good airmanship, and resolve.

Since most birds are found at low altitude, pilots have the law of

averages on their side by doing two things (when the mission permits) ___

1. Minimize flying below 6,000 feet AGL

2. Avoid bird habitats such as marshes and farms when low altitude flying
is necessary . . 1
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But strikes occur at higher altitudes also. In the words of one OINC
after an A-6E cruising to NAS, Cubi Point, RP struck a bird on 15 Dec '83,
"Bird strikes continue to plague naval aviation even at altitudes where one
might not expect them. Constant vigilance combined with professional
airmanship is the only sure way to minimize the mishap potential." 0

Nobody ever said it was easy to fly an airplane and watch for birds at the
same time. In between the mission, the piloting and the office work (reading -- :.
maps, checking instruments, keeping records), there isn't a lot of time left
for bird-watching. Military missions which require night flying, bad weather
flying, wing flying and high speed flying and combinations thereof don't make -.9
it any easier. Compounding the protlem is the fact that most strikes happen
during take-off and landing when there is least opportunity for bird watching.

The Commanding Officer's comments after a CH-53D hit a bird during a
9 January 1984 troop lift near Camp Pendleton, CA sums this thinking up very
succinctly. "Birds will continue to be a haza.d to the helicopter pilot. All
aircrew members must be constantly aware of this problem and keep a good
lookout doctrine. Nothing can replace the value of several sets of eyes
constantly looking for hazards."

Stated another way after an A-4i experienced a strike on 5 December 1983
enroute to MCAS Cherry Point, NC, "Our best and only defense against the
constant potential of bird strikes is awareness of the possibility,
professional preflight briefs of hazards and emergency procedures, and good
heads up flying."

Now let' s talk about some avoidance and evasion techniques that can save
your life. An obvious step to consider when flying near concentrations of . S
birds is to slow down. At speeds below 250 KIAS, chances of seeing and
avoiding birds increase. So when speed is not mission essential, throttle
down, and give yourself and the birds some extra time to react. (The birds
don't want to be involved in a strike either.) And remember, the force of
impact is proportional to the square of the speed of the aircraft. At
supersonic speeds a duck R Ey do as much damage as a cannon round. By slowing
down, the impact force is reduced if a strike does occur. This thinking

applies also to taxi speeds.

Another prudent avoidance strategy is to limit formation flying when bird
activity is greatest. Wing and interval takeoffs sometimes lead to wingmen
hitting birds scared up by the lead. This is a dangerous time for the wingman •
to encounter birds since he is concentrating on the lead aircraft and little
else. When birds make a sudden appearance during a takeoff roll it is up to
the leader to warn the wing. When bird activity is heaviest it may be safer
to depart in trail.

Another important technique is to keep sighted birds in sight. To allow
birds to slip into a blind spot is to court disaster. For example, on a
UH-lN, the co-pilot's doorpost, the door and window frames, the windscreen and
greenhouse frame, and the windshield wiper motor join together in the upper
left quadrant of the copilot's field of view to create a 113 sq. inch
trapezoidal blind spot. This blind spot located twelve to seventeen inche.s

from the copilot hides an area (given a 125 knot closure rate with an object -

three seconds from the aircraft) larger than six football fields. Very large
birds could easily "hide" in such an area.
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If there are a few seconds to attempt an avoidance fanuever, and you're
not sure which way to turn, just remember that old song, "Clear the Loon" and
climb. Why? Because most birds are "programmed" to dive when they are trying .
to avoid collisions.

Some bird avoidance strategies seem so obvious they may not seem worth
discussing. But some of the most obvious never seem to show up on hazard or
mishap reports. For example, what should a pilot do if he spots a bird 1000'
-dead ahead while cruising at 250 KIAS and no safe avoidance measure is
possiole with the aircraft being flown? If control can be maintained, the
answer is duck' This scenario provides 3 whole seconds to do something.

-Ducking under the windscreen may not seem too macho, but it sure beats
decapitation (or loss of eyesight).

Visor discipline won't decrease the rate of bird stikes but it will
minimize the consequences. According to one study 20% of all strikes involve
canopies. (Seven percent are shattered.)

If you think the hazard is exaggerated, ask Idaho Air National Guard
pilot, Greg Engelbreit. In April 1982, while flying his RF-4C Phantom IT
fighter at low altitude slightly below the speed of sound, he smashed into 25
lb. whistling swan. The left panel of the windshield desintegrated.
Plexiglass ricochetted around the cockpit like shrapnel, carving up everything -
in sight including parachutes. Engelbreit was knocked unconscious, his left
arm shattered. The navigator (a non pilot) somehow landed the aircraft after
Engelbreit revived just long enough to lower the landing gear, flaps and tail
hook. Several hours of surgery and transfusions were required
to pull him through. He may never have full use of his arm, but his life was
saved by his visor.

These kinds of occurences are by no means rare in Naval aviation. On 20
March '82, while transitioning to a landing configuration into MCAS Beaufort,
SC, a T-2C struck one of twenty birds crossing its flight path. The bird
penetrated the canopy above the pilots head and continued to the bulkhead
behind the rear cockpit ejection seat. The pilot in command declared an
emergency and made an immediate uneventfull landing. Said the Commanding
Officer, "A proper down and locked visor precluded serious, facial/eye injury .-.
to the student in the rear seat."

On 30 November '82 a UH-lN enroute to MCAS Cherry Point, NC took an 8 lb
loon through the left windscreen. The pilot in command stabilized the
aircraft at 400 feet and declared an emergency and larded safely. Uncle Sam
had to dish out only $529 for repairs, but the pilot was injured and and an
additional cost of $25,000 in lost workdays was incurred.

On 12 October '83, the IP of a T-34C entering a landing pattern at NAS
Whiting Field, Milton, FL was struck in the neck by a chicken hawk. A similar
strike there six weeks earlier resulted in both pilots being temporarily
knocked out. Fortunately, both of these dangerous incidents had happy endings.

Visor discipline is important; it saves lives, eyes and aircraft. If ever -

tempted to leave a visor up just remember these words; a bird in your face is
a major disgrace.
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Another method of reducing bird stikes is to emphasize the subject during
pre-flight briefings. When blood and feathers were found inside a main wheel
well of an A-7E at NAS Cecil Field, FL during a preflight inspection on 5 Dec
'83, the Commanding Officer was motivated to comment as follows:

"Episodes of this nature serve as a constant reminder that bird strikes
are a pobsibility in every phase of flight. Pilots/aircrew need to
continually brief their actions should a bird strike occur. Bird strike
emergency procedures always receive attention during low level flight briefing
while... often neglected during briefings on take offs and landings. .
Ironically, the majority of reported bird strike incidents have occured in -

airport traffic areas. Although it is impossible to eliminate these incidents
we can take precautions to minimize their effects; i.e., know your procedures,
be prepared, anticipate it happening in any phase of flight."

Heed this good advise. Bird strike hazards should he treated like weather

during briefings. Just as missions have to be adjusted for weather ..
conditions, they may have to be modified to avoid bird migrations and other
concentrations of birds.

VI bird density is too high, pilots should be briefed to change runways or
even fields. The checklist should always include potential problems, evasive
actions, engine failure procedures and visor discipline. ._

On 16 January '84, a CH-53D collided with a gull while landing at HCAS New
River, NC. The crew was fortunate. The gull remains only got as far as the
port nose, gearbox oil cooler and the port engine air particle separator.
Undoubtably the crew will continue to take seriously the bird strike awareness
training provided during the OPEVAL period.

Said one Commanding Officer, after an A-L4 hit some birds during a 6
January '84 air to ground bombing run at MCAS Cherry Point, NC, "Bird strike
frequency continues to be high even though the intense migration period has
ended. Smaller non-migrating birds have continued to be a bird strike
problem... This hazard should be included in all preflight briefs."

Just as preflight briefings prepare pilots for the "big picture" on bird

activity, on-going communication on the subject provides constant update on
local conditions. Pilots must talk to each other and to the control tower.
The control tower must provide immediate information regarding the movements :
of birds.

On the night of 11 February '81, a flock of gulls flew into the path of
Otis 10, a KC-130F making a visual approach landing at MCAS New River,
Jacksonville, NC. Multiple strikes were taken on all :our prcpellers, on the
lower left portion of the windscreen, or. the vertical stabilizer approximately
mid way up, on the leading edge of both wings; and on the starboard refueling
pod. The remains of 87 birds were found on or about the runway! The
corrective action in the hazard report read as follows: "It is recommended
that pilots request a report or tb::d activity when opcrating in areas where a
high degree of bird activity might t& expected, for example, coastal regions.
It is recommended that the reporting of observed bird activity by pilots be
vigorously pursued. Otis 10 was not cautioned of any bird activty. There had
been noticed bird activity approxinatply one hour prior to the arrival of Otis
S10."
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One-thousand birds took to the air as four TA-4's landed at NAF El Centro,
CA on 15 Nov '83. The next aircraft to land, an F/A-18A struck six birds.
Could increased awareness and/or in-flight communication have prevented this
strike?

Another potentially avoidable strike occurred on 23 September '82 when an
F-4S flying a full maintenance check at MCAS Beaufort, SC, hit a bird during
takeoff climb. The reporter remarked that "At the time of the strike multiple
aircrafts were in the touch and go pattern with no reported bird activity."

Transient crews have a special need for local knowledgc. When an SH-30
hit a bird during a touch and go at NAS Jacksonville on 8 December '83, the
Commanding Officer said, "The hazards of bird strikes will remain with LIS.
Communication flow between pilots and controllers concerning local bird
activity continues to be the best method of transmitting knowledge of a known
hazard and avoiding active bird concentrations."

Crews should not be shy either. By requesting information on bird
activity they remind air traffic controllers to look for birds. On 21
November '83 an OV-100 aborted a takeoff after rolling through 15 gulls at
MCAS New River, NC (two dead gulls were found). The Commanding Officer
emphasized". .the necessity to query air traffic controllers about bird
activity in the local operating area." _

The role of the tower in alerting aircraft of hazards cannot be
over-emphasized. In many cases published warnings are necessary. On 1 .. '. .
October '82 a P-3B killed at least 21 birds 10-15 seconds after liftoff from
MAF Misawa, Japan. A three engine landing at 114,000 lbs was made after an
emergency declaration, fuel dump and burndown. A NOTW warning was issued.

On 18 January '84 an A-4F hit one of 30-40 black ibises at 600 ft. AGL,
and 230 KIAS during practice bombing. A six inch hole in the radome and 12-14
nicked compressor blades resulted. The recommended corrective action
included,"...NAS Fallon include the following in remarks section of IFR
supplement: "Caution - light to heavy bird activity vicinity airfield. All .. ..
aircraft use landing or taxi lights while in the airport traffic area."

The key is teamwork; on-going two way multi-media communication flow will
reduce bird-aircraft strikes. Silence is deadly, not golden, wh2n it comes to
communications on bird activity.

A classic principle of war is to know your enemy. This is not to say that
Navy pilots should become ornithologists, but rather that a basic knowledge of
bird behavior - especially migrations, roosting tendencies, and daily feeding
patterns can help in reducing strikes. This knowledge can be acquired by
sharing information and by observation. Seasonal bird migrations are a well
studied phenomenon. Altitudes, flighways, speeds, rates and densities are
known. Consult the P.I.F. for VR/IR routes with high densities of bird
migration.

On 24 January '84 an E-2C hit a bird during a multiple touch and go at NAS
Norfolk, VA. Feathers and remains were removed from the starboard nil cooler
duct, the engine air inlet and the forward prop spinner assembley, which 0

luckily were replaced at a cost of only $45.30 and a half a manhour.
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In his comments the Commanding Officer noted that, "as long as birds and
Naval aviators continue to vie for the same airspace the chances of collision
are ever present..." The suggested corrective action was as follows:

"Awareness of, nesting communities and large concentrations of migratory birds
should allow a Naval aviator to avoid the area if possible."

Sometimes the critter whose habits must be understood isn't even a bird.
At NAS, Cubi Point, Republic of the Phillipines, an A-7E roaring through the
night on 5 May '82 during night bombing practice encountered an all too common

* problem at that location. It was only upon postflight download of an
unexpended MK76 that the remains of a large bat (28 inch wingspan) were

' discovered. The MK76 was on the centerline aft of an MFR lncated on station
2. The explosive charge was not actuated despite a direct hit of the bat's
body with its wings extending aft, enveloping the entire bomb. The aircraft
suffered no damage. The bat strike probably occured during a GCA approach or
during aircraft climbout after takeoff.

In his comments the Commanding Officer stated, "Command has taken measures
to avoid flight during the hours of peak bat flying." That is almost an
understatement because Cubi Point provides almost a textbook review of many of
the points presented thus far. Lets let the Bat Strike Hazard Report dated
Jan '84 [prepared after a momentary torch and 3 engine landing by a P-3B
(MOB)] do the talking:

"Postflight inspection revealed remains of a fruit rat in the number four
a engine air intake against the inlet guide vanes. Subsequent required _

maintenance on engine revealed no damage.. .Heavy fruit bat migration occurs in S
"the immediate vicinity of Cubi Point just prior to the rainy season. Bat
activity is heaviest at dusk when large groups fly through the airport traffic
area to their nighttime feeding grounds. Cubi tower routinely advises
aircraft of any known bat activity taking place in the area. Additionally
aircrews are warned of the hazard by a sign conspicuously posted in the flight
planning room and a warning in the enroute supplement. This squadron has S
educated all pilots on the hazard and terminated all avoidable field work at
"Cubi Point between the hours of 1800 and 1900 local until the bats have
departed the area."

If the object of our attention was limited to just one bird we would pick
the gull. (There are actually forty-four species, each with its own .
peculiarities.) The Air Force notes that 80% of all engine inoestions by
large birds involve gulls.

When a gull was ingested into a TA-7C engine at NAS Miramar, CA on 13 June
'83, tentative identification of the debris was made as follows: "fishy odor
and grey and white feathers indicated the ingested bird was a seagull."

Be aware, as the pilot of an A-44 was at MCAS Cherry Point, NC on 15
December '83 when he noted that, "During low ceiling and foul rainy weather, '-
large amounts of seagulls are noticed inhabiting the many open fields and .'4
grassy areas nearby the airfield. Due to vicinity of the station near many
bodies of water, seagulls are a constant threat." .
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Discretion is the better part of valor after colliding with a bird. The
pilot of an F-14A who hit a flock of English sparrows at NAS Miramar, CA on 3
January '84 on his take off roll with 10,000 feet of runway remaining did the
correct thing - the only thing to do - he aborted. "A timely abort prevented
this incident from becoming a mishap." Even if everything seemed fine. and the
instrument readings were normal, he took the prudent course of action.

There have been well documented cases of seemingly innocous bird strikes
causing serious problems later on. A minor dent in a wing may later lead to
fuel line or hydraulic failure. A minor bird strike on at least one occassion
caused a P-3 radome to disintegrate .... hours later.

Sometimes the need to abort is obvious - like when a P-3C II rolled
through 100 gulls on 30 December 1983 at NAS, Moffett Field, CA. The take-off
was aborted when birds struck the windscreen and damaged the radome and
antennas.

The crew of an HH-46A witnessed an "explosion of feathers" upon takeoff
from OLF Imperial Beach, CA on 4 November 1983. Feathers were found in the
particle collector box of the number 2 engine after a precautionary landing.

Another obvious abort situation developed when a pilot in a F-4S over NAS
Oceana, VA heard and felt a loud thump while decending through 600 feet and
150 knots. An immediate climb with both engines in afterburner was initiated
with the port engine at 7C%. An emergancy was declared. After a safe
landing, part of a mallard duck was removed from the first hinge section of
the forward camp assembly.

Sometimes the need to abort is more subtle such as when the crew of an
A-6E heard and felt a thud during a low level navigation/practice bombing
syllabus training sortie. Flying at 400 kts in night ]NC conditions over the
Boardman Target in Pendleton, OR they commensed an immediate climb. With all
instrument indications normal they aborted the mission and made an uneventful
landing. Post-flight inspection indicated that a strike on the star-board
intake had FODed the engine.

The final step is for each pilot to integrate and internalize bird strike
training and briefings.. to prepare mentally for any eventuality. After a
TA-42 taking off from NAS Lemoore, CA struck a bird on 25 January '84, the
Commanding Officer stated that "a bird strike during the take off evolution is
one of those events over which the pilot has very little control; the options
for evasive manuevers/alternative procedures are extremely limited. However,
the procedures to be followed after the bird strike occurs can be well thought
out in advance. Bird migration and nesting in the vicinity of NAS Lemoore is
a fact of life. Each pilot must establish and review a "what if" scenario in
order to prepare himself to face the problem."

On 2 December '83 an AV-8A ingested a bird passing 800' en climbout one
"mile from MCAS Cherry Point, NC. The reporter noted that, "all air
crews.. must formulate a plan of action, both to avoid bird activity and also
what to do in case. Don't wait for an cmergency; think about bird strikes
"now."
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Another way to look at the cerebral aspect of bird strike prevention was
expressed after an AME collided with either a large turkey buzzard or a black
vulture on 11 January '84. It was during landing, or a drizzly night at NAS
Cecil Field, FL that a loud thud followed by a bright flash was observed. The
engine was rejected to the the tune of $31,536 due to compressor damage.

The investigating board noted that, '"ishaps of this type can never be
totally eliminated, however, the.: effects can be minimized through proper
briefings, bird strike awareness, and expecting the unexpected in every phase
of flight." 

- 0 .

There are times when all of the bird strike avoidance techniques described
are inadequate. Thats the time to ask for help. When a P-3B hit a bird on 25
October *82 at NAS Barbers Point, HI, that marked the fourth such incident in
less than a week. A local ornithologist was consulted and tentatively
identified the problem as migratory golden plover feeding in grass areas next
to the runway.

The services of the USAF Bird Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) team have, on
occassion, been requested by Naval activities. BASH has been very helpful on
several occassions, but neither their mission, staffing, nor funding permits
routine support for the Navy.

The first place to look for help is from the cognizent field division of
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command. Your Public Works Officer has at
his disposal! Navy civilian applied biologists working out of NAVFAC
Engineering Field Divisions (EFfD's) located at Honolulu, HI; San Bruno, CA.;
Charleston, SC.; Norfolk, VA.; and Philadelphia, PA.

When 8 collisions between P.-3's and gulls occured at NAS Brunswick, HE
during an 8 week period in 1982, an Engineering Service Request (ESP) was sent
to Northern Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command.

An applied biologist met on-site with air operations personnel and the
local U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service specialist. They developed measures to
be included in a new bird.-aircraft strike reduction plan. The primary purpose
of the plan was to identify methods of making flightlines, taxiways, runways,
and surrounding areas unattractive to birds, and to establish responsibilities
and coordination

Northern Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command is currently on
the distribution list for Bird Strike Hazard Reports. Information is entered
there into a computerized bird strike data base. Cognizent EFD's are notified
when serious strikes or developing patterns are noted. Coordination has also . "
been established with the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) and with Navy
natural resources personnel who are responsible for land management planning.

Don't play, "I've got a secret" with bird strikes. The first step in
getting help when it is needed to report bird strikes faithfully, completely
and accurately. And don't follow the recommended procedures just because
OPNAV says so. Because if you don't, the next thing that goes bump in the
night could be fatal.
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Remeffber that old song, "Too close for comfort?" Well, there is no such

thing as a routine bird strike. Implied in each seemingly trivial occurrence
is the realization that the difference between a minor strike and a r'isaster

might have been the width of this page. It helps to be lucky, but you've got

to be good to be lucky. Luck occurs most often when preparation meets
S opportunity. So prepare now to prevent bird strikes and to react properly .,

when they -ccur.
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O ACCIDENTS AND SERIOUS INCIDENTS TO CIVIL AIRCRAFT

oDUE TO IDTKE

John Thorpe, Design Surveyor,
Civil Aviation Authority,

Safety Data & Analysis Unit,

Brabazon House, Redhill,
Surrey RH6 ISQ, Englard

ABSTRACT

The Paper contains detailed histories of accidents and serious
incidents e.g. double engine ingestion, holed airframe, for the years , S
1981 to 1983. An attachment contains a summary of all fatal accidents
due to bird strikes between 1912 and 1980. The paper is dvided into
three groups;

-)transport aeroplanes over 5700kg (12,5001b) and executive jets .
/..)aeroplanes below 5700kg 6
/,4 helicopters,

No attempt has been made to analyse the information although it
is apparent that for transport aeroplanes the critical area is engines
and fur lighL aeroplanes and helicopters the windshield may be critical.

INTRODUCTION

Surprisingly the first fatal accident caused by a birdstrike was
when a Wright Flyer crashed after striking gulls in 1912. Since then
there are known to-have been 18 fatal accidents to civil registered
aircraft and at least 34 aircraft destroyed. It is likely there are
more, as information is only accurate for about the last 20 years. Of
these fatal accidents, 5 involved public transport aircraft and 13 involved
general aviation aircraft.. .

The number of fatal accidents to transport sized aircraft is thus
quite modest, and there have been no fatal accidents involving jet airliners.
The increased awareness of the problem, implementation of proper measures
at a growing number of airports around the world, and tougher airworthiness
criteria for aircraft and engines may account for this. However, there .
have been some very near misses in recent years such as the Kennedy Airport
DC 10 and Belgian Boeing 737 write-offs when the occupants all escaped
from the burning aircraft. There have also been many cases of multiple
engine damage, fortunately with just sufficient power to return, or runway
length in which to stop.

The author would welcome any new or additional information.
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Serious Incidents to Aeroplanes over 5700kg together with Execzutive Jets

Total Inur to
Date Aircraft Lagn 2Oper 4!1or L2c a t ion Aboard Occupants

15.2.81 Fokker P28 VH- -Derby Australia -Nil

During take-off run struck a Nankeen nigh~t-heron iNycticorAX caiedoni.cus weight 750gm)
Take-off wasn abandoned after an uncontained failure nt engine 1. Compressor case holed by 2
blades, but cowling not penetrated.

25.2.81 OClO N- Now4e York JFK -Nil

During climb a flock of gulls was ingested in engine 2 &3. There was medium damage to
engine 2 and major damage to engine 3.

25.3.81 B7O7(JT3D) -- Kanombe. Rwanda -Nil

During landing birds of prey were I~r~gested in engine 1 and 2. Aircraft was imobilized by0
engine damage.

29.3.81 8727 N- -Nr New York JFK I Minor

During climb at 3,500ft gesese wari atruck, inner and outer panes of first officers windshield
shattered, but bird dic not penetrate. FILSE oificer received facial cuts !ron glass
fragments. Left wi ig holed.

7.4.81 Lear 23 N,40OPG Private Lunken Executive 2 1 Killed
Cincinnati. USA 1 Minor

The aircraft was in a climbing turn Pt atitt 4000ft when the aircraft struck a Common Loon
(Gavia immer weight 3.7kg). The bird penetrated the right windscreen and killed the
co-pilot. W'indscreen debris damaged ~Jo 2 engine which had to be shutdown. The pilot'; arm
wasn badly cut but a safe lar''inq was made using the emerqency brake :hute and with no flaps.
The weather was good, the flight being at 11.35 local time. The pilot did not see the bird.S
The Lear 23 is of an age such that the windscreen was not required to withstand a-
bird of even 41ba.

18.4.81 NAMIC YSllA N173RV Sced Pax Sand Point, Alaska 39 Nil

The aircraft was on short finals when a gull strUCK the windshield centre post, the remains
seriously reducing the pilots vision. !ne pilot nis~udgetd distance and ~it~c inc Irain 0
gear impacted an embarkment on the approach, both xTam qear ~heel5 were~ knocsed off and the
aircraft came to rest iSO0ft teyond the threshold. The darnage was sutstantial.
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6.5.81,. A3009 F-BGZZ Air France Paris Orly -Nil0

During th-. take-off roll at ll0kts struck flock of wood pigeons (Columnba palumbUS weight
460ga) . Birds ingested in both engines damaging four fan blades on each one. Take-off
abandoned and stopped on the runway. birds also struck wings, landing gear, fuselage and

--24.3.81 -'1737 -- Johor bahrA, -Nil9

Malaysia

Seth engines were d ama gd during the take-off run.

21.6.81 5737 G-31MNG Air Europe Naples. italy -Nil

During the take-off run a flock of birds was seen to land on the runway about 100 yds ahead of
the aircraft. The birds, pigeons (Columba ap) took off jtist before the aircrAft reached them
at about 120 kts (VI 125) . Several impacts were felt so the take-off was successfully abandoned....
using revert. thrust and brakes. Later some fusible alucs blew. There was biroStrike damfage
to the nacelles, nosewheel steering cablea and to both engines. Six LP compressor blad-cs were
damaged in No 1 engine and 5 in No 2 engine. Both engines ware changed.

4.7.81 DAQI Hercure F-BflG Air Inter Maeccio Corsica -Nil

During the climb at 3OO0ft 250kts the outer windshield u~as shattered after a violent bird impact.

6.7.81 DClO-30 N112WA World Airways Gatwick UIK Nil

At rotation on take-off flamaes and smoke were 3een from engine 3 and the aircraft returned with
the engine shutdown. The runway was inspected and 80 or mBore pieces of engine were found,
together with somue bird remn~ants. The bird remains were identified as either Feral or Wo~d
Pigeon. (Columba ep of weight 400 to 500935). The engine was seriously damaged with holed
casing.

20.7.81 DCS-62 -- Theselonika, (ireece - Nil

Take-off was abandoned after striking pheasants (Phasianus colchicus weight 1.2 kg) on take-off.
There was sivere damage to engines 2 and 3. Repair cost was 145,000 US dollars.

9.8.81 Ll101 G-SBAK British Airways Larnaca Cyprus 347 Nil

On tke-ff her wa a oudbangat 0 ka, o te tke-ff ws aandned Evdene.o
biri ingestion in engines 1 and 3. Ground run revealed power loss on engine 3. Aircraft

ferried to base.

19.8.81 DC Z-ABY Ethiopian jiema -

Airlines

Aircraft suffered a birdstrike causing wing leading edge skin damage and five broken or cracked

ribs.

29.8.81 97475P -- Wellington NZ - Nil

During take-off struck flock of gulls. Uncontained failure on engine 1. Aircraft diverted to
Auckland. ...-

1.9.81 Fokker F28 SE-0GC Linjeflyg Near Ornskoldsvik -Nil

Sweden
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While flying at OOooft and slightly above 300 kts the aircraft struck an Osprey (Pandion
hlaliaetus, weight 1.5 kg). The bird penetrated the skin above the windshield damaging frames, . - -
looms etc and entered the flight deck causing considerable mess.

12.9.1 6747 -"Delh.,India -Nil

During approach struck vultures (Cathartidae). Engine 2 suffered 'uncontained failure holing
No 2 fuel tank as a result of flying debris.

24.9.01 0t37 - Nagaya. .Ja-

Abandoned take-off &:ter gulls were ingested in both engines. Blade damage was found in both

engines.

16.10.981 A300 F- Air Inter Paris, Orly Nil

During approach at rucft and lt (kth struck a flock of Stock Doves (Columba Otnas weight 3hogm) .-.
Birds ingested in both engines.

19.10.81 DCS-50 - Naurdi, NLgeria Nil

Engines 1, 2 and 4 ingested birds when the aircraft struck a flock during the take-off run.
Landing gear and lights als o -tru... Two engines repaired at base, once changed.

19.10.81 A3008 F- Air France Tunis - Nil .

Struck flock of birds at 150 kts during take-off run. Both Engines, Fuselage and wing struck.
Three fan blades were damaged.

23.3.82 8747 (DT90-7) -EFJ Air India Jeddah, Saudi Arabia - "

During the approach the aircraft passed through a flock of birds causing the pilot to shutdown
No 1 engine and bring No 2 back to idle. After touchdown No 2 was shutdown due to vibration.-.
both engine nose domes and all fan blades were damaged. There were holes in the nose cowl of
No 2 engine and the tail cone was missing.

19.6.82 DCS-63 - Yesilkoey Turkey - Nil

Gulls ingested in engines 3 and 4 during landing run. Both engines changed.

11.7.92 -l747 (JT9D-) G-AWNA British Airways Melbourne, 91 Nilr.
Australia

At about 75ft on take-off the aircraft struck a flock of birds, loud bang from engine 3 whicn
ran down and wa g shutdown with high JPT. Engine 4 vibration warning case on so was throttlo.. to
ilth. Made immediate return, engine 4 shutdown after larding. Birds were racing pigeons
(C19u.6i.82 wt 250 ei) rcleksed 100 miles away anc returning to N.elle.lec4 

3-4!
birds in engine 3 and 2-3 in No 4. The aircraft was &t a very light w-Žight. Both engines
changed.
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-1.9.82 8737 G-BGDE British Airways Turin, Italy -Nil

During the take-off 07.20 hrs the ai~rcraft passed throuah a flock 01 gulls at 50ft. Engine 2

indicated a vibration watning. Air traffic~ reported flames from No 2 engine. This was shutdown0

and the aircraft returned. Engine 2 was changed as it was severely damageo.

12.9.82 B707 GBFEO Tra~e::n:: Khartoum, Sudan upl

At 00f ontake-offthaicatsrcalag str Ccnia upt3k).Teef-ad

widcenwag obscured by blood. The aircraft returned where it was found the radome had been

I - - ~ severely holed, with large radial crack. The ILS glideslope aerial was broken.

.113.9.82 9747CF -Luxemburg 
-Nil

During the take-off enqine 4 ingested birds resulting in fan and nose cowling damage after it

had been ptecced by part of a fan blade. The aircraft returned.

3.11.82 DCIO Entebbe, Uganda -Nil

During the climb the aircraft encountered between 11 and 100 heron~s (Ardea sp, up to 1.8 kg),

which were ingested in engines I and 3. Engine I was shutdown.

4.12.82 8747(CF6-50) IHi-BON KLM Amsterdam, 132 Nil
Netherlands

During the take-off run at 14.00 hrs GMT on runway 19L at about 1/3 of the runway at 135 kts

the aircraft struck a flock of 100 Lapwings (Venellus vanellus, weight 250 gm) suffering

Multiple engine damage. The take-off was abandoned stoppi.ng wi.th 800 metres left. The

passengers desem~bark4ýd via stairs at the end of the runway. Engine 1 beyond economic repair

and changed, engine 2 had nine fan blades and some fan exit vanes changed, engine 3 had little .-

damage and engine 4 had one fan blade changed. Wing trailing edge flaps also damaged.

About 75 dead birds were found on the rna. Bird patrols were i otnoSue

S6.12.82 Lear 35 HB-VFO Private Paris LBG -1 Serious

At about 8.30 local the aircraft abandoned take-off after VI as a result of striking a flock

of black headed gulls (Larus ridibundus). The aircraft failed to stop and over-ram striking

the 11.5 installation, seriously injuring the co-pilot. The aircraft was destroyed. The

engines were not in fact demaged and there was one birdstrike on the wing.

12.12.82 B737 G-AV8N Britannia Manchester, UK -Nil

During the toke~o~ft at about; 140 ktb the aircraft struck a flock of lapwings, which were

Ingested In both engines. The aircraft returned. Engine I was changed, there was no damage

a, to engine 2.

.4.
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23.1.83 DNC-7 LX-JAHA Arika Dov Airport Nil
Tel Aviv

During a night take-off the aircraft struck flock of gulls, which rose off the runway at
rotation (S5kts). Vision completely lost through left windscreen and partially lost through
the right. No power was lost. After climbing to 1500ft, gear and flaps left down, the aircraft
returned. Over 60 strikes were courted on the aircraft and 500 to 1000 dead birds were found.
The prop spinner was damaged beyond repair, two others damaged. No 2 de-icer boot damzged.
Bird remains found in all engine intakes, but no engines werc ada ed. Wing de-icer boots dac,'ged."" -
One VQJR & one ADF aeriai damged. Birds ingested in air conditioning system. Nose gear taxy
light smashed. One over-centre spring cable on main gear was knocked off it's pulley. Crew
praised aircraft's ability to cope with such a large flock with so litt).e degradation of performance.

24.3.83 DC1O (CF6-50) LN_-1A SAS Copenhagen, Denmark 160 7 Minor 0

During the take-off run a flock of gulls was struck as the aircraft rotated at 165 kts. An immediate
return was made because of vibration and severe damage to engine 3. Overweight landing by 44 tons,
necessitated 10 wheels changed. Emergency evacuation caused minor injuries to seven people.
Engine 3 fan, nose cowl and pylon internal structure damaged. On bird passed through engine 1 fan.
Runway was wet, fuel jettison and reverse thrust not used due to fire risk as ATC reported engine
an fire. . . .

-. 8.83 A300B F- Air France Bordeaux, France - Nil

At rotation speed on take-off the aircraft passed through a flock of birds, which were ingested
in both engines. Take-off was abandoned at a speed almost equal to V2. The aircraft was
successfully stoppod'on the runway. Both engines were changed. At least one bird had entered
each engine.

17.7.83 B737 G-BHVG Orion Bristol, Lulsgate, UK - Nil

At 50ft and 130 kts during approach struck flock of pigeons and gulls. Teleflex cable from laading
gear was damaged resulting in loss of ground/air sensor and associated systems.

2.10.83 B747 JT9D-7Q China Airlines Anchorage, Alaska - Nil

During a down take-off ducks (Anas sp, weight up to 1.5 kg) were ingested in engines 1 and 2.The take-off was abandoned ast 80 kts. Two fan blades on engine 2 exited the front engine cowl
causing damage to the wing leading edge devices. Engine 1 overtamperstured during reverse thrust
due to core damage, but no fan damage. Birds were flying low across the runway, probably on

migration.

8.10.83 TU134 - Aeroflot KrAsnodar, USSR Nil

Struck flock df crows (Corvus sp weight up to'SSOg) on take-off, right-hand engine failed and
fuel pump knocked off. Climb rate reduced to 200 ft/mmn and aircraft made immediate return.

9.10.83 8707 CS-TRA Air Portugal Birmingham, UK Nil

Take-off was abandoned at 100 kta because of multiple bird strkes and small loss of power on
engine 2. No damage found but birds struck engines 1, 2, 3.

31.10.93 DC10 00- Ostend, Belgium - Nil

During training touch and go large flock of birds were seen on the runway after take-off
power had been selected. Aircraft returned to Brussels. inspection revealed damage to engine
fan with one blade separated, cowling holed and cabin window damaged. Engint 3 had signs
of ingestion but no damage.

3.11.83 8737 G-2GYXK Britannia Glagow, UK - Nil 4

At SOft, 133 kts during landing round-out large flock of lapwings rose from the runway. Both
engines, the wing, fuselage and landing gear were struck. Engine 2 was changed due to blade
damage.

4.12.83 B747 (T'9D) G-ANiE BA Muscat, Oan JJ/ Nil

At about 150 kts on the take-off run a small thump was felt and engine 2 NI rpm started to S
fluctuate, with vibration felt and indicated. The engine was shutdown. After fue) was
jetisoned the aircraft diverted to a convenient maintenance facility. Engine 2 fan blades
damaged, nose cowl torn and accoustic lining holed. Engine changed.
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Serious Incidents to Aeroplanes of 5700kq and Below
Total

Date Aircraft Regn Location Aboard I Damage

25.4.81 C182 C-FTKQ Near Cooking Lake - Minor Substantial
Alberta, Canada

Aircraft struck a duck (Anas bp) which jammed in carburettor intake causing loss of power.
Aircraft forced landed into trees.

18.7.81 C152 G-1014 Near Lerwick, UK 1 Minor - 0
While descending through 1000 ft at about 90 kts the aircraft struck a gull breaking the

- - windscreen. The pilot suffered a cut nose.

6.8.81 Cessna 402 5Y-ATU Near Musiarn, Kenya 1 1 killed Destroyed

Suffered birdstrike with a Ruppell's Griffor. (Gyps rueppellii weight 7.5 kg) which penetrated
the windscreen killing the pilot instantly. The pilot, the sole occupant was Killed and
the aircraft destroyed.. .

-. 1.82 Microlight G- Nr Bolton, England - Nil

A flock of gulls were encountered and the engine exhaust was knocked off (falling near a
house and going 3" deep into the frozen groudnd). The pilot glided to a safe landing.

2'.2.82 beech 200 EI- Nr Nairobi, KenyA Substantial .- S __-

While on final approach the pilot attempted to avoid a large flock of birds, but shortly
afterwards the pilot felt a large thump at the back end of the aircraft and it pitched up.
After recovering a normal landing wat made. The bird, a Marabou Stork (Leptoptilos
Crumwniferus weight up to 7 kg) struck the fir. leadtng edge, crushing the ahOIP fin leading
edge back to the front spar. The fin attachment was not damaged.

10.2.82 C404 Maya Maya, Congo - 1 minor , - .

During approach the aircraft struck bats (Chiroptera) smashing the windscreen and slightly "
injuring the pilots face.

3..4.62 Cessna 172 F- Sarre Union, - Nil .
France

Just before touchdown the pilot noticed two buzzards (Buteo sp) on the beginning of the runway - -
so the pilot overshot and made a circuit. On his second approach both birds were in the air
and the pilot took evasive action to miss one of them. The aircraft landed too fast, bouncý.d
and the landIng gear and propeller were damaged. The bird damaged the left-hand wing leading
edge.

A
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30.7.82 Piper PA23 G-AYWF Amsterdam, Netherlands Nil

While making a night landing a thump was felt as the aircraft descended through 15tft. A"

Grey heron (Ardea cinerea, weight 1.8kg) had damaged struck the wing leading edge damaging

ribs, stringers and holing the skin. "-' ""

rS

26.7.82 Piper PA23 VH- En route Australia - Minor

An eagle penetrated the windshield, causing a deep cut to the pilots head and cuts to his hand.

The aircraft was landed satisfactorily.

9.9.82 Wasmer Guepard F-BXCA Linoge, France 1 1 Serious .

While descending through 1800ft at 14Okts the aircraft struck an Osprey (Pandion haliactus -

weight 1.5 kg). The windscreen was shattered and the pilot's head and fdce badly cut.

.4

31.10.82 Piper PA2- Benbach, Papua ,.Nil

New Guinea

The right-hand windshield was broken by a cockatoo (weight tip to 900gm)"

* 16.1.83 Cessna 152 G-BFKG Middle Wallop, UK 1 Nil Substantal-""

Loud bang at lift-off as the aircraft Struck a bird. The pilot decideJ to re-land during 'oh.

Sthe nose wheel collapsed. Dead bird, probably lapwing found on the grass runway.

6.5.83 Piper PA23 G-ASMN White Waltham., UK - Nil .

Aztec

Just after lift-off the aircraft struck a pigeon. The wing leading edge was bad~y damagcd aid

lull rudder was required during landing.

24.5.83 Partenavia P6E SY-BDC Keekorok, Kenya - li] -

During climbing turn at 400ft after take-off a Bataleur L:aqle iTerathcpiusý - attqht 2.? ."

struck the left-hand stabilator. There was severe leading edge oamace but no adversu co:l-'"l

effects.
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Serious incidents to Helidopters

Total
Dote Aircraft P~n Location Aboard InuyDamaeg

2.3.81 Bell 206 C?- Vancouver State 4 your Destroyed
Canada Killed

The helicopter went missning on a low altitude sheep count and warn not found till Jun S.
When found at leasnt one raven (Corvus corax,-we'ight 1.2 kg) had struck the plexiglass
front windscreen and probably entered the cockpit area. The helicopter crashed as a
result, killing all 4 on board.

3.6.01 Bell 47 0- PAdhill, UK M inor

While in the hover the rot, damaged when a crow (Corvus up weight 550 gon) flew into it.

2.1.82 Bell 206 6-P I**. from Kelsno - Minor
St land

While cruising at 600 ft at VO kta the p-lot felt a slight yaw and simulutaneous severe
vibration. He shut down the engine and made an autorotative landinq in a field. The
tail rotor had been struck bý' a bird (leaving three small feathers) bending the leading
edge of a blade out of alignisAnt, and resulting in tail rotor drive shaft damage.

24.2.82 SA341 Gar-Ile P-GAMX Marseilles, Prance - Minor-

While flying at 200 ft and 100 kte the aircraft struck a gull rnmaahinq the window in the door
causing minor injury to the passengers.

13.4.82 LA 341 Gazelle G- New Seaton, UK - inor0

At 1800 ft, 125 ktrn a gull warn seen to pass over the rotor, no impact was heard or felt.
On landing the stabilizer 'fibroglassa fin akin wasn found to be cracked and had to be renewed.

25.7.82 AS 332 Tiger G-TIGG Hr Nontelisar, Francs - Nil 14ino r

While en-route at 145 ktrn, 2n00 ft the aircraft struck an eagle, holing the redone and jammingI the radar scanner.

16.7.82 SA319 Allouatte F- France -Minor-

*-While flying at 15O0ft and 200 kts a martin (Riparia weight 14 gmn) penetrated the windshield
injuring the pilot.

21.7.82 BA318 Allouett* F- Lyon Satolee, Franca - Nil

*While approaching to land at 500 ft vd 6 kts the windshield was penetrated by a atarling
(sturnus vulgaria weight 80 gmn).

-.-.82 Bell 206 N. Detroit, U.S.A. - inor-

A Mallard Duck weighing Sibs broke the windacreen knocking the pilot unconscious and breaking
his nose. The helicopter was on autopilot (fitted at pilot's request) and the pilot came to
at 700 ft and 110 kto over Detroit.

*1.9.83 SA316 Alouette F-SYCS Montpelier, France - 1 Minor

Approaching the aircraft at 150 ft and 85 kto the helicopter collided with a gull weighing
1.2 kg and 4 ft wingspan. The windscreen was shattered, th~e remains striking the pilot,
who retained control and landed safely, in spite of cuts on his hand&..,

L.11.83 Bell 206 - Sandakan, Borneo -Nil Minor

Large bird of pzvy attached tha helicopter, the pilot managed to docvý the birds first Gttempt
but when the pilot looked up the eagle was again diving with wing& folded. At the last second
the bird must have realised there warn something odd about its "prey", as it spread its wings
and attempted to torn sway. The wing sAashed the nose bubble and the body holed the Ihoneycombe -

b~elly structure. Bird was Brahainin Kits (Heliastur indus. weight SID gmn)
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Attachment A -"-

BIRDSTRIKES 1912 to 1980.

Fatal Accidents and Destroyed Aircraft over 5700kg (125001b) -ýogether wi.th Executive Jets

Date Aircraft Location Occupants Deaths Other

4.1o.6o L188 Elecr Boston, USA 72 62 9 serious injuries

Starling (Sternus vulgaris weight 85 go) flock ingested into 3 engines, aircraft
stalled and crashed.

15.7.62 DC3 Lahore, W Pakistan 2 1 -

Co pilot killed when vulture (Falconiforues) penetrated windscreen during cruise.

23.11.62 Viscount iaryland, USA 17 17 .

At 6000ft wtistling swan (Cygnus columbianus weight 8 kg) struck and removed left
tailplane, aircraft crashed.

28.7.68 Jet Falcon Lake Erie, USA 3 Nil Aircraft ditched - "

Gulls (Larus app) ingested into both engines on take-off causing severe damage, ditched in
lake.

23.7.69 DC3 Nr Djibouti, E Africa 4 Nil Aircraft desticyad , : .-

Cranes (Grus rp weight up to 5 kg) blocked carb intakes on both engines, ditched in sea.

26-3.73 Lear 24 Atlanta, USA 7 7 1 third party
serious injury .

Cowbird. (Nolothrus ater weight 45 gm) caused damage on take-off and severe power lose
on both engines. Aircraft crashed into buildings.

12.12.73 Falcon 20 Norwich, UK 9 Nil

Gulls* caused severe damage to both engines on take-off, crash landed.

14.6.75 NA265 Sabreliner Watertown, USA 6 Nil 3 serious injuries •

Franklin's gull (Larus pipixcan weight 260 gm) ingested in both engines on take-off,
crash landed.

12.11.75 DCIO Kennedy NY, USA 139 Nil 2 aerious injuries

Oulls+ ingested in Eng 3 which exploded, causing severe wing fire, abandoned take-off.
aircraft burnt out.

20,11.75 R5125 Dunsfold, UK 8 - 6 third party deaths

Lapvinga (Vannellus vanellus weight 300 go) ingested in both engines on take-off,
power loss, crash landed destroying car.

6.2.76 Lear 24 Bari, Italy 2 Nil Aircraft Destroyed

Gulls ingested in both engines, power lost and crashed in field.

12.11.76 Falcon 20 Naples, Florida USA 11 Nil 11 serious injuries 6

Ring-billed Vlls (Larus delawarensis weight 485 g) caused both engines to fail just
after lift-off, causing aircraft to crash.

4.4.78 Booing 737 Gosselies, Belgium 3 Nil Aircraft Destroyed

Wood pigeon (Columba palumbus weight 450 gu•) ingested during touch and go, abandoned
take-off and over-ran. Burnt out.

25-7.78 Convair 580 Kalamazoo, USA 43 Nil 3 serious injuries

Sparrow hawk (Falco sparverius weight 120 go) ingested in one enj;ins on take-off, auto
feathared, crashed in field.

Common (Larus canue weight 400 gm) and Black-headed (Lax-us ridihundus weight 300 gm)

÷ Great black-backed (Larus sarious weight 1.8 xg) Ring-billed (Larus delawarensis weight 585 gm) aid S
Herring (IL~ris argentatus weight 1.1 kg)
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Fatal Accidents to Aeroplanes of 5700 k~and Below

MAte Arraft Loication Occupants Deaths Doing

3.14-12 Wright Flyer long Beach,Ca~lif USA ¶ Destroyed

Struck gull while flying &long the beach. Controls Jammed sad aircraft crashed
drowning pilot.

10.2.29 Arado Madras, India 2 2 Deatroyed

Shortl~y after take-off atruck large bird, aircraft crashed.

-.-55 Cessna Aberdare Mtn*, Kenya ¶1 Destroyed

to-route struck vulture, pilot attempted to avoid but bird hit wing tip jamming
ailerons.

10.1.59 -Serengeti, Tanganyika I Destroyed -~- --

Struck a Griffton vulture (Gyps fulvua, 5.4 kg) ant- crashed.

- .3.63 Beach 35 Bakersfield, Calif USA 11 Destroyed

Common loon (Gavia immer vt 3.7 kg) which removed right hand tailpiane.

1.2.64 Turbulent Dir Belfast UK 11 Destroyed

Spun in fros low altitude after strikl.ng or avoiding gl.Dead gull found 60 yards
away and avian blood on vindacreen of open single seater aircraft.

2.7.71 Cessna, 180 British Columbia, Canada 3 2 Destroyed

hn-route struck a Bald eagle (Heliastus leucocephalus wt 5 kg).

16.4.72 Mitsubishi XU2 Altantic City, USA 3 3 Destroyed

Vhil* in climb struck flock of geese, windshield destroyed incapacitating one or both
pilots. Uncontrolled descent into the sea.

3o.8.76 Saab P0FJ15 Nr Awassa, Ethiopia 2 2 Destroyed

Climbing throuth 200 ft struck Vulture. Aircraft went out of control and crashed
vertically.

23.4.77 Agra Commander 690 Chicago, USA 4: 4 Destroyed

Gull ingested in one engine, emergency procedures improperly executed and aircraft spun
into the water.

19.10-79 Swearingen Merlin Palo Alto, Calif USA - 2 killed Destroyed
1 serious

During approach a flock of birds clogged au~ engine intake (engine not damaged). Pilot
attempted overshoot but lost control crashing inverted into parking ares destroying or
damaging 7 other aircraft.

Fatal Accidents to Helicopters

Nil
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ANALYSIS OF BIRD STRIKES REPORTED BY EUROPEAN AIRLINES 1976-1980

0 John Thorpe, Design Surveyor
Civil Aviation Authority-

I Safety Data & Analysis Unit
Brabazon House, Redhill
Surrey RM 1SQ, England

( / ABSTRACT O

S•'Birdstrikes reported world-wide between 1976 and 1980 by European Airlines
. from 14 countries have been analysed. The analysis of over 7500 strikes in-

Scludes the annual strike rate for each country, for aircraft types and
airports, all based on aircraft movements. It also covers bird species and
weights, part of aircraft struck, effect of strike, and cost. . -

The paper shows that gulls were involved in over 40% of the incidents
where the type of bird was known, and that only 1% of bird strikes involves
birds of over 4 lbs. The major effects have been damage to over 330 engines
and the loss of a Boeing 737 aircraft (value $4.5 million). Engineering costs
are estimated to be about 16 million US dollars excluding the Boeing 737.

INTRODUCTION

This paper contains a sunmaary of birdstrike data reported by European
Countries for the years 1976 to 1980. It is similar to a paper using data from
1972 to 1975 which was presented at the Third World Conference on Bird Hazards
in Paris, October 1977.

For the following reasons, the detailed analysis only includes civil air-
craft of over 5700 kg (12500 lb) maximum weight, except that all executive jets
including those of weight less than 5700 kg have been included:

(a) the airworthiness requirements relating to bird strikes are different
for the smaller class of aeroplanes,

(b) much more is known about the reporting standard, and movement data of
operators of transport types, and the movement data is more readily
available than that from air taxi or private owner aircraft,

(C) the 5700 kg and less classification is, in general, a much slower aircraft
with a different mode of operation, requiring less airspace, and a
noticeably different strike rate would be expected.

Information has been obtained from a total of 13 European Countries, of
which eight have been able to provide full information every year.

The strike rate for each country is dependent upon two major factors:-

- reporting standard.

- bird strike problem within that country.
37
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DISCUSSION

Annual Rate / Country

The overall strike rate for the 7608 (and 15 million aircraft movements)
incidents contained in the analysis is 5.1 per 10,000 movements (two movements
per flight). This is somewhat higher than the rate of 3.5 ri.corded between
1972 and 1975.

Fig. I Annual Strike Rate

6
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Strik e
Rate ,:oL•.L
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72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83-

Year

FIGURE 1 shows the annual strike rate for each year for the past nine
years. The UK data (which comprises about 25% of the European Data) is shown
for comparative purposes. There does not appear to be a clear trend, which

in any case could be influenced by variation in reporting standards, . m
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Fig. 2 Strike Pate by Country
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FIGURE 2 shown the rate for each country, Switzerland being the highest
and Norway the lowest. Although each country is reporting strikes world-wide,
a high proportion of its aircraft movements are within its own country and I-_AP _

its record will thus be affected by its own birdstrike problem.
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Aircraft Type Fig. 3 Strike Rate, Jet Aeroplanes
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McDonnell DC 9
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Strike rate per 10,000 movements
FIGURE 3 shows that aircraft which appear similar can have very different . '

rates for example the DC8 (used by eight countries) has a rate of 7.9 compared
with the B707 (used by 9 countries) which has a rate of 5.2. Similarly the
DC10 (used by 11 countries) rate is 12.2, much higher than the LI011 (used by
only two countries) rate of 3.6. Furthermore, the B737 has a rate of 6.9,
which is higher than the wide-bodied A300B Airbus rate of 5.8. It therefore
appears that there is little meaningful correlation between aircraft type and
strike rate.

On average jet aircraft with three engines have a higher strike rate than
those with two or four engines, mainly due to the high DCI0 rate. The group of
aircraft which are wide bodied have a strike rate of 7.5, which is above the
rate for all jets of 5.5. The rate for executive jets is 1.2, thus it appears
that frontal area does influence the strike rate. Concorde has a low bird
strike rate.

Turboprop and Piston Aeroplanes

About 16% of movements are by turboprop aeroplanes, which have an overall

strike rate of 2.7. The rate for piston engined aeroplanes is similar at 2.8,
but this class only accounts for i% of the movements.
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Helicopters

Because helicopters mainly fly at low altitude where birds are most

frequently found, they are continuously exposed to the risk of a strike thus

rates have been based on flying hours. The rate for the 300,000 hours is 1.05

per 10,000 hours. This low rate my be due to the comparatively low speed and
high forwards noise levels. .. -

IQ

Aerodromes •

Aerodrome data is of particular importance as it may indicate where bird
control measures need to be taken. Some countries provided aerodrome movement
data for their nationally registered aircraft, so that a national rate can be
qu-ted. For others only the total number of strikes at each aerodrome, reported
by all European sources is available in the absence of movement data.

Aerodromes which have a high number of strikes or a high strike rate may

be influenced by some of the following:

very good standard of reporting.
- a large bird population (perhaps due to the aerodrowe's geographic -

location
- a large number of aircraft movements.

- incorrect or no bird control measures.
- a difficult problem in spite of use of correct bird

scaring methods.
-an influence which is beyond the control of the S-

"-" aerodrome (eq a garbage dump).

41
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Fig. 4 European Airports, European Operators

Total Strikes, (Rate in brackets)
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FIGURE 4 shows the ten European airports which have the highest total
birdstrikes. It should $e noted that many of these airports have a high number

of movements and thus a very low rate. (See FIGURE !.j
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Fig. 5 Strike Rate National'Airlines) at Selected
Major European Airports
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FVtQR3 6 shows the non-European airports with the highest total of strikes O
reported by European Operators. Some of these airports are extensively used
by European airlines. About 5% of strikes occurred en-route.

Fig. 6 Non-European Airports, Total Strikes
to European Airlines
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Birds

The birds involved were identified '.'1 50% of incidents. The identifica-
tion standard ranged from examination of bird remains by a trained
ornithologist, to the floeting glance of a pilot.

Fig. 7 Bird Species Struck

4 1.5%.

12

11 Gulls
"10 (Larus

9 spp/)

7 B Head Lapwings Swallow/ S
6 (Vartellus Martin
5 vanellus) (Hirun- Birds of Small Pigeons
4 drtiidae) Prey passerines (Columba

"Herr (Falconi (Passe-i- sp) Others

2
"'i 2 r•F ~formes) formes) Si t

"(Apus Corvids 6
;•" i , apus) Corvussp) - ..

FIGURR 7 shows that gulls account for 41.51 (53% in previous period) of
"incidents where the birds have been identified. Of these the black-headed gull
comprised 7%. The next most frequently struck bird was the lapwing (Vanellus
"vanellus) with 11.4%, followed by swallows and martins (Hirundinidae) at 11.4%
and pigeons at 7.6%. The decrease in gull strikes from the previous period
was offset by an increase in birds of prey and in swifts, swallows and martins.

From an airworthiness point of view the breakdown of bird weights is a
most important feature. Unfortunately gulls span a weight range from 300 gm
to 1.8 kg and fall into three weight categories and have therefore been
"excluded unless the exact gull type was known.
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Fig. 8 Weight Distribution of Identified Birds
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FIGURE 8 shows that 32% of birds struck weigh less than 110 gms (1/41b),
50.7% lie between 110 and 680 gas (1/4 tol• ib) and 14.1% lie between 1½ and
2' lb (681 gms to 1.13 kg). About 1% of incidents were known to involve birds
of greater than 1.81 kg (4 Ib).

Part Struck Fig. 9 Part Struck
Fuselage',"-" "

Winds.creen 17% Wing:"-"""-
15% 1-4%°° '' '-"

Empennage
Rodome 1%

9% imam

N-oseSLanding Gear ,:;;12"" "

Engines
16%

FIGURE 9 shows the nose and radome were struck in 31% of incidents,
followed by the fuselage with 17.5%. Engine strikes accounted for 16% of
strikes, in which 1%, a total of 76 incidents, affected more than one engine,
and in 24 cases struck all engines. The multiple engine strike rate is about
1 per 200,000 movements. The tail area was very rarely struck. These percent-
ages are influenced by the size of bird involved, since small birds (below

1/4 1b)are rarely reported as striking the engines, wing or landing gear, but
are more frequently reported on the nose and windshield. The figures are
similar to the previous period.
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Effect (FIGURE 10)

During the period covered by this paper a European registered Boeing 737
was written off during a touch and go training flight. The three crew escaped
from the burning aircraft after take-off was abandoned at high speed resulting "
in the aircraft crossing a major road.

A total of 338 engines were damaged such that repair or replacement was
necessary (damage which has been dressed out has not been counted. of the
338 casea, 152 were in twin engined aircraft. It appears that 30% of engine

* strikes involves damage. Twelve windshields needed to be replaced, (only It
of the 1124 windshield strikes). None of these involved windshield penetra-

* tion. There were 45 cases of radome damage, out of 685 radome strikes (7%).
The radome was in rmost cases only delaminated, few cases are known where it wa
shattered. The radome strength is usually determined by the dielectric
properties necessary for satisfactory operation of the weather radar.

Examination of the bird weights shows, not surprisingly, that only 2%
of small birds (below 1/41b) caused damage, whereas 40% of strikes with birds
of over 4 lbs caused damage.
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Fig. 10 Effect of Strike0
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only a few countries have been able to provide information on cost* Using
Athis known cos t the estimated engineering cost to uropean airlines for the

four year period iii 16.1 million US dollars. In addition the value of about

$4.S million for the Boeing 737 must be added.
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CONCL1US IONS

1. The overall strike rate for the 7608 strikes reported by European
* operators from 1976 to 1980 is 5.1 strikes per 10,000 movements. This Is -

* somewhat higher than the rate from the previous four year period.

2. There does not appear to be any close correlation between the strike rate
and the aeroplane type, however, the strike rate for the group comprising
wide-bodied aeroplanes does appear to be slightly above average.

3. Helicopters have a low strike rate.

4. Gulls were struck more frequently than other birds, being involved in -

41% of incidents. Only 1% of strikes were believed to involve birds of0
* greater than 1.8 kg (4 lb).

S. The nose section and radome were struck in 31% of incidents, followed
by the fuselage with 17% and engines with 16%. About 1% of Incidents
involved multiple engine strikes, a rate of about 1 in every 200,000

L movements.

*6. Apart from the loss of a Boeing 737, the major effect was damage to 338
engines, about oria in every three engine strikes. There was little
windshield damage.

I7. Based on intormaticn provided by four countries the estimated minimum

* engineering cost of bird strikes was at least 16 million US dollars.
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1983 AIR FORCE BIRD STRIKES

0APAI ROBERT C. KULL.JR
0. ~~HQ AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND ___

SERVICES CENTER
TYNDALL APB FLORIDA 32403

ABSTRACT

4<ýince 1975, the Air Force Bird/Aircraft Strike Hazard (DASH) Team.
* located at Tyndall APB FL, has be-dn responsible for maintaining all Air Force
*bird/aircraft strike data. Iriormation for 1983 has been compiled and trends

determined in order to better define the extent of the bird/aircraft strike
hazard potential. During the 1983 reporting period. there were over 2300
reported bird strikes costing more than $4 million. In addition, one major
and several minor personnel injuries resulted from windshield/canopy penetra-
tions by birds. This presentation identifies trends in the Air Forces' bird
strike occurrences and emphasizes the continual need for reporting all bird
strikes.

INTRODUCT ION

since 1975. the Bird/Aircraft strike Hazard (BASH) Team, located at
Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, has been responsible for maintaining allS Air Force bird/aircraft strike data. The data base contains information as
far back as the early 1960's; unfortunately, that data is fairly sketchy.
one of the reasons for the lack of detailed information was the change of
reporting criteria over the years. Only within the last few years have all
Air Force bird strikes been reported. As aircrew members no doubt know.
pilots coming home after a long flight. perhaps to include a low-level _S flying mission, have a hard time finding the energy to fill out one more
report on a bird strike that did little or no damage to their aircraft. The
crew chief of the aircraft wipes off the evidence and everyone presses on
with the mission. However. this is not always the case, in that many air-
crews realize the importance of reporting all bird strikes and do so
according to the regulation.

1rhe BASH Team has suggested many ideas to Increase BASH awareness of all
personnel involved with the bird strike problem. Air Force Regulation
127-15 requires that all bird strikes--those that cause $1,000 or more in
damage, as well as those that don't--be included In the overall statistics
to properly define the problem. only when all bird strikes are reported and
analyzed can we view the true nature of the hazards birds cause to our air-
craft.

From 1980-1982 the BASH Team recorded over 3900 bird strikes to Air
Force aircraft. In 1983 over 2,300 strikes were reported. Either the Ali
Force Is hitting more birds each year, more organizations are reporting bird
strikes, or both. We believe that becamuse of the increased emphasis on the
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importance of reporting strikes, more bird s'rikes are being reported.
Likewise, with increased low-level flying, we do expose our aircraft to
environments in which more birds are found. Thus, we could also be seeing
an actual increase in the bird strike rate. Unfortunately, at this time. S
critical information is not available in order to perform a proper quantita-
tive analysis.

BIRD STRIKES BY IMPACT POINT

TABLE I

Percent of Bird Strikes by Impact Point

Imoact Point Percent

Engine/Engine Cowling 22.3
Windshield/Canopy 20.6
Wings 19.3
Radome/Nose 15.1
Fuselage 8.9
External tanks/pods/geat 6.7
Multiple hits 5.2
Other 1.9

Table I shows all areas of the aircraft are potentially vulnerable to
birds. Of course, where a bird strikes the plane is a matter of chance -.
unless the pilot is able to see the bird and maneuver the aircraft in such a
way that the bird perhaps strikes the underside of the wing or radome.
Normally, engine and windshield strikes pose the greatest damage and are the
greatest threat for a crash or fatality. In reality, five percent of the
windshield/canopy strikes resulted in birds penetrating the canopy, but only
a few cases occurred where minor injuries resulted. Fortunately, in 1983, - .
the Air Force did not lose any aircraft or aircrew due to bird strikes; how-
ever, total cost in damage was on the order of $4 million.

TIME OF BIRD STRIKE OCCURRENCE

Most bird strikes occurred during the day (67%). but a large number ° S
occurred at night (18%). Only 5% of the bird strikes occurred during the
twilight hours. Since most of our flying is during the daylight hours, .-.- :
these statistics are not surprising. Unfortunately. we do not calculate a
bird strike rate for day and night flying since it is difficult, time con- .-...-

suming, and expensive to obtain exact flight times per hour of the day. We
do know, however, that birds are most active in early morning and late S
afternoon hours and that many bases we visit restrict flying during these
times. Some bases restrict takeoffs and landings for an hour or more during
dawn and dusk to reduce the chance of a bird strike.

Bird strikes occurred during all months of the year: however there were
times of increased strikes. This increase coincides %';ith the times of -
migration for birds. As seen in Figure 1, the number of bird strikes peak
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in the spring when birds are migrating north to breed; however, we observe a
much higher peak in the fall when adult birds and their offspring are making
the journey south for the winter. Since most birds begin their migratory
flights shortly after dusk, the number of night strikes greatly increase
while the number of day strikes only moderately increase.

By understanding the reasons why bird strikes increase during certain
times of the day and year. we can assist aircrews in avoiding these higher
risk times. We ensure that our bird strike awareness programs receive
-emphasis before the fall and spring migration periods by sending out mes-
sages that give pilots a "heads up." When bird activity increases in the 9
early morning, the director of operations, at a base experiencing bird
str!.kes, may delay takeoffs which could prove to be very prudent.

WHERE BIRD STRIKES OCCUR

Figure 2 shows almost half of the bird strikes occurred within the ..
traffic pattern of our bases (e.g., takeoff, landing, approach). Obviously,
by reducing the number of birds attracted to an airfield, we can effectively
reduce the risk of bird strikes. Therefore, airfield environments receive
the greatest emphasis in attempting to reduce the occurrence of strikes.
Also, by increasing traffic pattern altitudes, we can reduce the chance of a .
bird strike in the majority of the environments flown.

The second mot vulnerable phase of flight, with respect to hitting
birds, is during low-level operations. High speed, (350-500 knots) low-
level (1000-500 feet above ground level (AaL)) routes traverse the country
in rural, sparcely populated areas, many o! which are near wildlife refuges
and reserves. Almost 25% of all strikes occurred in this flying environ- -JAW
ment. Since windshield/canopy penetrations by buLds are more likely to
occur while flying at these speeds, especially for our fighter aircraft, the

".* risk of aircraft/aircrew loss is greater during low-level operations. As
seen in Figure 3, most bird strikes occurred at or below 500 feet AGL.
Should a bird penetrate the canopy, pilots have little time to react due to P.
sudden loss of vision, possible lack of aircraft control and loss of engine
thrust or som other severe circumstance at these low altitudes and high
airspeeds. We recommend pilots increase low-level flight altitudes and
reduce airspeeds when operationally feasible.

TYPES OF BIRDS ENCOUNTERED

The BASH Team has an ongoing program to identify bird remains as a
result of bird strikes. Air Force Safety Officers send feathers and other
nonfleshy remains to the BASH Team for identification. Of the 2300 strikes,
"approximately 26% are placed in a "bird-type" category (e.g., shorebirds,
gulls). Without remains, another 22% are placed in a "small, medium, or
large bird" category, depending on pilot observations. The remaining 52% --
are unknown as far as the type or size of bird Impacting the aircraft.
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TA13LE 2

Types of Birds Involved in Bird/Aircraft Strikes
1983

Bird TYpe Number of Strikes

Starlings 39
"-shorebirds 17

Blackbirds 22
"Horned Larks 27
Meadow Larks 29
Doves 41
Pigeons 19
Gulls 122
Egrets and Herons 21
Vultures 46
"Hawks, Falcons and Eagles 126
Ducks 52
Geese 10

Unidentified Birds

Small Birds 406
Medium Birds 38
Large Birds 50

p By knowing the "bird-type" causing the problem, the BASH Team and other
experts can more specifically channel their suggestions. For example, . -

should the identified "bird-type" be a duck, there Is less need to spraya
pesticide for insectivorous birds than there is to look for a source of
water to attract waterfowl. Raptors (vultures and hawks) and gulls continue
to give military flying the most problems; because of their large size, they -.
also pose our biggest threat.

AIRCRAFT BIRD STRIKE RATES

The wide variety of aircraft flown by the Air Force and the missions
they perform, create large differences between the bird/aircraft strike
rates for specific aircraft. As seen in Figure 4, fighter aircraft experi-
ence the most strikes. This is due, in part, to fighters flying more hours,
as well as flying more within the 500 feet AOL and below vulnerability
area. But, bombers and cargo aircraft also have a substantial low-level
"flying mission and experience 7.9% and 28.4% of the bird strikes, respec-
tively. Trainers also receive a large amount of strikes with 19.1%. By
analyzing bird strike rates, we can provide information to aircraft design- ..-

ers so they can create a less vulnerable aircraft with respect to bird .-. "." .
damage. Probably, the most well known of these programs is the aerospace .:..-

transparency tests done by the Wright Aeronautical Laboratory at Wright- -.- "
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Patterson Mrm ON. By their efforts. incidents of windshield penetrations by
birds have been reduced. This has saved the Air Force millions of dollars
in potential damage as well as aircrew's lives.

CONCLUSION 0

By continuing to collect and maintain bird strike data, the Air Force
has been able to channel its efforts toward reducing the risk of bird
strikes to specific areas. Since we know the "bird-types" most frequently
hit. when bird strikes most frequently occur, and under what conditions they
occur, we can more effectively minimize the hazards caused by birds. Since 9
types of aircraft change, mission profiles change, environments are altered.
and personnel concerned with the bird strike hazard continue to move from
base to base at approximately three year intervals, the need for collecting
and maintaining bird strike data will be ever present.
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o WOkLDWIDE BIRDSTRIKE STATISTICS OF LUFTHANSA GERMAN AIRLINES

O•- Dr. Jochen Hild .
I Regierungsdirektor

Chairman of German Board for Birdstrike Prevention
D-5580 Traben-Trarbach

Sunmmary

Lufthansa German Airlines register an average number of 328
birdstrikes yearly. The costs of repairs, disregarding subsequent costs
due to flight plan changes or cancellations, amount to 1 Mio DM yearly.
According to a preliminary estimate damage costs are increasing strongly at
the moment. During 1983 the costs amounted to nearly 6.0 Mio DM.A,,"

1 TEN-YEARS STATISTICS WORLDWIDE

During the last 10 years (1973-1982) Lufthansa German Airlines (DLH)
registered 3288 birdstrikes worldwide. The yearly absolute number of
incidents fluctuated between 250 and nearly 400, but the birdstrike rate
decreased from 12.31/10,000 movements (1974) to 8.90/10,000 (1982) (Figure .i ).

The monthly distribution averaged over 10 years is closely related to
the bird migration (Figure 2), that is:

S- March maximum -spring migration -
- May/June maximum = intermigration
- July maximum = full intermigration and beginning

of autumn migration (some species)
October maximum - full autumn migration

The worldwide situation is the same as in Europe; only about 10% of DLH
birdstrikes occur outside Europe.

In rating absolute and relative birdstrike number as to the
effectivity of bird scaring methods/procedures it must be taken into
consideration that the effect of the reporting system depends on the
motivation of pilots from year to year. 0

2. MONTIHLY STATISTICS ON THE CONTINENT"

Since 1967 in Asia 229 DLH birdstrikes occurred with maxima similar
to those in Europe, but with a slight difference between the Near, Middle
and Far East insofar as in the Western parts of Asia the birdstrike maxima -
occur in April and September, that means one month later or earlier than in
the other parts of Asia and Europe; this may be a function of migration.
(Figure 3)

In Africa 159 DLH birdstrikes occurred since 1967 equally distributed
over North, East and Western Africa with nearly 33% each. The distribution
over the months is similar to Europe and Asia but in North Africa a long
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lasting maximum can be observed in springtime caused by continuous bird
migration from March until June. Moreover, a difference exists also
between east and West Africa insofar as the blrdstrlke maximum in
springtime differs by one month in either direction, possibly as a function
of migration.

On the American continent there is a significant difference between
South and North America. On the southern continent (78 birdstrikes since

------1968) the April/May maximum is significant as it is in Africa, possibly
depending on the migration situation. From July until November the number 0
of birdstrikes is nearly the same, but increases from December until
January depending on sutmiertime migrations which are irregular in South
America. On the western part of the continent bird density seems to be
higher because of special migration routes when compared with the eastern
coastal district where only 35% of the incidents occurred. The northern
part of America (total number of birdstrikes since 1968 = 90) including ,
Canada and Mexico shows three birdstrike maxima in May, August, and
October, possibly depending on migration, as well.

On the Australian continent DLH had only 7 birdstrikes since 1971 from -"-"-

June until August; this number is too small to have a statistical value.

3. TENDENCY OF BIRDSTRIKES ON GERMAN AIRPORTS 1980 - 1982 DLH

As to the evaluation of birdstrikes on German airports they are
• ,subdivided into three types as follows:

Take off/landing/roll/taxi (Table 1) within the airport area, f.i.
strikes above 200 ft GND at landing and below 500 ft GND at take off,

Descent/approach/climb (Table 2) in the airport surroundings, fi .
strikes above 200 ft GND at landing and above 500 ft GND dt take off,

Strikes In the airport area (Table 3) but without indication of flight
phase and height.

This subdivision is necessary in order to get more genuine values and
in order to analyse where the main problems with birds are, in the airport
itself or in the surroundings.

As to the airports it can be ascertained that 44% of incidents
occurrea within the airport area and 38% outside (18% unknown); in some
cases incidents outside were higher than inside.

4. TENDENCY OF BIRDSTRIKES IN THE AREA OF SOME IMPORTANT EUROPEAN ': :'
AIRPORTS 1973 - 1982 DLH -

During the last 10 years (1973-1982) DLH registered the most
blrdstrikes on the following European airports: AMS = 48, BCN 24, BRU
30, CPH = 30, IST = 26, LON = 39, MIL = 44, PAR = 67, VIE = 29, ZRH = 30.
The rate situation regarding 10.000 DLH movements on the respective airport
was the following:
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Airport/Year 1973 1978 1982

AMS 8.85 7.36 16.65 "
-Cn 25.53 5.05 9.66
BRU 15.54 14.00 9.12
CPH 3.61 6.38 4.39
IST 6.76 6.53 22.57
LON 3.13 1.71 3.97
MTL ? ? 14.10
PAR 7.84 13.16 14.98
-VIE 7.85 11.31 0.00
ZRH 4.17 7.34 5.63

The main problems have been induced by gul': lapwings, pigeons,
swift/swallows and herons. During the last 5 ey.rs (1978-1982) 17 -
birdstrikes in AMS, BRU, CPH, IST, MIL, PAR and ZRH shcaed damages whose
amount was nearly half a million DM. Birdstrikes DLH ocurred since 1973
on 48 European airports.

5. TENDENCY OF BIROSTRIKES IN THE AREA OF SOME IMPORTANT AIRPORTS OF THE
ASIAN, AFRICAN, AND AMERICAN CONTINENTS 1973-982 DLH

In the Asian region birdstrikes DLH were increasing since 1976. The
most endangered airports seemed to be: ANK = 12 (average rate 8.20), BKK
39 (31.56), BOM = 7 (7.47), DEL = 55 (68.73), HKG = 9 (10.55), KHI = 8 (?)
and TLV = 11 (?). The costs amount to nearly 350,000. - DM since 1973.
Birds of prey were the most dangerous birds because nearly 90% of the
incidents occurred with this group of birds.

In the African region the following airports were highly dangerous for
DLH: ADD = 6, CAT = 5, DAR = 4, DKR = 4, DKR = 33, EBB = 7, KRT = 8, LOS
5, MBA = 5, NBO = 19 and TUN = 8 especially because of the high costs. The
species mostly involved were birds of prey, herons, cranes, ducks and
pigeons; the costs amount to nearly 1.2 Mio DM.

On the North American continent most birdstrikes happened in BOS (8)
and JFK (18) mostly caused by gulls and waterfowl with costs of nearly 0.6
Mio DM.

In South America the following airport seemed to be the most
endangered for DLH: GYE (11), LIM (11), RIO (6), SCL (14), and SAO (4);
birds of prey were mostly involved and the costs amount to more than 1 Mio
DM.

6. FLIGHT PHASES, AIRCRAFT TYPE, DAMAGES AND COSTS

Most birdstrikes in all continents occurred at take off (28.8%) and
landing (26.5%), during approach (31.8%) and during the climbing phase
(9.7%). Narly 71% of birdstrikes occurred during the daytime, 11% at dawn,
but nearly 20% during the night.
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All types of DLH aircraft have been involved in birdstrikes and
perhaps it can be stated: the larger the aircraft the higher the relative
number of birdstrikes according to the following rates/10.000 movements: B .....-..

747 = 35.52 DC 10 = 14.36, B 707 = 11.19, A 300 = 10.4, B 737 = 7.93 and B 8
727 = 7.75 Naverage rates from 6 years).

As to the parts of aircraft struck (Figure 4) most incidents occurred
with the nose (20.01%), the fuselage 17.72%), the engine (16.74%), the ".
windscreen (14.70%) and the radome (13.13%); in 34 incidents engine
exchange was necessary. .

Since 1973 DLH had to pay more than 5.0 Mio DM for blrdstrike damages;
in 1983 the costs were exploding with more than 5.0 Mio DM for one year.
These costs are distributed among the aircraft types as follows: A 300/310

80%, DC 10 = 2%, B 747 = 5%, 8 707 = 3%, B 727 = 1% and B 737 = 9%. They
are distributed among the continents as follows: Germany = 78%, Europe =
2%, Africa = 15%, America = 4%, Asia/Australia 1%.

The costs of repairs disregard subsequent costs due to flight plan

changes or cancellations.

7. LITERATURE

Hild, J. (1983): Combating the Bird Strike Hazard. Airport Forum No.
1/2/1983.
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BIRDS AND AIRCRAFT ENGINE STRIKE RATES

o V.E.F. Solman
Assocýiate

Thurlow & Associates.
E nv'ironmcncal Control Consultants (1981) Ltd.

1?.0. Box 2425, S~n. D, Ottawa, Ontario, Cana%. KIP 5W5

A recent Canadian study involving the years 1977-1982 inclusive relates
engine bird strike rates to different aircraft t ypes and to different engine
locatiuns on similit,-sired aircraft.

Incidents of engine damage, inciudirg simultaneous multi-engine strikes
are related to aircraft types and engine locations. The data presented
suggesc'high vulnerahi.ity to bird 3crikes, bird ingestion and related damage
in the caso of large, quiet, underuing-mounted engines. They also suggest
nr.ch lower st. ike, ingestiou and darage rates for small, noisy, rear-mounted
engines. Where the same enginee are used in both locations the strike rates
are more than feur time., greater in the underwing location.

The implicatiqr2 for modern aircraft'uing 2 large, quiet, underwing-
mounted engines (B/67, B757 and A300) are considered. ,,

In "Birds and Aircraft", (1973), and "Birds and Aviation", (1981), I
discussed the history of bird hazards to aircraft and the work done on that
subject i'- several countries. Those presentations covered site selection and - -

design of airports and their buildings, air field maintenance techniques and
emergency bird scaring as methods of reducing bird attractions including
edible waste and sewage disposal areas, and agricultural crops directly or
indirectly attractive to birds. In "The Birds Were There First and They Still
Are", (1978), I stressed the high vulnerability of executing jet aircraft
powered by small turbine engines and gave case histories of some serious

engine bird strikes involving human_ injuries and fatalities.

In considering the special vulnerability of "executive" jet aircraft
related to small ene.ines, and the aircraft operational parameters, I was
forced to the conclusion that an examination of relative bird strike rates
for different kinds of jet engines should be undertaken. In that review
consideration would also be given to engine position and tvrward projection
of engine noise. Conjecture on the effect of noise on bird strike rates vas
put foriard in Birds and Aviation as a result of some work done by E. Venturini
(pers. comn. 1973) of the General Electric Co. Berger (1983) also referred
to the effects of noise on birds.

Thorpe (1976) had shown from European bird strike data that different
tigine locations on commL-rcial aircraft were associated with different bird

strike rates (per 10,000 aircraft movement& and per 1O,000 angine movements). 0
We, in Canada, have had for years Canadian data that showed different total
aircraft bird strike rates at different airfieldu in Canada and in Europe,



To carry out the review we proposed we needed total aircraft engine bird
strike data (including Dosition of engine struck) from a group of airfields
used by a variety of commercial aircraft types for which complete aircraft
movement data were also available. With that type of data, a comparison of
engine strikc rates at the same airports and in the same time frame, related .
to engine location and aircraft type became possible. Even though the data
did not eliminate all the variables we faced it.gave us a chance to make
compariscns we had not previously been able to make. Because some engines
are used on different aircraft in different configurations we could also begin
to see from Canadian data the importance under Canadian conditions of engine

-location as Thorpe (1976) had suggested.

I wish to acknowledge the excellent co-operation I have receive, rý-.r
Mr. A.J. Laflamme, Aviation Safety Bureau and Mr. W.?. McDonald, Air. .
Facilities Branch, Transport Canada in making engine bird strike and ai- r
traffic data available for review.

The Canadian data covered the period from 1977 to 1982 inclusive. Prior
to and during the period studied, strike data were reported by aircraft
pilots, by airport staffs (mainly controllers and field maintenance personnel),
and by aircraft engine maintenance units. The three-way system involved some
duplications which were eliminated in processing. The three-way system, we
believe, gave us reports on more than 80 percent of the bird strikes on
commercial carrier aircraft at the airports studied.

An aircraft movement involves either a take-off or a landing. An aircraft
engine bird strike rate of one per 10,000 movements means one bird strike
incident (involving one or more engi- v) per 10,000 aircraft movements. An
aircraft engine movement means-that engine has participated in an aircraft
movement. On a 4 engine aircraft there are four engine movements for each
aircraft movement. On a twin engine aircraft there are two engine movements
for each aircraft movement. In t;,=le 1 the 234 engine bird strikes occurred
in relation to 3.4 million aircraft movements and 8.7 million engine movements.

Table I sumarizes data by year, by aircraft type, and by engine location.
It is apparent that engine strike rates, per 10,000 aircraft movementa and
per 10,000 engine movements are related to engine intake size and are higher
with 'igger engines as Venturini (1973) and Berger (1983) have suggested.
That may well be a result of the reduced sound warning time given by larger,
quieter engines and the greater distance-to-escape as I suggested (Solman '81).

When one examines the figures for the B727, B737 and DC9 aircraft, all
of which use Pratt and Whitney JT8D engines (not necessarily the same model)
it is apparent, as suggested by Thorpe (1976) from European data, that tail-
mountei engines have leaq than half as many strikes as the same engines on
1,nderwing mounts. 0

Multi-enjine btrikes have been reported 17 times involving 45 engines
in Au.e i.tu4', period mainly (82%) on underwing engines in a total of 3.4
million aircraft movements. It may be expected that ir. the next 6 years, if
the number of movements is similar to tho past 6 years, a similar number of
multi-en•.ine strikes may occur. Recently the B767 aircraft hau gone inito
service In Canada with large, quiet, underwing etngines. It is suggested-
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that it may experience multi-engine bird strikes. There are reports that
multi-engine strikes have already occurred on the A300 aircraft which has
similar-sized quiet engines and a somewhat similiar configuration,

If we compare the 4.3 million movements of underwing engines (191 0
engine bird strikes)with the 4.3 million movements of rear mounted engines
(43 engine bird strikes) we find a ratio of 0.44 to 0.10 or 4.4 bird strikes
on underwing engines for each bird strike on a rear mounted engine.

In the future both aircraft manufacturers and aircraft operators may
-consider the relative costs of engine repairs, flight delays and public
relations implications caused by aircraft engine bird strikes as a factor in
deciding upon engine location on future aircraft.

The data we have suggest that reduction of bird hazards to aircraft at
airfields will become increasingly important as we move to a higher proportion _
of aircraft with large, quiet, underwing engines.

13
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00 REVIEW OF ENGINE INGESTIONS TO
U WIDE BODY TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

by

0 Michael J. Harrison
40

Biologist

0 Federal Aviation Administration

' Office of Airport Standards

"Washington, D.C. 20591

* INTRODUCTION

1-(In January 1981, the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) Northwest
Region raised the issue of dual engine ingestion hazards to large, high
bypass turbofan twin engine powered transport aircraft. The issue was
whether dual engine failure was likely due to bird ingestions on twin engine
aircraft equipped with high bypass turbofan engines. The Northwest Region,
whose responsibility is certification of transport category aircraft, ini-
tiated a survey through air carriers worldwide, identifying damaging engine
ingestions. The FAA's New England Region, who has responsibility for engine
certification, initiated a review of engine ingestion data. In April 1981,
an ad hoo team was formed to collect and analyze engine ingestion data. This
paper presents some of the data and offers some considerations on how bird
strike data should be collected and analyzed.,.

BIRD INGESTION DATA SET

Engine manufacturer data for the Pratt and Whitney JT9D, General ,
Electric CF6, and the Rolls Royce RB211 were collected. Ingestion events for
a period from 1969 through 1980 for the JT9D; 1972 through 1980 for the CF6,
and April 1972 through August 1981 for the RB211 were examined. For purposes
of data analysis, phase of flight was recorded. Where phase of flight was
unknown, a proportional share of the unknowns were distributed amongst the
known flight phases, based on other bird strike summary data from the British
Civil Aviation Authority and other sources which indicate that approximately
one-half of the bird ingestions occur during takeoff/climb.

All engine ingestion histories were reviewed to estimate the number of
engines which failed. A failure was defined as a condition which precluded
further use of that engine for production of significant thrust. Fifty per-
cent thrust was & "rule of thumb" used for acceptability. An in-flight shut-
down (IFSD) was not necessarily regarded as an engine failure unless other
information supported such a conclusion. Many IFSD's are preciautlonary. If
damage reports indicated the engine was capable of producing thrust had It
been oequired, the Gvcnt wa: not counted at% a falluve.

"Typical damage for the engine failure cstegory Is a traverse fan blade
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crack with loss of a significant amount of the blade tip, repeated stalls,
climbing exhaust gas temparature (EGT), or a 50 percent or greater power loss.
Typical damage which does not of itself indicate an engine failure is fan
blades bent or cracked with leading edge pieces broken out, high vibration, .
or a single surge/stall with recovery.

Most bird ingestion events had little or no operational effect on the
engine. A few events were obvious engine failures. Soae did not clearly
indicate a failure or nonfailure condition. This last borderline group had
-angine damage, vibration and/or IFSD. Significant damage incidents were .
discussed in detail with the engine manufacturer and a determination was made
as to whether the engine could have produced thrust if it had been required
to do so. Thic was done by contacting the engine manufacturer who researched
the incident files and by comparing damage on known failures with damages
reported on these borderline incidents.

Based on these reviews, manufacturer estimates of engine capabilities
and FAA technical staff judgment, • tabulation of bird ingestion events, and
engine failures was compiled. Table 1 presents this information.

TABLE 1. Engine Bird Ingestions By Flight Phase

Flight Phase
Other Than Unknown or

Engine Type Takeoff/Climb Takeoff/Climb Not Reported Total

IT9D Ingestion Events 215 42 346 603 .-. . -,-
JT9D Failures 36 1 0 37
Failures/Ingestion 6.-14%

CF6 *:ngestion Events 1314 82 105 -321
CF6 'ailures 114 2 0 16 " "
Failures/Ingention 14.98%

RB211 Ingestion Events 71 36 59 166
RB211 Failures 4 0 0 .4
Fail urea/Ingestion 2.141%

Total Events 420 160 510 1090
Total Failures 54 3 0 57

Applying a oorreotional factor of 50 percent for the Unknown/Not
Reporteds, these events were distributed between Takeoff/Climb and Other than
Takeoff/Climb.
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TABLE 2. Distributed Bird Ingestions By Flight Phase

Flight Phase (Estimated)
Other Than 0

Engine Type Takeoff/Climb Takeoff/Climb

JT9D Ingestion Events 388 215
JT9D Failures 36 1
Failures/Ingestion(%) 9.28% 0.117%

CF6 Inge3tion Events 186 135
CF6 Failures 14 2
F Pailures/Ingestions(%) 7.53% 1.48%

EB211 Ingestion Events 101 65
RB2111 Failures 4 0
"Failures/Ingestion (%) 3.96%

Of the 1090 events, 49 involved multiple ingestions. Multiple
ingestions are defined as ingestion of at least one bird into each of two or
more engines on an aircraft during a bird encounter event. Unknown or unre-
ported flight phase was distributed 50 percent to Takeoff/Climb and 50 per- e
cent to Other Than Takeoff/Climb. Multiple ingestion events involving small
birds such as sparrows and starlings were excluded as not relevant to the
study since small birds do not substantially damage large high bypass turbofan
engines. These events were eliminated from the data set tecausc the analysis
focused on estimating multiple ingeations on nonrevenue departures were
excluded because operations such a. crew training, ferry flights, and touch-
and-go takeoff are not typical of normal aircraft use.

TABLE 3. Multiple Ingestion Data

Aircraft Ty-pe
B747 DC-10 A300 Lo10

Service Period 1969-1980 1977-1980 1974-1980 Apr 72-Aug 81
Revenue Departure& 2,430,000 2,020,000 420,000 1,460,000

Takeoff/Climb
Multiple Ingestions 16 6 4 2 -

Other Than
Takeoff/Climb
Multiple Ingestions 3 2 0 1

Unknown/Unroport ed
Flight Phase
Multiple Ingestions 15 000

%Total 348'3
lOultiple Ingestions
per 10,000 Departures 0.1 4 0.041 0.10 0.0" -
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The B747 ingestions included seven events in which three aircraft engines
were affected and one event in which all four engines ingested birds. Table
3 treats these eight events as a dual engine ingestion event.

Table 4 provides aircraft fleet and engine combinations for aircraft and
: distribution of revenue departures by engine type. This data is useful in

putting engine ingestion events into perspective.

TABLE 4. Wide Body Aircraft/Engine Data (As of 1/1/81)

Aircraft Powered by Engine Type
DC-10-30

B747 DC-10-40 DC-10-10 A300 LI011

JT9D 390 38 0 3 0
CF6 64 171 122 119 0
RB211 20 0 0 0 192
Total Aircraft 7 209 122 122 192
JT9D Revenue
Departure "istribution 0.894 0.105 0.000 0.001 0.000

CF6 Revenue |
*Departure Distribution 0.042 0.330 0.1443 0.185 0.000

RB211 Revenue
Departure Distribution 0.021 0.000 0.000 .000 0.979

Approximately 89.4 percent of all JT9D departures were on B747 aircraft. 0
If a higher incidence of B747 bird strike events occurred, it would
correspondingly produce higher numbers of JT9D engine ingestion events, which
from Table 1, is indeed the case. Likowise, if an aircraft type such as the
LI011 were operated in locations with low bird activities, RE211 events and
failures would be expected to be lower.

AIRPORT BIRD INGESTION FACTORS

The FAA's analysis of bird ingestion data resulted in calculating a
failure rate for each engine. FAA wa3 unable to consider exposure to bird
hazards based on historical data from 1969 through 1980 because of the many
variables in data collection from.n one country to another. Engine munufac-
turer data provided some information on individual ingestion events, but cer-
tainly not enough data to adequately describe all 1090 events.

iTh, aircraft's (or engine's) e::-posare to the bird strike hazard must be
considered. Table 5 illust-uteb Th. problem of geographic significance of
the uirk- strike hazard problem. It 1).sts the top ten airports contributing 9
to 41d4 t%,oy aircraft engine ingevtioin.
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TABLE 5. Engine by Airport (1975-1980)
JT9D, CF6, and RB211

0
Engine Engine Multiple Engine

Airport Ingestions Failures Ingestions

J. F. Kennedy 48 6 5
Toyko 38 3 2
Bombay 27 3 0
Schiphol 21 2 2
Delhi 20 1 0
Heathrow 12 2 1
San Francisco 11 2 1
Paris Orley 10 1 2
Prestwick 8 2 1
Copenhagen 8 2 2
Total 20' 2-4
Source: Engine Manufacturer Data (All flight phases included)

These 10 airports account for 16 of 49 multiple ingestion events and 2,4
of 57 failures. Improvements in bird control would significantly improve the
engine failure rates.

Engine failure rates, ingestion rates, and other treatments of the data
where the number of operations are factored into the ingestion data must also
be analyzed in relation to the exposure the aircraft has to bird hazard
risks. Since bird densities around airports are constantly changing, there
are periods of the year when bird hazards are at an absolute minimum. During-
early spring and early summer, bird strikes decline while the number cf
operations increase. Likewise, on a given day, many of the U.S. air carrier
served airports exceed the number of daily operations of any foreign airport.
While Heathrow experienced a takeoff or landing every 5 to 6 minutes In 1979,
some of the larger U.S. airports were moving aircraft at much shorterinter- S. -

vals. If more aircraft are operating at closer takeoff and landing inter-
vals, the increased airport activity scares the birds away, and at the same
time, bird control measures can be effectively employed to protect greater
numbers of aircraft. Many of the bird strikes experienced on U.S. airports
occur when airp--'t operations are light, on takeoff or landing on other than
the primary runweys, and during periods when airport bird patrols are not on S
duty.

Another factor relates to daily and almost hourly changes in the airport *---.

bird densities. Many bird species hazardous to aircraft exhib.t increased
flight activity near sunrise and sinset. O'her birds like vultures and kites
use midday thermal air masses to soar and glide in search of food. Many
flocking birds roost at night, not creating a bird hazard until they fly at
dawn from their roost to feeding areas near the airport. Most bird strikes
occur during daylight hours because of both increased bird activity and'
increased numbers of aircraft flight operati•ns.

Figure 1 depicts the time distribution of 84 worldwldc thlrg ingeqti onq
on high bypass turbofan engines wh.'r'e the local time of th'r ,I d .ritrke --in
reported. These 84 events occurreo ovrr ;1 .n,n .vy.ac jr'I,d ue, 1r--nrn. ina
1981. Using the time, date, and lortat !,-,r .f the evont, t.ie ti.
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ocurrence was converted to rtoflect hours before or after sunrise and sunset.
In those ingestion events wher'e the bird were identified, most of the birds
were species that roost at night. Ingestions which occurred at and after

-amidnight involved owls. Greater numbers of bird strikes occur near sunrise 0
through sunset for all categories of aircraft.

Table 6 lists the combined percen'age of B747, DC-1O, Li011, and A300
revenue departures at selected airports which departed between the hour
before sunrise and the hour after sunset. These percentages will vary with
airline passenger seasons; however, most bird strikes occur from late August
through the winter months. Revenue departures during the month of September
1982 were used in Table 4, approximating departure schedules which would
exist through the fall and early winter months when the bird hazard risks are
greatest.
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- 3iRE 1. Time Distribution of R14 Bird Ingestions
High-Bypass Turbofan Engines

Su-.,r r.e: FAA Bird Strike/Incident Reports FAA Form 5200-7
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TABLE 6. Perceiracge of Departures

One Hour Before Sunrise to One )'After Sunset

AirportPercentage of Departures

John F. Kennedy 53.9%

Delhi 55.2

Bombay
Los Angeles
Boston 70. 14

San Francisco 7 L

Miami 75.2

Paris Orley 7K i'1

Copenhagen 8-. 7

London Heathrow
Schiphol P.

Tokyo-Haneda
Sydney P?. 1
Source: International Officia' Airline lv2pt.onher 1 1r
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Table 6 shows that most of these airports have their greatest number
ofrevenue departures during periods of daylight bird activity. Some air- J.
"ports like John F. Kennedy International have nearly half of their departures
occurring after dark. At Kennedy, the predominant bird hazard problem
involves gulls which usually roost at night away from the airport. With air-
port bird strike rates being calculated by dividing the total number of bird
strike events by the total departures, an error is introduced in the rate
because the rate is not adjusted for the actual exposure to the bird risk. A
rate of 1.2 strikes per 10,000 operations at John F. Kennedy corrected to
eliminate night revenue departures would be 2.2 strikes per 10,000 opera-
tions. Flight scheduling significantly affects the bird strike risk at many
airports and should be considered when discussing bird strike rates and pro-
babilities.

Aircraft flight schedules and bird flight habits cannot be used in
assessments of historical bird ingestion data because the bird strike
reporting systems did not report these factors. Any analysis of this data
necessarily estimates a worldwide 24-hour average risk. The rates and
probabilities derived from bird strike data consider all revenue departures,
which is a greater number of departures than the actual departures exposed to
the bird hazard at many major airports. If revenue departures were adjusted
downward to more closely approximate bird hazard exposure, the computed rates
would increase sharply. Factoring out departures where bird hazard risks are
minimal could increase these rates by 20 to 30 percent at most airports.

CONCLUS IONS

While the FAA had taken a close look at historical bird ingestion data
from 1969 through 1980, the ad hoe team also recognized the limitations on
the data set. In May of 1981, the FAA's Technical Center initiated the most

* comprehensive data collection program ever undertaken on bird ingestions.
Contracts were awarded to Pratt and Whitney, General Electric, and Rolls
Royce to respond to bird ingestion events and collect data. The contract
tasks included descriptions of damage, positive bird identification, date, 9

time, phase of flight, weather conditions, and from the bird identification,
bird weight. Narrative descriptions provided information on engine perfor-
mance, damage, and numbers of birds. The data collection phase was completed
in July 1983 and the draft report is currently being coordinated within FAA.
In the 26 months of the study, 638 engine ingestion events on high bypass
turbofan engines were recorded at 137 airports. Twenty-eight events involved
multiple bird ingestions. Data contained in the Technical Center report will
be extremely valuable In identifying the nature of the bird hazard risk to
large high bypass turbofan engines.
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* AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCY BIRD
O TMPACT ANALYSIS USING TWV
""0 MAGNA COMPUTER PROGRAM

I Ti.. E. McCartv

Flight Dvnamics Laboratory
Air Foce Wright Aeronautical laboratories

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, I TSA

ABSTRACT

LThe history of United States Air Force iu\,olvem,,fnt in the development of
bird impact recistant transparent crew enclosures for flight vehicles is
briefly reviewed. The decision to develop analytical methods for the design
of bird resistant transparencies Is noted. The subsequent development of a
tinite element computer program called MACNA is discu9sed and experience with
the application of this code to the bird impact analysis of a tactical . "
aircraft canopy is related. Results are presented which show MtAGNA to be
capable of realistically simulating the canopy response to bird impact. The
strong dependence of the bird impact loadinp upon the dynamic response of the
canopy is pointed out, and the need to develop the ca.ability to Independently
account for the effects of this load-response coupling is stated.

INTRODUCTION

in recent years, United States Air Force Flight missions have involved -

more high speed, low altitude operations. Under these conditions, bird
impacts or aircraft transparent crew enclosures pose a significant hazard and
have resulted in unacceptable losses of aircraft and crewmembers. Between
the years of 1966 and 1977, the cost of Air Force aircraft alone lost to
confirmed transparency bird impact exceeded S80 million. Six crewmembers -
"lost their lives in these accidents. The total cost involved grows to a much
higher level when worldwide military and commercial aircraft operations, and
the expense of replacing damaged transparencies on recovered aircraft are
taken into consideration.

The United States Air Force has been one of the leaders in reducing the
scope of this problem since 1972. At that time the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory formed the Improved Windshield Protection Advanced Development
Program Office (ADPO). Since that time a second group, the Subsystems
Development Group of the Crew Escape and Subsystems Branch, has also been
formed and together these two offices are charged with the development,
demonstration, and application of new technology for the design of improved
aircraft transparent crew enclosures.

The maior bird impact protection programs accomplished by the Flight
Dynamics Laboratory to date have all involved the design of improved
transparencies for existing operational aircraft. These retrofit programs
have made extensivc use of full scale bird imp.act testing for .he.escreening
of preliminary designs and the qualificatici, of final designs.-
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ANALYT1CAL TOOL1S

Since high cost and considerable time were inherent in these empirical
methods, interest began to grow in the development of less costly analytical 0
design tools. Tn 1975 the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory awarded its
first contract for the development of a computer program to fill this
requirement. As a res lt5 a 6 code named IMPACT was developed and delivered to
the Air Force in 1977.

IMPACT was discussed 7at the 1978 Conference on Aerospace Transparent
!Haterials and Enclosures. It was found to be inadequate for simulating the-
bird impact response of a flexible tactical aircraft canopy due to the very
large deflections (F. in.) observtd during tests of the canlopy. At the tine,
it was presuned that IhPACT could still serve a!; an analysis and design tool
for transpa~rencies exhibiting sma. 1'er deflections Jn response to bird impact.

However, subsequent evaluation of IMPACT performed under an In-house-
research program in the Subsystems Development Group found the code
inadeqpate for the atalysis o1 even a very stiff bomber-class windshield
panel. Even though the deflections observed in testing ,ere less than 0.5
In., they were still too large to ptrmit successful analysis.

S]NTTE ELEMENT METHOD

The analysis method employed in the IMPACT computer program is kno*.r., as
the finite element method. 1his method was developed in the carly 1960's as
"a structural analysis technique and has been successfully applied woldwide in
"a variety of technicel disciplines since then. 0

The method is comprised of three basic steps. The first step involves
treating the structure of concern as a group of subsections or element'
instead of as a single entity. This representation is referred to as the
"finite element model" of the structure.

The second step involves the definition of loads which are applied to
the structure - bird impact loads in this case.

The third step involves the use of a (finite element) computer program
to calculate the response of the structure which has been modelled to the
loads which have been defined. -

In general, when the deflections resulting from applied loaJs reach a
certain level, a nonlinear finite element code is required for analysis of
the problem. The IMPACT computer program discussed in the last section was a
linear program, i.e., it was based on the assumption of very small
deflections everywhere in the structure. As previously mentioned, the -
deflection of even very stiff aircraft transparencies (glass bomber
windshield) in response to bird impact •oads has been found to be "large" for
the purpose of finite element analysis. Therefore, It should corre as no
surprise that IMPACT could rt serve a, an offective transparency bird impact
analysis tool.
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MAGNA COMPUTER PROGRAM.

In 1978, when the need for a nonlinear cede had beer confirmed, the Air .
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory made a second contract. award to obtain a 0
finite element program for transparency bird impact analysis. As ý result, a
nonlinear code named MAGNA was delivered to the Air Fcrce in 1979.'

9MAGNA can accurately analyze large deflection problems and it is hoped
that it will eventually serve as a valuable tool for the aircraft
transprrency design community. Toward this end, the Subsystems Development 0
Groul, is under contract through 1984 for continued improvement of MAGNA and
the APO is tinder contrect to have MACNA used as an. analysis tool for some
.mproved trarsparencies.

The MAGNA code is Intalled on the scientific computers at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, and is available for use by any United .
"States Gu~ernmeut office or any firm under contra, ro such an office. At
the present time MAGNA is being e•c.rcised by its . nper, the University of
Dayton Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio, and by sf, - . US Air Force offices
and contractors.

The Subsystems Development Group is corducting a continuing in-house 6
research program to evaluate MAGNA as the development of tb. . proceeds
and to attempt to validate it via simulation of various full scale bird
impact tests. Thp results oi these simulations are being compayedbo stress,
"strain, and deflection data acquired during full scale testing.

During 1980, the Subsystems Development Group simulated the bird impact
. response of a very flexible canopy for a tactical aircraft. This is regarded

as a severe test of MAGNA because the deflections of the canopy are so large,

BIRD IMPACT ANALYSES

Figure 1 shows the finite element model of the canopy analyzed under the
Subsystems Development Group in-house study. Only half of the structure has
been modelled because of the synmnetry of the problem. The model contains
fifty finite elements.

FIGURE 1. Finite Element model of Tactical Aircraft Canopy
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The shape of the loaded area over which the bird Impact ý?ads were
applied has been determined experimentally for rigid targets. That is, the
loading "footprint" corresponds to the case for which the canopy does not
deflect during the Impact event. 0

A simplistic approach was taker in calculating the loads which are
applied over this tootprint by the bird. Reference 8 discusses the same
approach tc riodelling bird impact loads, but in greater detail. After
impact, the component of the bird's initial linear momentum, normal to the
canopy sutrface has been delivered to the canopy and is therefore equal to the •
impulse. Again, it was assumed that no deflection of the canopy occurs
during impact. The average force applied t- the canopy during impact was
then determined by dividilng the impulse delivered to the canopy by the period
of the event. Since only half the canopy was modelled, only half this
average force is uFed in the simulation. This description of loads is -_ -

referred to as "uncoupled" since it involves the assumption that the bird 6
Impact loads are independent, or "uncoupled," from the resulting deflecticn
of the canopy during Impact.

Linear, Uncoupled Ar.lysis

I.lAGNA can be used to perform either livear or nonlinear analyses. For 0
the purRosj of comparison with carlier studies of the same problem with
IMPACT, ' a linear analysis was performed first. The uncoupled description
of loads was used in coniunctlon with this analysis. A 4.0 lb bird impacting
the canopy at 575 tps was simulated; the period of the impact event was 2.3
MnS.

Figure 2 shows the results of this analysis. The solid lines represent
"a profile view of the undeformed shape of the canopy along its centerline or
plane of symmetry. The dotted lines represent the deformed shape of the
canopy calculated by MAGNA. The small circles represent data reduced from
high speed film records of the actual test.

The rtsults illustrated are similar to those of earlier linear studies
performed. ' The computed deflections are much smaller than those observed
during the test. One of the reasons for such poor correlation is that the
simulation was not a large deflection analysis. It can be seen from the
experimental data that a very large depression formed in the canopy during
the test and moved aft over the structvre. The linear analysis results also
show the formation of a depression (of iluch less depth) which travels aft,
but the speed of propagation is too high. At 10.4 ms, the linear deformation
has already reached the aft edge of the transparency and has been reflected
as an outward displaced wave while the experimentally observed depression has
only begun to travel slowly aft.

Nonlinear, Uncoupled Analysis

Next a nonlinear (large deflection) analysis of the same bird impact
test was accomplished with MAGNA. Much anticipation accompanied this
analysis because it was the first nonlinear dynamic analysis of bird impact
on the aircraft transparency with MAGNA. It was hoped that taking into
account the effects of large deflections would prove to be all that was
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required in order to realistically simulate the test results. The uncoupled
description of the loads was used again as for the linear analysis. Figuire
3 shous the results obtairpcd. The format is the same as for Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Canopy Centerline Deflection, Linear Uncoupled Analysis 2>.
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It is apparent that the effects of large deflections are Indeed very
significant for this problem. The displacements computed by MACNA are muchI ~larger than those from the linear analysis, but something is still wrong. 9__
The displacements computed at early times (2.4 ins) are too great and those

-' computed at later times are too small. Even though a relatively large
depression in the canopy is predicted by MAGNA, it doesn't travel aft over
the canopy at all.J

The conclusion drawn from these results was that even though the effects
of large deflections are important, some very significant aspect of the
problem had apparently been overlooked in the analysis. Similar1
disappointing results have been reported by other investigators.

Nonlinear Coupled Analysis

The aspect of the nonlinepr uncoupled analysis which was most highly
suspect as the cause of the poor correlation seen in Figure 3 was the
assumption made that the canopy did not deflect during the Impact event. To
cxainine the validity of this rigid target assumption, high speed film records
of the actual bird impect test were studied.
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FIGURE 3. Canopy Centerline- Deflection, Nonlinear Uncoupled Analysis
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The area over which the bird impact loads actually acted was estimated
from a scuff mark left on the canopy after impact which was visible in the
test film. It was obvious from the film that the surface area of the canopy
loaded by the bird is very sensitive to deflection of the canopy during
impact. The size of the actual footprint was many times that for the rigid
target case.

* Next, an estimate of the actual period of impact was obtained from the
film records. The film from a camera which had been placed inside the canopy
during the test showed plainly the time at which the bird material stopped
sliding over the surface and ceased to make contact with the canopy. The
film estimate of the period was 8.5 mns compared to 2.3 ms for the rigid
target case, so again the effect of canopy deflection durinq impact was very
pronounced.

From the analysis of the test film, a second definitior of bird impact
loading was derived. This definition will be referred to from here on as
"coupled loading" because it takes into account some of the effects of taroe't
deflection during impact.

Figure 4 shows the results of repeating the MAGNA nonlinear analysis but
wihthe coupled description of loading, i.e., with the more realistic
fooprntarea, and impact period. The results are dramatically improved over
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FIGURE 4. Canor; anterline Deflection, Nonlinear Coupled Analysis
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realistic at all times. The motion of the depression aft over the canopy is
very similar tn that observed during the actual test.
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In general. correlation with the data is excellent for the coupled case
especially in view of the coarseness with which impact loads were defined.
Apparently, the most significant aspect of this problem is the strong 0
coupling which exists between the impact loads and the response of the
canopy. The response is very sensitive to the loads and vice versa.

It is important to note at this point that a priori knowledge of test
results was required before realistic simulation of the full scale test
became possible. High speed film of the test was used to define impact load
parameters for use in the MAGNA analysis. This means that in accomplishing
the solution to one problem, another has been uncovered. A computer program,
MAGNA, has been developed which is technically capable of realIEtically
simulating the severely nonlinear response of a tactical aircraft canopy to
bird impact. This is the solution to the birdstrike analysis problem which
the Flight Dynamics Laboratory has been seeking since 1975. But it has been 0
learned In the process that the capability to accurately define bird loading
on flexible transparencies for use in MAGNA analyses is lacking. The loads
depend so strongly upon the response of the canopy that estimates of the
loads made without a priori knowledge of the response (uncoupled description
of the loads) produce completely unrealistic results (Figure 3). This
defeats the use of the computer program as a transparency design tool. • S

Two new investigations are suggested by the results just discussed. One
is a work effort to perform more correlation studies with MAGNA but for
other, less flexible aircraft transparencies in hopes of finding some for
which the effects of coupling may sally be ignored. Some work along these
lines has already been accomplished. This work helps define the range of -

target response over which an uncoupled or rigid target description of loads
remains valid. In general, it has been determined that an uncoupled or rigid
target description of loads remains valid for any monolithic or laminated
glass transparency design because of the relatively small deflections
exhibited during bird impact.

The second investigation which is warranted in the light of results
presented here is one to develop the capability to ac:ount for the effects of
load-response coupling during a MAGNA bird impact analysis. This capability
would be internal to MAGNA and transparent to the user. It would require
only the definition of some initial parameters related to the impact event
such as bird mass, bird velocity, and impact point. The internal workings of S
the finite element solution would then compute, step by step, the appropriate
bird impact loading based on the instantaneous state of the transparency -"
structure as it deforms in response to impact loads. If such a capability
can be realized, then this tool should prove valuable in the design of all
new bird-resistant transparencies. A contractual program currently in
progress is intended to provide this capability in 1984.

Since the aircraft transparency birdstrike problem requires large
deflection analysis and since the case treated in this paper involves the
-ar 2st deflections ever observed during Air Force full scale bird impact
testing, it may be stated that MAGNA is ready for use in post-test analysis
foi all types of aircraft transparencies. It may also be used at the present .
rime in the design of those new bird-resistant transparencies for which the
effects of load-response coupling may safely be ignor•. (An interim mechod
of handling moderate coupling has also been developed-.)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The MAGNA computer program is technro1lly capable of realistically
simulating nonlinear dynamic structural respoose of aircraft transparencies
to bird impact loadir"g.

It it not let poasiblo to accurately define a priori the loads resulting
from bird impact on very fieyibic aircratt transparencies. This is true
because the magnit~add of the loads as well nas the surface area and period of
time over which Lbey act depend strongly on the dynamic response of the 0
tranuparency. Tthi Is to say, for very fleylble aircraft transparencies, the
bi'd impact loads are strongly coupled to the dynomic response of the
transparonvy.

MAGNA Is ready for use As a post-bird-impact-test analysis tool for all
types of transparencies and even as a design tool for new, relatively stiff 0 . .
rransparencies, I.e., transparencies for which the effects of load-response
couplinS may sAfely be ignored or are only moderate.

If and when the capability to directly account for the effects of
load-response coupling is implemented in MAGNA, it will provide valuable
service as a design and analysis tool for all types of bird-resistant
aircraft transparencies. Significant savings in cost and time will be
realired with such au analysis tool.

Use of MAGNA is not limited to aircraft transparency birdstrikc analvsis
but may be extended to the analysis of any problem involving the linear or
nonlinear responce of a structure subject to static or transient loads. In -
the particular area of aircraft transparency design, it may be used to
analyze the effects of cockpit pressure loads, in-flight aerodynamic pressure
loads, runway or in-flight temperatures, or supersonic aerodynamic heatingloads. :::::i:::
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BIRD IMPACT EVALUATION OF THE F/RF-4 TRANSPARENCY SYSTEM

Lt Robert Simmons*
Flight Dynamics Laboratory U

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

G. J. Stenger**
University of Dayton Research Institute

ABSTRACT

Birdstrikes to the crew enclosures of USAF F/RF-4 aircraft have resulted
in major aircraft dameges coupled with severe fatal pilot injuries. Analysis
of operational bird impact statistical data indicates that the trend of
damaging bird impacts of the F-4 is continuing to rise. Impacts to the F-4 0
transparency system also continue to rise resulting in a continued flight
safety risk to the aircraft and the aircrew. The Air Force Wright Acronau-
tical Laboratories, Improved Windshield Protection Office has initiated a
program to develop a transparency system for the F-4 aircratt which has four •
pound, 500 knot bird impact capability. The first step in this program was to
experimentally determine the existing transparency system capability by bird S
impact testing full scale flight hardware. Fight impact locations on the
windshield and forward canopy were tested to failure with four pound birds.
Tests on experimental, laminated windshield side panels were also conducted to
investigate the capability of the windshield frame. The baseline birdstrike
test results are presented through the use of post test photographs and an
impact capability diagram.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the advancement in radar detection techniques as well as the
development and increased use of terrain following instrumentation, an in-
creased amount of high-speed flight time is performed at altitudes below 10,
000 feet. Many air force high-speed aircraft transparency systems were not
designed to meet the Increased bird impact risk associated with this phase of
the flight operation. The F/RF-4, Figure 1, is but one example of an aircraft
which was not designed with a transparency system capable of surviving the 0
bird impact event. Analysis of birdstrike statistical data obtained from the
Air Force Inspection and Safety Center at Norton AFB, California shows that
during the period January 1971 to March 1981, 30 of the 68 reported
birdstrikes against the transparency resulted in penetration into the crew
compartment. Associated with these penetrations were 12 injuries (some
permanently disabling) to aircrew personnel, loss of one aircraft, and one
pilot fatality. Recent birdstrike data continues to show an increase in the
number of impacts and, without significant changes in the mission requirements
that have resulted in this increasing birdstrike rate, an even larger number
of damaging birdstrikes may be expected for the F/RF-4 aircraft in the future.

*Program Manager, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Vehicle Equip-
ment Division
**Associate Research Engineer, Aerospace Mechanics Division
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BACKGROUND/OBJECTIVE

As a result of the loss of a USAF F-4E aircraft and a pilot fatality due

to a windshield birdstrike in November 1980, the Improved Windshield Pro-

tection Program Office was directed to develop an improved bird impact resis-
tant transparency system for the F/RF-4 aircraft. The initial phase of this
program included an experimental test series which was conducted to determine
the baseline bird impact capability of the current F/RF-4 transparency system.

The primary objective of this bird impact test program, conducted during A
the periods August-October 1982 and February 1983 was to determine the minimum
bird penetration velocity as a function of birdstrike location for the
windshield and forward canopy. Secondary objectives of the test program were
to: (1) collect sufficient data (photographic, strain, and accelerometer) to
support the subsequent transparency system redesign effort; and (2) to inves-
tigate the capability of the windshield support structure to absorb (and
transfer into the fuselage) the energies associated with the bird impact
event.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The bird impact testing of the F/RF-4 transparency system was accom-

plished at Range S-3 of the von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility of the Air Force
System Command's Arnold Engineering Development Center. Figure 2 shows the
test area arrangement. Capabilities of th S-3 Range are continued in
Reference 1. The basic procedure emplcyed in testing in the S-3 Range

consists of launching bird carcasses at specified velocities (using an
air-driven launcher) into predetermined impact locations on a test article.
For the F-4 baseline tests, six impact locations on the windshield and forward
canopy were investigated with the fuselage aligned at 0' pitch and 0' yaw
relative to the launch path. Side impact tests were conducted at one location
on the windshield side panel and one on the forward canopy with the fuselage
yawed at 1 5 ° relative to the launch path.

Test Fixture/Test Articles

To more closely simulate the actual bird impact response of the transpar-
ency and to get realistic load transfer, an F-4 forward fuselage section was
used as the test fixture (see Figure 3). All transparencies and related
hardware were actual aircraft structures removed from aircraft in storage at
the Military Aircraft Si:orage and Disposition Center at Davis-Monthan AFB,
Arizona. Test articles consisted of the forward windshield assembly (two
plexiglass side panele, laminated glass center panel, and supporting struc-
ture) and the forward canopy assembly. The cross-section of each transparency
component is shown in Figure 4.

The windshield frame capability was determine by utilizing laminated side
panels which were designed, developed, built, and donated by Goodyear Aero-
sp.'ce Corporation, Litchfield Park, Arizona. The laminated panel cross-
section may be seen in Figure 5. When a transparency failed in a test, it was
removed from the frame, the frame was inspected, and if no structural damage
had occurred, another transparency was mounted in place. - .
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Projectiles and Sabots

Projectiles launched during this test program were nominally four-pound
chicken carcasses. The birds were asphyxiated, quick-frozen, and stored at

OF until needed. Prior to testing, the carcass was thawed in still air at
room temperature (750F) for approximately 24 hours or until the body cavity
temperature was 70 ±IOF. Adjustments to the bird carcass weights were
required to achieve the desired weight within ±0.1 pound. These adjustments
were accomplished by clipping carcasp. appendages or injecting water into the
body cavity. In no case did the adjustment exceed 10 percent of the bird
weight.

The packaged bird was mated to the launch tube using a one-piece sabot of
balsa wood construction. The sabot materials density was nominally 10 lb/ft"
providing a sabot weight of 1.7 lb and a total launch weight of 5.7 lb.
SeparAtion of the bird and sabot after launch was accomplished with the use of
the tapered and threaded cylindrical sabot stripping section attached directly
to the vent section of the launch tube (Figure 2). As the launch package
entered the stripper section, the sabot velocity was gradually decreased by
the -shearing of thin layers of sabot material, permitting the bird to exit in

R free-flight.

Instrumentation

Instrumentation for this series of tests was primarily designed to
collect data for use with analytical transparency analysis tools. Four to
five high-speed movie cameras were used to record the impact event. The
cameras were situated in such a manner as to gain an overall perspective of
the impact point (Figure 6). In addition to the high-speed cameras, still
photographic coverage was used to record pre- and post-test conditions.

A total of 20 strain gages were monitored during each impact. These
gages were located in such a manner as to record the load characteristics of
the transparency support structure during impact.

Two accelerometers were used to monitor the motion of the frame during
bird impact. X-ray shadowgraphs were used to monitor the bird position and
orientation prior to the impact (Figure 2). They were also used to verify the
impact velocity.

Test area temperature was measured by two thermcouples positioned near
the test transparencies.

Impact Location/Impact Velocities

The eight impact locations used may be seen in Figure 7. These locations
were chosen through the use of an angle of incidence study and represent areas
where the maximum energy could be transferred from the traveling bird to the
stationary structure. At least two impact locations on each transparency
system componenL were investigated so that a capability map could be developed
for the entire system. Impacts at locations "A" through "C" were made with
the fuselage section aligned at 0o pitch and 0' yaw relative to the launcher
flight path. Impact locations "H" and "I" were chosen to investigate the
transparency capability in the sill area. Impacts at these two locations were
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made with the fuselage yawed at a 15" (clockwise) angle so that sufficient
bird contact could be made with the test article.

The initial impact velocity was slightly below the expected failure
velocity. Failure velocities were analytically determined at each impact.
location by employing the prediction methods found in Reference 2. Succeeding
impact velocities were increased until transparency failure at that location
occurred. The failure velocity range could. then be bracketed between the

-highest velocity at which failure had not occurred and the velocity at which
failure had occurred.

TEST RESULTS

The baseline birdstrike capability for the F/RF-4 transparency system was
defined with a total of 25 bird impacts at eight locations on the transparency q
system. The results of these tests have been summarized in r capability
diagram as shown in Figure 8. This diagram presents the four-pound bird
impact capability of the existing uindshield system with the fuselage oriented
at 0* pitch and 0* yaw. This diagram is based on the actual test data with
the areas being defined e.ftur convidering the recorded post-test observations,
the high-speed movies, the strain data, the impact angle of incidence, and the .
proximity to the edge attachment. The values represent an apprdhimate thresh-
old of failure velocity (in knots) for various areas on the windshield and
canopy.

Windshield Side Panel _"""

The most critical impact location was on the forward area of the
0.38-inch thick stretched acrylic windshield side panel, impact point "A..
The impact angle of incidence was 27 degrees at the target point. Impact
point "A" was initially impacted with a four-pound bird at 190 knots which
resulted in no damage. A subsequent shot at 200 knots resulted in about half
of the four-pound bird penetrating the transparency (see Figure 9). The
transparency frame was not damaged.

The aft area of the windshield side panel was tested at location"B" and
was found to have a failure threshold of 210 knots. The small increase was
due to the reduced angle of incidence: 21 degress.

Windshield Center Panel

The 1.2-inch-thick laminated glass windshield center panel demonstrated
the highest capability of any part of the current transparency system. A
four-pound, 300 knot shot on the forward end of the glass center panel (io-
cation"D") resulted in a substantial amount of glass spalling off the inside S
surface; however, no bird penetrated. A shot ,t 375 knots at location "D"
resulted in the failure of the glass center panel. This test was classified a
failure because much of tsie lower half of the transparency spalled into the
c.,ckpit, and the pilot would have been facing a considerable wind blast even
though no bird actually penetrated (see Figure 10).

A four-pound, 375 knot shot was made on the aft end of the windshield
center panel at location"C" and resulted in a small amount of the bird pene-
trating the windshield and canopy frames. Some glass was spalled into the
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cockpit; however, neither the glass nor the bird would have posed a serious
threat to the pilot, and this test was classified a pass.

A 450 knot shot at location "C" resulted in a substantial amount of
spelled glass. In addition, the center panel was pushed down, buckling the
windshield arch supports, and the bird impacted the forward frame of the
forward canopy. This failed the canopy frame and transparency, resulting in
-several large pieces of spalled acrylic as shown in Figure 11. This test was

i classified a failure because of the potential injury to the pilot.

One shot was made at 300 knots on the sheet metal panel forward of the
windshield center panel. Some bird penetrated the structure and the capabil- • ..
ity was estimated to be 250 knots.

Forward Canopy

The 0.30-inch thick stretched acrylic canopy was impacted seven times at
three locations ("F," "C," and "I"). The demonstrated capabilities were 240
knots at location"F," 220 knots at location"G," and 230 knots at location"l." .

A 300 knot area was added in the capability diagram to reflect the decreased
angle of incidence. No damage to the frame or support structure was found in
any of the tests. The transparency, when failed, spalled several large pieces
of acrylic (estimated at over 8 sq. in.), in addition to many small pieces.
This spelled acrylic could cause serious injury to the pilot. Also, the pilot
would be subject to considerable wind blast and buffeting through the large
holes left in the transparency (Figure 12).

Windshield Frame

The capability of the F-4 production frame was determined by utilizing
laminated panels formed in the F-4 side panel shape. The panels were mounted
in the framework using aircraft grade bolts. Five impacts were made on the
windshield structure with the laminated panels installed, one at location "A"
and four at location "B." The impact at location A and the first impact at ...-.-...

location "B" were performed at 450 knots with catastrophic failure of the
frame occurring In both instances. The impact point "B" failure resulted in
parts of the windshield arch entering the forward cockpit, posing a signifi-
cant hazard to the pilot (Figure 13). For this reason, it was determined to
perform additional tests at location "B." The three subsequent tests at
location "B" resulted in a frame failure at a velocity of 375 knots. Failure •--
at this velocity could have been predicted from a plot of the strain data
taken at gage location GL4 (closest gage to the failure point) and the impact
velocity (Figure 14). Note how rapidly the stress rises with velocity in this
particular loading situation; the magnitude of the loads in the structure
appear to be extremely sensitive to velocity in the 350-to-375 knot range.
Frame baseline capability was accepted as 375 knots.

CONCLUSIONS

The F/RF-4 transparency birdstrike tests have cstablished the existing
capability of the transparency system and have generated a useful data base -

for designing and evaluating various bird impact resistant designs. In-field -

service has demonstrated the need for improved birdstrike protection and these
tests confirm this need.
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The data generated from these tests show that the acrylic side panels and
forward canopy must be replaced with bird resistant designs which will provide
the degree of protection required. Also, the tests indicated that a new or
reinforced windshield frame is required.

A program currently under way will evaluate several alternative bird
impact resistant transparency system designs. The result will be an afford-
able transparency system which will protect the F/RF-4 crew during high speed,
law level flight.
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Figure 1. F/RF-4 Aircraft.

Figure 2. AEDG Test Area Arrangement.

Figure 3. F-4 Forward Fuselage Installed in S-3 Range
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Figure 4. Cross-Sections of Production Transparency System.
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Figure 6. Location of Motion Picture Cameras.
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Figure 7. Impact Locations.
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Figure 9. Post Test Datmage, 200 Knot Side. Panel Impact.

Fl.gturc 10. 375-Knot impact Low on Center Panel.

Figure 11. Post Test Damage, 450-Knot Impact Upper Center Panel.e
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Figure 12. 270-Knot Impact, Centerline of Forward Canopy.

F~gure 13. Failed Mr-Ish"-'d Arch Frarjnients.

Figure 14. Max~n~um Stress vs. Velocity Gage GL4 Impact on Location B.
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Uii MICROSCOPIC IDENTIFICATION OF FEATHERS

IN ORDER TO IMPROVE BIRDSTRIKE STATISTICS
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A11'7RCT

"In the period 1960-1983, 1132 bird remains resulting from collisions

with aircraft were sent to the Zoological Museum Amsterdam. Before 1978,
these remains were identified macroscopically by comparing them with
feathers from bird skins. During this period the results strongly depended
on the skill of the examiner and on the condition of the feather remains.
On average, 26, mostly large remains, were sent annually to the museum, of
which 80% could be recognized. The remains received represented roughly 30%
of the total number of reported birdstrikes. Thus birdstrike statistics
could be easily biased by over-representation of nearly complete bird
corpses. In order to improve the existing identification method, a micro-
scopic key to the determination of feather remains was developed, and used
in combination with macroscopic methods from 1978 on. From 1976, airfield
personnel were convinced of the importance of collecting even the smallest
bird remains in and on aircraft. Consequently, the total number of remains
sent to the museum strongly increased to some 110 per year. Identification
results from 1960-1977 are compared with those from 1978-1983, and the
effect of the introduction of the microscopic key on birdstrike statistics
is discussed.

INTRODUCTION~

Feather remains from collisions between birds and aircraft can in the
best cases be identified to _pecies, and even sometimes to the age and sex
of the bird involved. Determination at this level gives an indication of the
weight of the bird, an important issue in birdstrike analysis. Furthermore,
the identification presents information on which to base a biological bird
control method. For these reasons, proper identification of feathers is
essential.

In the late 1950s, when the Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) was
confronted with some 90 birdstrikes in 4 years, the importance of species
recognition after collisions became evident. Since 1960, bird remains
resulting from strikes with Dutch military aircraft were sent to the
Zoological Museum Axsteidam (ZMA) for in'vstigation. Such museu±m.its with large
skin collections are invaluable in aiding in the identification of feather
remains. In later years, feathers were occasionally identified for civil

*i organizations too.
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The standard procedure was as follows. Feathers or feather remains were
examined on shape and structure in order to establish whether they were wing,
tail, or body feathers. Then they ,ere compared with bird skins in the
museum collection on colour and size. In this way, tracing the bird species
involved is rather time consuming and the results of this macroscopic method
strongly depend on the skill of the examiner and on the presence of charac-
teristic feathers in the sample. Some birdstrikes leave the investigator
with more or less intact birds or with a number of easily recognizable
feathers, whereas in other: cases the remains consist of totally destroyed
feathers or a mere smear of blood. As a consequence, the frequency distri-
bution of hidden species will be easily biased by the nearly complete bird
corpses that can be recognized quickly. These largely intact remains are
generally found after collisions at the runway and not after "en route"..
collisions.

ENLAF initiated a study to improve the only existing microscopic identi-
fication key of feather remains (Day, 1966). This work resulted in a far more
extensive and fully modified key (Brom, 1980). During the 14th Meeting of
the Bird Strike Committee Europe in The Hague, Brom & Buurma (1979) reported
on this identification method and its application to miniscule bird remains
found in engines and on airframes. Further, the consequences of the results
from the improved identification rate for RNLAF birdstrike statistics have
been preliminarily discussed (Buurma & Brom, 1979).

The quality as well as the quantity of identifications increased sig-
nificantly during the last 6 years on account of three reasons:
1) the introduction of the microscopic analysis as the first step of identi-

fication in difficult cases;
2) the improvement of the general reporting standard: bird control units

pursueing pilots and crewchiefs for data and remains (Buurma, 1977);
3) the skipping of all identifications by unauthorized persons because of the --'-.

high percentage of obvious uncertain data.

The effect of the first two points can be visualized by comparing the
identification results in the period 1960-1977 with those from 1978-1983. In
order to make a fair comparison, all remains, identified by several staff
members of ZMA prior to 1978, were checked (macroscopically) by the author
(all material is still preserved at ZMA), but corrections had to be made in
only very few cases.

MICROSCOPIC KEY

In the microscopic key features are used that are found at the most
basal and downy portion of a feather (fig. 1). When rmakixg preparations,
only this part is taken. The downy barbs are cut off close to the shaft of
the feather and are sandwiched between an onject-glass and a cover-slip,
which are glued together along the edges. When feather remains are very
dirty or greasy they are agitated in a container of warm water to which a '.'. . -.

liquid soap or detergent has been added. After being washed, the feathers
are rinsed and then dipped in alcohol fur a few seconds to speed drying.
Dirty or twisted feathers can usually be restored to their oric;inal shape
by this procedure.
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Thr. downy barbules consist of a base and a pennulum, and it is here
that we find the features on which many groups or even species of birds
can be distinguished.

FIGURE 1. Body feather of the Buzzard Bzh'Lo htteo showing the most basal
and downy portion.

The following characters can be used:
1) The borders of the cells by which pennulae are formed may be enlarged or

show prongs. -n lower magnification, the barbules are clearly subdivided
into nodes &nd internodes in this way. Pigmented nodes vary from heart-
-shaped to round to elongated and pronas vary in length in the different
groups.

2) The position of the nodes along the barbules may vary from only at the
base to only distally. Some barbules show so-called multiple nodes. These
are built up by single nodes becoming loose and sliding along the inter-
nodes to the adjacent node. This proces may be repcato" until 8-10 nodes
collect at one point.

3) The bases of the barbules may show villi (outgrowths).
4) The length of the barbules as well as the number of nodes (or prongs) per

millimeter are distinctive for certain groups.

Feather preparations of some 350 bird species have been made to build
up a reference collection and to design the microscopic key. A number of the
most often encounterdci bird species is depicted here to illustrate the above
mentioned features (for a detailed description of the identification metnoci,
see Brom, 1980)
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Microscopic identification of feathers is based on the theory that the
microscopic structures of feathers from each species of bird differ just as
do other characters. The more closely two species are related, the more alike
the feather structures appear, and conversely. It has also been shown that 0
the complexity of feather structures generally follows the taxonomic order
(Chandler, 1916; Brom, 1980), although the exact value of this set of charar:-
ters for avian taxonomy still haE to be evaluated.
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FIGURE 6. mantle-feather of Pneasant FIGURE 7. Upper tail-covert of Black-
Phasicv-us coichicus: -headed Gull 7arus ridbndus:
multiple nodes, nodes rapidly decreasing in

size over short. distancP.
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FIGURE 8. Rump-feather of Lapwing FIGURE 9. Belly-feather of Oyster- 0
Vanel•us vaneiZus: bar- catcher Hae•mt•cpus
bules clearly subdivided ostra••cus: unpigmented
into pigmented nodes and barbules.
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FIGURE 10. Breast-feati-er of Wood- FIGURE 1i. Be .11% -, t.2->'
pigeon ,' rn::• • .• ',- ',- .-' - .• .".. .:.

barbules long with flat-
tened, plate-like nodes. smal 1 :7--: -.,2 S

n i.:lternc -.ei,

Applying thie above mentioned method, most of th•, bird *rýer%. c1:1n bhe
distinguished easily. Thus, here we have the first blqi a,'te: , ,,.r.
a very short time one can establish the order in which one haa to look
furtlher (by microscope or macroscopically), saving ccnsidcrablu tlmr spent
by comparing feathers by trial and error. However, the potnti. ,l uf thin
identification method does not end at order level. Within -.LWu, 'z 1'rm or
families of birds (e.g. Passeriformes - perchini birchd. Strii'forr•-. -
owls, Laridae - gulls, Sternidae - terns, Rallildae - rails. Fa.coniltr-res -

falcons) a tendency has been found to exist that lar(gvr birdhs posr%,ss
fewer nodes per m-illinmter than smaller ones. In this way -tit
of the weight of the bird can be often obtained without exa.-ily kTýO'Ln',
the species involved. For example, within the Passerifor•e., 7rcrw:! can
always be distinguikýhed from small songbirds. In a sitil.,r wa:r- i
tion can be made between ducks, neese, and swans in the orde.r ;•ý,s•riorwrcs.

Whether we will actually reach the species lev,:l iret"lhod is
yet not clear. Practical experience using this method wil" i'.rc' the
skill of the investiqator as is the case with the .Acrosccvic -t.t. T. e
differences between families and especially species are so sr' . thiat
descriptions and quantifications in order to design a key at- t-his level
have failed up till now.. However, it is clear thlat a well trainedi .persolk
can also successfully work at species level. This was shcwn for exar-le
when microscopic m•.ethods were used for identification c- archkC'o-ical
feather remains (Hargrave, 1965; Messinger, 1965)
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COMPARISON BETWEEN IDENTIFICATION RESULTS FROM 1960-1977 AND 1978-1983

In the period 1960-1983, ZMA received 1132 bird remains to be identified.
Those sent in by the RNLAF came from strikes with all kinds of military ai.r-

craft. In 3% of all cases the remains originated from civil aircraft. In
total, 72 species were recognized belonging to 12 different orders. S

From 1960-1977, 474 remains (= 26 cases on average per year) were exam-
ined representing ro .ghly 30% of the total ntumber of birdstrikes reported
during the period. In 90% of the cases the bird order could be established
(fig. 12). From this figure one would conclude that Charadriiformes (gulls,

waders etc.) by far is the most frequently involved group (42% of all identi- .
fications at order-level), followed by the Passeriformes (perching birds;
19.3%), Columbiformes (doves and pigeons; 16.3%), and Apodiformes (swifts; * -

9.4%).

In 80% of the cases the bird species could be established (fig. 13),
proving the Lapwing VaneLlus vane•Zus the most frequently identified species. .

After the introduction of the microscopic method as a routine procedure
in analyzing bird remains, and the improvement of the general reporting
standard in the RNLAF, 658 bird remains were received (= 63% of all reported
birdstrikes in the period 1978-1983). In 97% of all cases the bird order . S
could be established, resulting in a completely different picture (fig. 14).
In the remaining 3% of the cases a birdstrike usually can be confirmed but
the material is not sufficient for further identification. Now we see that
the order Passeriformes is by far the most frequently involved order (46% of
all identifications at order-level), followed by the Charadriiformes (20.1%) -
and Apodiformes (14.9%).

In 47% of the cases the species could be established. Of course, this
percentage is lower than in the period 1960-1977, as from 1978 onward also
miniscule bird remains were included. In contrast to the percentage of orders,
this percentage will always be strongly influenced by the ratio "intact bird
corpses/miniscule scrapings" (see figs. 16-19). Now we see (fig. 15) that the
top position is held by the Swift Apus apue (30.1% of all identifications at
species level), even though this bird is accident prone only 3-4 months a year.

From figures 14 and 15 we can conclude that strikes with gulls form only
a low percentage of the total number. This is remarkable, considering the
geographical location of the Netherlands, with coastal zones and many wet low-
lands. Of course this result should not be interpreted as an indication that
gulls only constitute a moderate problem. It only means that these large and
white, and therefore easily noticed, and well known birds tend to be over-
-represented in general birdstrike statistics. The opposite occurs with small
and darker bird species, as is reflecteo by the order Passeriformes (compare
figs. 12 and 14) and the Swift Apus apes 'corTpare figs. 13 and 15). Only the - ..
Danish military statistics (Joensen, 197b) :.how some resemtlance to these
findings and this is probably related to 7e fact that in Denmark professional
museum identifications have also been promoted.

Besides the fact that the microscopic analysis greatly improves birdstrike
statistics (see e.g. Buurma, 1982, 1984, . it zlso has a positive feed-back on 6
the collecting of remains. Now that the airfield personnel have learned that
identification of miniscule scrapings is often possible, they will start
looking more consciously for even the smallest remains. And this, of course,
is essential for achieving complete and reliable birdstrike statistics.
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FIGUIM 12. Identifications 1960-1977 in whichbirdorder could be established
(total number of identifications to order level =100%).

400

30-

20-

10 ,,.

1 2 3 '. 5 6 7 a 9 ID 11 12

1 = Pelecaniformes (pelicans, gannet etc.), 2 Ciconiiforines (herons, storks),
3 = Anseriformes (ducks, geese, swans), 4 Accipitriformes (birds of prey),
5 = Falconifoxrmes (falcons), 6 = Galliforries (pheasants, partridges etc.),
7 = Charadriiformes (gulls, waders etc.), 8 = Coluznbiformes (doves and pigeons),
9 = Strigifornies (owls), 10 = Caprimulgiformes (nightjars) , 11 = Apodiformes
(swifts) , 12 = Passeriformes (perching birds).

FIGURE 13. Identifications 1960-1977 in which bird species could be established '

(total number of identifications to species level 100%; only most
frequently identified species included). - -

2.2-

200

16-

14-
12

10 -

1 2 3 4 IS 6 7 6 9 ID i 12

1 =Mallard Anas platyrhynchos, 2 ýBuzzard Buteo butec, 3=Kestrel Fal-co tin-...
nunculus, 4 = Partridge Perdvx perdix, 5 =Lapwing Vane ilus vaneil-us, 6 = Black-
-headed Gull Larus r-idtibundus, 7 = Feral dove Col'mba livia, 8 =Woodpigeon
Coluwmba pal-umbus, 9 =Swift Apus apus, 10 =Skylark Alauda arv.ensia, 11 =House
martin Del-ichon urbica, 12 =Swallow Hiirundo rustica.
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FIGURE 14. Identifications 1978-1983 in which bird order could be established
(total number of identifications to order level = 100%). -

400
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For explanation of numbers 1-12 see figure 12.

FIGURE 15. Identifications 1978-1983 in which bird species could be established
(total number of identifications to species level = 100%; onlymost
frequently identified species included).

30-

20. .

100
10 2

1 2 3 .5 6 7 8 9 1D 11 12

For explanation of numbers 1-12 see figure 13.
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Almost complete Lapwing
Vanel.lus '.)anell2As.

FIGURE 17.

- Wing of Skylark Alouda
arvens'z.s.

FIGURE 18.

Scrapings containing
remains of Swift Apus

a:)US.

FIGURE 19.

Scra~pings containing
remains of gull or tern 0
fain. Laridae/Sternidae.
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_ THE USE OF SMALL MOBILE RADARS TO DETECT, MONITOR, AND QUANTIFY
BIRD MOVEMENTS.

Sidney A. Gauthreaux, Jr.
Department of Biological Sciences

Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina 29631

I ABSTRACT

Yrhis paper describes a mobile r r1b laboratory that has
been developed for the Electric Pow, 1, aarch Institute (EPRI)
to monitor local and migratory move-_.nts of birds nelkr
transmission lines during the day and at night. The n.obile
laboratory has two small marine radars: a fixed-beam type that
can be directed vertically to measure the altitude of migrating
birds and a surveillance type that can be used to examine the
geographical patterns of movement within a range of a few
kilometers. -- 4e--l-br-atory is-al.-sQ-equipped -with an image\
intensifier for visiial studies of bird movements at night.-A
closed circuit television system and a video cassette reccorder
are used to record information from the fixed-beam radar and the
image intensifier. A 16-mm movie camera with an electronic
shutter control is used to record the display of the surveillance 0
radar. Although the mobile laboratory was designed to study bird
movements in the vicinity of transmission lines, it can also be . -

used to gather valuable information on the patterns of bird
movements in the vicinity of airports that have potential bird
strike problems./-, ,-,

INTRODUCTION

Powerful weather and airport surveillance radars can be used
to detect, monitor, and quantify migratory movements of birds
(see Eastwood 1967, Gauthreaux 1970, 1980), however these units
are not very useful in gathering detailed information on bird
movements within a few kilometers of the radar station. Moreover
the geographical distribution of these large, fixed-base radars
is such that a unit may not be located near a desired study site.
In contrast, small marine surveillance radars can provide useful
information on the movements of birds within a range of a few
kilometers, the units are relatively inexpensive, and they can be
mounted on a small truck or van and powered by a small 500 kw
gasoline generator (Flock 1972, Williams et al. 1972, Sielman et
al. 1981). In this paper I discuss the operational
characteristics of small marine radars and present two
applications that have been developed to study local and
migratory movements of birds.
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MOBILE LABORATORY

A mobile research laboratory with two radars and
electro-optical devices (image intensifier, low light levelI •television cameras, and other closed circuit equipment) was
developed and tested from mid-May 1980 through February 1983.
The development consisted of the modification of a 23.5 ft (7.2
m) Coachmen motor home, installation of equipment, and the
machining of parts that could not be purchased (e.g., the radar
antenna pedestal for the fixed-beam radar system, and the
electronic shutter control for the 16-mm cine camera that records
the screen of the surveillance radar). The performance of the
mobile laboratory was evaluated at many different sites
throughout the United States from March 1981 through April 1984.

The two radar systems in the mobile laboratory are operated
in totally different configurations. One radar has a modified
parabolic antenna that does not rotate in the conventional manner
and is used primarily as a range finder. The other marine radar
is used in the conventional surveillance mode.

Fixed-beam Radar

The marine radar (Canadian Marconi Company, LN 66) is a 10
kw, X-band (3 cm wavelength) and consists of three separate,
interconnecting units. These are: the antenna (or scanner) with
its associated motor and gear box assembly; the transmitter/
receiver (T/R) unit that contains the I.F. amplifier and power
supply; and the display unit. The original antenna and gear box
were eliminated and replaced with a new antenna and pedestal that
permit stationary-beam monitoring in a horizontal or a vertical
configuration (Figure 1).

The new antenna is a 24 in (60 cm) parabolic dish with X-
band feed and a WR-90 flange input (Radio-Research Instruments
Co. Part No. 20-3-24X). The antenna is mounted on a pedestal
that enables the entire antenna assembly to swing from a vertical
position for fixed-beam horizontal monitoring to a horizontal
position for fixed-beam vertical monitoring (Figure 1). The 3 cm
radar waveguide from the antenna feed goes to an X-band rotary
joint, and a piece of flexible waveguide passes through the roof
of the vehicle and connects the rotary joint with the T/R unit of
the radar. Except for the waveguide, no electrical connection
exists between the antenna and the T/R unit. To prevent
excessive scattering of radar energy from the shallow parabolic
antenna, an aluminum collar (12 in, 0.31 m high) was designed to
fit around the antenna. The collar is easily removed after a
period of observation and before the vehicle is moved.

The transmitter has a peak output of 10 kw, a frequency of
9345 to 9405 MHz, and pulse widths of 0.05 microseconds in the
0.5, 1.5, and 3 mile (0.8, 2.4, and 4.8 km) ranges and 0.5
microseconds in the 6, 12, and 24 mile (9.7, 19.3, and 38.6 km)
ranges. The pulse repetition is 1250 pulses per second in the 6,
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FIGURE 1. Radar Antenna Pedestal.
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A

A diagram of the radar antenna pedestal from a side
view (A) and a front view (B). The basic components
are (a) the supporting base, (b) the movable antenna
frame, (c) the large locking screws, (d) the brake
mechanism and screw, (e) the waveguide rotary joint, 0
(f) the power outlet box and coaxial cable connectors,
and (g) the antenna frame extension for the video
camera. The radar antenna is 24 in (60 cm) in diameter.

FIGURE 2. Vertical Radar and Image Intensifier.

• ii / ""'
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I'I 0
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The arrangement of the video camera and night vision

scope in relation to the vertically pointing radar beam
and spotlight. This arrangement is used for observing 4
birds flying overhead at night.
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12, and 24 mile ranges and 2500 pulses per second in the 0.5,
1.5, and 3 mile ranges.

The display unit has a 10 in (25 cm) diameter cathode ray
tube. The range scales available are 0.5, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, and 24 6
statute miles (0.8, 2.4, 4.8, 9.7, 19.3, and 38.6 km). A
variable range marker gives a direct range reading for any target
on the Plan Position Indicator (PPI), and this reading is plus or
minus one per cent of the indicated range. The display unit has

--adjustments for tuning, sweep amplitude, off-centering,
sensitivity time control (sea clutter and rain-fast time .
constant), beam intensity, video gain, long or short pulse, and
panel lights. The input voltage to the radar is 115 volts AC,
2.1 amps, 50-60 Hz and this is changed to 36 volts by power
supply. The power supply has reversed polarity protection and
has a transistorized series type voltage regulator.

During operation the sea clutter and rain-fast constant
(FTC) must be turned off, because these circuits reduce the
sensitivity of the radar. The radar can be tuned only when on
long pulse (0.5 microseconds).

The fixed-beam radar in the mobile laboratory can detect .
birds flying overhead as well as the larger and more powerful
(500 kw) surveillance radars operated by the National Weather
Service (the WSR-57 radar) and the Federal Aviation
Administration (ASR-5, 6, 7). When the fixed-beam radar is
operated on long pulse it is more sensitive but resolution is
lost and birds cannot be detected within 0.09 mi (0.14 km) of the
antenna. On short pulse, targets less than 27 yd (25 m) above
the antenna can be detected but sensitivity is reduced. Conse-
quently, a small bird (5 in, 12.5 cm) flying at a high altitude
(0.31 mi, 0.5 km) would not be detected when the radar is
operated on short pulse, but it would probably be detected if the
radar were operated on long pulse and properly tuned. In general
single small songbirds cannot be detected at ranges beyond 0.75
mi (1.2 km), but single larger birds (e.g., Ring-billed Gull,
Lai'us delawarensis) can be detected out to 1.5 mi (2.4 km).

Although the fixed-beam radar can be operated with the
antenna locked at any angle between horizontal and vertical, most
data to date have been gathered with the antenna adjusted to
point vertically to monitor bird movements overhead. In this
mode the radar functions as a range finder.

During the night a television camera coupled to an image
intesifier is directed vertically to observe the flight behavior 6
of birds through the radar beam (Figure 2). The night vision
device is the AN/TVS-5, a second generation crew served weapon
sight (model 9865) manufactured by Varo, Inc., Garland, Texas.
The video camera is always positioned so that the top of the
screen of the television monitor is toward the north, the right
is west., and the left is east. A vertical light beam is used to ..... _---__

provide illumination when in areas where no ground lighting
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FIGURE 3. Closed Circuit Video System.
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A diagram of the closed circuit video system in the
mobile laboratory. (a) camera TC 1005/01, (b) image
intensifier, (c) camera TC 1005/H01, (d) display unit
of t'ie LN 66 marine radar, (e) splitter/inserter TC
1470, (f) date and time generator TC 1440B, (g) video
recorder NV 8200, (h) video monitor TC 1217.

reflects skyward. The light beam has no detectable effect on the
* flight beh-avior of the birds.

By uei.ng another video camera inside the mobile laboratory
* to monitor the- screen of the fixed-beam radar it is possible to

record birds passing through the visual field and the radar beam
simult-aneously on the screen of a trlevision monitor (Figure 3).
This is achieved by having the signals from the two video 2ameras
go to a video splitter/inserter unit. The radar beam is
displayed on the monitor in a narrow, vertical band on the
extreme left side of the screen while the view through the image
intensifier fills the remainder Of the screen. A date and time
generator displays the date and time at the top of the screen.

* With this arrangement it is p,-ssible to record the flight
direction of a bird overhead and see its ec o along the radar

*beam at the same time (Figure 4). A video recorder i!3 used to
record observations, particularly when bird flight activity is
great.

During daylight hours visual observations of the airspace in
the vertical radar beam are made two ways. one procedure is to
direct a 20x telescope or 10 or 20x binoculars up the radar beam
such that flight directions of the birds can be recorded (see
cauthreaux, 1969 for detailed methodology). In this case the
altitudes of the birds are either recorded directly from the
radar display by a second observer or the altitudes are recorded
on video tape foi later analysis. The second procedure uses a
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FIGURE 4. Split Screen of Television Monitor.

[04-15-84 22-23-17

0 o 0 0 0

Two bird targets moving to the northeast can be seen
in the image intensifier portion of the screen. The
radar echoes, displayed to the left on the screen,
show that the birds are flying at different altitudes.

television camera with a lOx telephoto lens in place of the image
intensifier used for night observations. In addition to the
radar-video information, simultaneous direct visual observations
can be dictated into a microphone to become part of the video
tape record. In these instances the video tape contains a record
of the radar and video camera information and a voice commentary.

The video tapes can be analyzed whenever time permits. The
following information is recorded on the data forms and entered
into computer files: time of event, direction of movement,
altitude of movement, type of bird(s), and the number of birds.
Special computer programs have been written to produce histograms
of altitudinal distributions and circular plots of the
directional data (Figure 5). On the circular plot, the solid
triangle indicates true north and the open triangle shows the
resultant vector (theta) of the circular distribution. The
radius is the maximum number of birds recorded for any given
direction, and all other vectors are plotted in relation to the
maximum value. R is a coefficient of directionality (a value of
one indicates that all birds are moving in the same azimuth
direction, and a value of zero indicates no directional
tendency).

Marine Surveillance Radar

The mobile laboratory has an unmodified Decca 150 marine
surveillance radar. The Decca 150 is a 3 cm, 10 kw radar with ..
essentially the same specifications as the fixed-beam radar. The *-

major difference between the two is that the transmitter/receiver
unit of the Decca 150 is a part of the scanner assembly and
enclosed in a molded, fiberglass-reinforced plastic casing
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FIGURE 5. Altitudinal and Directional Plots.
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A sample histogram of the altitudinal distribution from
the vertical radar (left) and a circular plot of the
d'.4ectional data from the image intensifier (right).
Nocturnal migration, 1 May 1982, Lake Charles, La.

(Figure 6A). A rectifier produces an output of 32 volts direct
current from the 115 volt alternating current generated in the
mobile lab. The 32 volts DC drives the power supply and the
motor of the scanner unit.

The display unit contains all the circuitry necessary for
processing received echoes and displaying them along with
internally generated data (e.g., range marks) on the PPI (Figure
6B)j. To maximize sensitivity the anti-sea clutter and anti-rain
clutter dials (e and g in Figure 6B) should be in the off
position. Most data on bird movements have been gathered with
the radar on 3 nautical mile range for large birds (e.g., cranes, .

waterfowl, flocks of migrating hawks) and on 0.75 nautical mile -

range for small songbirds flying singly (e.g., warblers, vireos,
swallows).

Viewing bird movements directly on the PP1 is difficult
because the echoes fade rapidly. When time lapse cine films of
the PP1 are made, the movements are much more obvious and careful '.

study with a motion analyzer ic possible, To make 6 fil1m record
of the bird movements on the display of the Decca 150, an
automatic cine filming system was developed. The system consists
of a spring-wound 16 mm Bolex camera with a solenoid shutter
control that is switched on and off by the heading marker signal
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FIGURE 6. Decca 150 Marine Surveillance Radar.
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A. Scanner unit (aerial, turning motor and drive
mechanism, transceiver and filter box). B. Display
unit: (a-c) heading; (d tuning; (e, g) anti-clutter;
(f) gain, (h) range; (j) range rings; (k) brilliance;
(1) panel lights; (n) rotating cursor.

from the radar. A Bingle frame of 16 mm film is exposed to one
entire sweep of the radar antenna, and the next sweep is not
filmed (while the frame is advancing). Thus every other radar
sweep is filmed. A light-tight hood attached to the front of the 0
display unit permits filming throughout the day irrespective of
ambient light conditions.
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A comparison of three marine radars can be found in Table 1.
"The radars range from a small 5 kw unit with a 1.06 m antenna to
a larger 25 kw unit with a 1.82 m antenna. The T/R units of the
5 and 10 kw radars are a part of the scanners. The T/R unit is
separate in the 25 kw radar. In Table 1, the lines showing pulse
"lengths correspond to the lines in the listing of range scales .-*..'.

(e.g., for the 5 kw radar, the pulse length for the ranges 0.25,
0.75, and 1.5 is 0.08 micros--nd). Marine radars operating in
the surveillance mode can ,ed to gather valuable information

* on the movements of bir, Ln a range of a few kilometers.
Because of the low power . .atenna configuration, these units
are most useful in studies (A. local and low-level migratory
flights.
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TABLE 1. Operational Characteristics of Small Marine Radars.

e

Characteristics Marine Radar
Raytheon 3400 Decca 150 Decca RM 926C

TRANSMITTER
Magnetron peak -

power 5kw 10kw 25kw

Radar frequency 9380-9440MHz (3cm; X-band)

Pulse length 0.08/3000Hz 0.08/1500Hz 0.05/3300Hz
(microsec.)/ 0.35/1500Hz 0.55/750Hz 0.25/1650Hz 0 4

pulse rep. 0.70/750Hz 1.0/825Hz
frequency

ANTENNA -

Type (slotted
waveguide) end-fed center-fed end-fed

Size 1.06m (3.5ft) 1.22m (4ft) 1.82m (6ft) .

Rotation (rpm) 26 23 28

Beam width
(Horiz.) 2.40 1.90 1.20
(Vert.) 250 280 200

DISPLAY UNIT S
Cathode-ray

tube 178mm (7in) 216mm (8.5in) 229mm (9in)

Range scales .25,.75,1.5, .25,.75,1.5, .25,.50,.75,1.5,
(nautical 3,6,12, 3,6,12,24,48 3,6,12,
miles) 24,48 24,48,60 •

Minimum range 25m (<27yd) 25m (<27yd) 13.6m (15yd)

Range discrim. 20m (22yd) 23m (25yd) 9.1m (10yd)

RECEIVER
Type Gunn local oscillator with balanced mixer

IF band width 10MHz (short) 8MHz (short) 18MHz (short)
(pulse) 3MHz (long) 8MHz (long) 5MHz (long)

IF amplifier
center freq. 38MHz 30MHz 60MHz "
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ON THE ALTITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIRDS AND BIRD STRIKES
IN THE NETHERLANDS

oLuit S.

ornithologist
Royal Netherlands Air Force

Air Staff - Flight Safety Division
Postbox 20703 2500 The Hague

THE NETHERLANDS

SUMMARY

Bird strikes, radar observations and visual counts are discussed and
used to reconstruct altitudinal distributions of bird movements over The
Netherlands. Bird density curves, particularly for the lowest 1000 ft, are
urgently needed with respect to solving the problem of a recent rapid in-
crease of bird strike rates due to the intensification of low level training
by RNLAF fighter aircr•,ft. The long range surveillance radars, presently in
use to provide data for bird migration warning systems in several West Euro-
pean countries, fail to cover the lowest air layers. This gap may be filled
up by field observers and/or small radars. Parallel to visual observations - e -

and time lapse film recordings at the long range surveillance radar in NW
Holland, a series of altitude measurements has been collected. This pre-
liminary study with a tracking radar of the type "Flycatcher" provided the
data to illustrate the problem and its possible solutions.

INTRODUCTION

Several West European air forces face a growing bird strike problem.
This recent increase in the number of collisions between jet fighters and
birds occurred rather suddenly as far as the RNLAF is concerned. Thanks to -
the very accurate reporting even of the most insignificant non-damage bird
hits, the microscopic identification of minuscule bird remains (see Brom,
this conference) and the limited size of the air force, we were able to ana-
lyze the trend in detail (Buurma 1983). The main cause appeared to be the
recently agreed intensification of training at very low level. Different
bird strike rates Lould be traced back to the task of individual squadrons. -
The rate of 16 collisions per 1000 flying hoUrs for the Dutch recce F-104
Starfighters, a fourfold increase within two years, indicates that these
fighters face a sudden increase of bird density by decreasing their flight
level.
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FIGURE 1: Frequency distribution of RNLAF bird strikes per 200 kts speed

class for the years 1977 - 1982; black parts of bars: cases with damage;

white parts: without damage; dashed line: similar distribution for the years

1964 - 1976; insert: percpntage distribution for UK registered aircraft
(from Thorpe 1973).
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It has been known for a long time that low-level navigation is a major
factor causing the militzry bird strike problem to be much more considerable
than the bird problem in civil aviation. In addition to bird strikes at or
near airfields all air forces experience collisions "en route". In order to
explain that thesc two types of bird strikes are incidents (and frequently
also accidents) of a very different nature figure 1 shows the relative distri-
bution of RNLAF bird strikes according to aircraft speed. For comparison civil
data have aiso been included. The bird strikes occurred during the period
1977 - 1982, while the dashed line indicates this distribution for the period
1964 - 1976. The proportion of damage incidents is given by the black parts of
the bars. It is clearly visible that "local" and "en route" collisions be--
tween jet fighters and birds can be separated by simply taking aircraft speed
as a criterion. Considering that take-off and landing and possibly one or more
"touch and go's" or "overshoots" are only a few per cent of a flying hour, it
is evident that the bird strike frequency at or near the air base, at low ,
level, is many times higher than "en route". Mutatis mutandis, this means that
"l"en route" bird strikes (over 300 kts) are not caused by high densities of
birds but by the amount of time spent in flying in relativelý poor bird air
masses.

The question raised in this paper is how do the flying activities of air- 0
craft and birds interfere in space and time, in particular with respect to

* altitude choice. This question should be answered in a quantitative way,
because thus realistic decisions on guidelines for avoiding dense bird air-
layers can be taken and optimal monitoring procedures and equipement can be
chosen or developed. One would wish that this is simply a matter of measuring
th- spatial flight activity distributions of both parties. Indeed,for the .
aircraft this is possible by asking the pilots for estimates and, nowadays,
also by using modern flight data recordings. However, the knowledge of the
number of birds in the air under varying conditions is very limited, notwith-
standing the existence of highly sophisticated radar studies. In the second
part of the paper I shall deal with some direct measurements of the altitude
distributions of birds and with the problem of how to use them operationally.
First, I shall discuss the indications on bird altitude distributions produced
by the bird strikes themselves. A closer look at the altitude aspect of col-
lisions between jet fighters and birds might enhance in the first place mili-
tar flight safety, but, possibly, may also clear the way for future civil
application.

ON THE USE OF BIRD STRIKE DATA

A serious objection to the using of bird strike data is that they usually are
evaluated differently according to amount of damage or to the conditions
under which the collision occurred. This may have an effect on the inclina- _
tion to report bird strikes. We have solved the problem simply by asking to
report all bird collisions irrespective of the occurrence and amount of
damage. Our analysis (Buurma 1983) clearly indicated that an increased
emphasis on proper reporting since 1977 benefitted only the quality and com-"
pleteness of the reports, not the quantity. The fighter pilots appeared not
to register any more hits than they already did, while the proportion of
bird strikes discovered after flight by ground personnel rose only from 9.1%
to 14.1%. Two findings strongly supported our conclusions. First, the per-
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FIGURE 2: The percentage of damage cases among bird strikes within four speed-

classes given separately for 5 groups of bird weights (RNLAF jet fighters

1977 - 1982). 0
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centage of damage incidents is extremely stable over the years and per air-
craft type. It was not at all affected by the increased emphasis on bird
strike reporting. The figures for the three fighters used by the RNLAF were
F-104: 26 'a (' 5 %', n =533), F-5: 25 ` (+ 5 '%, n =362) and F-16: 21 00 (f 7%0
n = 117). In the second place, we found that for birds weighing less than 100
grams there is a correlation between the chance of suffering damage and the
aircraft speed, which sharply deviates from the curves in the case of heavier
birds (figure 2). This indicates thpf mnst small passerine birds are not able
to penetrate the compressed air in front of fast flying aircraft. Like snow
flocks, they m~ust have followed the air stream around the highly tapered
fighter, perhaps not even touching the skin. When they did hit the aircarfL
and produced a mere smear of blood mixed witn a few minuscule parts of downy
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feathers, a microscopic examination at the Institute of Taxonomic Zoology in
Amsterdam revealed the bird order and sometimes the family or species name
and at least a weight indication. Without the application of a specially de-
veloped key (Brom 1980) we used to have practically no indication of the type
of birds involved in collisions "en route". To day, we do have a complete
picture and conclude from the parallel curves shown in figure 2 concerning
birds of less than 100 grams and the unknown cases that the bird strikes not .-

leaving macroscopically visible bird remains concern mainly small passerines
posinq no real threat to flight safety at the moment. The fact that small - -
sone.birdcare underrepresented in bird strikes should be borne in mind when
using the altitude distribution of bird strikes as an indication for bird
activity in height.

ALTITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF "LOCAL" BIRD STRIKES

Since aircraft usually climb and descend at fixed angels to the earth's - .
surface, they cover equal distances in each 100 ft air layer below, approxi-
mately, 1500 ft, except just before touching down on the runway. Assuming
that speed differences within this altitude range and above take-off speeds
do not significantly affect the bird strike rate with respect to evasive
actions of the birds, the "bird sample size" taken by the aircraft is roughly
the same for each layer of air. As appropiate flight phases have been consi-
dered "take-off", "climb", "final", "landing", "touch and go" and "overshoot"
In all phases the bird strikes occurred at speeds below 300 kts. The propor-
tional distribution of these socalled "local" bird strikes is given in
figure 3 A. For comparison, a civil example is included in this figure (taken
from Thorpe,1973). One may have doubts about the assumption that evasive ac-
tions of birds in case of low aircraft speeds do not hamper this distribution '

and lead to a reduced strike rate. This could especially be the case in the
lowest 100 ft. On the other hand, the (flight)path is here somewhat longer,
which in turn might raise the number of bird strikes.

Using a certain caution for this lowest altitude class, ve consider
figure 2A as reasonably representative for the average altitudinal distri-
bution of the birds involved in bird strikes over the years. The main conclu-
sion is that the majority of birds fly around in the very lowest air layer
and indeed cause only an major problem to aviation when aircraft penetrate
this environment at very high speeds. On the contrary, birds flying higher
appear to be distributed fairly evenly over a large altitude range.
It is now possible to explain the Gausian type of distribution of "local"'
bird strikes per speed class in figure 1 as being formed by the decreasing
bird density with height (right side) and by the success of birds escaping
from the aircraft approaching them too slowly (left side). Note the remarka-
ble similarity between the military and civil distributions in this respect,
despite of the different average speeds.

Figure 1 and 3 give relative data. It is also possible to evaluate the
average bird density in a more absolute manner, by comparing the bird strike
ratios of aircraft with different lift: table 1. At a similar forward speed
the fighters with a large wingload , such as thc F-5 and F -16, have a- higher
vertical speed than the rocket-like F-104. Consequently, the last mentioned __ .
jet fighter covers the longest distance within the bird rich lowest air
layers and reaches the highest score of "local" bird strikes.
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FIGURE 3: Altitudinal. distribution of "local" (A) and "en route" (B) bird
strikes of Dutch jet fighters; shaded distribution in A: civil data ta'Xen
from Thorpe 1973.
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TABLE I1 Number of "local" bird strikes per 1000 flying hours for three
types of jet fighters flown by the RNLAF

*type rate standard deviation n(years) n(bird strikes)

F-104 1.88 0.55 7 .178

r-1.23 0.23 7 139

F-16 1.25 0.44 4 30 j

3.38 .



ALTITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF "EN ROUTE" BIRD STRIKES

The altitudinal distribution of bird collisions "en route" differs
entirely from the "local" bird strikes: figure 3 D. A comparison learns -
t~hat most bird strikes during the flight phases "low level en route" and
"cruise" (all at speeds of over 300 kts) do not occur in the dense bird air-

layers but in the first place at altitudes most frequently flown by the air- .. -
craft. Indeed, the recent intensification of extremely low level training "..

-- resulted in a rapidly growing number of bird encounters below 500 ft. It
-should be noted that these "en route" figures show a certain rounding off

towards full numbers of feet. The possibility that pilots fill in the planned
rather than the actual flight level also cannot fully be excluded. The
altitude distribution of "local" bird strikes indicates that the number of
"en route" bird strikes at 500 ft increases fourfold wnen the flight level
is changed to 250 ft AGL. - ."

The bird strike frequency not only increases due to lower flights of
aircraft but also to a higher flying by the birds. This becomes clearly
apparent from a graph compiled by the German Air Force: figure 4. The sesso-
nal and altitudinal variations of the bird strike frequency is indicated by
lines connecting points with equal ratios. As is the case for RNtAF fighters
the highest rates were found in August at low levels, which is when and where

many young and unexperienced birds wander around. But the graph also reveals
distinct peaks in the montu's of March and October, when migratory birds may
reach very high flight levels.

ON THE USE OF RADAR AND ITS RESTRICTIONS

Sampling the spatial and temporal variations in the flying activity of
birds by means of aircraft might have its own advantages but it is time con-
suming and expensive. We would do better by measuring bird movements direct-
ly in order to prevent aircraft and birds from colliding. Moreover, we wish
to know the hourly and daily variations in actual bird distributions, in 0
stead of average figures because such knowledge might create the possibility
of finimi:7r> the amount of flight restrictions while maximizing flight safe-
ty. Separation of aircraft and birds is rewarding, particularlywhen the
density of birds in the air has a strongly fluctuating character. This makes *-*."

it possible to utilize certain poor bird conditions for low-level training
(of course persistent differences in bird density for different geographical -

areas and localities are another matter which is not discussed here).

•limerous radar studies, as summarized by Eastwood (1967), might give . .

the impression that it is possible to quantify the flying activity of birds
accurately and over vast areas. Unfortunately, however, only very few authors
report to have succesfully related their radar measurements to absolute num-
bers of birds aloft. Two important examples are the studies on nocturnal bird
migration of Nisbet (1963) and Gauthreaux (1977). Nisbet carefully measured - -

- the rate at which bird echoes on the radar screen thin as the distance from
the radar increases. By extrapolating backward he estimated the bird density
above the radar station and translated his echo density figures into real
numbers of birds by parallel counts of birds passing the disc of the moon.
His dimensionless thinning rate was established empirically and includes
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Figure 4: Lines connecting points with equal numbers of bird st~rikeus pci

10000 hours of lowi level flying by the German A4ir For-ce: data versus a I-
tude. [Reproduced wit~h kind permission of Dr J. Hild.
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TABLE 2 :Diurnal (D) and nocturnal (N) "subsaturation' densities o~f biui1
echoes on the screen of search radars and minimum detection heic~jht-s; thýý

Ifigures are rough indications of experiences in practice, not r e f ecLiiuj
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several factors of an entirely different nature. Nisbet therefore warned not
to transplant his results to other situations and other radar equipments.
However, the need for a distance dependent correction of echo densities in
one form or another is apparent because radar screens soon become saturated 6
with bird echoes even in the case of only moderate bird migration. Gauthreaux
tried to solve this saturation problem by reducing the sensitivity of the
radar step by step until he reached a standard, measurable echo density at
a certain distance from the radar. He then used the attenuation rate as an
measure for actual migration traffic rates (MTR, number of birds passing
one nautical mile per hour) after calibration with direct bird counts against.
the moon and in the beam of a ceilometer.

Nisbet's average MIR figures appear to be considerably lower than those
of Gauthreaux (table 2). This might in part be a geographical matter, but
could also be explained by the type of radar used. Nisbet filmed the screen
of a high powered long range surbveillance radar operating at 23 cm wave-
length, while Gauthreaux detected birds by means of medium powered 10 cm 7.

weather radars at a much shorter range. There are serious reasons to believe
that the numerous small sonobirds are totally invisible to 23 cm radar when , -
flying solitary in the resolution cell. On the contrary, radars with wave-
lengths shorter than 10 cm may even detect airborne insects at considerable
distances.

The wavelength effect and many other factors determining the bird
detection capacity of radars seriously complicate the interpretation of bird
echo patterns. Not only radar parameters but also size and even the behaviour
of the bird affect the results. Speed, angle of body axis to radar beam and -

grouping behaviour are the best known aspects. In addition, the flying height --

of the birds may be a very critical factor, especially by day when, generally
speaking, bird migration occurs at lower levels than at night. The few quanti-
fication studies there are like those of Nisbet and Gauthreaux concern noc-
turnal bird movements. Attempts to do the same for diurnal bird movements are
even more scarce and unsuccessfull in so far as they claimi to have included
all bird species en route.

This last statement is partly a personal view based on my own experience
with several types of radars operating in The Netherlands. The extreme flat-
ný,s of our country favours radar studies of low-level bird movements.
Nevertheless, even here a comparison of radar and visual bird counts produce
totally contradictory results. It indicates that overlap in the altitudinal .
coverage of radar and field observers is mostly totally zero. For Sweden
Mascher et al (1962) came to similar conclusions using a medium powered air-
port radar near Stockholm. He and Evans (1966), both using 10 cm wave length,
described visible migration and bird migration detected by radar as comple-
mentary.

The relative density of the flying bird population at very low level
is shown indirectly by a comparison between "subsaturation" densities of .7.
bird echoes on the radar screens and average -1TR's observed visually in the
field. Some radar data are reproduced in tablu 2. Ab ai uxarIple of v.suL'Ly
observed bird densities, the daily early norning counts of broad front rnigra-

tion near Arnhem duringthe month september, october and november 1982 (Kwak
& Lensink 1.983) may be used. The highly experienced observers included only
birds flying within 100 meters. Their rough classification of altitudes indi-
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cates that the majority of the birds observed flew below 50 meters. Given an
average ground speed of 45 km/hour, they got an average number of 35 flocks
and solitarily flying birds per square nautical mile, while on peak migration
days up to a ten times higher figure could be counted. Comparing these figu-
res with the "sub-echo-saturation" densities on radar screens (table 2) the
conclusion must be that the lowest 50 meters of air may contain more flying
bifds than the entire air space higher up.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TOTAL ALTITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION
ON THE BASIS OF TRACKING RADAR MEASUREMENTS

The recent increase of bird strikes and the realization that a large
quantity of low altitude bird movements are missed by long range radar
caused the RNLAF to initiate a preliminary tracking radar study on flying
heights of birds. The fire control radar used for this purpose is a product - :
of the Dutch firm Hollandse Signaal in Hengelo (type "Flycatcher"). This
radar combines a 3-cm search beam (vertical angle 19 ) with a tracking beam
operating in either X-band or kA-band depending on the quality of the track- -.

ing process. Especially, the last feature allowes for extremely good tracking
at low altitude. During daylight hours the objects locked on can be evaluated
visually on a monitor, fed by a video camera with a 400 mm lens parallel to
the tracking beam. Our first objective was only to evaluate the bird detect-
ion capacities of the radar and the necessary modifications. But we could
also collect a reasonable sample of tracks by day and at night as well as
photographic recordings of the search scope. During 5 mornings simultaneous
visual observations were carried out 47 nM to the SW, along the same track
of the broad-front stream of migrants. Simultaneous ti-le lapse films were
made at the long range surveillance radar in the NW of The Netherlands. Simi- --

lar studies will be set up in other seasons in the near future

Here, we leport on the average altitude distribution reconstructed by
combining the visual counts, the search photographs and the tracking results
totalized from the recordings on 28, 31 october, 1, 2 and 3 november 1983.
Bird echoes on the search scope (figure 5 a) appeared to thin with increasing
distance from the radar in a comparable manner as in the studies of Nisbet
(1963): figure 5 b. How to fit this roughly exponential relation is yet unsure
because nocturnal observations indicate that near the radar the echo density
does not increase to the same extent with decreasing range as indicated by the
straight line. Therefore I included in figure 5 b a second curved l1ne and 0
arrived at two values for the absolute number of bird flocks per nM betweei-
which the real figure must lie, 35 and 110. As many echoes as possible were . -

tracked. Figure 5 c shows the range and altitude uf those echoes and indicates --

the performance of the radar at very low altitude. The stability of the tracks
decreased of course when the bird flew very low, but the tracking system mana-
ged to lock on some birds flying below 100 ft at 1 - 2 nM. The sensitivity of _
the tracking beam was such that a solitary flying song bird with wingbeat fre-
quency of 24 Hz "seen" in tailview could be tracked up to at least 1.6 nM.
The distribution of all birds tracked is indicated in figure 6. This distribu-
tion was considered to be indicative for the real situation as far as birds
flying higher than 50 meter are concerned. Visual observations at the station
learned that notwithstanding the excellent tracking properties many very low S
flying flocks of song birds (below treetop height) were missed.
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The field observers in Arnhem claimed to have detected all birds passing within
100 meter and below 50 meter and they were also2 registered as such. When we sub-
tract their average density of 16 flocks per nM (calculated on the basis of
a average gzound speed of 25 nM/hour) then, the remaining birds can be distri-
buted over the altitudes according to the distribution of radar tracks above
50 meter.

FIGURE 5: Flycatcher tracking radar data from 5 mornings with weak - moderate
migratory activity. A: example of a time exposure photo (30 sec) with ground-
clutter (white patches), bird echoes (streaks) and 5 km range ring. B: thin-
ning of echo density with increasing range (after correction for groundclut-
ter blindness). C: range and heights at which bird(flock)s were locked on
after selection at random on the search screen.
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As a result we find two total bird altitude distributions as shown

in figure 6. With some reserve we may conclude that the field observers

saw 15 - 46 o of all birds (let us say one third), while the tracking

beam missed the lowest third to a certain as yet unknown extent. The alti-

tude distribution for the 5 early mornings considered here is somewhat less

skewed to the very lowest air layer than the distribution of "local" bird

strikes in figure 3a. most likely due to the preponderance of migrants over

local birds. However, also figure 6 shows clearly the importance of the

flying activity of birds in the lowest 100 meters.

FIGURE 6: Reconstruction of the average altitudinal distribution of diurnal

bird movements for 5 late autumn mornings (centered a ound one hour after

sunrise). Birdflock/echo density figures given per nM for air layers of 50

meter thick. Calculated on the basis of the assumption that fieldobservers

counted all bird(flock)s within 100 meter and below 50 meter. A minimum

(shaded) and maximum (white) distribution is given according to the two extra-

polations in figure 5 B.

Open dots represent the percentage distribution of all birds tracked; black

dots indicate the altitude distribution as observed visually.
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THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OPERATIONAL USE OF RADAR WITHIN THE RNLAF

In common with several other West European air forces, since the
sixties the RNLAF uses a long range surveillance radar for operational bird
warnings. Before 1975 time exposure photographs were taken on the technical
screen of a 23-cm air defence radar in Den Helder. Since 1979 an electronic...........
-counting system is used called KIEVIT (Kast met Integrale Elektronische
\Iogeltrek Intensiteit Tellers) and installed at a 10-cm stacked beam radar,
also in the north western part of the rcuntry. From all or the beams in
the vertical plain only the lowest twao show bird echoes. The raw video
signal of these lowest beams is filtered by a microprocessor in order to
select bird echoes from ground clutter and rain echo fields. The hit counting
includes a distance dependent weighing. Electronic quantification occurs
-within 5 replaceable windows. Birds can be detected at distances of far
over 73 nM, our normal range setting for photographic recordings. Figure 7
includes some examples of time exposure pictures of bird movement patterns
and an overview of the simultaneous appearance of different major October
migration waves during the morning of 17 October 1979 as depicted from
a time lapse film. Figure 7 b illustrates a phenomenon already discoverd
in 1949 by fieldoberservers, namely the ascent of migrating land birds
when setting out over sea (Deelder 1949; Kiomp 1956). The implication of
this picture is that the same bird movement was totally invisible to the
radar above land! Broad front migration at low level is of particular
importance under headwind conditions. In certain autumns with prevailing
SW winds a low total passage is therefore recorded by radar. The autumn
of 1983 is an example of such an situation.

Without any doubt, the radar is perfectly able to detect the very
intense bird migration waves as such. It is also clear that clusters of
bird strikes occurring when pilots do not use the bird migration warnings
can be avoided by imposing more rigorous flight restrictions related to
the radar measurements. However, the recent increase in low level training
and the simultaneous increase in bird strike frequency cannot be tackled
by the existing warning system. The distribution of bird strikes over the
year has changed since the intensification of low level flying. The peaks
during the migration seasons have become less pronounced and the day to
day variation in the number of bird strikes is less clustered. It is clear
that low level bird migration and local bird movements now cause an extra,
very serious bird strike risk. Procedures to separate aircraft from birds
by means of radar warnings now will only be accepted as rewarding if the
pilots find out that the radar bird warnings fit in with their experience
on bird encounters in the air. This implies that the system should include
detailed altitude information and be of much higher quality as far as low-
level bird movements are concerned.

We hope to improve the present system by means of the Flycatcher
tracking radar studies recently started. Parallel to these measurements
0f aLlttude distributionc (Considering species and group S17PR) wR Will
continue in taking time lapse films at the stacked beam radar and perform
visual observations. The Flycatcher data may help to upgrade the opera-0
tional use of the large scale radar-bird-registrations and of the future
contribution of field observers (e.g. bird control units at airbases). .
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FIGURE 7: Examples of patterns of bird migration over The Netherlands as
detectad by the lowest beam of a 10-cm stacked beam long range surveillance
radar in the NW of the country.
A: fairly strong WNW - SW migration by day at rather high altitudes and there-
fore visible up to the margin of the ppi (set at 73 nM);
B: WNW movements only visible above sea, not above land;
C: schematic representation of different bird cohorts simultaneously in the
air during the morning of 19 October 1979; the figure includes the coastlines
of the Northern half of The Netherlands and the 50 nM range ring.
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The improvements in the first approach include a rough 3-D interpretation

of the 2-D radar pictures and electronic counts, and, in addition, a better

use of the information gathered from the second radar beam. The inclusion

of visual observations in the operational warning system is possible only

after verifying the varying limitations of the human eye .to'det••ct

different bird and group sizes under' different envir6nmental Conditions.

Whether field observations or small radars or a combination of both is the

best solution to the recent low-level bird strike problem remains to

-be seen.
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BLACKBIRDS AND STARLINGS: POPULATION ECOLOGY AND HABITS RELATEDo TO AIRPORT ENVIRONMENTS

O RICHARD A. DOLBEER -- U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 0a.. DENVER WILDLIFE RESEARCH CENTER, SANDUSKY, OH 44870

Abstract:dhe Red-winged Blackbird AAgelaius phoeniceus) is the most
abundant bird in North America today. It is often joined in roosting S
assemblages by Conmon Grackles (Quiscalus Quuscula), Brown-headed Cowbirds
(Molothrus ater), and Starlings (Sturnus vulgarij7. The combined populations
of these 4 species exceed 500 millionl rTr Tur_1ng the winter roosting season
and increase to over 1 billion birds after the young are fledged in summer.
In spite of their abundance, they are involved in only about 6% of the bird
strikes to aircraft, less than 1/7 the number of strikes caused by the less •
abundant gulls (Larus spp.). However, the rather infrequent collisionis
between aircraft and blackbirds or Starlings can be catastrophic, even
though these species have less than 10% the weight of most gull species.
Because blackbirds and Starlings are prolific and well adapted to modern
land-use practices, attempts to eradicate populations at airports through - -

L killing will provide only temporary relief. The key to reducing blackbird •
and Starling activity in the vicinity of airports lies in the elimination
of preferred roost sites through habitat modifications and in the reduction
of food supplies through changes in agriculture. i,

In the early 1800's the Passenger Pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius)
was the most abundant bird in North America with a pcpulation size of at
least 3 billion (Schorgcr 1955). With the clearing of forests in the East
and Great Lakes Region, food supplies and cover were depleted and the Pigeon
population declined rapidly. As the population concentrated in the remaining -
forested areas, large-scale market hunting accelerated the inevitable de- .
cline. The population was extinct in the wild by 1900 and the last
individual died in captivity in 1914.

The land-use changes that precipitated the demise of the Pigeon popu-
lation signaled a period of growth and expansion for populations of other
avian species. Members of the family Icteridae, particularly the Red- 0
winged Blackbird, Common Grackle, and Brown-headed Cowbird, were especially
adapted to the open agricultural land that replaced the forests. In
addition, the Starling, introduced from Europe in 1890, was also adapted
exceptionally well to this environment, and its population expanded rapidly. - -
These four species, which often join together in large fall and winter
roosts, have replaced the Pdssenger Pigeon as the most abundant group of S
birds in North America today.

Because these species roost together in large congregations and
closely associate with agriculture, they have long conflicted with farming
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activities (e.g., Meanley 1971, Dolbeer 1980). Another type of conflict
has evolved especially since World War II with the tremendous growth of air
traffic and the development of jet aircraft. The sheer numbers of black-
birds and Starlings and their propensity to fly and forage in dense flocks

-- in open areas can create hazardous conditions for departing and arriving
aircraft at airports. The objectives of this paper are to: (1) briefly
document the current status of blackbird and Starling populations in North
America, (2) summarize data on collisiuns that have occurred at airports -.-
between aircraft and blackbirds or Starlings, and (3) review information on
migration patterns and roosting behavior of these species relevant to their
management in airport environments.

POPULATION STATUS OF BLACKBIRDS AND STARLINGS

The Red-winged Blackbird is the most abundant bird in North America
today (Table 1), nesting throughout the 48 contiguous States and most of
the 10 Canadian Provinces. Peak brceding-season densities are found in the
upper midwestern States of Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin (Dolbeer and
Stehn 1983). Major reasons for the numerical abundance of Red-wings are
their adaptability to a variety of marsh and agricultural habitats and their
strong sexual dimorphism. Females weigh about 41 grams, only 65% the weight
of males (Table 2). The two sexes often select different foods (McNicol
et al. 1982), thus reducing direct competition. Conservately, the breeding-
season population of Red-wings in North America equals 220 million birds.

Starlings have increased from a few hundred birds released in New York
City in 1890 to become the third most abundant bird in North America today.
The breeding-season population is at least 130 millior birds (Table 1).
Starlings have d4spersed throughout the continent, even to Alaska, although
their highest breeding-season densiLies are still found in the eastern United
States (Ohio, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Delaware). Both sexes weigh about
80 grams, about 20% more than male Red-wings (Table 2).

Common Grackles are found throughout the United States and southern
Canada east of the Rocky Mountains, reaching their highest breeding-season
densities In Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, and New Jersey. They are the
largest of the four species, the males averaging about 120 grams and the
females 97 grams (Table 2). Although their range is restricted to east of
the Rockies, they are probably the fifth most abundant bird species in North
America today with a breeding-season population of at least 110 million
birds (Table 1).

Brown-headed Cowbirds are the least abundant and smallest of the four
species with a breeding-season population of perhaps 45 million birds
(Table 1). The species is found throughout the United States and southern
Canada (with the exception of the extreme southeastern U.S.) with the
highest breeding-seasorn population levels in the Plains States from
Oklahoma to North Dakota. Cowbirds are also sexually dimorphic; the female
(38 grams) weighs about 78% that of the male (Table 2). Cowbirds are
notable for being the only parasitic nesting bird in North America. The
female always lays her eggs in the nests of other birds, being incapable of
building her own nest.
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The combined breeding-season population of these four species is con-
servatively estimated at 512 million birds (Table 1), This population swells
to over 1 billion birds by the end of the nesting season in July of a typical
year. Between July and the nesting season of the following year, about
500 million blackbirds and Starlinci. die, returning the population to the ..-.
level of the previous year (Fig. 1). Adults have an annual mortality rate
of about 40% and hatching-year birds a mortality rate of over 50%. Thus,
there is a tremendous fluctuation in numbers and turnover in individuals in
the population each year.

Although blackbird and Starling populations have certainly increased
within historic times, Cowbirds are the only species currently showing a
significant increase in numbers in North America. The Cowbird population

-.has increased by about 20% since 1966 (Table 3), the increases primarily
occurring in the Upper Plains and Southeastern Regions of the United States.
Red-wing, Grackle, and Starling populations, although stable on a continental
basis, have shown strong regional changes in the past 16 years (Dolbeer
and Stehn 1983).

BLACKBIRD-STARLING COLLISIONS WITH AIRCRAFT

Seubert (1968) compiled a list of all bird species reported in strikes
by commercial aircarriers in the United States from 1961-67. Blackbirds
and Starlings comprised 6% of the 609 identified birds compared to 35% for
gulls. In the United Kingdom, Rochard and Horton (1980) reported about 4%
of all strikes to civil and military aircraft, 1966-76, were by Starlings
(blackbirds of the family Icteridae are not found in Europe), and 42% were
by gulls. Joensen and Schneider (1976) reported a similar finding for
military aircraft in Denmark from 1966-73; Starlings comprised 5% of the
identified birds striking aircraft whereas gulls comprised 40%. Thus, in
spite of the abundance of blackbirds and Starlings in North America (and
Starlings in Europe), they consistently are involved in only about 4-6% of ___
the strikes, less than 1/7 the number of strikes caused by the less
abundant gulls (Table 4).

However, the rather infrequent collisions between aircraft and black-
birds and Starlings can be catastrophic, even though these species have less
than 10% the weight of most gull species. Blackbirds and Starlings normally
fly in dense flocks so any collisions usually result in multiple strikes
occurring almost simultaneously. Since 1960, there have been four bird
strikes to civilian aircraft at airports (during take-offs or landings) in
the United States that have resulted in human fatalities. Two of these four
incidences involved blackbirds or Starlings (Table 5). Thus, the management
ot these abundant species around airports should be a high priority item.
The following discussion summarizes information on migration and roosting
of blackbirds and Starlings of relevance to their management at airports.

MIGRATION PATTERNS AND ROOSTING HABITATS

Blackbirds and Starlings are generally sedentary during the nesting
season., April-early July, when populations are widely dispersed. Little -
migration or roosting activity occurs at this time. By mid-July, blackbirds
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and Starlings begin to concentrate, congregating in nighttime roosts usually
within 160 km of their nesting localities (Dolbeer 1982). The birds dis- -_ --__

perse il ail" to 80 km to forage (Meanley 1965) although most activity is
within i i of the roost (Dolbeer 1980). Flightlines of birds are
densest whe!, i birds depart from the roost at daybreak and return in the
evening M- ummer roosts are only active for a few weeks, the birds
coalescing . fewer, larger roosts as autumn progresses (Caccamise et al.
1983). Migration usually occurs in early November when the birds gradually
move to the southern United States ahead of cold weather (Dolbeer 1982).
Winter roosts form in November and last until early March when the birds -
begin moving northward.

Almost all blackbirds winter south of 38' latitude. However, many
Starlings, especially birds 1 year or older, winter north of 38' latitude,
often forming roosts under bridges, on buildings, or in parks in cities.
Blackbirds nesting south of 380 latitude generally migrate 200-400 km to -
the deep south, being replaced in winter by more northern migrants. . -
Starlings nesting south of 38' latitude usually do not migrate. Cecause
there are differences in migration patterns among the four species and between " "--*"-
age and sex classes ,ithin species, populations from a given nesting area in
the north often become widely dispersed and intermingled with other popula-
tions in winter. Ind idual birds show little faithfulness to the same
winter roost site from year to year but strong site fidelity to their pre-
vious nesting location (Dolbeer 1982).

Although all U.S. States and most Canadian Provinces contain blackbird
or Starling roosts at some time during the year, the greatest concentrations
of these birds occur in the Mississippi Delta Region in winter. A survey
in the winter of 1974-75 rlvealed at least 59 roosts with more than a
million birds each in Louisiana, Arkansas, and Mississippi. This survey
located a total of 723 roosts containing 537 million birds in 42 states,
including 137 roosts with more than a million birds each in 20 states
(Meanley 1976).

Sites chosen for roosting vary considerably with season, bird species
composition, and region of North America. However, all sites contain two
key factors: cover at the site itself and abundant food in the foraging
area around the roost. About 77% of 358 winter roosts surveyed in eastern
North America in 1974-75 were in deciduous trees, deciduous thickets, or
conifers (Table 6). The remaining roosts were located in man-made structures,
cane, bamboo, or marshes. Lyon and Caccamise (1981) found that the vege-
tation species were rather unimportant in roost-site selection; rather the
structure of the vegetation was critical. Blackbirds and Starlings gener-
ally preferred sites with high tree densities (700-3500 trees/ha) and
compact, enclosed canopies.

Most roosts are located in areas of agriculture where a dependable
source of food is available. Maturing corn, rice, oats, and sunflowers are
preferred foods of blackbirds in late summer, and waste grain in harvested
fields are staple foods in winter (Dolbeer 1980, Dolbeer et a'. 1978,
Meanley 1971, McNicol et al. 1982, Linz et al. 1983). Feedlots, garbage •
dumps, and fruit crops can also serve as important sources of food for
these birds (especially Starlings) as can a wide variety of insects and
weed seeds.
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CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Blackbirds and Starlings are well adapted to modern land-use practices .
in much of North America, and as long as these practices remain in effect,
these birds will remain abundant. Thus, attempts to eradicate populations of
blackbirds and Starlings at airports though killing (e.g., surfactant applica-

Stions, Lefebvre and Seubert 1970) will provide temporary relief at best. .-
These prolific and mobile species will quickly replenish depopulated areas as
long as cover and food supplies remain (White 1980). Habitat management is .
the key to reducing blackbird and Starling activity at airports in most
situations. Potential and actual roost sites can be eliminated or made less
desirable by habitat alterations (e.g., tree thinning) as discussed by Lyon
and Caccamise (1981) and Good and Johnson (1978). Foraging activity can be
reduced in the immediate vicinity of airports by eliminating certain agricul-
tural crops (corn, oats, sunflowers, rize) and activities (feedlots) and by
prohibiting solid-waste disposal. These long-term practices, combined with
timely programs of bird harassment and dispersal whenever temporary concen-
trations of blackbirds and Starlings appear, will significantly reduce the
likelihood of bird-aircraft strikes in the airport environment.
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TABLE 2. Mean body weights of blackbirds and Starlings in Pennsylvania,
April-June (Clench and Leberman 1978). Sample sizes are in parentheses.

SpeiesMean Body Weight (g) Female weight as
Species Male Female % of male weight

Common Grackle 120 (100) 97 (37) 81
Starling 79 (14) 80 (12) 101

Red-winged Blackbird 63 (14) 41 (191) 65

Brown-headed Cowbird 49 (89) 38 (586) 78

TABLE 3. Continental changes in numbers of Red-winged Blackbirds, Common
Grackles, Brown-headed Cowbirds, and Starlings from 1966-69 to 1978-81
based on a paired comparison of 1288 Breeding Bird Survey routes run in
both sets of years (Dolbeer and Stehn 1983).

Mean
Mean Mean diff.

birds/ birds/ (1978-81 flean fio.
route route rhinus % of

Species (1966-69) (1978-81) 1966-69) change routes

Red-wing 49.3 46.8 -2.5 -5.1 1288

Grackle 23.9 23.2 -0.7 -2.9
Cowbird 9.8 11.7 +1.9* +19.9*

Starling 28.4 26.8 -1.6 -5.6

P 0 .P..05
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TABLE 5. Bird strikes of civilian aircraft during take-off or landing
resulting in loss of human life in the United States.a

Airport Human Bird
Year Location Aircraft Fatalities Species

1960 Boston Electra 62 Starlings

1973 Atlanta Learjet 7 Cowbirds

1977 Chicago Turbo Commander 4 Gulls

1979 Palo Alto Swearingen 2 Gulls

a From Solmon (1981) and A. J. Godin (Unpubl. Rep.)

TABLE 6. Roosting habitat for blackbirds and Starlings in winter in
eastern North America, 1974-75 (Meanley 1976).

Habi tat Type No. of Roosts Percent of Total

Deciduous trees &thickets 147 4

Coni fers 122 34

Man-made structures 32 9

Bridges 17 5

"Buildings 15 4

Cane or bamboo 29 8

Marshes 21 6
Live oaks 7 2

Total 358 100
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FIGURE 1. Estimated average annual cycle of the blackbird (Red-winged
-Blackbird, Conmmon Grackle, Brown-headed Cowbird) and Starling population

North America derived from a population model (Dolbeer et al. 1976).
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CATTLE EGRET HAZARD ASSESSMENT

O2Lt Timothy J. Will, USAF
H-iQ Air Force Engineering and -

Services Center
Tyndall Air Force base FL 32403

A Ibb'IRAC'I1

cattle •grets (bubulcus ibis) have become established in the
U.b. as a well-known species since their immigration from South
America in the early 1950's. They have shown themselves to be
well-adapted to new environments, and have expanded into most
parts ot North America. The Air ýorce has recorded several bird/
aircratt strikes with CattLe Egrets, resulting in thousands of
dollars in damage and aircraft down time. Behavorial aspects of
the birds such as reproduction and teeding, combined with large
populations, make Cattle Egrets a particularly bad problem in
some areas. one particular Air Force location required extensive
measures be taken in order to eliminate a roost site adjacent to
an active airfield runway. These methods could provide some
insight into dealing ettectively with Cattle Egrets near air-
ports.

INTIROUUCTIUON

Cattle Egrets have been expanding their range since first
sighted in the U.S. in the 1950's. They have steadily moved
north along the eastern seacoast even into Canada, and are now a
well-established migratory species in many inland states. They
roost in colonies in almost any low vegetation which has moderate
protection. When roosting near an airdrome, they pose a threat
to aircraft by flying over the runway and through the traffic
pattern. Birds may be ingested into aircraft engines, or collide
with the tramework, causing severe damage; or they may penetrate
the windshield/canopy and impact the pilot.

In the paE-t eight years, the Air Force has experienced 23
conrirmed Cattle Egret strikes. This paper will discuss some of
the characteristics ot Cattle Egrets, and why they are a threat
to aircraft. Information is based on recent literature, Air
Force data, ana observations made during a survey of a southern
Florida Air Force base.
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HISTORY

Cattle Egrets were first identified in South America in
1937, when a specimen was collected in British (Guiana (Crosby

1972). Apparently they survived the transatlantic flight from
their native Atrica; although what caused them to make the flight
is unknown. After establishing themselves in the northern parts
ot South America, they began to expand both southward and north-
ward. Several sightings were made in the U.S. in the late
194U's, but in 1952 a bird was photographed in Florida and a spe-
cimen was taken in Massachusetts, thus confirming both their
presence and range. Nests were recorded the following year. By
195b Cattle Egrets had been collected or sighted in 15 states as
well as in Canada (Crosby 1972).

BEhAVIUR

Nesting and Reproduction

The rapid spread ot Cattle Egrets throughout the New World
has caused many to investigate their tremendous reproductive suc-
cess. Studies have revealed unique strategies which have enabled
more ottspring to survive the nesting and juvenile periods. It
is interesting to note that when Cattle Egrets first came to
North America, they may have migrated north with groups of herons
and nested in similar areas. Crosby (1972), Burger (1978), and
McCrimnion (1978), found Cattle EgreLs at two separate locations
nesting among several other species of herons and egrets. Cattle
Egrets, however, arrive at nest sites later in the season than
all other species, thereby avoiding some of the early spring
storms which can destroy many nests (Weber 1975). They also -
avoid the initial competition between species over preexisting
nest sites and materials for new nests. Apparently, upon arri-
val, they often occupy and repair old or abandoned nests; how-
ever, burger (1978) noted intense competition and fighting over
nests by Cattle Egrets with other species, perhaps due to the
small number ot available nest sites in the study area.
McCrimmon (197b) observed that Cattle Egrets arrived at a heronry
over time in limited numbers, thus reducing the potential for
competition for nest sites. When building their own nests,
Cattle Egrets were less selective and built smaller nests than
those of other species, and laid eggs soon after nest completion.

Nesting periods for Cattle Egrets are long, perhaps to reduce .
the loss of all young birds trom a single event, such as a storm
(Weber 1975). studies by Weber indicate that an average of 2-3
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eggs are laid at 2-day intervals, followed by about 3 weeks of
incubat~on. The chicks are fed in the order that they hatch; the
largesL chicks must be satisfied betore the next can teed. In
many cases, a third or fourth chick will starve to death (Weber -
1975). This strategy seems to insure that at least one or two
will survive the nest even in the poorest feeding areas.

Seed I n'

Cattle Lgrcets appear to be one ot the best adapted teeders in
thie lheron tamiIy Une only need point to their establishment
over the entire Western Hemisphere within the past 40 years to
cý)nritrm this. Normally, the birds leave their resting/roosting
silt, _early in the morning and fly to areas where tood may be
foundl. Within IU-40 minutes, an entire roost may disperse to
teea in areas as tar as 2U kilometers away (Custer and Osborn
197U). lhousands ot egrets may fly in long streams to many dif-
terent rields where grass mowers or cattle will stir up insects.
Cattle attract a variety of insects which are preyed upon by
Cattle Egrets. by teeding on the insects around cattle, they
also seem to have taken a previously unoccupied niche (Fogarty
and Hetrick 197j). Apparently, this technique was brought from -6
Atriua where egrets caught insects which were near or on grazing
animals. In the U.S., they teed largely on orthopterans (grass-
hoppers, crickets, etc.), tlies, and other species by walking
along sine grazing c&ttle (burns and Chapin 1969). When no
cattle are nearby, they are able to forage for insects in a vari-
ety of areas such as pastures, garbage dumps, and caterpillar
intestations (burger and Gochrield 1982).

Also, cases have been documented where, for lack ot cattle to
stir up insects, egrets utilize a method of "leap-frogging" to
cause insects to tly. While one group foraged, the other flew
over the heads of the tirst, whipping up the grass with their
wings and causing insects to stir (Fogarty and Hetrick 1973,
weise and Crawford 1974).

In addition to insects, Cattle Egrets also teed1 opportun-
istically on vertebrates, such as small frogs, lizards, and
snakes (Jenni 1973). Thus, it is clear that Cattle Egrets are
adept at finding whatever food is available. Such successful
feeding behavior has led some to investigate means of habitat
moditication to exclude the birds from areas such as airfields.
Whitesell (1983), ror instance, examined the effects of grass
height on Cattle Egret feeding. Many Air Force bases presently
spray insecticide on airfields to reduce bird-attracting insect •
populations. A knowledge of Cattle Egret feeding habits would
certainly be helpful in determining methods ot reducing their
numbers around airports.
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PUPULATION LEVELS

>incc their establishment in the early 1950's, Cattle Egrets
have moved into practically all sections of the U.S. Their num-
bers have increased signiticantly, and growth curves indicate
that until recently, they appear to have moved into a virtually
unlimited environment (Bock and Lepthien 1976). Christmas bird
count studies show that wintering populations of Cattle Egrets in
Florida and along the Gult Coast have grown exponentially until
1971, atter which there has been a decline (Larson 1982). Expla-
nations ot the reduced count are varied. Since Cattle Egrets
migrate south tor the winter to gull states, oeaths during
severely cold winters ot the late 1970's might be the reason for
Lhe drop ott; or numbers may be reduced because of shifts in bre-
eding habits due to the drainage ot wetlands tor commercial
development in t'lorida. Another suggestion is that there is no
decrease at all, but that the birds have merely migrated to South
America instead, to avoid winter population pressures (Larson
1ob2, 6rowder 1973). This seems quite possible, as other survi-

val strategies (e.g., breeding and feeding) reduce competition,
and Cattle Egrets have the ability to migrate great distances.
It this is the situation, and egrets are indeed increasing, lar-
ger flocks will result, causing roosts to expand and more birds
for aircratt to contend with. Airfields, with their large expan-
ses ot insect-infested grass, may become significant attractants
to egrets lookinq for food. in any case, we do not yet know what
is really happening to the birds; and as Larson (1982) points
out, Cattle Egret population studies over the next 10-20 years
should determine whether the population is decreasing or begin-
ning to stabilize.

CATTLE EGRET STRIKES RECORDED ON AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT

The Threat U

Air Force aircraft experience several thousand bird strikes
each year causing millions ot dollars in damage and aircraft down
time. Pilots may also be threatened, it birds impact the wind-
screen or canopy. In addition to flying "normal" altitudes,
similar to commercial airliners, Air Force aircraft are tasked
with flying along military low-level routes and low altitude
training areas. Speeds exceeding 400 knots at 100-500 feet above
ground level are not uncommon tor these flights. A 12-ounce
Cattle Egret can do a great deal of damage at high speeds. For
instance, in April 1982, an F-IU6 Air National Guard aircraft
trom Jacksonville FL collided with a flock of Cattle Egrets while
tlying a low-level route. At least one bird entered the cockpit,
impacting the pilot and causing injury. Other birds ;ere inges-
ted into the engine and impacted parts of the plane, resulting in
a total damage cost of over $13,000.
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Another vulnerable time tor aircraft is during takeoff and
landing, when thrust and air speeds are important to sustain
tlight. Cattle Egrets normally tly at low altitudes when moving
to and from roosting/nesting sites, or when in search ot feeding
areas. Should a jet aircraft lose an engine during takeoff due
"to Cattle Egret ingestion, it is not likely that there would be
sutticient air speed to turn around and land.

Airfields provide excellent habitat tor Cattle Egrets. Usu-
ally they are built away from urban areas because of aircraft
noise (to which bird habituate), and have large, uniform areas of
grass, providing egrets with suitable habitat to search for
insects. Several Air Force bases in the southern U.S. have docu-
mented Cattle Egret problems, mostly during the spring and tall
inonths, when they roost or teed on the airfield (Godsey 1977).

The Data

The Bird/Aircratt Strike Hazard (BASH) Team at Tyndall AFB FL
is tasked with maintaining records of all Air Force bird strikes
worl,-wide. between 1976-1983, 23 Cattle Egret strikes were
recorded, plus 3U suspected strikes, worth over S2.8 millicn in .
damage. All but three of these were in southern U.S. bases; the
others were in Panama (1) ana Japan (2). Of these, 21 impacted
or were ingested into the engine, and six hit the windshield/
canopy with two penetrations. All confirmed Cattle Egret strikes
were at altituaes below 3,000 reet above ground level. Over halt
of the recorded strikes were within the airdrome environment.
Takeoffs accounted for seven of these. Eight strikes were loca-
tea on ranges or along low-level routes.

With such a small amount of data, we can only speculate on
ways to deal with these birds. Cattle Egret strikes are very few
when compared with gulls, for instance, which were involved in
7U9 strikes tor the same time period. Still, Cattle Egrets
account ror almost all ot the strikes at some bases, and must be
managed. For these bases, egrets on or adjacent to the airfield
present a tremendous hazard to tlying. 'With almost three million
dollars in damage attributed to the birds, the Air Force has
cause for concern.

CASE STUDY

Almost halt of all Air Iorce bird strikes occur in the air-
drome environment (Gillespie 1980, Kull 1983). With this in
mind, the BASH Team frequently conducts surveys, at the recuest
or Air torce installations, to aid in reducing the attractiveness
of airtielas to birds. VNe visited Homestead Air Force Base ýL,
where personnel notified us that thousands of Cattle Egrets were
roosting adjacent to their runway, posing a major threat to safe
tLying activities.
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When we arrived on 8 Sept 82, we saw over 2,000 roosting
Cattle Egrets within 500-600 feet of the runway in willow trees
2U-30 teet high. The roost was located in water 2-3 feet deep
and in a 300 by 150 foot area. We observed egrets entering the
roost from two directions (0100 and 2300) between 1745 and 1930
hours. They lett the roost between 0645 and 0730 hours using the
same routes. We did not determine why only two general routes
were taken. However, we assumed that farmers were discing their
fields and egrets were going out to feed in those areas.

At approximately 1700 hours on 9 September, we began removing
trees from the roost with a chain saw. This process was very
slow, and by the time birds started to arrive at 1800 hours, only
a very tew had been cut down, owing partly to the difficulty in
our moving through the water in hip-boots. As birds arrived, -

they were at tirst hesitant to land near the sound of the chain
saw, but they soon overcame this and perched about 50 feet away.
At that time we began firing 12-gauge scare cartridges at them,
which caused them to move to tall pine trees about 200 teet from
the edge ot the roost and away from the runway. Jet aircraft
continued normal operations throughout the evening. As more -•

Cattle Egrets arrived at the roost, they became persistent in
trying to establish themselves, and more frequent firing of scare
cartridges was required. We broadcast Cattle Egret distress
sounds with speakers from the top ot a truck, but by that time,
the noises of the uneasy egrets had drowned out everything but
the sound ot passing jet aircraft. After tiring about 300 rounds
ot pyrotechnics and successfully keeping the birds out of their
roost, we ran out of scare cartridges and the egrets quickly
moved into the roost. We killed a few birds to see if we could
continue to disrupt them, but they seemed to ignore us. Having
concluded that, with persistence, roost disruption was possible,
we gathered our equipment and departed as the egrets were
quieting down tor the evening.

In our staft assistant visit report (Kull and Will 1982) we
recommended persistent harassment to disrupt th'e roost. We also
recommended removal ot the trees from the roost area. In Febru-
ary 1983, the trees had been removed from the roosting site along
the runway. In the bpring and Fall ot 1983 egrets changed roos-
tlnkj sltt.s to• some unknown location (Kushin 1983).



SUMMARY

Cattle Egret populations have increased tremendously over the
past 4U years, and they are well-adapted to survival ii the U.S..
Their numbers and locations pose a potential threat to lir Force
aircratt; however, only continued studies can provide aything
concLusive. Brief observations and attempts at dispersal otter
an indication that roost disruption is possible using scare tac-
"tics; and roost removal can be successtul using habitat modifi-
cation.

CONCLUSION

"This paper has presented a short overview of t[. Cattle Egret
situation as seen with respect to Air Force bird strikes. Cattle
Eyrets will continue to be attracted to airfields in their search
Ltr tooo and will continue to present a hazard to aircraft.
Insect control and habitat noditication offer partial solutions
tr airdromes, but more study is needecl to reduce egret hazards, -.-

tispecially along low-level routes. Awareness is the tirst step. -
Through the combined ettorts of researchers anti airfield person-
nel, these problems can be reduced.
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BIRDS ON AIRPORTS THE REASON FOR THEIR PRESENCE

Mr Marc Laty
Biologist (Civil Avia)
Ser.Technique de la Navigation
Aerienne au C.R.N.A.S.E
21 Av. J. Isaac
Aix-en-Provence, FRANCE 13617

SUMMARY

This audio-visual setting is aimed at explaining the reason which
make airports attractive for birds. The factors considered are the pre-
sence of food sources, shelter and relative peace. The setting is meant
for persons in charge of managing and maintaining airports.

Making airports and their surrout.dings inhospitable for birds that
is one of the goals pursued to reduce the risk of bird ingestion or bird
strikes on aircraft.

But the presence of birds on the airport grounds and in the vicinity
is never due to chance. It rdsults from the needs that they must satisfy
to ensure their survival

The result is a situation of conflict, as well as encounters -
sometimes grave - which endanger the safety of aircraft, passengers and
crew.

Knowing the present causes for the presence of birds and forecasting
the future causes can make it possible to eliminate certain attractions
of the airport environnement for bird populations.

Airports present vast open spaces, free of all obstacles. This open
environnement is particularly suitable fur certain birds species : Black-
headed gull, Lapwing, Buzzard, Starling, Black-kite, Partridge, Montagu's
harrier, Rook, Stone-curlew, Herring gull.

THE NUMBERS OF BIRDS PRESENT ON THE AIRPORT GROUNDS AT ANY ONE TIME
DEPENDS UPON NUMEROUS FACTORS

The Season

At Toulouse-Blagnac, the lapwings are present from october to march.

The Geographical Position

From their grounds in the Camargue region, flamingos make frequent in-
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cursions into the Marseilles-Marignane airport.

The Environment

The proximity of a source of food, such as the upwelling of a sevct dis-

charge, causes massive movements of Gulls across the runways of Nice-Cote

d'Azur airport.

Nature and state of the ground

Ducks and teals are attracted to the marshes of the poorly drained bot-

tom land at Roissy-Charles de Gaulle.

Meteorological conditions

In the presence of high winds and heavy rain, sea gulls mova inland and .

take refuge on airport grounds.

Airport activity

In the absence of traffic sea gulls land on, and remain on parking

aprons.

SOURCE OF FOOD, EXISTENCE OF SHELTER AND RELATIVE TRANQUILITY

PRESENCE OF BIRDS.

Source of food

The unused zones on the airport grounds are not subjected to agrosani- i-.-- .-.
tary (pesticid) treatments. Consequently rich in small prey, they attract

numerous bird species

The starlings find larva and insects.

The buzzard captures small mammals.

During plowing, the soil's microfauna provides choice meals fcur gulls.

Insects, nested eggs, and small mammals are exposed by mowing ; birds
of prey profit i-om this windfall.

Starlings are particularly on the lookout for the seeds of wild and do-

mestic plants.

The corpses of animals killed by aircraft attract crows and raptors.

Nocturnal insects killed by marker lights are apprecicted by crows.

Other insects are actively chased in flight by swifts swallows, and

black-headed gulls.

The pa•turing oif _aheep t-. an increase in certain insect, populations,

which in turn draw lapwings, starlings, gulls, swifts, and swallows to the S
airport area.
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Basins, ponds, marshes, and wet zones all are favorable to the presence
of birds.

Existence of shelter

The vast open spaces found on airport grounds offer preferred "rest aread'
for certain bird species, such as the little bustard and the gloden plover.

The runways, the taxiways, the aprons, and fields in freshly plowed or
seeded state, all are privileged landing zones for black-headed gulls andq
hering gulls.

For species preferring cover, such as partridges and pheasants, grain
fields, including wheat, corn and sorghum, and coiza fields are highly ap-
preciated.

Beacon poles, masts, and antennas ; power-supply shelters ; and fences
all serve as sh~elters, perches, and lookout towers for nocturnal and diur-
nal raptors.

Finally, the airport buildings themselves often offer excellent shelter
to certain hawks, starlings, sparrows, and swallows, of course.* 9

Relative tranquillity-

This is evidently present for the birds, becouse the human activities on
the airport grounds are accomplished in vehicles on the roads and runways,
construction or agricultural machines, and aircraft, of course.

The presence of man as an isolated silhouette associated with a menace
for the birds is generally excluded, wich is not the case outside the air-
port environment.

All in all, the airport is almost a refuge for the species that are ca--
pable of rapidly adjusting to the visual and acoustic perturbations coimoon
to airport activites.

However, the very presence of all of these birds on or near the runways
must be considered as a veritable obstacle to safe operations. Mare com-
plete knowledge of this obstacle wiill certainly make it possible to improve
the safety conditions.
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LA PR.ATIQ1J DE LA FAUCONnERIE COMMr MOYEN DE DISSUASION SU1t UN AEROPORT

Mr. Marc LATY, Biologiste

Service Technique de l~a Navigation

Airieonne au C.R.N.A/S.E.

21, avenue Jules Isaac

13617 AIX-EN-PROVENCE CEDEX

RESUHE ý

Les rdsultats obcenus sur l~a Base Airienne d'Istres le Tubi avec
* l'Autour des Palombes (Accipiter gentilis) contre les Goglands argentis

(Larus argentatus) et sur l'Agrcport de Toulouse-Blagnac avec l~e Faucon
* pilerin (Falco piregrinus) contre les Vanneaux huppis (Vanellus vanellus)
*montrent que la fauconnerie peut itre employ~e avec succis comme moyen de

dissuasion sur un airoport. Cela, i condition quo sa maise en pratique soit
conduite en fonction du cas particulier de I'adroport considdrd et de l'es-

* pice d'oiseau indisirahle.

La prisence d'une espice d'oiseau sur un adroport peut itre consid6-
* ~rie co-, l~e risultat d'un choix entre diffdrents sites possibles. Le jeu
* ~des exigences biologiques apicifiques du momenit place alors 1'airoport au
* sommet do l~a bidrarchie.

L'attrait de l~a plate-forme a~roportuaive 8te-,erce au travers de
l'axistence de trois facteur'i fondamentaux : l~a tranquilliti relative,
l'existence d'abris et Isa prisence do nou.rriture. Du premier do ces trois
facteurs dipend l'explo-I'ation des deux autres.

En agiasant sur le facteur primordial. qu'est l~a tranquil~liti relati-
ve, il. eat possible d'induire lef oiseaux i rechercher hors de l'airoport
do moilleures conditions d'accueil. La fauconnerie pout itre consid~rie
comme un moyen de crier un tel cliigat d'insecuriti.

Dana ce but, uric section de fauconnerie a iti mise on place our l~a
B&s* Airionne d'Istrea-Le Tuoi et une expirience porictuelle de 6 mois a 6ti
tontier aur l'Airoport do Toulouse-Blagnac.

Ce sont los pre~miers rigultate de' ces aeux exicpriences que uotis al-. J
lona relater ici.



RESULTATS OBTENIIS A L'ENCONTRE DES GOELANDS ARGENTES SUR LA BASE AERIENNE
D'ISTREýS.

Les Go~lands argentds (Larus argentatus) sont des oiseaux puissants
dont le poids vanie entre 800 et 1300 granmes.

A Istres ces oiseaux survolent la plate-forme au cours des transits
bi-quotidiens entre les dortoirs et la source de nourriture constitude par
une ddcharge d'ordures mdnag~res.

A partir du mois de fdvrier jusqu' a la fin de *juillet, les jimmatures
se regroupent en bandes et se posent, une fois repus, sur des endroits d6- -

gagds. uls affectionnent la base agrienne et il n'est pas rares d'e voir,.-
rassembids, plusieurs centaines sur la piste ou les vojes de circulation.

De nombreuses collisions se sont produites dans ces conditions.

Autour contre Goilands.

Afin de faire fuir et de dissuader les Godlands de stationner sur la
base, la femelle d'Autour des Palombes (Accipiter gentilis) s'est avdrde
atre 1 oiseau de fauconnerie le plus performant.

Dress4 ý jaillir d'ur- vdhicule en marche utilis6 par le fauconnier,
l'Autour attaque les Goglands posds, les obligeant s'4lever et ~ifuir
pour se mettre hors de portde du prddateur.

L'Autour ne poursuit pas tr~s longtemps les Goglands et s '41ýve peu
mais les attaques tr~s rapides et la soudainet6 de son intervention provo-
quent un affolement caractdristique. La prise d'un Godland par I'Autour
n' est pas toujours la conclusion d'une attaque. Lorsqu'elle se produit, la
prise augmente considdrablement l'effroi du reste de la bande. La panique
se manifeste alors par un vol tourbillonnant, avec prise progressive d'al- _____

titude au-dessus de l'Autour pos6 sur la proie, puis par le ddcantonnement
de la bande.

De facon concomitante, la rdaction de fuite accompagnde de l'dtission
de cris d'alarme par les ohieaux attaqu~s est pergue par les autres groupes
de Go6lands posds plus loin. Bien qu'ils n'aient pas subi d'attaque, ces
aiseaux alert~s prennent lour essor et, fuient. Des envols et des ddcanton-
ne'sents en chaine sont ainsi provoquis ýi partir de l'intervention de l'Au-
tour.

Cette r~action de fuite V lattaque de l'Autour dressi ii cet effet

eat caratraiu du comportimrent des Godlands argentds :assurds de trou-
yen aux alentours de riouveaux endroits pour se poser, ils n'hdoitent pas
quitter la base sur laquelle uls ont ressenti une certaine insecurit6.

Avantage de I'utilisation do l'Autour

- Itilit: rt puismai-kce en rapport avec callc C-os CocanA,-.
-tactique do protection gdridralemerit adoptde par l'Autour qui neutra-
lise lai d~fiense du Go~1.and en le saisissant par le bcc ect le cou.
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-rapiditi d'utilisation et de reprise de 1'Autour apr~s un vol d'at-
taque ce qui permet une grande souplesse d'intervention et une gran-
de mobiliti opirationnelle cur la plate-forme.

-possibiliti de dissuader les Goilands qui transitent, de se poser
sur Is piste, en pratiquant des vols de rappel de L'Autour pris des
axes.

Mission du fauconnier sur la Base d'Istres.

- La presence de Godlands 6tant fonction du lever et du coucher du so- :
leil, de la saison et des conditions mdtgorologiques, le travail du faucon-
nier est adaptg en consdquence h l'activiti aironautique de la base.

-chaque jour, vers 17 h, le fauconrier s 'informe de l'heure du pre-
mier ddcollage et des prdvisions mdtiorologiques du lendemain.

-chaque matin, le fauconnier fait une inspection de piste priventive,
30 an avant le premier mouvement d'avion.

-pendant la matinde, il recherche, localise et harasse les Godlands
autour des Pistes et vojes de circulation. Si besoin est, il poursuit les
oiseaux au dela de l'emprise adroportuaire. Si aucune manoeuvre de dissua-.
sion Wi'est nicessaire, le fauconnier entraine son Autour ai la capture de
Go~lands qu'il lache A son intention.

- durant la journie, le fauconnier fait une inspection accomp~ndee
d'une dissuasion s'il y a lieu, avant chaqiie atterrissage ou dicollage de
gros porteur et en particulier de ravitailleur en vol. -

-pendant les trois derniiires heures de la journge, il recherche, lo-
calise et poursuit les rassemblements de Godlands qui auraient tendance
se constituer en pr6-dortoirs sur la base.

- tout moment de la journde le fauconnier intervient bien 6videm-
went en tout point de la plate-forme h la demande du contr~leur.

Rdsultats obtenus.

Depuis la criation en Mai 1980 de la Section de Fauconnerie, le nom-
bre de collisions a rdguli~rement diminu6 jusqu'ý Etre nul en 1983. Pendant
la mime- pdriode, l'activitd adrienne de la Base d'Istres-Le-Tub6 est restge
sensiblement la meme.

RESULTATS OBTENUS A L'ENCONTRE DES VANNEAIJX HUPPES SUR L'AEROPORT DE TOULOUSE-
BLAG MAC.

Les Vanneaux huppds (Vanellus vanellus) constituent sur l'a~roport de
grandes bandes pendant l'hivernage. Oni a pu en observer jusqu'ý 8000 cer-
tains hivers aux conditions climatiques ddfavorables 1 'esp~ce, plus au
nord.
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D'un poids compris entre 200 et 300 grammes, ces oiseaux peuvent deve-
nir tr~s confiants sur 1'adroport lorsqu'ils n'y sont pas pourchassds. Dans
le cas contraire, uls acqui~rent vite une grande mdfiance.

Toutefois, le nombre de collisions sur ce terrain demeure relativement 41
faible, compte tenu du nosibre d'individus prdsents. Par contre, une colli-
sion aux consdquences catastrophiques est cependant a redouter. La compaci-
ti des vols de plusieurs centaines de Vanneaux peut faire craindre de mul-
tiples impacts et une perte de puissaace irrdmidiable au ddcollage.

Ce sont les raisons pour lesquelles la fauconnerie a k4d expdriment6
sur cet adroport V lencontre des Vanneaux a~u cours de l'automne-hiver 1983-
84.

Faucons p~lerins contre Vanneaux.

L'espice proie connait de facon innde, le vol d'attaque du pr~dateur. 0

Elle sait adapter son processus de fuite ý cette manifestation.

C'est ainsi que les Vanneaux cantonnds sur l'Adroport de Toulouse-
Blagnac ont acquis l~a notion d'insdcurit6. Ils ant associ6 l'approche du
vdhicule de tauconnerie ý celle d'un danger redoutable. De jour en jour,
leur mdfiance a 4t4 plus grande et la distance d'envol plus importante. De
ce fait le handicap en ddfaveur du pr~dateur lachý du vdhicule de faucon-
nerie a 4t6 de plus en plus prdjudiciable.

Une fois sur laile, les Vanneaux ont adopt4 conmme procddure dc sau-
vegarde de s'6lever rapidement. Cela, afin de se soustraire l'attaque du
pr~dateur.

Grace A leur surface alaire et a leur faible poids, 1.es Vanneaux won- -- .

tent aisdment, beaucoup plus vite que le Faucon p~lerin (Falco peregrinus),
oiseau de haut vol. Ils se maintiennent ainsi hors d'atteinte de ce dernier
qui doit les dominer avant de les attaquer. Dans ce cas, le faucon perd
confiance dans la possibilit6 de conclure une attaque et abandonne la pour-
suite.

Les Vanneaux restent cependant en vol et tournoient en altitude au-
dessus de la plate-forme sur laquelle ils seraient pr~ts se reposer sit~t
la source de perturbation 6loign~e.

L'adoption, par les Xlanneaux, de cette position de rempli en altitude
peut atre considdrde comrae 1'6tape transitoire dans le processus de dissua-
sion recherchde. En effet, une fois ce refuge adopt6, la pr~sence continue
des fauconniers et de leurs oisLeaux en vol, entretient une pression de per-
turbation Lelle que les Vanneaux se sentent constamment agress~s. Maintenus
en vol, ils sont dans l'irpossibilit6 de se nourrir et de se reposer.

L'adroport a ainsi acquis un cliruat d'ins~curitý aux yeux des Vanneaux.
Les conditions d'accucjl offertes h 1'exterieur de la plate-forme Sont d6-
sormaiks acceptables. Les Vanneaux ind6sirables sur I'a~roport vont s 'en ac-
comoder.
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L'attrait :ritrins~que i l'agroport, exerc'A par 1 existence d'abris et
Is prisence e --curriture, demeure cependant. Si bien que, pour perpdtrer
les rdsultats po~itifs obtenus de jour en jour par la fauconnerie il est
nicessaire d'exercer u.ne pression de perturbation continue.

La rdalisation du scdnario pricd6denmeut d~crit a i4t rgitir~e chaque
jour V lencontre des Vanneaux qui avaient tendance A s installer sur la
plate-forme ou ýt y revenir. Cel~a a ndcessit6 une presence opgrationnelle
constante accov.?agnie d'une vigilance soutenue de la part des fauconniers.

La difficult4 de pouvoir engager une poursuite dans de bonnes condi-
tions a conduit ý l'abandon de l'Autour au profit du Faucon pdlerin. Hame
parmi ces derniers, tous n 'ont pas 6t6 d'un comportement utile A l'effarou-

* ~chetnent des Vanneaux.

Les Faucons pdlerins les plus performants sont ceux qui tdmoignent --

d'une grande aisance pour monter rapidement et d'une grande opiniatret6
dans leur agressivird vis-A-vis des Vanneaux.

Rdsultats obtenus.

A titre coniparatif, la Base Adrienne de Francazal proche de l'Adro-
port de Toulouse-Blagnac a servi de terrair. '- .moin de la prdsence des Van-
neaux dans la rigion. Alors que les Vanneaux sont restds pr~sents en grand

31 noxnbre sur la base militaire oil seu~s les moyens pyrotechniques 6taient uti-
lisds, ils ont 6t6 maintenus hors de l'Adroport de Toulouse-Blagnac grice
A la pratique soutenue de la fauconnerie.

coNMUSION

K ~Lorsque de grandes bandes d'oiseaux sont pi~ ntes sur un adroport, 3
el~les y sont soit pour de nombreux jours et c'est -cas O-s Vanneaux en
hivernage, ou bien s'y trouvent seulenient de fagon occasionnelle comne les -

Goilands argentdR au cours de leur erratisme journalier.

Un rapace sauvage, tel qu'un Autour des Palombes ou un Faucon pdlerin,
- ~peut vivre sur le site et exercer une pridation au ddpend des rassemblements

d'oiseaux. Suivant 1'espbce et la motivation de sa prdsence, l'attitude adcop-
tde par les oiseaux agresses est bien diffdrente.

De la connaissance des rdactions de l'esp~ce proie, h la prt~dation
exercee par un rapace sauvage, peuvente t~re tirdes des proeddures permettant
Sla fauconnerie d'amdliorer considdrablement les condition~s de sdcurit6 0

pour les mouvernents d'avions.
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Toutefois, il faut garder V lesprit que, dans l~a nature, la chasse
* ~du pr~dateur sauvage ne vide pas le territoire de l'esp~ce proie. En effet,

pour assurer la perennitg de l'espice, le rapace sauvage pr~l~ve les proies
qju' il lui faut en quantit6 qu'il. convient. De ce fait, la pridation exercde
au ddpend d'une uieme population de proies est sporadique. De longues p6rio-

des de coexistence pacifique t6tnoignen- de l oniscede cemodus-

*~ la prdsence du prddateur.

-40
Prenons deux exemples

Une bande de Vanneaux instalids sur le terrain subit la prddation
d'un Faucon p~lerin. Elle n'abandonne pas ce dernier pour autant :el~le
est indiffirente 6 l'6gard du prddateur tant qu'il ne se montre pas agres-
sif. Elle iprouve une vdritable panique au moment de l'attaque et fuit vers
une remise au sol ou en altitude. Sit~t l'attaque conclue par la capture

* ~d'un individu, le reste de la bande se contente gdn~raletnent de se tenir
distance du rapace plumant sa proie.

Cette attitude est caract~ristique des oiseaux ddpendants des condi-
* tions offertes par I'a6roport nourriture, abris, tranquillit4.

Si malgr4 les attaques du pr~dateur, le terrain reste au sommet de la
-. hidrarchie des sires possibles exploitables par les Vanneaux, ces derniers
* continueront A y sdjourner. Get attachement au site a~roportuaire sera d'au-

rant plus grand qu'.k cette pdriode de l'ann~e, le Vanneau fait partie des -D
oiseaux considdr6rs comme gibier dans notre pays.

Suivant l~a pression de chasse et le niveau des perturbations d'origi-
ne humaine exercdes ý son encontre 1 'ext~rieur, la bande de Vanneaux trou-
vera sur la plate-forme, des conditions d'existence acceptables malgr6 la
pr~sence du prddateur naturel.

Par contre, un groupe de Godlands argentds aura tendance abandonner
* Ile terrain sitat l'attaque d'un Autour des Palombes sauvage. Les oiseaux
* recherchent alors plus loin, une nouvelle source de nourriture et un nouvel
* abri.

Ce comportement reflbte le caract~re opportunisre des Go6lands argen-
*tds. Ils se lib~rent aisdment de Thur ddpendance vis-a-vis du site. Cela,
*avec d'autant plus de facilit4 que leur statut d'esp~ce protdg~e leur assu-
* re une grande tranquillit6 hors de l'adroport.

*Ainsi, des conditions offertes aux aiseaux hors de l'emprise adropar-
ruaire et de l'attitude naturelle des oiseaux vis-ý-vis des prddateurs,
ddpendent les moyens a mettre en oeuvre et les tactiques adopter pour les
dissuader d'y sdjourner.
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Par consdquence, la pratique de la fauconnerie conine rmoyen de lutte

contre la pr~sence d'oiseaux dangereux doit ýtre conduite en fonctioti du cas

particulier de I'a~roport consid~ri et de l'esp~ce indisirable. Les rdsultats

obtenus sur la base adrienne d'Istres-Le-Tub6 avec l'Autour sur les Godlands

argentds et sur l'Adroport de Toulouse-Blagnac avec le Faucon pilerin sur

.1-les Vanneaux huppds sont flb pour en tdmoigner._
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;O• CONTROL OF MAMMALS AT AIRUORTS

""o• N.S. Novakowski"

Associate
I Thurlow & Associates

Environmental Control Consultants (1981) Ltd,
P.O. Box 2425, Stn. D, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIP 5W5

Airport designers and planners, when considering the natural environment
within and around the airport, have two options. Those options are: to
create as sterile an environment as possible thereby excluding fauna, or to
create an aesthetically pleasing environment, a pride to both city and
traveller, with all the attendant problems of pest control required for safety:
In effect an artificial ecological island. Design considerations can be S
"devised to include landscaping models which exclude some mammals and meet
aesthetic requirements. Technological means to eliminate or repel mammals
from airports such as trapping, chemical repellents, removal of attractants,
aversive conditioning, and mechanical or electronic scaring devices are now
available and their relative value has been reviewed.

It is unrealistic not to anticipate problems. If the above-mentioned
technology is employed, ad hoc measures such as human intervention (pptrols)

' - may be considered. This method tends to be costly in terms of m•r,.-power and
time and is somewhat unreliable as well. The problem of control of mammals
exists in many airports, particularly in more isolated areas or in the
environs of high productivity wildlife areas. It is a problem which cannot
be ignored and whose solution would benefit both human and wildlife interests.

Introduction S

Given that any major airport site will be designed as an entirely
"artificial environment, in order to avoid maz-al problems it must also be
designed as a sterile environment. Architects and engineers, however, have
"a penchant for landscaping the surrounding terrain or for locating the

* airport in a scenic place so that travellers can get a good first impression
of the area served by the airport. This kind of attitude, though very
natural, spells trouble in the long run. Further, there is a strong tempta-
tion for airport managers to put all the vacant land not required for runways
to some useful purpose. As a result, trees, grass, and hay or cereal crops
are grown, thereby attracting mammals, large and small. Any or all of these
combinations is a baU mix for aircraft. .9

There are two apparent options available to increase air safety at
"airports. The first, although not aesthetically pleasing, is to create a
"cordon sanitaire" or biological deseit, at least around the runways, if not . -

on the entire site. The second is to create an artificial ecological island
where pest species only need be controlled. 9

* Formerly, Canadian Wildlife Service, Government of Canada, Ottawa.
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To create the first situation is not technically or technologically
difficult, provided such measures as the use of lethal chemicals, chemo-
sterilants, trapping, hunting (shooting), and baiting among other such
Draconian measures are permitted by federal, state, or county law. There is
some question as to whether modern western society accepts such measures,
particularly as they pertain to lethal chemicals (Peters, 1974). Notwithstan-
ding this concern, some "closed system" eradication procedures could be tried,
the major considerations being the prevented ingress of new animals to fill
the vacuum and the prevented egress of chemically-poisoned animals to avoid
secondary poisoning. Drainage systems must also be internalized to avoid
broad dispersion of harmful chemicals through surface run-off or ground-water
flow.

It may be that such a neutral or sterile state can be never be achieved,
except at great expense, and that the aritficial ecological island concept
may require fewer resources and be self-sustaining. Such an "island' would
eliminate those species which could conceivably be a threat to aircraft. Such
species include all the ungulates and larger predators, including bear, wolf
and perhaps coyote, and those small mammals that usually attract birds.

Several problem mammals have been identified (Green 1981). These include
moose, elk or wapiti, deer pronghorn antelope, coyote, hare and rabbits, and
bats. Wolves should also be included, for, although they are not found in
the continguous United States (except for the Superior National Forest area
in linnesota and the Yellowstone National Park area in Wyoming), nor in the
settled parts of Canada, they do pose problems in northern Canada and Alaska
by chewing electrical cables and snapping at landing lights.

Many of the small mammals, ground-squirrels, voles, and mice, attract
birds and predators. However, it is this mix (small mammals - small predators) -.

that shows the best promise for the development of the "artificial ecological
island" concept. --"-

Site Selection and Design -

Many of the airports of North America, and perhaps elsewhere in the
world, have already been built, but many are in a constant state of terminal
or runway extension or rejuvination. Some, even yet, remain as "white
elephants", built before their time. One such facility in the planning stage,
opted for a sterile environment within the airport zone proper but with plans
for a zoo distanced a drive of approximately 15 minutes from the terminal
building. Air travellers with hours to kill between flights would probably
prefer to see their animals that way rather than roaming around the runway.
Given time, each airport should have, as a matter of record, an inventory of
the species within the perimeter of the airport proper with an indication of
which are undesirable to airport authorities, namely those dangerous to
aircraft.

Preventive Meastircs

ihc perimetcr of moot established airports serving the larger cities ot
North America is usually fenced to keep out larger species of mammals.
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Fencing is expensive and, as a result, it is not usually erected around
smaller airports or northern airports, Moose, in particular, have a certain
disdain for the standard 8-foot chain-link or paige-wire fence. Deer, on
a good day, can easily jump it. Snow-drifts piled against the fence (chain-
link more so than paige wire) make it easier to traverse. Neverthelessthere
are increasingly better designs for deer - proof fencing such as the short-
long obstacle fence used by orchardists in Nova Scotia, or the flexible
electrified fences now in use at some airports in the United States. For
those airports without fencing, repellents such as Hinder, for example, are
the only solution other than the use of expensive trapping and removal -- •
techniques. Hunting, particularly out of season, is not socially acceptable,
although an harassed airport manager can get special authorization for this
in certain circumstances. A number of other methodologies have been tried
or suggested:

1. Aversive conditioning - adding a distasteful substance to the normal food --- S
of animals so that the target animal learns to avoid it as a conditional
avoidance response.

2. Electronic or mechanical scaring devices.

iJ
3. Manual scaring devices or dogs under control,

4. Removal of attractants.

5. Biological control - manipulation of the habitat to provide a low-quality
food source for all herbivores and seed eaters. This would include S
planting of trees and grasses not normally the food of the local herbivores
(Mullen and Rongstad, 1978); the alteration of the soil base to decrease
fertility; and dewatering to drop the water table out of reach of nlants.

All of the methods alluded to are acceptable to society provided that
they are humane, or perceived to be so. Nevertheless, it is not always the
persistent problem but rather the non-recurring or seldom-occuring problem
that continually nags at the back of the airport manager's mind. On a sunny
but cold winter day, caribou will wander onto a black-topped runway for warmth.
Foxes and wolves are attracted by landing lights which give off some heat,
causing damage to them. Lighting cable is vulnerable to a host of animals
including gnawing species (rodents) and biting and chewing species (canids).
Feral animals, dogs, cats, and other livestock may pose even greater problems
because of earlier habituation to man and his works and for this reason are not
so easily alarmed. The list is seemingly endless but fortunately not all the
problem mammals occur at the same airport at the same time.

In conclusion, it is evident that the impact of mammal pests on airports, 5
and particularly on aircraft safety, should not be taken lightly. For the
future, there are many areas of research yet to be pursued in this field.
Until then, problems will continue.
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* DEER CONTROL USING 7 STRAND VERTICAL FENCE
•by Darel Smith and Dick Kearley

"Advanced Farm Systems,. Inc.
Techfence South
Route 2, Box 55

Hawthorne, FL 32640

Many types of fences have been tried over the years for deer
control with varying amounts of success. Virtually all fence designs
have experienced some deer penetration and most have been quite
expensive. The 7 strand vertical fence is working very well and is
cost effective. Small areas (5 acres or less) would cost $.74 per
foot while larger areas would cost about $.48 per foot for materials.
These figures vary from site to site.

Site preparation is essential. A path 20 feet wide should be
cleared by mowing or bulldozing. If land is very rough, bulldozing .....really aids in construction and effectiveness of the fence. The
smoother the right-of-way the better the fence, as the favorite way
for deer to penetrate is by crawling under at a dip in the ground.

Approaches to the fence should be clear 6 to 10 feet back on both
sides. This area should be maintained by mowing or herbicide -
application. If weeds and brush are allowed to grow up on the fence,
the fence appears to be a physical barrier and deer will jump it. The
fence works because deer think they can go through, and in the process
get shocked and decide to find better things to do.

This fence must be constructed of 12½ gauge high tensile steel
wire, class IIi galvanized, with a breaking point of 1700 lbs. Any
lesser wire may break when deer hit it. Each wire is pulled to 200 -
250 lbs. tension with a device called a strainer or winch. With wires
this tight we can extent post spacing up to 120 feet apart for posts
in the ground and battens (float on top of the ground) may be placed
every 40 feet; closer if ground is uneven. In-line posts and battens
can be wood or fiberglass. Fiberglass is easily installed, is strong,
rot free and self insulated.

Wire spacing is crucial. The first wire is on the ground, the
second is 8 inches above this and the other 5 wires are spaced 10
inches apart the rest of the way up the fence to yield a total height
of 58 inches. Spacing too close encourages jumping. Spacing too wide
allows deer to "dive" through.

Corne-s and ends must be braced extremely well to hold the
pressures of the fence. Use properly treaLed wood posts and set them
with a driver wherever possible. This is a long lasting fence if
corners and ends are build correctly and the fence will seldom require .
"repairs.
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Springs can be used to hold tension on fence wire with a spring
in every wire. Each spring will handle 1500 feet of wire. This is
not essential but is a buffer for thermal expansion and contraction,
as well as heavy snow loads, and sudden loads occurring if deer get
into the fence.

To make this fence effective a low impedance type energizer must
be used. These energizers have high voltage and high wattage and can
carry many miles of wire with considerable weed loads and still stay
effective. Energizers of the highest possible wattage should always
be used regardless of fence size to insure a strong shock.

The Bi-Polar energizer has really made a difference in deer fence
effectiveness. The Bi-Polar puts out both positive and negative
electricity on alternating wires. (Example: On a 7 strand deer fence
the 2nd, 4th and 6th wires are positive and the 3rd, 5th and 7th wires
are negative. All wires are hot.) The 1st wire in the fence is at
ground level and is attached to the energizer ground field as well as
to additional ground rods driven every 2500 feet along the fence line.
This is done to optimize the chances that a deer will be shocked when
it touches any wire in the fence on its initial approach. Also to
optimize the chance of initial shock the Bi-Polar now on the market
has a faster pulse rate; 67-70 per minute. This is 10% faster than
standard energizers and allows less dead time between pulses.

When a deer touches any wire, either positive or negative, and
conditions are such that earth return is working, the deer will be
repelled. If ground is dry, frozen, or snow covered so the deer is
not grounded or if the deer is just persistent and tries to go between
two wires in the fence, it will always receive a shock thats available
on any single wire.

The same thing can be accomplished with a standard energizer by
alternating a hot wire and ground wire. The only thing wrong with
this is you have dead wires on the fence. Deer try to go through
fences with dead wires, as a dead wire does not shock them when they
first sniff the fence.

These electric fences are not always 100% effective but in every
fence we have been associated with damage has been taken from as much
as 100% to a very low level which the landowner can live with. If
deer are truly facing starvation or a major element of their diet is
taken from them more penetration will occur but even under these
conditions we have not found deer jumping this fence. Even under
extreme conditions the fence excludes the majority of deer and must be
corsidered truly a cost effective method of controlling deer movement.

i
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w~t AIRPORT SITE SELECTION AND DESIGN0
oWilliam 3. Thurlow.............

0.President
Thurlow & Associates

Environmental Control Consultants (1981)'Ltd.
P.O. Box 2425, Stn. D, Ottawa, Oataria, Canada 1(1 5W5

Airport site selection involves a compromise among many physical factors I
as wll as those biological and physical factors that affect wildlife use of
an azea.

ý Once the site is selected the design of the airport including its
drainage system, its buildings, and its ground cover can, and should be,
carried on in a way that minimizes the attraction to birds, and other species. 0
Agriculture on leased land on the airport as well as on adjacent land can
provide bird attractions almost as great as those provided by disposal areas
for food wastes and sewage treatment products. All of those attractions
should be reduced to the lowest possible level, by design.

Even after all the desirable steps in airport site selection and design
have been accomplished there is still a need for the design and utilization
of an effective wildlife control organization with proper equipment, staff
and motivation to be ready to deal with unexpected bird visitors or other
pest species attracted by the large open space of the airport which cannot by
design alone, be rendered completely unattractive to birds.

Airport site selection usually involves a series of compromises. A
relatively level site is needed, with geomorphological characteristics that
will permit construction of runways and taxiways for heavy aircraft and 3 0
buildings. Drainage is always a factor as is the ability to support a
suitable ground cover to control erosion. Clear approaches are mandatory
as .s fre--dom from magnetic and other anomalies that can cause difficulties
ia ,-aiio cmmunication and interfere with sophisticated apprcich path equip-
me-it. 'ie airport needs to be near enough to the municipality being served
to be conwvrnient yet not so close as to cause annoyance. S

As if the items listed above were not enough to render the work of the
nl;.nner difficult, we must point out that, for reduction in bird hazards, a
fLW other parameters must be included. A good-quality soil should be
avoided because it supports heavy vegetation which will furnish seeds and
support populations of invertebrates and small mammals, all of which will
attract )-rds. If possible, the site should not be located on major migra-
tory bird or mammal travel routes or near areas with a history of heavy bird
or mammal use. Such areas include marshes, swamps, and shares of rivers,
lakes or oceans.

Having said all that, it must be realized that no airport site I know 6
has managed to avoid all the undesirable features outlined so far. That
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means that the design of the airport, its drainage, its vegetative cover,
its buildings, and other physical items must be engineered carefully to
reduce, as much as possible, the problems of bird and mammal attraction
associated with the site selected.

Airport design requires the removal of forests and other kinds of vege-
tation more than 20 cm high from all parts of the field within 100 metres of
the edges of surfaces used by moving aircraft. In this way wildlife
concentrations will be minimized in those areas of vegetation from which
they may move quickly onto or across runways or taxiways and pose a threat •
of collision with aircraft.

In addition to removal of major areas of tall vegetation up to 100 metres
from "active" surfaces, there must be careful control of low vegetation
(usually grasses) within 100 metres of "active" surfaces. Frequent grass "
mowing alone is not enough. Care must be taken to maintain the vegetation •
at a height suitable to control the birds on a specific airfield. That height
will always be a compromise between a level low enough to prevent build-up of
small mammal numbers, to a level which attracts hunting hawks and owls -

frequently hit by aircraft, yet not so low as to att:act small, short-legged
birds in flocks, which also pose a strike threat to aircraft. - .

Because maintenance of grass cover at the least bird-attractive height
may require frequent expensive mowing, there have been attempts to find
suitable substitutes for grass which would be less bird-attractive and would
require less costly maintenance. Substitutes considered involved paving of
the whole airport) use of synthetic turf (as on playing fields) and the
selection of suitable non-grass cover-plants. In those studies the require-
ment of a suitable ground cover material included the following considerations:

1. Dust and soil erosion control;

2. Ability to sustain passage of wheeled vehicles;

3. Fire resistance;

4. Absence of flowers, seeds or insects which attract birds or mammals;

5. Absence of small mammal populations and habitats;

6. Absence of drainage or snow removal problems;

7. Low maintenance costs;

8. Low establishment cost.

Paving of the whole airport succeeded in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 but failed on 6,
7 and 8. Synthetic turf failed on 3, 6 and 8. Nearly all the plant species
tried failed on 3 and 8. In the long view well-mowed grass comes nearest to
meeting the desired requirements and therefore is most-widely used. The
search for substitutes will likely continue since grass fails on 7 and, when
improperly maintained, may fail requirements 4 and 5.
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The ground cover problem may be further complicated in unexpected ways.
Urea, used for ice control on runways, isalso a fertilizer. The run-off is
concentrated along the sides of the paved runway so the grass there is
greener, grows faster, and, on prairie airfields, harbours more and fatter
ground squirrels which in turn attract raptorial birds directly along the
runway edges - where they are most troublesome. In certain areas, deer and
elk are attracted to this food supply in early spring.

On some airfields, routine grass mowing causes problems. Flying gulls
may follow the mower closely, ready to descend quickly to catch small mammals
fleeing the disturbance caused by the mower. Occasionally two gulls may . .
fight for possession of a mouse while flying low across a busy runway. We
had to have a second operator to ride shotgun on the mower at one prairie
airfield to discourage gull activity.

Next in importance after ground cover comes control of water. Open
water in ponds or ditches is very attractive to many bird and mammal species
and should be avoided, if possible. Overgrown pond edges or ditch banks are
very attractive to some birds for nesting and escape cover purposes. Control
of that vegetation may require special slope-mowing equipment which some
airports have found advantageous to provide. Beaver and muskrat may occupy 0
ponds and cross runways.

When we look at buildings we soon realize that airports require architec-
tural help to reduce bird-related problems. Overhanging roofs may shelter
wall areas where swallows build nests of mud and raise many families of young.
One hangar studied had more than 175 swallow nests on one end. The birds
were a direct hazard to moving aircraft. Their entry into the hangar through
the doors, open much of the time in summer, added feathers and droppings to
other foreign objects to which engine and instrument repair facilities were
exposed. Without a roof overhang the swallows could not bave nested on the
building. The fix was wire netting over the wall area under the overhang
which physically kept the birds from nesting there. Flat roofs may, if poorly •
drained, support pools of water used by birds. When the roof parapet prevents
observation of the birds the problem may not be realized until the pilot of
an aircraft, making an approach over the roof, is confronted by gulls rising
off the roof pool, in panic, directly into his flight path. The first time
a pilot reported that problem to us, the roof concerned was on a factory
outside the airport boundary. A visit from an airport official resulted in
improved drainage so the roof pool would no longer be a hazard to aircraft
with possible liability to the factory owner in the event of a bird strike.

Foundation plantings and architectural details of terminal buildings
may attract nesting and/or feeding birds as may the design of lamp standards
and other hardware. We have had to screen parts of building surfaces to -
keep birds out of an "attractive" wall design.

Putting the support structure for a large terminal building on the
outside would have enhanced the interior appearance but would have provided
more than 1000 ready-made nest cavities for pigpons where the structural
members intersected. Fortunately we caught that one at the scale model stage = -

with the result that pigeon nest sites were not built.
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Anything that can be done to reduce the attraction of birds to the site
selected for an airport along with all the ingenuity that can be used to
minimize bird attraction in building design and airport and building main-
tenance is worthwhile. Even when all that is done there will still be some
bird problems but you can be sure they will be significantly less numerous
than if site selection, planning, construction and maintenance bave not
followed the above mentioned precepts.

The factors in site selection have been discussed thus far mainly as
they pertain to birds. Pest species other than birds may affect the safe
operation of an airport. It is only in the past few years that problems with
big-game, smaller mammals, reptiles and insects have been recognized as an
acute and a significant safety hazard, although documented occurrences have
been reported as early as 1954.

Many of the more serious problems of animal pests at airports can be
addressed during the site selection stage for a new airport. An inventory
of wildlife species and habitat can be quickly assembled by an experienced
biologist to identify any potential problems. For example, a proposed runway
across the traditional migratory pathway of big game can be identified and
the runway relocated in the design phase. Failure to do so will pose
continuing control prcblems since trnditional migratory routes of animals are
not easily changed.

Although I have ,oted an increased awareness of the problem of animals
at airports in the past few years - witness the number of conferences and
workshops such as this one and the attendance - there is still a large
community worldwide that uust be informed. For example, the International Air
Transport Association (LATA) in Montreal haL had only one request by a
member state concerning control techniques for animals (other than birds) in
the past 12 years. That one was the problem of elephants on a runway at an
airport in India. Judging by the participation at this Conference and the
variety of subjects being discussed, I cannot believe this one request of
IATA is representative of the total number of animal problem incidents . ..
worldwide.

In conclusion, almost any animal species can be a problem at airports;
control techniques are available to eliminate or reduce these problems; and
research is continuing to improve our ability to address hazards to aircraft
caused by aircraft collision with birds and mammals. Our largest remaining
problem is the education of public officials that there is a problem when
wildlife and airports come together a..' that there are solutions that of -

necessity must be utilized.
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0 LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT ON AIRPORTS FOR REDUCTION OF BIRD POPULATIONS

Om Dr. Jochen Hild
Regierungsdirektor

Chairman of German Board for Birdstrike Prevention
0-5580 Traben-Trarbach

SUMMARY

"By special provisions of landscape management it was possible to
reduce the number of birdstrikes on German military airfields; on civil
airports the birdstrike situation has been improving slowly over the past
few years.

Agricultural use and pasturing on airfields/airports has been
forbidden; on grassland areas special methods of grass mowing have been
practised e.g. long-grass-procedure and/or use of growth inhibitors.
Large areas have been afforested with small/low woods with a high density; " -
heather and swamp/bog areas have been promoted. So an exchange of large 6 6
birds against small size birds could be reached.

In the airport surroundings it was necessary to eliminate all areas
attractive for birds; especially with respect to artificial lakes detailed
provisions and landscape management has been carried out to minimize bird-
strike risk during approach and climbing. _

1. INTRODUCTIM .

In the German Federal Republic nearly 1000 birdstrikes yearly are
registered in military and civil aviation (Table 1). The statistics show a
more or less unchanged situation on German civil airports as well as a _..V .
significant improvement of the birdstrike situation on German military
airfields. The reasons for those differences were the following:

a. For German civil airpr.rts obligatory regulations of Ministry of Trans-
port only exist since 1974. These regulate provisions for birdstrike
prevention on the basis of ecological investigations. The corre- _ .
sponding reports have been completed in 1980/1981 and some time is
needed before they are affective.

b. For the military airfields regulations by the Ministry of Defence
already exist since 1968; the ecological investigations have meanwhile
been transposed into practical application, so the first successful 6 9
results could be reached.

In the principal one must distinguish between provisions within the
direct airport area and within a special area of the airport/airfield sur-
roundings (Figure 1).
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2. LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT WITHIN THE DIRECT AIRPORT AREA

This management covers the following problems: __ -

- Agricultural use and pasturing -

- Grassland areas (plan, size and form of cultivation) -
Woods/shrubs (types and cultivation) ' -" .,"-"

Heather-, bog- and swamp-areas :

The quantity and quality of bird species always depends on the type,
the form, and the cultivation of these types of vegetation.

The abundance values of breeding pairs and individuals indicated in
the following are valid for special areas of northern Germany (EGGERS,
1975, -BERNDT/MEISE, 1959) but nevertheless they show. the tendencies in
pair- and individual-numbers depending on the type of vegetation.

2.1. AGRICULTURAL USE AND PASTURING

According to BERNDT/MEISE (1959) the abundance of bird species in
agricultural areas (i.e. districts with intensive use) is low with 6.9
pairs/10 species/t00 ha, but for the relevance of birdstrikes not the pair-
abundance is important, but the abundance of individuals. This abundance
of individuals can at times be the ten- or hundredfold of the pair-
abundance depending on the phenological phase (HILD, 1980). This situation
is similar in pasture areas; here the pair-abundance is 9.8 - 14.5 pairs/10
ha (EGGERS, 1975) but the abundance of individuals is more than 50-fold.

In consequence pasturing has been forbidden and agricultural areas

have been changed into grassland or shrubbery.

2.2. GRASSLAND AREAS

According to BERNDT/MEISE (1959) the abundance of bird species on
grassland is 6.5 pairs/9 species/100 ha. The abundance of individuals can
be higher on cultivated grassland areas which are under extensive or
intensive use (factor 100 - 500). The reasons for bird appearance on those
areas are: permanent short cutting/mowing, intensive fertilization, high
portion of vegetable mould, high quota of earthworms, insects, larvae and
other arthropodae. Especially the offer of food is of high importance for
the appearance of swarming birds (Figure 2, Table 2). the number of these
small soil animals can be reduced by pesticides, but in some cases it will :1::"
be impossible to use pesticides, so that other measures must be taken, e.g.
long-grass-use, minimum fertilization, reduction of mowed biomass, rolling
of grassland. That means changing the intensive grassland use into more
extensive cultivation/handling or generally a change in the type of vege- "
tation. Some grassland areas of the airports must be mowed short because
of ATC demands. For these areas it would be convenient to use special
seed-mixtures with dominantly short growing species, when they are
repl anned.
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2.2.1. LONG-GRASS-CULTIVATION

This type of cultivation should be possible and practicable under all .
climatic conditions; it can be recommended and in the Federal Republic of

,4 Germany it is practised by all civil and military airports/airfields with
. increasing success at low costs. The suitability of this method follows

"from the investigations of BROUGH (1982) (Table 3).

The following long-grass-methods are practicable: -

Depending on soil class, 1 - 2 yearly mowings as hay or for silage,
but in each case removal of the grass after a few days,

Long-grass-mowing and chaffing without removal of the grass-material,
remowing after grass grows to 25 - 30 cm length in airports/airfields .
where a direct removal is not possible because of the movement
frequency.

2.2.2. MODERATELY SHORT-GRASS-CULTIVATION

In special areas of the airports/airfields - along the runways and .
taxiways as well as around ILS-installations - a long-grass-cultivation is
not possible. In these cases growth inhibitors or regulators can be used
e.g. according to GRIEGER/HOPPNER, (1982) application of EMBARK (active
substance = mefluidide) twice a year with a quantity of 2-3 kg in spring
and autumn; by this application the number of short cuttings can be reduced -
to 3-4 within one vegetation period, but during the mowing period the bird
quantity will increase.

Another chemical substance for growth inhibiting or regulating is MH
30 (= malein-acid-hydracide) together with CF 125 (= chlorflurenol). This
combination can be used once in springtime and brings a maximum grass-
length of about 20-40 cm in years with normal weather conditions. Under
moderate climatic conditions special quantities are recommendable (Table
4).

Because of the possible environmental relevance of the above mentioned
chemicals, some special biological investigations have been carried out
(HILD, 1981). The results are shown in Table 5. -it

2.2.3. SEED - MIXTURES

By suitable choice of seed-mixtures the problem of long- or short-
grass-cultivation can be minimized by using slow and short growing mixtures
and species in corresponding combinations. In the Federal Republic of
Germany the following standard mixture is used and is recommended for most
airports/airfields with some modifications depending on soil and
precipitation: Agrostis tenuis (10%), Festuca ovina (35%), Festuca
rubracommutata (20%), Festuca rubra-rubra (20%), Lolium perenne (5%) and
Poa pratensis (10%).

.. 9
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2.3. WOODS AND SHRUBBERY

According to BERNDT/MEISE (1959) "natural" woods (=mixed forest with
various vegetation layers) show an abundance of 73 breeding-pairs/55
species on 100 ha. In such woods the portion of birds which is relevant
for birdstrikes is nearly 25% (EGGERS, 1975) in case these woods are older
than 80 years. The more dense the woods are and the more they develop into
shrubbery the smaller the abundance of breeding-pairs and individuals is.
A significant abundance and dominance of small singing birds replaces the •
bird species of the free grassland-landscape in young wood-shrubberies
which are cultivated as low forests. Such shrub-woods should be
constructed closed and dense i.e. avoiding small areas with a high
ecological potency and hedges in order to avoid corresponding biological
effects (edge effects). On middle European airports/airfields such shrub-
like low-woods has been planted by using special trees e.g. as saplings but
they must be set on the stock from time to time in order to avoid a natural
wood-development (Table 6).

2.4. HEATHER-, BOG- AND MOIST AREAS

According to BERNDT/MEISE (1959) the breeding-pair abundance in
heather areas is 6.8/13 species on 100 ha. The individual abundance is
lower and among the dominant and subdominant species 90% are small singing
birds and only 10% are species like partridge or pheasant which are
significant for flight safety. Therefore, heather areas growing only under
special ecological conditions are optimal as vegetation on . -

airports/airfields; they could be extended by a special management, they
are not intensive for cultivation, but they should be cut every 2 years in
order to guarantee their regeneration.

Bogs, swamps and moist areas show a very different ecological
situation; their average breeding-pair abundance is 27.4/12 species on 100
ha. Within the types swamp and bog only 5% of th: birds are found which
may induce a birdstrike risk; therefore it will not be nec2ssary to drain
the area as it has been done 20 years ago; the management on those areas
should aim at removal of small shrubs.

On the other hand moist areas offer other favourable conditions to
birds, but one should distinguish between grassland areas which are moist
and in which lapwings may appear with a dominance of only 3.2% and such
grassland or waste land areas which are inundated from time to time so that
waterfowl, lapwings, gulls can appear periodically reaching nearly 50%
dominance (EGGERS, 1975). In such cases draining-and melioration
provisions would be necessary.

3. LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT IN AIRPORT SURROUNDINGS

In the Federal Republic of Germany the airport surroundings are
characterized by a so-called outer obstruction line (Figure 1). Within
this area the following provisions are necessary according to regulations
of the Ministry of Transport: 0
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- Ecological analysis and diagnosis of the area -
- Influence on agricultural, pasturing, forestry and hunting use which

is highly difficult and only possible by compromises,
- Prohibition of homing pigeons which can be enforced,
- No additional waters due to gravel and/or sand-mining; this can often

only be reached by compromises to avoid the risk of liability for
damages,
Remowing and prohibiting new refuse dumps "
The most important problem within the airport/airfield surroundings is

the construction of artificial waters because it correlates with special
provisions of landscape management. The appearance of waterfowl is
dependent on:

- the trophological situation in the waters,
- the size, vertical and horizontal, and
- the shape of the waters.

So the provisions of a possible landscape management for flight safety
purposes are fixed. Depending on the trophological situation one disting-
uishes in semi-natural or nature-near waters (Figure 3) between:

- oligotrophic waters (lakes) -

- hypertrophic (=eutrophic, polytrophic) waters, and
- fish waters influenced by anthropogeneous factors.

The waters poorest in species are the oligotrophic waters, but they
are not at the same time poorest in individuals, because in wintertime they
are the most prefered resting and assembling places if not frozen over. In
the area of Frankfurt airport such waters show an abundance of individuals
of 300 - 500/10 ha. Richer in species but mostly not richer in individuals
are the hypertrophic waters which have larger summer breeding populations
(breeding-pair abundance 10 - 20/10 ha). Last not least fish waters show
special individual and species selection caused by special use.

Moreover a dependency of the dominance on the structure of the banks
and subsequently on the vegetation exists. Oligotrophic waters with
significant and poorly covered steep banks show e.g. four waterfowl species
(KALBE, 1978), eutrophic waters have significant shallow banks with
significant belt-like vegetation zones and 16 waterfowl species, and fish
waters show nine waterfowl species influenced by anthropogeneous use.

Of high importance are the waters size and the relation between vege-
tation zone and the zone without any vegetation, for all waterfowl species
-except mallard, mute swan, coots - observe distinct safety distances to

* humans and even trees on the banks. Therefore the net useful area of
waters for birds is always smaller (BLAB, 1984) than the actual area of the
waters; e.g. a lake of 100 ha. has a net useful area for birds of nearly
64 ha.
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When new waters are constructed in connection with landscape
management the trophological situation, the vegetation zones, the bank
type, the shape of the waters and their size should be regarded as most
important parameters for biras (Figure 4a/4b) and its appearance during the
single seasons. These parameters decide whether waters will become
breeding, assembling or wintering places or are unattractive for waterfowl. --.--

Such an unattractiveness can be reached by:

- avoiding islands and peninsulas,
- avoiding small and narrow bights,
- using steep banks (1:2, 1:3) instead of shallow banks (1:5, 1:6),
- dispensing with fisheries and fertilization,
- restricting use by swimming and sporting,
- avoiding breeding habitats by vegetation zones,
- constructing dams for subdivision of waters, and 0
- planting trees high growing on the dams with dense shrubs between rows

of trees.
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TABLE 1

HirdstriKes in, German military and civil aviation 1977/1982

Civil airports 1977 1982 *
Within the airpiort area I n. 7
Airoort surrnundinps(16 nm radius 6S
Unknown 37

Total number 211 2 10
Avernve rate/l0.flflf movements 9 .2 8.9 3 *

Military airfields 1977 1982

Within the airfield area 45 37
Airfield surroundivngs(6 nm radius) 67 55
Unk nown 40 26

Total 152 118
Average rate/1fl.QOC movements 4.8B 1.5

TABLE 2

Soil animal on airport GUS. 15 Mar~ch to 13 November 1975,
I-moist ruderal areas, II-moist-fresh grassland, ITIeloose
pine shrubs with dry sandy soils, IV-relatively dry and poor
grassland (number of individuals) after HILO, 1980.

Animal Group I I I III TV total Months

Areneas(spiders) 252 488 157 279 1176 IIl-VITI
Opilionae(longleF spiders) 35 54 - 160 249 VI-X 6
Isopodae(isopods) - - 3 2 5 no maximum
Myriapodea(millepedes) 19 - 3 6 28 no maximum
Rhynchotaelbugs.cicadas) 3 3 3 14 23 no maximum
Carabidae(carabids) 188 49 14 145 397 VT- V I II
Staphylinidae(staphylinids) 88 31 36 67 222 VITI-IX
Curculionidae(curculionids) 18 1 99 3 121 no maximum
var.Coleopterae'tcoleopters) 11 12 40 12 75 no maximum
Larvae(larvae) 29 20 6 23 78 TI I -TV

Ix _X
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TABLE 3

Bird observations on long and short grass areas of seven UK
airfields after BROUGH, 1 9 821 1- numbsr of airfields, 2- num-
ber of observations, 3- % on long grass, 4a % on short grass. S

9 Bird soecies 1 2 3 4

Gulls (Larus spec.) 7 5775 2 98
Lapwings (Vanellus vanellus) 7 13323 6 94
Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostr.) 2 1907 20 80
Crows (Corvus spec.) 7 3209 13 87
Starlinp (Sturnus vularis) 7 13227 32 68
Wood piReon (Columba palumbus) 6 7369 49 41
Kestrel (Fmlco tinunculus) 2 16 71 29
Partridge (Perdix perdix) 3 320 22 78
Thrushes (Turbus spec.) 5 4527 15 85
Small birds(fincnessparrows) 3 2632 44 55

TABLE 4

Ouantities of prowth inhibitors after ANHAUSER (1982).
L

Soil pH Concentration

Loam, sandy loam, pare- 7.6 - 7.9 14 1 MH 30 and 12 5 1
brown earth CF 125/ha

Loam, fine sandy loam 5.n - G.O 16 1 MH 30 and 12.5 1
brown earth CF 125/hm

Loamy sand, sand and 6.2 - 8.7 16 1 MH 30/ha without
poor clay, para-brown CF 125
earth, brown earth,
podzol.-. ,

TABLE 5

Effectiviness of vrowth inhibitors and regulators on monoco-
tyl and dicotyl plant species in areas with 13 years of
application.

1968 before first application 15 gramineae species
intensive grassland use 25 dicotyl spa~cies

1969- application of MH/CF aopx.90 % decrease in

1970 dicotyl species

1971- extensive use without any increasinp reaeneration
1980 application of inhibitors of dicotyl species -

1981 final bonitur 15 Pramineae species

(1 species chanve)

total loss 6 species
total gain 11 species
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TA~9LE F)

Tree species &UitabIR for airports and soil conditi~ons S

Species Soil conditions

Acer c~mmestre MOdRrate dry - fresh loamy
Alnus glutinosa moi at , loamy , pH 6.0-6.5
Alnus incana l.oamy. ,sandy, praveli wet and dry
Fletula elba 'fresh, loamy, sandy
R~etula pubescens moist, PH 6.nl
Carpinus betulus f re sh , eutrophic. pH more than 7 .0
Cornus mas warm
Cornus senpuinee without nny dernands
Elaeapnus anvustifolia loosa4 lipht. moderate mnoist .-

Favus sylvatica fres. eutrophic 4

Fraxinus excelsior fresh, moist, uetrophic
Populus mlbe sandy., prAvel
Ponulus tremuln without any demands
Populus nipra moist or wet
Populus auaroericana(forms) moist and wet
Robinia pseudoacacle without any demands
Salix Spec. fresh,moist or wet
lilmus Spec, eutrophic
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FIGURE I ---

S'urround1 mps of .1 r~ort/alrirFeld

ancordina regulation& Ministry of
Transport.

Appearance of starlings

Araeiaan/! _ _ _

Carabidae/I

Opilioneg/I_______

Aransee/I t ____

Formi~cidae/t11

Ararmgae/IV

:h~nlo~y son A rthopod~on CeratbLdee/TV

Poooyosoesci1 rhopdeo the airport Ousseldorf

Goarnpred with starling eppteranceon 4iff.rent areas (Tab.2)
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INEXPENSIVE MULTIPURPOSE LANDSCAP"G
Ursula Gilgulin

Leadville Airport, Inc., Leadville, Colorado 80461
* 0

High altitude, small budget, limited staff and severe
weather makes landscaping difficult and more easily dismissed

-than mastered. In Leadville, Colorado at Lake County Airport, "
elevation of 9,927 feet, twenty years after construction the 0 •
fixed based operation, ramp and terminal areas looked like a
forgotten incomplete construction site. The growing season is
short (three months maximum) and few things grow at all. The
value of landscaping to enhance customer first impressions is
not disputable. By creating beds of rocks (abundant in the
Rocky Mountains) bordered with discarded railroad ties, various •
flotsam and jetsam from the forests and local mining dumps, -
visual impact is strong and the results attractive, durable and
multi-purpose.

S ,.0
It was a major concern--how to deal with construction

devastation--twenty years later. At high altitude very little
grows, and that which does, grows at an extremely slow rate.
Things leaf and bud in late June, bloom in July and August and
the last hardy Mountain Asters survive into September. The
aspen begin to turn golden by late August and are barren by .
October when the snows are again falling. Evergreens--pinr ind
blue spruce grow by the quarter inch and half inch per yea nd
are not easily transplanted. The soil is rocky and hard, .
when not in the forest, generally poor. The cost of fertili-
zers and top soil required to landscape an airport for three -""

short months of splender is not realistic.

Yet, the visual impact of gardens and landscaping as
counterpoint to tarmac, hardware, metal buildings and aircraft
is a great asset in an airfield and fixed based operation.
Order and grounds neat in appearance are a delight to the
viewer--our customers. In Leadville, Colorado we have seven to
eight months when the surroundings are not entirely snow covered
but neither is there any possibility of vegetation except for
the three short summer months. Our solution was to landscape
with other than greenery and blossoms.

The construction of the airport left heaps of dirt and low |
areas were filled with mud. The asphalt ramp edges were
breaking apart. We began with the rocks, abundant in these
mountains. Areas around the ramp cut by heavy equipment were
covered with the rock. Edges were bound with larger rocks or
railroad ties discarded by the railcoad which lie along the
tracks that run through our valley. Within one rocked area, e w
added small plantings of trees; aspen, pine and spruce. These
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were replanted with great effort from the nearby forest and
bordered by ties and rocks to hold the precious soil gleaned by
the bucketful in dry creek bottoms. Treasures from mine dumps

.,-including old hardware, picks and shovels, ore buckets, fools
gold, etc. are sported in another rocked area. A third rock
garden has pine cones and wooden treasures from the forest.
The ground by the terminal has a floor of railroad ties set in

-small rocks where we placed some chairs to serve as a patio
looking towards the magnificent Continental Divide--Mount
Elbert and Mount Massive. During our spring--summer we add -
planters of bright flowers.

This form of creating order has a number of advantages; no
up keEp al; all, that is; no mowing, trimming, planting, pruning
-or watering; dust from wind and running aircraft is at a
minimum; small litter, debris and animal waste disappears of .
itself. Perhaps, most important, from the air the ramp and
parking areas are clearly denarked and referenced by pilots.
The rocks do not conceal chocks or obstruct wings as there is
no height to this type of grounds keeping. Winter snowplowing
damage is easily repaired. Newly added areas or changes and
repairs of rock and wood do not appear new among the old.
Paths for foot traffic are controlled and limited by the rocks
preventing persons from approaching the ramp unobserved and
willy--nilly. Those indigenous plants that spring up through
the rock, various types of sage and lupines, for example,
appear significant and planned. Weeds and odd grasses are
controlled. Heavy rains and snow run off do not make a -
quagmire of unsurfaced areas. The architecture of the airport
is satisfyingly melded into the mountain landscape through the
visual impact of the rocks. The rock is natural and proper
looking in the Rocky Mountains.

Finally, the construction scarring of years ago and more
recent work, including, septic tank burying, hangar, road and
ramp building are concealed. This was accomplished with
approximately two hours a day of rock hauling by two persons, a
pickup truck, strong backs and willpower over a six month
period. So successful has this been that we plan further work
to include landscaping out buildings and parking areas for
automobiles. The cost for the project thus far was one of
labor and gasoline only--the response and effect tremendous.
With no unsightly ground, users of the airport enjoy the
aircraft and vista of the mountains. Time spent at the airport
by the average user has increased as has business and the
reputation of Lake County Airport.
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REDUCING CULL USE OF SOME ATTRACTIONS NEAR AIRPORTS

0 Victor E.?. Solman
Associate

Thurlow & Associates 0 0
Environmental Control Consultants (1981) Ltd.

P.O. Box 2425, Stn. D, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KlP 5W5

'ulls may visit airports to utilize the open space for loafing or other
activities. They are more likely to do so if there are attractive feeding
areas nearby. One of the more important food attractions, particularly for
ring-billed gulls, is that provided by areas in which large volumes of edible
refuse (domestic or industrial) are exposed. If gulls can be prevented fiom
feeding in such areas they are much less likely to loaf on neighbouring areas,
including airports. Recent work has demonstrated the efficiency of widely S .
spaced suspended, very fine wires and fine nylon monofilaments in discouraging
gull feeding in areas over which the wires (lines) are stretched. The tech-
nique does not impose an easily visible physical barrier such as traditionally
used at fish hatcheries. The few birds that penetrate under the fine wires
(lines), when disturbed, appear to have no difficulty flying upand out through
the wires. That is in contrast to the more than 80 percent of bird3 that P S -.

will not penetrate the wired area from above to get at the food.-

It appears as if the wires constitute some kind of psychological deterrent

to landing, perhaps related to flight approach patterns and gull vision.

The first serious bird strike I investigated was in the 1950's and
involved a collision between a DC-6 aircraft on take-off and 25 ring-billed
gulls. The damage was widely distributed over the airframe and engines, but,
after a few scary moments, presented no problem in making a safe emergency ___

landing a few minutes later. It did a•ke the point that gulls near, or on, _
an airfield create a hazard to aircraft.

By the time the N.R.C. Associate Committee on Bird Hazards to aircraft
began operation in late 1962, we had entered the era of turbine-powered
aircraft; so birds had taken on a greatly increased importance as hazards to
aircraft. A turbo-prop Electra had been knocked down by starlings at Boston
in 1960 with a loss of more than 60 human lives and a Viscount had been
destroyed in a crash near Baltimore after collision with a whistling Swan in
1962 with a loss of 17 lives. One of the first reviews made by the Associate
Committee showed that gulls were involved in more collisions with aircraft
then any other group of birds, not only in Canada, but also in other countries
where there were records of bird strikes on Canadian Aircraft. When we encou- 0
raged our European friends to create a multi-national agency, now called
"Bird Strike Committee, Europe", their early studies showed that gulls were
a big part of the problem there also.

In Gulls and Aircraft (1978) I made the point that, although gulls were
involved in many collisions with much damage to aircraft, they had caused few
fatalities. That was true even in the 1975 destruction by gulls of a DC-1O
at New York. In that incident, although there were more than 100 people on
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the aircraft, they were all airline employees and none was killed. The report
by the National Transportation safety board on that incident stated: "The
rapid and successful egress of all the occupants may be partially attributed
to the fact that nearly all passengers were trained crew members and all were
airline employees with knowledge of the aircraft, evacuation procedures, and
facilities. Serious evacuation problems could have been experienced had this
been a routine passenger flight with untrained airline passengers."

In the past we have been lucky to have so few fatalities caused by gull
strikes. We must not depend on luck and must, therefore, try harder in future

. to keep gulls out of the paths of aircraft in order to avoid serious accidents
and casualties.

We have tried several methods of gull control over the past 30 years
including environmental modification of the airfield, and, with public assist-
ance, also off the airfield, We have used a variety of scaring devices such
as recorded distress calls; flying repellents, including live, trained falcons
and falcon-shaped, radio-controlled model aircraft; and patrols using sounds,
lights, exploding shotgun shells, live ammunition, and automatic exploders.

All of those techniques work at some times and places but no single one
works under all circumstances and all depend on human action and motivation,
neither of which is infallible.

One method of reducing gull problems is to prevent large groups of gulls
from using nearby attractive areas including edible-waste disposal facilities
sometimes called sanitary landfills or more correctly garbage dumps. Many . .
of the scaring devices, including the use of live falcons, will work as
effectively as at airports, but one must still rely on human activity and
motivation with their shortcomings.

We have recently been involved in trials of a method of excluding most
gulls from attractive areas by the use of overhead wiring.

Mc. Atee and Piper (1936) reported the exclusion of fish-eating birds
from fish ponds by using a grid of wires. That technique involves heavy
wires with supports. Its use is limited by cost and wire strength.

Amling (1980) reported the use of widely spaced high-strength fine wires
on long spans to keep birds off reservoirs.

Blokpoel and Tessier (1983 b) and (1983 c) reported successful use of
a similar technique over limited areas of special attractioq. including a
fast-food outlet and a nesting area, to exclude ring-billed gulls.

S

Laidlaw et.al. (1984) reported on a project to exclude ring-billed and
other gull species from a sanitary landfill near an airport. The observations
he quoted, for a 6 month period, indicated a large reduction in use of the
area by ring-billed gulls. The reduction was in conttast to gull-use rates
at nearby landfill sites with similar food availability, In some situations
a large reduction in gull numbers in an area is an effective solution to a
problem. Where that is so, the use of fine parallel stainless steel wires
(0.4 mm) or nylon monofilament on spacings of 6 or 12 metres may reduce gull
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numbers to the desired degree, In some installations wire spans of up to 200
metres have been used. The wire is strong and light and can be suspended
from simple telescopic towers made of pipe. The telescope design permits
the tower height to be adjusted easily when used on a sanitary landfill so ________"

that there is always room for equipment to operate under it, as the landfill
level rises. "

The reason for the success of the overwiring in the exclusion of most -

gulls from an area is not known. It does not form a physical barrier and
other birds, including pigeon-, ignore the wires. Gulls that find themselves
under the wires may fly up through them with no apparent difficulty. It is 9
believed that the effectiveness of the wires as a barrier relates to the path
gulls follow to approach a feeding area on a shallow angle of descent. The
wires seem to be invisible until the gulls are quite near them or collide
with them, perhaps because the gulls' eye are focused on food, or other things
far below. In one case where the wires were 11 metres above the ground, they
were visible from the ground only with difficulty and were invisible under . .
certain sky conditions.

The wires may form a psychological barrier to gulls though not, appa- .

rently, to other species.

Whatever the mechanism involved, this technique can exclude many gulls e
from areas where they are not wanted.

We believe this technique has demonstrated that its use can result in .. - ..

reduced gull use of areas under the wire. We hope others will try the
technique so more data on reductions in gull members will become available.
Increased trials can be expected to aid the understanding of how the tech-
nique works and may lead to even better techniques. I believe the technique
merits vide use in gull control. Since some North American gull populations
are expanding (Blokpoel, 1983) the need for control techniques will not
decline soon.
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0FAA POLICY REGARDING SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACLITIES

by

OMichael J. Harrison

0. Biologist

I Federal Aviation Administration

Washington, D.C. 20591

>6 SUMMARY

The Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) policy regarding solid waste
disposal facilities on and near airports is based on bird strike data, acci-
dent information and aircraft performance. Distance criteria used in FAA
Order 5200.5, FAA Guidance Concerning Sanitary Landfills on or Near Airports,
coincides with distances specified in Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part
77, Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace. FAR Part 77 provides obstruction
standards for use in several FAA safety programs designed to provide aircraft
with proper clearance from objects.,( •

HISTORICAL DEVFLOPMENT OF POLICY

On February 26, 1973, a Learjet departed Peachtree-Dekalb Airport in
Atlanta, Georgia, and struck a flock of Brown-headed Cowbirds resulting in
complete failure of one engine and partial failure of the other. The pilot was
unable to continue the takeoff climb and the plane crashed, killing both
pilots, five passengers and one person on the ground. Adjacent to the airport
was a sanitary landfill which attracted large numbers of birds. As a result
of this accident and because several airports in the FAA's Southern Region
also had garbage dumps nearby, the regional office developed a policy spe-
cifying that solid waste disposal sites on and near airports represented an
incompatible land use.

On October 16, 1974, the Southern Region's policy was adopted nationally

and is specified in FAA Order 5200.5. The purpose of an FAA national order is
to define FAA policy or procedures and provide guidance to FAA employees on
specific issues. Employees of the FAA are responsible for implementing

policy within guidelines established in agency orders. With respect to FAA
Order 5200.5, FAA employees are expected to assist airport owners in seeking
compatible land use through local or state regulations and land use zoning for
safety purposes.

CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT

FAA Order 5200.5 was written after consultation with air safety spe-
cialists and ornithologists. The order evolves logically from a concept of
direct conflict btetween aircraft and birds. Aircraft are in a high-risk con-
dition from bird strikes during takeoff, initial climb, approach and landing. _
These airport-dependent flight phases place the aircraft in the low altitude
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environment which is also occupied by birds. By examining aircraft flight
maneuvers and combining information about birds and bird strikes, a high-risk
scenario can be developed, forming the basis for the criteria contained in
FAA Order 5200.5.

0

Approximately 62 percent of all reported bird strikes occur at or below
500 feet above ground level (AGL). As altitude increases, the likelihood for
bird strikes decreases. In the next ý00 foot increment, up to 1,000 feet AGT,-
only an additional 7 percent of reported bird strikes are added. If an
aircraft can takeoff and climb above 500 feet, the bird hazard risk is
substantially reduced. As evidenced by bird strike statistics, most bird
flight activity is below 500 feet AGL. With the notable exception of migra-
tory flights, most day-to-day flight activity of birds is at low altitudes.

In developing criteria for FAA Order 5200.5, the agency took 500 feet AGL
as the level below which a high-risk condition exists from bird hazards. Under
normal operating conditions, an aircraft is in this high-risk area the longest
during approach and landings, since takeoff and climb occur at a greater rate
of change in altitude (feet/nautical mile). It is the approach and landing
phase of flight which was used in developing distance criteria for the order. " -

Two types of fixed-wing aircraft are considered in the order, those

powered by engines with pistons and those which are turbine powered (including -
turboprops). The need to distinguish between these two types of powerplants
exists primarily because piston engine power aircraft are most often flown
under visual flight rules and approaches are flown in a racetrack style traf-
fic pattern. Turbine engine powered aircraft more frequently fly instrument
approaches and straight-in landings as opposed to the visual racetrack pattern
flown by piston engine powered aircraft.

The point at which the aircraft descends through S00 feet AGL was used to
determine the distance criteria in the order. For piston powered aircraft,
this horizontal distance is 5,000 feet. It represents the distance the
aircraft is from the runway when it descends through 500 feet during the turn
to final for the runway. For turbine engine powered aircraft, the distance is
10,000 feet, which corre3ponds to passage of the aircraft into the high-risk
area at 500 feet while performing a descent on a 3 degree glideslope. These
two distances, 5000 feet for airports used by piston engine powered aircraft,
and 10,000 feet for airports used or planned to be used by turbine engine
powered aircraft, represent minimum distances a solid waste disposal facility
should be located from the airport. Some states have already adopted these
criteria in their solid waste regulations.

Solid waste disposal facilities outside of these minimum distances are
also subject to scrutiny by the agency on a case-by-case basis. If the land-
fill or other type of disposal facility is located below the conical surfaces
defined in FAR Part 77, the landfill may be considered incompatible. The
issue here is with birds who frequently feed at landfills (mainly gulls) and
soar or spiral over the site to altitudes as high as 3000 feet, where "hi-.s
bird flight behavior may present a hazard to aircraft. FAA would consider t•e
solid waste site as incompatible with air safety because of the hazard caused
by soaring gulls or other birds.

The fourth and final criteria relating to compatible use is difficult to
address from a zoning standpoint. It covers the situation where a solid waste
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site is located such that it attracts birds flying from other feeding,
watering and/or roosting areas to the solid waste site and in the process,
birds fly through aircraft flight patterns. Many of these situations exist

and the agency must rely on observations of bird movements in documenting the

problem. Likewise, proponents of new solid waste sites find it extremely dif- .
. ioult to determine whether their proposed site may create a flight hazard.
Before FAA makes known its position regarding compatibility with a landfill
which falls into this criteria, considerable d.ta collection and review of '.:. '

bird and aircraft flight paths is required.

IMPLRMrNTING POLICY

Depending on state and local solid waste laws and regulations, FAA states
its policy position on specific landfill sites in many ways. In some states,
FAA has approval authority on solid waste permit applications. The other
extreme of the spectrum is similar to citizen participation in review of a
proposed land use. Many jtates and communities hold administrative hearings
before granting or denying permits. FAA frequently provides written and oral

testimony at these hearings. FAA also reminds airport management of its
responsibilities to achieve safe, compatible land use and FAA frequently works

with state aviation organizations to assure safety of flight through com-

patible land use.

Unique situations may arise where a proposed land use will not create a
hazard. Authority to waive criteria rests with FAA's Associate Administrator
for Airports in consultation with other headquarters elements. Regional and
field personnel provide necessary information for review of the situation.
FAA will usually respond to the state or local community with a letter spa-
cifying no objection to a proposed permit or license to operate if evidence .
shows no hazard will exl.st.

CONCLUSION

FAA Order 5200.5 defines the policy regarding solid waste related bird

hazards which has worked well since 1974 in preserving aviation safety. FAA
is encouraging states to adopt solid waste regulations protecting the aircraft
operator from unnecessary bird hazards. A copy of FAA Order 5200.5 is
included in this paper.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIONORDER FEDERAL AVIATION ADM INISTRATION 5200.

10/16/7h

SUBJ: FAA GUIDANCE CONCERNING SANITARY LANDFILLS ON UR NEAR AIRPORTrs

L. &URPOSE. This order provides guidance concerning the eliminati.on or

monitoring of open dumps, waste disposal sites, and sanitary landf ills
on or in the vicinity of airports.

2. DISTRIBUTION. This order is distributed to Washington headquarters dnd.S
Regional Airports. Flight Standards and Air Traffic offices to division
level; all Airports District Offices; and Flight Standards and Air
Traffic field facilities.

3. BACKGROUND. Garbage dump~s, sanitary landfills or whatever title is
iiv.ed fur this type of operation attract rodents and birds, erodes
the airport environment, and where the dump is ignited, creates smoke-
all which are undesirable and are potential hazards to aviati~on.

While the chance of an unforeseeable, random bird strike in flight will
always exist, it Is nevertheless possible to define the high-risk-
conditions within fairly narrow limit@. Th1.ose high-risk conditions
exist in the take-off, climb-out, approach~ and landing areas on and in
the vicinity of airports. The increasing number of bird strikes reported
on aircraft has become a matter of concern to the FAA and to airport
management. Various studies and observations have resulted in the
conclusion that sanitary landfills are artificial attractants to birds.-
Accordingly, landfills located in the vicinity of an airport may be
incompatible with safe flight operations. Those conditions that are not
compatible muist be eliminated, to the extent practicable. Airport
owners need guidance in making this decision, and the FAA must be in
a position to assist. Some airports ace not under the jurisdiction --

of the to-mtwnity or local governing body having control of land usage
in the vicinity of the airport. In these cases, the airport owner should
use its influence and beat efforts to close or control landfill opera-

* tions within the general vicinity of the airport.

4. ACTION.

a. Sanitary landfills located within the areas establi~shed for an
airport by these guidelines as set forth in paragraph 5 of this
order should be closed. If a sanitary landfill is deterine as

*Distribution: W~RAS/AT/FS-2; FF5.0, FAT-O, Initiated B~y: A AiS7_666
FAS-l (Normal)
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incompatible land use under guidelines of paragraph 5 and cannot be
closed within a reasonable time, it should be designed aspd operated
in accordance with the criteria and instructions issued by the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, and other such regulatory bodies that may have applica-
ble requirements. FAA should advise airport owners against locating,
permitting or concurring in the location of a landfill on or in ..

the vicinity of airports.

b. The operation of a sanitary landfill located beyond the areas
.- described in paragraph 5 and designed in accordance with the guide-

lines identified in the foregoing paragraph must be properly super-
vised to insure compatibility with the airport. If at any time the
landfill, by virtue of its operation, presents a potential hazard
to aircraft operations, the owner shall take action to correct the
situation or terminate operation of the landfill. Failure to take
corrective action could place the airport owner in noncompliauce
with the commitments under a grant agreement.

c. An inspection of current operations at existing landfill sites which
have a reported potential bird hazard problem will periodically be
made and evaluated. A Bird Hazard Group formed under Order 5200.4
datcc' 11/20/73 could appropriately be available for consultation
regarding this activity. Should it be found that birds attracted
to the landfill site do in fact constitute a potential hazard to
aircraft, the condition will be reported to MT-430, National Flight .
Data Center (NFDC), for possible inclusion in the Airman's Informs-
tion Manual. The appropriate FAA office should immediately evaluate
the situation to determine compliance with the grant agreement and
take such action as may be warranted under the guidelines as
prescribed in Order 5190.6, Airports Compliance Requirements.

d. This order does not apply to landfills used exclusively for the dis-
posal of rock and earth.

e. This order is nut intended to resolve all related problems, but is
specifically directed toward eliminating sanitary landfills in the
proximity of airports, thus providing a safer environment for air-
craft operations. 0

f. The airport operations manual should require landfill site inspec-
tions at least semimonthly for those landfill operations that
cannot be closed to assure that bird population is not increasing.

Page 2
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g. Additional informattin on FUlid waste disposa), bird hazard and
related problems may be obtaired frum the following agencies:

Bureau of Sport Fisheriea and Wildlife
U.S. Department of the Interior

18Lh and C SLreets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240

Office of Solid Waste Mananemcrt 0
Programs (HM-562)

U.S. Environmrental rrotection Agency
1835 K Street, N.W.

Washingt,-n, D.C. 20406

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare
330 1'dependenco Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

5. CRITERIA. Sanitary landfills will be considered as an incompatible
use if located within areas established for the airport through the
application of the following criteria: ,0

a. Landfills located within 10,OO0 feet of any runway used or planned
to bz used by turbojet aircraft.

b. Landfills located within 5,000 feet of any runway used only by
piston type aircraft. .

c. Landfills outside of the above perimeters but within the conical
surfaces described by FAR Part 77 and applied to an airport will
be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

d. Any landfill located such that it places the runways and/or
approach and departure patterns of an airport between bird
feeding, water, or roosting areas.

'r

WILLIAM V. VITALE, Acting Director
Airports Service, AAS-1
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0 AIRPORT BIRD HAZARDS ASSOCIATEDo WITH SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIESa.
David W. Lake

PEER Consultants, Inc.
Rockville, Maryland

1, ABSTRACT
V

Research has shown that all types of refuse disposal facilities
(landfills, open dumps, etc.) that handle putrescible wastes have the
potential to attract birds. Birds are attracted to these sites
principally to scavenge for food. When solid waste disposal
facilities are located in the vicinity of airports, the probability of
bird strikes is increased. Accordingly, solid waste disposal
facilities located in the vicinity of an airport may be incompatible
with safe flight operations. Those conditions that are not compatible
must be eliminated, to the extent practicable. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) . ...
have developed guidelines for identifying and eliminating airport bird
hazards associated with solid waste disposal facilities. FAA Order
5200.5 is directed towards airport owners and managers to promote safe
airport operations. 7-_Te EPA criteria (44 FR53438) were adopted from
the FAA recommendation-s 'nd are directed towards the State agencies
responsible for ensuringhat solid waste disposal facilities are
operated according to publi&, health and safety standards. - Commitment
by both of these target grops (airport owners/operators and State
agencies) to encourage and enf rce compliance with the guidelines is
required to successfully reduce\airport bird hazards associated with
solid waste disposal facilities, rhis paper is an overview of the
bird hazard problem due to solid waste disposal facilities including a
d'scussion of the Federal guidelines and programs to promote proper -
land use near airports with respect to these facilities.,/

BACKGROUND

A bird strike "hazard" is the exposure of aircraft to increased
risk or danger of a bird strike beyond the low probability of a random
bird strike. This definition acknowledges that the possibility of a
bird strike always exists when an aircraft is in the bird's domain.
The term "random" is used to describe the ever present possibility of
hitting a bird in flight, emphasizing the lack of artificial
attractions that would bring birds and aircraft into direct conflict.
When birds are attracted to the vicinity of aircraft activities due to
the presence of food, water, or shelter as may exist at a solid waste
disposal facility, there is a greater probability of a bird strike
occurring and therefore a bird strike "hazard" would exist.

Bird strike data and other associated research have shown waste
disposal facilities sited adjacent to airports are not a compatible
land-use. The attraction of large numLe-^ of birds to these
facilities substantially increased the bird strike hazard at airports
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when the landfills are locdted in close proximity to the airport. The
'ird hazard created may be classified as an "away from airport"
iiazard, an "at airport" hazard, or as both. The "away from airport"
bird hazard results from the daily bird flights to the landfill

.-feeding flights) or other activities that place the birds in conflict
with aircraft approaching or leaving the adjacent airport. The "at
airport" hazard results from the attraction airports present to birds,
often resulting in large congregations of birds on runways and
-adjacent areas. The "at airport" bird hazard greatly increases the
probability of a bird strike during the takeoff and landing phases of •
flight, and increases in airport bird activity can frequently be
attributed to a nearby food source.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

Solid waste disposal facilities often attract birds when the 0
refuse collected for disposal includes putrescible wastes (garbage).
The putrescible waste material is a potential food source for birds.
When these solid waste disposal facilities are located on or near
airports, they have a greater potential for creating a bird hazard.
Large flocks of birds have been observed feeding at sanitary landfills
and open dumps. Studies conducted by various government agencies have
documented the hazard that these facilities pose to airports (1, 2).
The information concerning solid waste disposal facilities near i
airports indicates that they are a major attraction to birds and are . .
responsible for many bird hazards that occur.

Solid waste is generated within all communities. It is often
categorized as residential, commercial, or industrial depending upon
its origin. Solid waste is defined as all discarded items from these
"sources. These wastes may be either putrescible or non-putrescible in
nature. Putrescible wastes are usually composed of discarded
residential food waste, restaurant waste, etc., and are a potential
source of food for vectors and birds. Since vectors (flies and some
rodents) are, by definition, capable of transmitting diseases to man,
laws have been passed by federal, state and local authorities
addressing the proper disposal of refuse. These laws require refuse,
particularly putrescible wastes, to be disposed of in a manner that
minimizes its availability to these vectors. When properly operated
and maintained, refuse disposal areas are not breeding and harborage
sites for vectors.

Refuse is usually disposed of in sanitary landfills. One of the
characteristics of a sanitary landfill operation is the periodic
placement of a soil cover over the compacted refuse. The application
of this cover material usually occurs at the end of each operating
day. Vector pooulations are usually absent in properly operated
sanitary landfills, but birds are still able to feed since they take
advantage of the availability of the putrescible wastes before it is
covered with soil at the end of the day.

Unacceptable refuse disposal facilities that attract or have a
potLntial to attract vectors as well as birds are called "open dumps". .
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-As the name implies, these are often areas where refuse is deposited
without being properly compacted and/or covered. The operation of an

S•-open dump is in violation of many federal, state, and local laws since
they are a potential public health hazard. But state and local

-- _inspection and enforcement are often lacking. Therefore, in spite of
regulation to control the existance of these facilities many open
dumps are in operation throughout the United States.

BIRDS ATTRACTED TO SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

The birds attracted to solid waste facilities are scavenging-type
-birds. Generally, these consist of gulls, crows, starlings,
blackbirds, pigeons, sparrows and vultures. All areas of the United
States contain populations of at least some of these bird types.

There are several reasons why birds are attracted to solid waste
disposal facilities. The major attraction is that a source of food is
readily available. At open dumps, the garbage is dumped in piles. At
those facilities, birds may pick through the mounds of refuse to
obtain the edible portions. The larger the dump area, the greater the
potential for exposure of garbage. Even small dumps can support large
populations of birds. At sanitary landfills, the situation is often O
not much better than at a dump. It has been observed that birds will
often consume most of the accessible garbage within one half-hour of
its being dumped. Therefore, a sanitary landfill that accepts refuse
all day and is covered only at the end of the day provides little or
no discouragement to scavenging birds. The operation of a landfill
has an additional attraction to birds, the compaction process. This S
procedure involves the use of a front end loader or similar device to
spread the waste over the working face and compact it into layers.
The spreading operation acts to expose the formerly inaccessible
garbage making it available to birds. Gulls in particular become very
bold when accustomed to the presence and noise of this machinery and
will often feed immediately behind the front-end loader. Gulls have O
been observed to be so bold as to sit on the equipment while it is
spreading refuse, waiting for a morsel to be exposed.

There are other relatively minor attractions to birds associated
with landfills. These consist of the exposure of soil organisms when
cover material is collected at the end of the day, insects present at o..
open dumps, etc. Generally, several factors can be identified as
influencing the attractiveness of waste disposal sites to birds, They
are: (a) disposal technique, (b) location, (c) volume and type waste,
(d) presence of rest areas and (e) lack of disturbance. The
combination of these factors that exist at a solid waste disposa"
facility will determine the type and number of birds attracted. It
can be stated that all conventional methods presently kised for the
land disposal of refuse have the potential to attract birds.

The occurrence and number of birds at landfills varies with
geography, season, weather, volume of waste and time of day. Many
bird populations are not stationary during the entire year; they often
move to various predictable regions during breeding (nesting),
migration and wintering periods. For example, blackbirds are rarely a
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problem at sanitary landfills in their northern breeding ground during
the spring. During late summer and fall (post-nesting period),
populations may congregate and feed at sanitary landfills in their
northern range. Fall migration may result in periodic problems
furthor south and large wintering populations often feed at sanitary
landfills in the bird's southern range. Gull populations at the -
sanitary landfills are frequently very large. This is especially true
during the wintering period when they arp gregarious. Their numbers
have been observed to be greatest during mid-day periods. As many as
15,000 or more gulls have been observed at a single landfill at one
time (3). Since nearly half of all birds strikes involve gulls, their
behavior and attraction to landfills warrants concern when landfills .
are placed in areas where attracted gulls may become a bird strike
hazard at adjacent airports.

Many of the bird species attracted to landfills are gregarious
for at lease a portion of the year. This is particularly common
during the post-nesting season and during migration. During the
nesting season, most birds are territorial and frequently behave as
individuals regarding activities such as feeding. Therefore,
aggregations of birds during spring and early summer periods are not
common, except where birds nest in colonies. However, after the
nesting season, the bird populations consist of adults and the newly
fledged offspring (juvenile birds) feeding and roosting in large
groups. This social behavior advances as the fall migratory season ...
approaches, reaching its maximum during the winter months when large -

concentrations of birds are at their wintering grounds (southern
range), where food, water and shelter are available.

The importance of the seasonal social activity of birds attracted
to landfills is that when these flocks form, the spacial concentration
of birds (number of birds in a specified area) increases. When the
daily activities of these birds bring them in close proximity to
airports, the greater the spacial concentration, and, consequently,
the higher the probability of bird strike incidents.

When an airport or its approach paths lie between or near these
points of daily activity, there exists a great potential for the
occurrence of bird strikes. Studies by Forsythe (3), Drury (4), and - .-
Seubert (5) have indicated that major portions of the populations of
birds flying ir the airspace of aircraft were species that utilized
waste disposal sites as a focus of their activities.

The literature concerning bird strikes indicates over sixty -.-.. ....

species of birds have been reported in aircraft strikes in North
America. Not all of these species present the same hazard. The
following characteristics of a species will determine its potential as
a hazard to aircraft.

Size. The size of a bird correlates with the force of impact and
therefore the extent of damage. Large birds such a• ducks, geese
and gulls often cause extensive damage due to their size. A
turbine-powered engine may completely lose power after ingestion
of a gull whereas a smaller bird such as a sparrow may be .
injested with little or no damage.
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Social Organization. The social organization of a species of
bird relates to whether or not it tends to feed, roost, or fly in
flocks. Flocking birds that congregate in larce numbers present

--a greater hazard to aircraft than do solitary species due to both .
the greater probability of a bird strike occurring and the
potential for multiple bird ingesL;ons. Engines in turbine-
powered aircraft are designed to sustain the ingestion of small -:
birds individually, but multiple ingestions have a higher
potential for engine damage. -.

Behavioral Characteristics. The behavioral characteristics of a
species of bird pertain to the daily and/or seasonal activities
of the species. For example, species that prefer open, flat
areas such as the conditions at most airports, are more likely to
be an aircraft hazard than a species that is restricted to the
dense woods. Behavioral characteristics cause birds to be
attracted to the airport or its vicinity are a major factor in
the bird hazard problem. Often if these behavioral
characteristics can be identified, the airport or vicinity can be
changed to make them less attractive to birds.

The activities of gulls warrant particular attention since they
account for nearly half of all reported bird strikes. There are
primarily six species of gulls that are commonly attracted to
landfills to feed. The species attracted to any particular region
will vary with the geographic location and season. Gulls have several
behavioral characteristics that are common among the different
species. The following characteristics make gulls vulnerable to
collisions with aircraft:

Flocks. Gulls often fly in groups from their roosting site to
the-feeding grounds (solid waste disposal facilities).

Feeding Fliohs. Gulls arrive in small groups and begin circling
the landfill. Elevation achieved while circling are in the range
of 500-3,000 feet (152.4 - 914.4M). As the flock becomes larger,
the gulls begin to descend onto the landfill to feed.

Storm,;. Stormy weather bring larger numbers of gulls inland to
feed at landfills.

Immature Gulls. Several studies have documented that 90-95
percent of the immature Herring gulls feed at artificial food
sources such as landfills. Other species may also exhibit this
characteristic.

Distance. Gulls may travel as far as 100 miles in a day to reach ..-

available food sources.

Swarm Circling. On sunny days, flocks of gulls often ride
thermal air currents (swarm circling) near their feediný grounds,
achieving altitudes of 3,000 feet (914 M) or higher. Often
single gulls will begin to ride a thermal air current above a
landfill. This behavior usually attracts other gulls in the
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vicinity to join in forming a "swarm". These birds may ride
these thermal air currents for extended periods of time before
descending upon the landfill or leaving the area for other
locations such as other feeding sites, loafing areas or their

. . :. evening roost. This behavior is also referred to as "towering".

Attempts to correlate gull numbers with either the amount of
refuse dumped or the surface area involved have been inconclusive, but
Forsythe (3) indicated that open dumps attracted about 50 percent more
gulls than do sanitary landfills. In this study and others, there was
a very close correlation between the activity at the landfill and the
attraction to gulls. It has been determined that gulls and other
birds feed only at active sites. As observed at sites with irregular
schedules, gulls only appeared when garbage was being dumped (3).
This information indicates that the abandonment or closure of a refuse
disposal facility will cease the attraction to birds. Actual landfill
or dump closings substantiate the relationship between active dumping
and attraction to birds. Where airports are in the vicinity of a
dump, closure of the dump reduced the bird hazard. At San Francisco
International Airport, a very significant reduction in the total
number of gulls occurred after the closing of the Oyster Point dump,
From a peak of approximately 8,000 in the fall of 1968, the number of
gulls was reduced to a maximum of about 4,000 in the winter of 1969-
70. Other landfills in the general vicinity, operated in a sanitary
manner, accounted for the remaining birds.

LAND USE NEAR AIRPORTS

The placement and planning of solid waste disposal facilities are
conducted at the local and state level with ownership or operation by
municipal, county or private concerns. The state and local planning
officials must be concerned with the political and economic
ramifications of locating solid waste facilities. Few people like to
have a solid waste facility located near their homes due to the noise, .
smell , and aesthetic degradation often associated with landfills.
Therefore, sanitary landfills are usually located in rural areas or
where the urban population density is low. The extent to which
sanitary landfills may be placed away from residences is often
influenced by several economic factors. The distance that these
facilities may be located from the waste-generating source (urban 0
area) is limited by cost. The further the facility is from the source
of the waste, the more man-hours that must be spent in transit and the
greater the fuel usage. Additional cost considerations are the cost
of land and the cost of constructing an all-weather road to the refuse
facility. Costs can be deferred by utilizing existing roadways, such
as those leading to airports. These cost factors must be minimized 0
for the cost-effective placement and operation of a solid waste
facility.

The factors considered in the location of solid waste facilities
are very similar to those required for the placement of an airport,
which is why they are frequently located in close proximity. The .
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airport must be located near populated areas, but because noise and
traffic are not desired near homes, they must be located on the
periphery of populated areas. As with sanitary landfills, the cost of Y.
-land must be minimized and it is necessary to have a good all-weather

-- 'road leading to the airport. The cost of land for the two types of -O .
facilities will often bring them to the same areas. Therefore, it is
often attractive for planning agencies to locate these facilities in
the same area. One of the purposes of this paper is to point out the
hazards to aviation associated with this planning practice and
discourage the conflict of land use.

Conflicts in land-use near a 's with regard to solid waste
disposal facilities are expecte rease in the future if present
trends are not altered. This o several factors that include
the following:

(1) increase in the number of airports to meet the .-.. ..
transportation needs of the public

(2) increase in the need for development of sanitary landfills
due to closure of open dumps and increasing waste volume

(3) limited land availability due to urbanization.

In recognition of the conflict in land-use between airports and
solid waste disposal facilities, the FAA issued Order 5200.5 (6).
This order specifies that sanitary landfills will be considered as an
incompatible land-use if located within areas established for the
airport through the application on the criteria.

The distances specified in the Order concerning the distance land
disposal facilities should be located from airports are based upon
bird strike data and should be maintained to minimize the bird strike
hazard near airports. These criteria originally developed for the FAA
Southern Region, were adopted by the other FAA Regions and, in 1974,
were made national criteria and presented in FAA Order 5200.5.

FAA Order 5200.5 Criteria. Sanitary landfills will be considered
as an incompatible use if located within areas established for
the airport through the application of the following criteria: -

a. Landfills located within 10,000 feet of any runway used
or planned to be used by turbojet aircraft.

b. Landfills located within 5,000 feet of any runway used
only by piston type aircraft.

c. Landfills outside of the above perimeters but within the ..-

conical surfaces described by FAR Part 77 and applied to
an airport will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

d. Any landfill located such that it places the runways
and/or approach departure patterns of an airport between
bird feeding, water, or roosting areas.
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The FAA Order functions as an official FAA recommendatiu,,s and
guideline for owners and operators of public-use airports to follow.
The Order does not entail enforcement action by FAA and there is
limited legal recourse to encourage implementation of FAA Order

--5200.5. This is due to the fact that solid waste disposal facilities
are generally not on the airport property and therefore not under
their jurisdiction to control, particularly where existing facilities
are present.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is the federal agency
responsible for ensuring public health and environmental quality with
respect to solid waste management and therefore the regulatory agency
for solid waste disposal activities in the United States. In this
capacity EPA developed "Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste
Disposal Facilitie. and Practices." The criteria provided minimum
national standards ,or the protection of health and the environment
from adverse effects resulting from solid waste disposal. These
criteria were promulgated on September 10, 1979 (44 FR 53438) under
the authority of Sections 4004 and 1008 of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and Section 405(d) of the Clean Water
Act. The criteria were published in the Federal Register on September
13, 1979 (Vol. 44, No. 179, p. 53438). Those facilities that are
evaluated by the states and found not to comply with the criteria are
to be reported to the EPA and published in the Open Dump Inventory as
required in Section 4005 of RCRA. No Federal enforcement actions are
authorized as a result of a determination that the facility is in
violation of the criteria. However, state enforcement actions may
result from violations of state legal requirements. S

Included in the adopted regulations is section 257.3-7 entitled
"Safety". Subsection (c) of the safety criteria addresses bird hazards
to aircraft. These criteria were adopted from the FAA criteria with
respect to the distance a facility must be from an airport as follows: -

CHAPTER 2(c)

SAFETY - BIRD HAZARDS TO AIRCRAFT

Criterion and Definitions

(c) Bird hazards to aircraft. A facility or practice
disposing of putrescible wastes that may attract birds
and which occurs within 10,000 feet (3.048 meters) of
any airport runway used by turbojet aircraft or within
5,000 feet (1.524 meters) of any airport runway used by -
only piston-type aircraft shall not pose a bird hazard
to aircraft.
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(e) As used in this section:

(1) "Airport" means public-use airport open to the
public without prior permission and without

. restrictions within the physical capacities of
available facilities.

(2) "Bird hazard" means an increase in the likelihood
of bird/aircraft collisions that may cause damage
to the aircraft or injury to its occupants.

(7) "Putrescible wastes" means solid waste which
contains organic matter capable of being
decomposed by microorganisms and such a character
and proportion as to be capable of attracting or
providing food for birds.

The evaluation of existing solid waste disposal facilities in
accordance to the established criteria is referred to as 'the Subtitle
D Program'. The Subtitle D Program of RCRA seeks to improve solid
waste management in the United States through funding of grants to
states to support the development and implementation of state solid _ .
waste management plans. The plans were to be developed in accordance
with guidelines promulgated under Sectin 4002(b) of RCRA on July 31,
1979 (44 FR 45066) (7). In accepting a subtitle D grant, the State
agreed to develop a state plan which lays out a scheme for closing or
upgrading existing open dumps (i.e., those facilities found to be in
violation of the criteria) and to prohibit new open dumps. The state S

also was to agree to work toward development of regulatory power to
implement the plan, i.e., to enforce the prohibition of new open dumps
and the closure or upgrading of existing open dumps.

The program barely got off the ground when it fell victim to the
budget cuts of federal programs under the Reagan Administration.
Funds for the program were allocated in fiscal years 1980, and 1981
but they have since not been allocated and all subtitle D money has
been depleted for two years. The result of this action is that during
the past year only seven states have participated in the Open Dump
inventory and reported results to the EPA. This is down from 49
states participating in the program during the first two years when .
the program was founded.

In the first published listing of 'open dumps' in 1981, twenty
two (22) facilities were identified as open dumps based upon the
bird/aircraft hazard. However, the inventory reflected only the
initial efforts of the states in evaluating a small portion of the
total facilities and the listing only represented a fraction of the
total number of open dumps likely to exist. In addition, not all
facilities reported were evaluated for all parts of the Criteria;
failure to comply with any part of the Criteria resulted in their
classification as an open dump. Therefore the number of facilities
reported as bird/aircraft hazards do not accurately reflect the
magnitude of the problem.
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Reliance upon EPA guidance and funding for elimination of airport
bird hazards associated with solid waste disposal facilities is not
feasible. The conclusion is based upon the following observations:

- (1) State solid waste management plans that adopt the federal
criteria for properly operated facilities are not being
required by EPA.

(2) State inspection and enforcement of landfill operations with
respect to proper operations are dependent upon individual
state resources and state emphasis. Without federal funding
the states have historically not given landfill operation
and bird hazards near airports a high priority.

(3) Even if a state has adopted an appropriate solid waste
management plan and funds and inspection and enforcement
program, the inspections are generally conducted by
personnel not sensitive to the airport bird hazard and may
not identify the existence of this type of hazard if
-inspection of facilities are infrequent. This is
particularly true if a facility attracts birds only during a
particular time of the year. It is also unlikely that ,
inspections would identify facilities that are within the
conical surfaces described by Aviation Regulations Part 77.

(4) Evaluation and identification of solid waste disposal
facilities as bird/aircraft hazards is not conducted in a
uniform manner and therefore a nationwide data base of
problem facilities cannot be developed.

SUMMARY

Solid waste disposal facilities often attract birds when the
refuse collected for disposal includes putrescible wastes. Bird .
strike data and other associated research have shown waste disposal
facilities sites adjacent to airports are not a compatible land use.
The attraction of large numbers of birds to these facilities . -

substantially increases the bird strike hazard in the airport
vicinity. The degree of hazard that can or will be developed as a
result of a solid waste disposal facility near an airport is dependent
upon a number of factors. These include the type of waste being
disposed, location, method of disposal, types of birds attracted,
season, etc. Historically, the reduction of bird hazards at airports
has focused on scaring or killing the birds creating the hazard.
These are temporary controls at best. Therefore, it is recommended
that all existing landfills creating bird hazards to aircraft be
closed and restrictions on future land use near airports be developed
at the state and local levels.

The FAA developed criteria for identifying incompatible land use - .

when solid waste disposal facilities are located within areas
established for airport use. These criteria specify distances from
the runways that must be maintained from landfill activities as well
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as specifying conflicting airspace. The FAA Order 5200.5 was directed
at airport authorities to notify them of FAA policy and encourage them
to participate in promoting actions aimed at implementing compatible
land use in the airport vicinity. - -

The EPA adopted the FAA criteria in its Criteria for
Classification of Solid Waste disposal Facilities. The existence of a
bird/aircraft hazard at a landfill site classifies the facility as an
'open dump' and therefore subject to state enforcement action to close

-the facility. The EPA program for identifying open dumps is called the
"Subtitle D Program " and was funded for only two years, therefore

- most states have relaxed their efforts to identify open dumps and
enforce their closure. Without the federal funds to support the open
dump regulations, states are not obligated to adopt the program. So,
presently there is not a national program for identifying or
eliminating solid waste disposal facilities creating bird hazards in
the United States.
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o SUCCESSFUL CONTROL OF GULLS AND OTHER BIRDS AT A SANITARY LANDFILL

William E. Southern and Linda K. Southern
Department of Biological Sciences

Northern Illinois University ..

DeKalb, IL 60115

ABSTRACT

/Under some circumstances, it may be desirable to prevent gulls and other
birds from concentrating at landfills and thereby reduce the risk of bird- S
aircraft collisions or other potential impacts on adjacent property. Between
17 September 1978 and 7 March 1980, data were collected on the occurrence of
Ring-billed Gulls, Herring Gulls, Turkey Vultures, American Crows and European
Starlings at a Maryland landfill. Control procedures involving pyrotechnics
were implemented on 6 January 1979. The effectiveness of control procedures ...
on the various species is discussed. The results demonstrate that gulls can -
be prevented from concentrating at a landfill as can the other species but
persistence and dedication on the part of bird control personnel are required
in order to succeed.,X

INTRODUCTION

The attractiveness of landfills to gulls is well documented. In the
eastern United States, Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) and Ring-billed Gulls
(L. delawarensis) are regular visitants at landfills, particularly those
within about 60 km of coastlines. The number of gulls foraging at these sites
varies seasonally, with concentrations peaking during the nonbreeding season.
Assemblages of thousands of gulls at landfills frequently create actual or
potential problems for adjacent landowners, municipal water supplies and
aircraft safety. In such cases, It may be desirable to reduce the numbers of
gulls and other birds or even to keep the landfill environment completely free
of foraging gulls.

In 1978, a new landfill opened in Prince George's County, Maryland near
Bowie. The site was close to areas considered sensitive by a Federal agency
and there was great concern about gulls being permitted to concentrate at the
landfill and possibly impacting activities on the adjacent property. Although
the concerns of the agency were not well founded, the company operating the
landfill uecided to implement a bird control program to ensure that a problem
would not develop. This paper describes the procedures used and provides data
for evaluating the succLss of the program.

The objectives of our study were: (a) to monitor the occurrence of all
bird species at the landfill, (b) to implement a bird control program if the
need arose, and (c) to evaluate the effectiveness of the control program.

METHODS

Between 17 September 1978 and 7 March 1980, two teams of two ornitholo-
gists spent 92 man-days at the landfill monitoring bird occurrence. The site
was visited during every month of the year except May, June and July when gull
occurrence was minimal or nil in the area. During most visits the team
arrived at the landfill when it opened in the morning (07:00) and remained
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until the covering operations were completed at the end of the work day (ca.
17:00 on weekdays, 13:00 on Saturdays). Occasional visits also were made to
the landfill on Sundays, when the site was not operational, to determine bird
reaction to the area without equipment. Each member of the two-person team I
alternately served as observer and recorder. Most observations were made from
a vehicle parked in the vicinity of the area where dumping was occurring that
day.

At the end of each work day the garbage was thoroughly covered with a
minimum of 15 cm of clay. This clean operating procedure minimized the amount
of area suitable for foraging by gulls and other birds and simplified applica-
tion of control measures, particularly in the case of gulls.

This landfill became operational during the summer of 1978. Our obser-
vations between 17 September 1978 and 5 January 1979 were in advance of any
bird control measures and served to document the establishment of a pepulation
of foraging gulls. By early January it was apparent that the area was going
to have a major concentration of gulls, particularly during November through
March, unless control measures were started and diligently applied. The
necessary State and Federal permits were obtained and the control program was
begun on 6 January 1979.

A decision was made to rely on pyrotechnic devices (see H. Blokpoel 1976.
Bird Hazards to Aircraft. Clarke, Irwin & Co.) because they caused fewer
potential problems for equipment operators and they would be immediately
effective. Problems were encountered, however, in obtaining shellcrackers
from the supplier and they were not available when we desired to start the
program. Rather than delaying the program and thereby allowing the gulls to -_0

become more accustomed to feeding at the landfill, we decided to use a
12-gauge shotgun with regular ammunition. The procedure of using shotshells
provided us with the option of reinforcing our scarce tactics with the actual
killing of an occasional bird and was provided for in the permits that were
issued directly to W.E. Southern. Use of shotshells has several limitations: ""_."__
(a) the report of the weapon is near the ground where it is likely to be - 0
obscured by equipment noise, (b) it lacks the visual and concussion stimuli
associated with shellcrackers that can be directed so as to explode near some
birds, and (c) they are hazardous to use at a busy landfill. Shellcrackers
were obtained by 16 March 1979, and were used in the 12-gauge weapon until 7
March 1980, when two Repel pistols were acquired for launching pyrotechnic
devices. P 0

We initiated control procedures and then turned the process over to the
compactor operators at the landfill. Periodically we resumed use of the
weapons in order to demonstrate more effective application of the devices.
Until 7 March 1980, only one weapon was available, which limited the ability . -

of the person responsible for control to adequately scare birds from his usual 0

work location. Thereafter, two Repel pistols were available, which provided
an opportunity for integrated control efforts by two persons at differen'
locations.

Without question, Repel pistols are the preferred method of control from
the operator's standpoint. Fewer problems result from use of this device than . 0
from either of the other two methods used. It is important that operators
feel comfoitable with the method they are using and the pistols achieved this
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goal. Operators became very hesitant to use live 12-gauge ammunition because
of the recoil, the risks involved, and the difficulty associated with tuaneu-
vering the long barrel within the cab of their machine. Effective control
suffered at times because of this. Shellcrackers also were a problem because
-they fouled the weapon's barrel thereby subjecting the firer of the weapon to
the risk of flashburns. Repel pistols alleviated both of these problems and
additionally operators found it easier to use this short weapon from their
equipment with less interruption to their regular duties.

Initially operators were told to prevent gulls from landing and feeding 0
at the site. Later this directive was expanded to include Turkey Vultures
(Cathartes aura), Black Vultures (Coragyps atratus), American Crows (Corvus
brachyrhynchos) and European Starlings (Sturnus vulgaris). We demonstrated
the most effective use of pyrotechnics for controlling birds and encouraged
equipment operators to be persistent in their application of the technique.
Emphasis was placed on having the charges detonated in close proximity to some
birds in a flock so that the concussion, visual and auditory stimuli were
maximized. Random firing and firing in unnecessary volleys were discouraged.
We did not, however, have direct control over the operators and great dispar-
ity existed in the day to day application of the techniques. Basically, --

however, the procedures were applied with sufficient consistency to achieve
the desired result in the case of gulls.

RESULTS

Responses of Gulls

No gulls were recorded at the landfill between the time it became opera-
tional (about May 1978) and 10 November 1978. The first gulls were sighted on
11 November 1978, and although they circled overhead, none of these actually
landed at the site (Table 1) In subsequent weeks, there was a substantial
increase in the number of gulls sighted and a sizeable proportion of those
observed actually landed and foraged at the landfill. The largest number of
gulls recorded at the site occurred on 6 January 1979, the day we started the -AL
control program (Table 1). On this date, we recorded about 1333 gulls per
hour of observation time.

From 6 January on, a sufficient number of shotshells (1-29/day, x 11.57)
or later shellcrackers (1-93/day, x 45.0) were fired daily to discourage gulls
from landing at the landfill. At the onset, this task was more difficult than
later because the birds had become accustomed to feeding at the site and it
was necessary to convince them to abandon what previously had been a good
foraging area. We achieved this by showing a level of determination during
bird control that was at least equal to the persistence the birds expressed
while trying to feed at the site. A total of six gulls (4 on 6 January, 2 on
19 January) were killed during the early stages of the program but none were
killed thereafter. The equipment operators who were assigned the bird control
task considered it very demanding as it was an added duty and the methods used
initially (i.e. shotshells) necessitated stopping their machine and using live
ammunition around co-workers. It is possible, therefore, that their use of
shotshells during our absence was not at the intensity we recommended. Never-
theless, the control effort resulted in a noticeable decline in the number of
gulls observed per hour at the landfill between 6 January and 11 February
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1979. The proportion of the gulls observed that circled or landed, however,
remained similar to what occurred previously. Although the number of gulls
associated with the landfill was significantly reduced, the equipment opera- -

torn were not preventing some gulls from landing and the few that did served
as attractants to passing gulls that investigated the site by circling over-
head. On 10 and 11 February, we temporarily took over the control procedures '. -

and demonstrated the effectiveness of directing the control effort at the more
persistent gulls. Our efforts resulted in two days during which no gulls
landed at the landfill, the first since 17 November 1978 (Table 1). Having .
shown the operators that a bird-free landfill was possible, we returued 0
responsibility for bird control to them. UTnfortunately, however, the equip-
ment operators were tiring of using the shotgun and shotshells and their
dissatisfaction peaked around 5 March which is revealed by thc 17-fold
increase in the number of gulls recorded at the landfill (Table 1). At this
time, about 61% of the gulls observed were actually landing at the landfill. -

By 16 March a shipment of shellcrackers arrived and the effectiveness of
the bird control program again improved. This was the turning point in the
program and from this date on the number of gulls visiting the site never
approached that recorded in early January 1979. Since pyrotechnic devices
were first used, very few gulls have landed at the site and those that did - -•

were present for only a few minutes (Table 1). These procedures have 0
continued into 1984 and the level of effectiveness is reported to be
consiste.it with that shown here (pers. comm. Waste Management personnel).

The data collected between the onset of control measures on 6 January
1979 and the termination of our study (8 March 1980) document that gulls can
be discnaraged from foraging at a landfill and the number o- gulls passing or
visiting the site also can be reduced significantly. Once a gull-free site is

* ~achieved, considerably less effort is required to keep it that way. Through ..

diligent use of pyrotechnics, tne procedure can have long-term effectiveness.
Although the methods described will not prevent some gulls from entering the .

air space over the landfill, they will significantly reduce the numbers doing
so. Gulls accustomed to foraging at landfills appear to be attracted by the
equipment and will check out the site when passing, possibly while en route to
Lther foraging areas. Withuut other gulls on the ground, and ideally without
any foraging birds of other species being present, most gulls investigating." '
the site for the first time are hesitant to land. Such individuals are
relatively easy to discourage from remaining around the site.

The activities of gulls at a landfill are energy related. Unless they
are able to get a return for their investment in time spent, it becomes
increasingly unlikely that they will continue to include an isolated landfill
site in their foraging itinerary. Success of a program is dependent, there-
fore, on preventing all gulls from having an opportunity to feed at the
landfill.

To achieve a gull-free landfill operation, the gull control personnel
fired up to 93 rounds of pyrotechnic devices per day. Usuallv, however, the
number of shots required daily was considerably loss (less than In shots/day
on 56.5% of the observation dates; 10-20 shots, 26.1% of dates; 21-30 shots,
8.7% of dates; more than 31 shots, 8.7% of dates). Not infrequently the S
compactor operators fired more shellcrackers than necessary. The technique is
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far more effective if a few shellcrackers are properly timed anJ positioned to
maximize their effect on birds attempting to land.

Responses of Other Bird Species 0

Vultures (Black and Turkey) American Crows and European Starlings also
occurred at the landfill but their numbers never approached those of gulls.
These species difiered greatly with respect to their behavior at the landfill
but all attempted to forage at some time during the study and periods existed
during which noticeable increases in pti*"lation sizes occurred. Because gulls
appeared to be more likely to attempt a landing if other birds were present at
the site, we decided to discourage the activities of all other birds in the
vicinity of the working face of the landfill (i.e. the site where garbage
delivered that day is deposited). Our goal, however, was not to prevent these
species from occurring anywhere on the property as this wculd have required
someone other than the compactor operators to be involved in bird control. -
ConseqUently the data presented are not comparable with that given for gulls
in Table 1.

Turkey and Black Vultures seldom attempted to forage at the landfill
during operating hours. They regularly soared over portions of the landfill
site or over neighboring property. In the afternoon, however, they often
spent more time in the vicinity and it soon became apparent that they were
awaiting departure of the equipment. After the covering operation was com-
pleted for the day and human activity was minimal, several vultures often
landed and gleaned the newly covered area for items that were inadequately
covered. From their behavior during the day, it seemed that they were at-
tracted to the area by olfactory cues. Conditions were never optimal for 0
foraging by this species, however, as the daily covering process was very
thorough and expanses of exposed garbage did not accumulate as happens at some
landfills.

The number of vultures recorded per hour during the project exceeded that
initially recorded (16 October 1978) on only five occasions (Table 2). Four S

of these occasions were on successive census dates in late summer and early
fall (17&18 Aug., 1O&14 Sept. 1979), and the other was a few weeks later on 12
October. At this time vultures were establishing a nocturnal rooct site in a
deciduous woodland bordering the landfill. On 14 September, after the highest
number of vultures recorded in the area on a single day had been logged, we
decided to disperse the birds from the roost site. We fired two shellcrackers • !
amongst the first birds entering the roost on 14 September, which had a
noticeable effect on the number recorded during the remainder of that day as
well as *on the following day (Table 2). On 15 September, we fired one shell- .-

cracker at the first vultures to arrive which prevented any from using the
site that night. Since the operators did not continue this effort during our
absence, a number of vultures were again using the roost when we returned on -
12 October. Six shellcrackers were used that evening and this was sufficient
to discourage them from attempting to resume roosting attempts on the
property. As can be seen in Table 2, there was a noticeable decline in the
number of vultures that circled over the site or landed on the property after
12 October. It is very likely that the intensive use of pyrotechnics to
prevent gulls from visiting the site also discouraged vultures from 7
approaching the site. These data suggest that it would be relatively e.sy to
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control the occurrence of vultures at a landfill through use of pyrotechnics,
but some after-hours attention to bird occurrence may be necessary.

The situation was not the same in the case of crows and starlings, S
however. Both of these species were more abundant toward the end of the
project than they had been at the onset, although the influx of starlings
appeared seasonal since the numbers also increased in January and February
1979. Between 8 December 1979 and 9 February 1980, these species were regular
visitors at the landfill (Tables 3 and 4). There were sizeable increases in
the number of each species observed at the landfill site and the number
actually landing at the site. This occurred although the gull program was in
full operation and was successfully deterring both Ring-billed and Herring
Gulls from foraging.

Unless control efforts are directed at individuals of particular species,
thereby assuring that they are exposed to the full effect of the technique (in •
this case pyrotechnics), some birds become acclimated to the procedure and are
not dispersed by it. On 8 February 1980, we directed our control efforts at
these two species, as well as at gulls, to determine if we could prevent them
from foraging. Twenty shotshells were fired at crows and starlings on this
date, primarily to scare them but 13 individuals were killed (3 crows, 10
starlings). On 9 February we continued the program but only four shotshells , .
were necessary (1 starling killed). We then assigned the job of controlling
these species as well as gulls to the equipment operators. On 7 and 8 March
1980, no starlings were frequenting the landfill and the number of crows
observed and landing had decreased significantly (Tables 3 and 4). The
results again show that an intensive effort can discourage birds from using a
site, even one as attractive as a landfill face, for foraging.

On the basis of our experiences and the data presented in this paper, we
are convinced that it is possible to discourage bird occurrence at landfills
and other sensitive sites through the proper use of pyrotechnic devices, such
as shellcrackers. Persons applying the control measures must be conscientious
and assure that birds are subjected to the meximum intensity stimuli produced
by the devices. A manual prepared for Waste Management, Inc. after this
project is used by the company to assist their personnel with development of
bird control programs.
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TAILE 1. Gull Occurrence at a New Landfill Before and During Control Efforts.

Date Gulls % Passed % Circled or % Landed to
Obs/Hr Site Meandered Foragep

17 Sep. 1978 0 0 0 3
16 Oct. 0 0 0 0
-27 Oct. 0 0 0 0

3 Nov. 0 0 0 0
10 Nov. 0 0 0 0

-. 11 Nov. 2.50 0 100.00 0
17 Nov. 25.05 0 50.42 49.58
18 Nov. 66.72 39.61 59.95 0.44
24 Nov. 308.14 0 41.08 58.92

5 Jan. 1979 1006.33 0 37.26 62.74
6 Jan. V 1332.92 7.64 54.41 37.95

19 Jan. 260.56 2.13 34.92 62.94
20 Jan. 41.33 0 43.55 56.45

9 Feb. 32.00 0 75.63 24.37
10 Feb. 31.57 24.42 75.58 0
11 Feb. 26.23 25.43 74.57 0

5 Mar. 438.47 7.89 31.29 60.82 •i S
16 Mar. 121.16 19.26 75.79 4.95
17 Mar. 106.57 0 82.44 17.56
30 Mar. 0.58 50.00 0 50.00
31 Mar. 3.00 0 100.00 0
13 Apr. 18.72 0.96 98.08 0.96 " _ __" "."
14 Apr. 44.33 36.09 63.91 0 I S
17 Aug. 0.60 0 100.00 0
18 Aug. 0 0 0 0
10 Sep. 0 0 0 0
14 Sep. 5.60 95.18 4.82 0
15 Sep. 0 0 0 0
12 Oct. 0.12 0 100.00 0
13 Oct. 22.50 95.56 2.22 2.22

8 Dec. 65.33 78.57 21.26 0.17
9 Dec. 0.89 75.28 24.72 0

10 Dec. 10.60 45.13 54.87 0
19 Dec. 11.80 20.93 76.02 3.05
20 Dec. 31.85 55.56 44.44 0 I 5
11 Jan. 1980 38.91 64.48 35.52 0
12 Jan. 48.66 68.29 31.71 0

8 Feb., 17.72 50.00 50.00 0
9 Feb. 17.45 52.09 47.91 0
7 Mar. T 146.50 65.52 34.48 0
8 Mar. 151.56 56.45 43.55 0 0

VControl measures started using 12 ga. shotshells.
-.Began using shellcrackers.
YStarted using Repel pistol.
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TABLE 2. Vulture Occurrence at a New Landfill Before and During Control
Efforts.

Date Vultures %Passed %Circled or % Landed to0
Obs/Hr Site Meandered Forage

17 Sep. 1978 0 0 0 0
16 Oct. 5.00 36.40 9.00 54.60
27 Oct. 2.73 61.54 38.46 0
3 Nov. 1.52 87.50 0 12.50

10 Nov. 4.25 47.06 52.94 0
11 Nov. 2.25 55.56 44.44 0
17 Nov. 4.42 0 0 100.00
18 Nov. 8.14 61J.43 0 38.57
24 Nov. 0 0 0 0
5 Jan. 1979 0 0 0 0
6 Jan. V ~ 0.5i5 100.00 0 0

19 Jan. 0 0 0 0
20OJan. 0 0 0 0
9 Feb. 0.40 50.00 50.00 0

10 Feb. 0.85 83.53 16.47 0
11 Feb. 1.77 24.86 24.86 50.28- -

5 Mar. 1.20 100.00 0 0
16 Mar. ~ 0 0 0 0
17 Mar. 2.14 0 100.00 0
30 Mar. 2.29 100.00 0 0
31 Mar. 0 0 0 0
13 Apr. 3.45 63.19 36.81 0
14 Apr. 0.67 100.00 0 0
17 Aug. 7.20 44.44 44.44 11.12
18 Aug. 13.40 61.19 0 38.81
10 Sep. 52.00 0 50.00 50.00
14 Sep. 6.14 0 43.49 56.51
15 Sep. 1.00 20.00 0 80.00 -
12 Oct. 7.04 37.93 37.93 24.14
130Oct. 0 0 0 0
8 Dec. 3.11 100.00 0 0
9 Dec. 0.22 100.00 0 0

10 Dec. 0.13 0 100.00 0
1.9 Dec. 1.09 100.00 0 0
20 Dec. 1.38 100.00 0 0
11 Jan. 1980 0.91 100.00 0 0
12 Jan. 3.94 78.17 0 21.83
8 Feb. 1.57 91.08 8.92 0
9 Feb. 0 0 0 0
7 Mar. T 3.5 100.00 0 0
8 Mar. 0.22 100.00 0 0

VControl measures started using 12 ga. shotshells.
-Began using shelicrackers.
YVStarted using Repel pistol.
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TABLE 3. Crow Occurrence at a New Landfill Before and During Control Efforts.

Date Crows % Passed % Circled or % Landed to
Obs/Hr Site Meandered ForageO . .

17 Sep. 1978 0 0 0 0
16 Oct. 5.91 100.00 0 0
27 Oct. 7.57 75.03 0 24.97 ":"'.'"

3 Nov. 15.43 91.38 0 8.62
10 Nov. 1.00 100.00 0 0 0
11 Nov. 8.00 96.88 0 3.12
17 Nov. 1.05 80.00 0 20.00
18 Nov. 7.57 88.64 0 11.36
24 Nov. 0.29 0 0 100.00

5 Jan. 1979 0.83 0 100.00 0
"6 Jan. 7 2.18 8.26 0 91.7"1

19 Jan. 2.22 40.09 0 59.91
20 Jan. 0.44 0 0 100.00

9 Feb. 0 0 0 0
10 Feb. 3.15 72.70 0 27.30
11 Feb. 0.88 50.00 0 50.00

5 Mar. 0.20 100.00 0 0 0
16 Mar. 0 0 0 0
17 Mar. 0.29 0 100.00 0
30 Mar. 0.86 66.28 0 33.72
31 Mar. 5.00 100.00 0 0
13 Apr. 7.27 74.97 0 25.03
14 ýpr. 8.50 84.35 0 15.65 .
17 Aug. 4.80 50.00 25.00 25.00
18 Aug. 2.00 70.00 0 30.00
10 Sep. 0 0 0 0

14 Sep. 2.26 41.15 58.85 0
15 Sep. 0.60 100.00 0 0
12 Oct. 9.45 100.00 0 0
13 Oct. 1.50 83.33 0 16.67

8 Dec. 26.44 68.49 0 31.51
9 Dec. 133.79 35.55 1.17 63.28

10 Dec. 43.33 46.46 0 53.54
19 Dec. 91.15 84.71 0 15.29
20 Dec. 78.92 20.86 0 79.14
11 Jan. 1980 10.9 13.30 0 86.70
12 Jan. 31.42 0 0 100.00

8 Feb. 82.29 56.94 0 43.06
9 Feb. 36.73 49.50 0 50.50
7 Mar. T 13.50 100.00 0 0
8 Mar. 6.00 92.67 0 7.33

VControl measures started using 12 ga. shotshells.
-Began using shellcrackers.
'Started using Repel pistol.
UAnywhere on excavation or in perimeter trees; not just working face.
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TABLE 4. Starling Occurrence at a New Landfill Before and During Control
Efforts.

Date Starlings % Passed % Circled or % Landed to
Obs/Hr Site Meandered Forage-

17 Sep. 1978 0 0 0 0
16 Oct. 10.00 100.00 0 0
27 Oct. 0 0 0 0

3 Nov. 13.14 100.00 0 0
10 Nov. 11.75 100.00 0 0
11 Nov. 1.00 100.00 0 0
17 Nov. 8.42 100.00 0 0
18 Nov. 2.71 100.00 0 0
24 Nov. 0 0 0 0

5 Jan. 1979 66.67 25.00 0 75.0')
6 Jan. V 62.73 0 0 100.00 ,

19 Jan. 53.33 0 0 100.00
20 Jan. 22.22 0 0 100.00

9 Feb. 74.80 1.07 16.58 82.35
10 Feb. 24.00 91.08 0 8.92
11 Feb. 45.78 0 0 100.00

5 Mar. 0.40 100.00 0 0
16 Mar. 5.50 0 0 100.00
17 Mar. 0 0 0 0
30 Mar. 0.29 100.00 0 0
31 Mar. 2.00 100.00 0 0
13 Apr. 34.55 80.00 5.79 14.21
14 Apr. 5.17 80.66 0 19.34
17 Aug. 0 0 0 0
18 Aug. 0 0 0 0
10 Sep. 0 0 0 0
14 Sep. 0 0 0 0
15 Sep. 0 0 0 0
12 Oct. 0 0 0 0
13 Oct. 0 0 0 0 -

8 Dec. 58.89 37.73 0 62.27
9 Dec. 133.33 50.00 0 50.00
10 Dec. 25.34 57.89 0 42.11
19 Dec. 22.87 23.13 0 76.87
20 Dec. 18.16 32.21 0 67.79
11 Jan. 1980 37.27 73.17 0 26.83
12 Jan. 24.57 0 0 100.00 ,.-
8 Feb. 282.14 29.62 9.11 61.27
9 Feb. 160.00 29.54 0 70.46
7Mar. T 0 0 0 0
8 Mar. 0 0 0 0

VControl measures started using 12 ga. shotshells.
-Began using shellcrackers.
TStarted using Repel pistols.
MAnywhere on excavation or in perimeter trees; not just working face.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF AN OVERHEAD WIRE BARRIER IN DETERRING GULLS FROM FEEDINGo AT A SANITARY LANDFILL0
Margaret A. McLaren, Ross E. Harris and W. John Richardson .

LGL Ltd. environmental research associates, 44 Eglinton Ave. W.,
Toronto, Ontario M4R IAI

ABSTRACT

On behalf of Browning-Ferris Industries (BFI), we assessed the
effectiveness of fine parallel overhead wires in deterring herring and .
ring-billed gulls from landing at an active sanitary landfill in Niagara
Falls, N.Y. BFI was responsible for design and installation of the wire , ...- -

system; LGL Ltd. was responsible for the study of wire effectiveness from
January to December 1983. The study design consisted of alternating period's
with and without wires over the active portion of the test landfill, plu's
control observations at two other landfills.

Overhead wires at 12 m (40 ft) spacing deterred most herring gulls from
feeding. Ring-billed gulls were largely deterred by wires at 12 m spacing
when limited garbage was present, but penetrated wires at 12 m spacing when
attracted by large amounts of garbage. Wires at 6 m (20 ft) spacing deterred
most ring-billed gulls in late spring even with large amounts of garbage .
present. In summer, when peak numbers of gulls visit landfill sites in the
area, numbers of feeding ring-billed gulls were substantially reduced by
wires 6 m apart, but the deterrent effect was less marked than at other
seasons. A large •proportion of gulls feeding under the wires in summer were
young-of-the-year.• --

INTRODUCT ION

Many species of gulls are opportunistic feeders and most sanitary
landfills attract gulls at one time or another. At sites receiving large
quantities of household refuse, it is ustally impossible to cover the refuse
quickly enough to prevent gulls from feeding.

Exclusion of gulls frrm sanitary landfills is desirable for a number of
reasons. Gulls often carry refuse away and deposit uneaten items elsewhere,
creating both a nuisance and a potential health hazard. When a landfill is
near an airport, gulls feeding at the landfill can be a significant hazard to
aircraft (Blokpoel 1976). In the Great Lakes area, the explosive population
growth of the ring-billed gull Larus delawarensis (Blokpoel 1983) with
attendant nuisance and, in some areas, hazard to aircraft problems, has been
attributed at least partly to the availability of man-made food.

Most attempts to der-r gulls from feeding at santiary landfills are only
partlally successful anr he methods available are usually labor-intensive
and expensive (e.g. sca ing) or impractical (e.g. night dumping). The
development of a cheap, effective method of deterrence would have wide
applicability. Anecdotal evidence suggested that overhead wires could be
such a method.
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Overhead wires have been used at some fish hatcheries for many years to "

protect the fry (McHtee and Piper 1936) but only within the last few years

have wires been used in other areas. Widely-spaced wires have been used to

exclude gulls from reservoirs in California (Amling 1980) and two urban parks

in Toronto, Ontario (Blokpoel and Tessier 1984). Unpublished accounts suggest S

__that wires have successfully excluded gulls from sanitary landfill sites in

California (Ichikawa 1981; Wyeth 1982). However, the attraction of gulls to

the California site visited by Wyeth may have been low since it was 31 km

inland. Numbers of gulls present before and after wires were installed are

not known for either California site. Wire spacing over the reservoirs,
parks and landfills ranged from 2.5 m to 35 m. Thus, the wires apparently ,

constitute a 'psychological' rather than a physical barrier to gulls.

The present study was designed to determine, over a I yr period, the

effectiveness of overhead wires at an active sanitary landfill site about 2.5

km from both the Niagara Falls International Airport and the Niagara River, a

noted concentration area for gulls. We used an experimental approach to

determine an appropriate configuration for the wires and to measure the

effectiveness of the wire barrier. This was the first systematic test of

wire effectiveness as a deterrent to gulls at an active sanitary landfill.

This study was funded by Browning-Ferris Industries of New York, Inc.

Inquiries regarding physical aspects of wire usage should be directed to

Brian F. Swartzenberg, BFI Buffalo District, 2321 Kenmore Ave., Buffalo,

N.Y. 14207 (phone 716-873-7500). We thank BFI and we also thank V.E.F.
Solman, formerly of Canadian Wildlife Service, Ottawa for suggesting and

R.K. Wyeth of Recra Research, Inc. for developing the use of a wire barrier
system. -

METHODS

The study was conducted from 29 Dec 1982 to 30 Dec 1983 at BFI's Pine

Avenue site in Niagara Falls, N.Y. Gulls are present year round in the

Niagara region. On the BFI site, herring gulls (Larus argentatus)

predominated in the periods 29 Dec 1982 to 25 Jan 1983 and=Oct to 30 Dec

1983. Ring-billed gulls predominated from 20 Feb to 21 Oct 1983. No gulls
were on the BFI site from late January to late February, although some gulls
were in the area throughout the winter.

The experimental design involved counting gulls during several

alternating periods with the wires in place followed by periods with no 0

wires, along with simultaneous counts at control landfills without wires.
Each replicate was intended to include one week without wires followed by :.

three weeks with wires. If the wires are effective, gull numbers should ""'"'

decrease each time the wires are installed and increase each time they are

removed. In addition to this series of wires up/wires down cycles, the wires
were to be in place for a final period of several months to assess whether

habituation occurred. The actual procedure varied somewhat from this design

because of logistical factors. The wires were in place for four periods*.-
varying in length from three weeks to 4.5 months; periods without wires

varied from two weeks to one month (see Tables 1 and 3).

Wires covered only the active sanitary landfill (hereafter ASL), a •

trapezoidal area measuring approximately 300 m by 150-180 m. Areas adjacent
to the ASL are part of the BFI site but received no putrescible waste and
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were not covered by wires. The wires were 0.8 mm (0.032 in) in diameter and
spanned the 300 m dimension of the ASL. Monofilament was used initially but
was replaced by wire because of frequent breakage. Each wire was supported
about 10 m above the ASL by two metal poles. The poles were telescopic to
allow increased height as the level of the ASL rose.

Nominal spacing between adjacent wires was originally 12 m (40 fi) but
this was reduced to 6 m (20 ft) for the third and fourth periods with the
wires in place because of the ease with which ring-billed gulls were able to
penetrate the 12 m spaces. Actual spacing between adjacent wires . .
approximated the 12 or 6 m nominal spacing in most cases. However, problems
with pole placement resulted in spaces wider than 12 m over the east aide of
the ASL during tCe second period with the wires in place. A storm in late
October felled several poles, with the result that all spaces were 12 m or
more for the last six weeks of the fourth period. In addition to the
parallel overhead wires, we used various arrangements of horizontal wire or
monofilament at lower levels around the perimeter of the ASL. These wires
were attached between adjacent poles in attempts to prevent gulls from
reaching the ASL by flying between poles below the level of the overhead
wires.

Gulls on the ASL and adjacent loafing areas were counted several times . .
per day on seven days per week from 29 Dec 1982 to 15 Mar 1983 and on three
to six days per week from 15 Mar to 30 Dec 1983. Gulls circling overhead
were also counted. In addition, we counted gulls at two control landfills
(North Tonawanda and Modern Disposal), both located within 15 km of the BFI
site, twice per week between the hours of 1030 and 1530 EST.

In the presentation of the results, we use four daily counts from the
BFI site. These counts are (1) the daily maximum on the whole BFI site, (2)
the daily maximum on the ASL, (3) the midday (1030-1530 EST) count on the
whole BFI site and (4) the midday count on the ASL. The midday counts are
used for comparison with counts at control sites. Statistical comparisons
were made with the Mann-Whitney U-test.

One factor that affects numbers of gulls on a landfill site is the
amount of edible refuse present. Most household refuse in the Niagara area
is burned at an Energy From Waste (EFW) plant. When the plant is operating,
very little edible refuse is brought to either our experimental site or the
North Tonawanda site. This was the case from 27 Dec to 17 Mar and again from 0
11 Oct to 30 Dec. During these two periods we arranged to have about 20 T of
household garbage per day diverted from the EFW plant to the BFI site to
provide at least a minimum amount of edible waste. From 18 March to 11
October, the EPW plant operated at capacity only intermittently, and large
quantities of edible refuse were available regularly at both the BFI site and . .
the North Tonawanda control site.

The second control site (Modern Disposal) was not licensed to receive
putrescible waste and we have no definite information about what was dumped .- "'
there. However, our observations of gulls on this site suggest that edible
material was often present.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ring-billed Gull

The ring-billed gull was the dominant species (>90%) of gull on the BFI - '

site from 22 Feb to 21 Oct 1983. During this period the wires were in place
three times: I Mar-I Apr, 16 Apr-24 June and 25 July-21 Oct. From 1 Mar to I
Apr, spacing between wires was 12 m. The wires were reinstalled at 12 m,
spacing on 16 Apr and spacing was reduced to 6 m between 16 and 22 Apr.
Spacing then remained at 6 m until 24 June. Spacing was also 6 m from 25 .-.-

July to 24 Oct.

Uumber of Gulls on the Site. -- Migrating ring-billed gulls arrived in
the Niagara Falls area in late February when the wires were absent. Numbers
of gulls on the BFI site rapidly increased from zero to a maximum of 650 on
25 February, The mean daily maxima during the last week of February were -
338.6 gulls on the site and 297.1 gulls on the ASL (active sanitary landfill;
Table 1). During the first half of March, with wires in place at 12 m
spacing, the mean daily maxima were 61.3 and 15.8 gulls, respectively (Table
1). The reduction was attributable to the wires, since numbers at both
control sites increased from late February to early March (Fig. 1). .-

On 17 Mar the EFW plant ceased operation and large quantities of edible _ _

refuse began arriving at the BFI site and the North Tonawanda control site
daily. Presumably in response to the much larger amount of edible refuse
present, gull numbers at the BFI site increased in late March (mean daily
maxima of 103.6 on the ASL and 276.2 on the whole site). However, the wires
were apparently still having an effect, since numbers at the North Tonawanda
control site increased to a much greater extent (Fig. 1). 1

Wires were absent during early April and were reinstalled at 12 m.
"spacing on 16 Apr. Spacing was reduced to 6 m by addition of new poles and
wires between 16 and 22 Apr. While the wires were absent, the maximum daily
counts were over 300 gulls on the whole BFI site and over 150 gulls on the
ASL. Numbers decreased when wires were reinstalled at 12 m spacing but the
reduction was much greater after 6 m spacing was achieved. From late April
through June with wires at 6 m spacing, the mean daily maximum was 71.6 on
the whole site and 25.6 on the ASL. These numbers were lower than numbers at
control sites, particularly North Tonawanda (Fig. 1).

The wires were again removed at the BFI site on 24 June. Numbers on

both the site and the ASL increased dramatically (Table 1). Numbers on both
control sites also increased in early July but to a much lesser extent than
numbers at the BFI site (Fig. 1). This increased use of landfill sites in

July was expected based on an earlier study (LGL Ltd. 1974). However, the
greater increase at the BFI site when the wires were removed is noteworthy.
Ring-billed gulls hatched in 1983 did not contribute substantially to the
initial increase in numbers at the BFI site after the wires were removed.
Only seven young-of-the-year were identified on the site up to 7 July. Hatch

_7 at the Niagara River colonies began about 17 May (pers. obs.) and the peak of
fledging probably occurred about I July.

On 8-24 July, in the absence of wires, the mean daily maxima were 3607.1
gulls on the whole BFI site and 800.0 on the ASL. From 25 July to 4 Sep, the
wires were in place at 6 m spacing, and numbers declined by 33% and 68%,
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TABLE I

Numbers of ring-billed gulls on the BFI site during periods wi th and
without wires. Ba3ed on daily maximum counts.

No. of gulls - -

Date Active landfill Whole site

No wires
22-28 Feb 297.1 338,6

Wires up--12 m 9 4

1-17 Mar 15.8 61.3
18 Mar-I AprI 103.6 276.2

No wires
2-15 Apr 222.7 395.8

Wires up
16-22 Apr--12 m 92.0 183.4
23 Apr-24 Jun--6 m 25.6 71.6

No wires
25 Jun-7 Jul 432.5 1389.3
8-24 Jul 800.0 3607.1

Wires up--6 m
25 Jul-4 Sep 254.8 2433.1 , " -_
5 Sep-21 Oct 116.3 712.8

1 Large volumes of household refuse came to the site daily after 17 March.

Prior to 17 March only small amounts of edible refuse arrived each day.

respectively, to 2433.1 and 254.8. In contrast, numbers at both control
sites increased by a factor of three over the same period (Fig. 1). Through
September and October, numbers of gulls at both the BFI site and control
sites decreased as ring-billed gulls began migration south to wintering
areas; numbers on the ASL were again low compared to numbers on the whole BFI -.

site and on the control sites (Fig. 1).

Many of the gulls that penetrated the wires during the late summer
period were young-of-the-year. We estimated that young gulls rarely
comprised less than 20% and frequently comprised 50% or more of the
individuals under the wires. Young gulls averaged only 9.8% of the gulls on
the whole site in late summer*

Test of Wire Effectiveness. -- To test whether the wires had a
significant deterrent effect against ring-billed gulls, we used the
Mann-Whitney U test to compare numbers of gulls on the BFI site during
periods with and without wires. We used counts at control sites to
standardize data from the BFI site for scasonal variation in gull numbers.
The midday counts at the ASL and on the whole BFI site were divided by the
midday count at a control site for that day. Ratios during a period with
wires were then compared with rat t, luring adjacent periods without wires
(Table 2). Days when there were i.,lls at neither the BFI site nor the
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FIGURE 1.

Numbers of ring-billed gulls at the BFI site compared to numbers at two control
sites for periods with and without wires. Bars for the BFI site are based on 0
ýcounts made near midday on days when counts were made at control sites.
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respective control site were excluded. When the denominator was zero, i.e.
no gulls at the control site but gulls at the BFI site, we treated the ratio
as larger than any calculated value. These cases were all treated as ties in
the ranking procedure for the Mann-Whitney U test. 3 0

Substantial numbers of ring-billed gulls came to the BFI site as a whole

when wires were in place at 12 m spacing in March, especially during the
second half of the month (mean midday count of 132.0 gulls, Fig. 1).
Nevertheless, gull numbers at both control sites were much larger. The
standardized numbers of gulls at the BFI site were much smaller during March .
than during the adjacent periods without wires. For example, the BFI/Modern
Disposal ratio for the whole site was 2.65 without wires but only 0.24 while

the wires were in place. Similarly, the BFI/North Tonawanda ratio for the
whole site was 0.61 without wires but 0.13 with wires. Regardless of which
control site was used to standardize the data, gull numbers on both the
active landfill and the whole BFI site were significantly lower when the S S
wires were in place at 12 m spacing during March than when wires were absent
during adjacent periods (Table 2).
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TAKLE 2

Statistical. cou[3risoae of numbers of gulls &~ring periods vith and witi'out wires. Q0irits irare
standlardized for seasonal effects by dividirg counts at the BFI site by the counit at a control
landfill (North Tbnammda or MHdern I) sp~al.) on the same date.

12 m upacirg 6 m epwl% l2 m Smacg
R-b* gull daunntl R-b. gull diadnmt2  Her.* gull dc.an-

Wrole Active Wh~le Act ive Whlrl Act ive
site landfill site lan~f Ill site landifill

IWIMxdern Disposal
Ratio with wires 0.24 0.05 1.84 0.08 0.60 (0.01

Ratio wiuthx ,&ree 2.65 1.37 5.83 1.23 3.78 2.17

annrdtrke oU 1 6.5 182.5 12.5 3 6.5 a
Probability level (0.002 (0.02 NS .1<0.001 0.02 NS

BFI/tbrth xInawarda
Ratio (oth vires 0.13 0.02 0.31 0.01 0.07 <0.01
Ratio Withxx wires 0.61 0.32 1.36 0.29 0.79 1.56 -i.- 1
N1, N2 12,5 10,5 47,12 47,12 15,8 15,6

Mar-dnyU2 6 60 39 16.5 16
Probability levelw 0.002 0.02 (0.001 (0.001 <0.02 <0.02

1 The period with wires 0 Mar-i Apr 1983) 7 capared to periods lac3d. 7dres (22-28 Feb 19M, 2-15

Apr 1983).
2 Periods witn wires (23 Apr-24 Jxme 1983, 25 J-ily-2l Co-t 1983) urare ccinpared to gxrioxls lacldrg wires

(2-15 Apr 1983, 25 J1ne-24 July 1983).
3Periodls with wires (18 Jar-6 Feb 1983, 28 Oct-15 Dec 1983) mere omrpsrei to periods 1ar~d~rg wires

(9-17 kio 1983, 7-18 Feb 1983, 16-30 Dec 1983 for Nxth Dmawanda; 9-17 Jan 1983, 7-18 Feb 1983 for
Mbdern Disposal).

4 N, represents cWix~s with tte wires in plae; N2 counts ,Ithkut wires.

The two periods with wires at 6 m spacing were analyzed together. There
was a highly significant difference in gull numbers on the whole BPI site for
periods with versus without wire1 when counts at North Tonawanda were used as
the basis for standardization. The difference was not significant when
counts at Molern Disposal were used as the basis for standardization, largely
because gulls used Modern Disposal only intermittently during May and June.
Regardless of which control site was used as the basis of standardization,
gull numbers on the ASL at the BFI site were significantly lower during
periods with wires in place at 6 m spacing (P<<0.001; Table 2).

Behavicr and Habitu.ation. -- Culls often become habituated to active
detericnt tcchniques such as scaring. Some habituation apparently did occur-
when the wires were spaced at 12 m in March. Ring-billed gulls appeared to
learn that they could penetrate 12 m spaces without danger. Numnbers on the-
*hASL Increased and gulls spent a larger proportion of the day loafing on areas -

* _idjacent to t*ie ASL toward the end of March,

However, gulls apparently did not become accustomed to wires at 6 m

4 rspacing. Although fairly large numbers of gulls did penetrate the barrier in
summer, the wires affected both the hourly pattern ol use of the ASL and the -.
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behavior of the gulls while on the ASL. When wires were absent, at least a
few gulls fed and many gulls loafed on the ASL at most times of day. With
wires in place, gulls did not loaf on the ASL itself but arrived from
adjacent loafi - nreas to feed three or four times per *4ay. In the absence
of wires c iv " , gulls began to feed in early morning. Wires were
reinstalled ly. Through August and September, feeding tended to
begin progressive later in the day.

Besides chan,. ,ýg their feeding pattern, ring-billed gulls also responded
differently to vehicles after the wires had been in place for some time. In
the absence of wires, only gulls directly in the path of a vehicle usually
flushed and these birds merely flew a few metres to the side and landed
again. When wires were overhead, a vehicle moving through a group of gulls
caused the x7hole group to flush and usually to leave the ASL at least
temporarily. When more thsn one group of gulls was on tae ASL, the flushing
of one group often resulted in the flushing of all groups. This response
became more consistent in late August and September when the wires had been
in place for several weeks.

Since use of the wire barrier was intended to reduce the gull hazard to
aircraft using the Niagara Falls airport, we also counted gulls circling over
the BFI site. Gulls attempting to reach the ASL through the wires sometimes
circled just above wire lpvel but these birds rarely spiralled upwards. We
saw gulls at altitudes gr_.r.er than 1(.,0 m above ground much more frequently
when wires were absent than when they were present and we saw gulls above 300
m only when wires were absent.

Although no individual gulls were marked, the pattern of feeding in only 6
3-4 bouts per day suggests that some gulls on the site in late summer loafed
but did not feed there. On most days in August and September, the maximum
number of gulls on the ASL during a feeding bout was 300 or less. During a
feeding bout there was little interchange of gulls between the ASL and
surrounding loafing areas. Even if each gull fed during only one feeding
bout per day, only about 1200 gulls could have fed at the ASL on one day.
On most days in August, ov~er 2000 gulls loafed on the site (Table 1).
Moreover, the estimate of 1200 gulls obtaining food on the ASL each day is
probably excessive. During most feeding bouts 25-50% of the gulls under the
wires were young-of-the-year, even though the average number of young on the_-_... -"
site each day was only about 200 during late rummer. Thus, young gulls
seemed more persistent and perhaps more successful than adults in their
attempts to penetrate the wire barrier. . .

The young of many species of gulls are less efficient and less
successful than adults in obtaining food (eog., Verbeek 1977; Searcy 1978).
The fact that we observed young ring-billed gu]ls to be proportionately more
successful than older gulls in penetrating the wire barrier suggests that
penetration of the barrier is not primarily a learned skill. Rather, older
gulls probably have learned to be wary of unusual situations such as the
unexpected appearance of a fine wire as they descend to feed. In addition,
the food requirements of young gulls and, therefore, their motivation for
penetrating the wires, are likely higher than those of adults. Whether
gulls that first encounter the wires as fledglings will penetrate the barrier
as adults remains unknown.
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Herring Gull

Herring gulls predominated on the BFI site during two periods--29 Dec
1982 to 25 Jan 1983 and 22 Oct to 30 Dec 1983. These periods encompassed the
control period before the wires were installed for the first time (29 Dec

S 1982-17 Jan 1983), the first period with wires (18 Jan-6 Feb 1983), a 7-wk .

period with wires in late fall (22 Oct-15 Dec 1983), and a final 2-wk period
with no wires (16-30 Dec 1983). Except for the last week of October, wires
were at 12 m spacing when herring gulls predominated.

After wires were installed on 18 January, the average daily maximum
number of gulls on the whole BFI site and especially the active sanitary
landfill (ASL) decreased substantially (Fig. 2, Table 3). Within a few days,
gulls stopped coming to the BFI site altogether. Gulls also stopped visiting
the North Tonawanda control landfill about this time, but they continued to
go to the Modern Disposal control site for a further two weeks. Herring
gulls that did come to the BFI site during the first few days after the wires
were installed seemed unwilling to penetrate the wires. The maximum seen on
the ASL was 25 and these gulls remained under the wires for only about 2 min.

FIGURE 2

Numbers of herring gulls at the BFI site compared to numbers at two control
sites for periods with and without wires. Bars for the BFI site are based
on counts made near midday on days when counts were made at control sites. - .
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Herring gulls again came 0) the bFI site in substantial numbers in late
fall (Table 3). However, these birds rarely penetrated the wire barrier and
the maximum seen on the ASL in late fall was 20 gulls. Gulls that loafed . -
adjacent to the ASL aometImpq f]ew low over thle wires but made no concerted
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TABLE 3

Number of herring gulls on the BFI site during periods with and without
wires. Based on daily maximum counts.

No. of Gulls-6
Date Active landfill Whole site

No wires
27 Dec 17 Jan i50.3 198.4

Wires up
16 - 27 Jan 6.1 60.4
28 Jan - 6 Feb 0.4 1.9

No wires
7 - 21 Feb 0.7 ,I1

Wires up
22 Oct - 15 Dec 0.8 86.2

No wires
16 - 30 Dec 135.7 140.-1

effort to penetrate the barrier. After the wires were removed in mid
December, numbers on both the site and the ASL increased (Table 3), while
numbers decreased at North Tonawanda, the only control site receiving waste
in late December (Fig. 2).

Numbers of herring gulls on the whole BFI site were significantly lower
when wires were in place than in adjacent periods without wires regardless of
which control site was used to standardize the data (Table 2). For the ASL,
differences were significant when counts at the North Tonawanda control site
were used to standardize the data, but not when counts at Modern Disposal
were used. The latter result was attributable to low sample size for Modern
Disposal rather than to any real lack of effectiveness of the wires; the
BFI/Modern ratio as well as the BFI/Tonawanda ratio was much reduced during
periods with wires (Table 2).

During both periods when herring gulls predominated on the BFI site, 0
less than 25 T of edible refuse were dumped at the ASL each day. This refuse
was quickly covered over. Although herring gulls will dig for food (Verbeek
1977), the BFI site was not very attractive to herring gulls. As a result,
we have not shown conclusively that a wire barrier would effectively deter
herring gulls when they were attracted by large amounts of food.
Nevertheless, the amount of refuse going to the control sites was probably no
greater than the amount going to the BFI site and the wire barrier was
certainly successful in the circumstance we observed.

CONCLUSIONS

We found that fine parallel wires strung about 10 m above an active
sanitary landfill will deter most gulls from landing on the active area.
Numbers loafing nearby are also reduced, but to a lesser extent, and numbers
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circling overhead are either reduced or unchanged. Success of the deterrent

varied with species of gull, season, wire spacing, and the amount of edible
refuse present. Herring gulls were very effectively deterred in fall and

.winter by wires spaced 12 m apart when only small amounts of edible refuse a
were present. We have no information about the reactions of herring gulls to

wires when large amounts of edible refuse are present. Most ring-billed

gulls were deterred by wires 12 m apart when little edible material was

,present, but 12 m spacing was less effective with much edible refuse. Wires ".. -

,at 6 m spacing effectively deterred most ring-billed gulls in spring, even

with large amounts of refuse. In summer, numbers of gulls present on the .

.active sanitary landfill when the wires were in place were substantial, but
low relative to the very large numbers present without wires.

In general, widely spaced horizontal wires above the active portion of a

sanitary landfill markedly reduced its attraction of gulls. It is especially

significant that the wire system remained effective for many weeks without . •

any use of supplementary scaring methods. A combination of wires plus other

methods might be considered if wires alone were not a sufficient deterrent.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF AN OVERHEAD WIRE BARRIER SYSTEM IN REDUCING
GULL USE AT THE BFI JEDEURG SANITARY LANDFILL,

BERKELEY AND DORCHESTER COUNTIES SOUTH CAROLINA

By 0CL
Dennis M. Forsythe and Tim W. Austin

Department of Biology, The Citadel
Charleston, South Carolina 29409 -

0 0.

ABSTRACT

- Studies were conducted at the llOa BFI sanitary landfill near .J3'Jburg, --

Berkeley and Dorchester counties, South Carolina to determine what bird
species actively fed at the landfill and to measure the effect an overhaed
wire barrier system had ca bird populations and behavior. The control
study was conducted during 2 December 1983 - 5 January 1984; the wire barrier
system was installed 6-7 January 1984, and the experimental observations
were done during 7 January - 3 February 1984. The main species at Jedburg
were Ring-billed Gulls, Fish Crows and Common Crows. The wire system
reduced the mean number of gulls and crow by as much as two-thirds,but did
not effect the hour to hour variation in gull and crow numbers. The wire
system also reduced the number of gulls and crows soaring over the BFI land-
fill when compared with the Dorchester County-SCA landfill. This study
showed that a wire barrier system effectively reduced the numbers of gulls
and especially crows feeding and loafing at Jedburg.

Jedb,_"-.rg."• :,.'

INTRODUCTION

Studies were conducted at the l10a Browning-Ferris Industries (BFI)
sanitary landfill near Jedburg, Berkeley and Dorchester counties, South
Carolina (1) to determine what bird species actively fed at the landfill, -.

and (2) to measure the effect an overhead wire barrier system had on bird
populations and behavior.

METHODS AND MATERIALS -7-..

From 2 December 1983 through 5 January 1984, daily counts were made on
week days from sunrise to sunset, and the species, age ratios, and movement
patterns of gulls, crows and other bird species potentially hazardous to
aircraft were recorded. On 6-7 January 1984, a wire barrier system con-
sisting of stainless steel wire placed transverely to the trench access at
2Oft spacing with additional wires placed parallel to the trench, were
installed over trench #16 in the Berkeley County portion of the landfill.
This trench was 5Oft wide by 14ft deep and 700ft long. The area covered
underneath the wires was designated the active area. The active face was
the relatively small area at the south end of the trench where solid waste *
was actually being dumped. An area 5Oft wide surrounding trench #16 was
designated as the adjacent area and the remainder of Lhe landfill as
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elsewhere. During December and January all edible solid waste was dumped in
trench #16 alone. From 7 January thru 3 February 1984, after the wire
barrier system was installed, observations were made of bird activities as
in the preceding December. Emphasis was placed on bird activity in the
adjacent and active areas and on bird behavioral responses towards the wire 0..
barrier system.

During the study period, population counts of gulls and crows were made
once a week at mid-day at all the active landfills in the greater Charleston
area. These landfills included: the 60a combined Dorchester County-SCA
landfill about 11 mile inland from the BFI Jedburg site, the 76a Charleston .
County Solid Waste Reduction Center, located on Romney Street adjacent to
the Cooper River, 5 mile from Charleston Harbor, and the 112a Charleston
County Bee's Ferry landfill about 17 mile southeast of Charleston off US
Highway 17.

RESULTS

Bird Species Present and Actively Feeding at the Jedburg Sanitary Landfill

Although a variety of bird species were observed during this study at
Jedburg, only five species were large enough or occurred in large enough
numbers to be considered a potential hazard to aircraft. Chief among thede
species was the Ring-billed Gull (Larus delawarensis). As was true for the
previous study (Forsythe 1982), ring-bills numbers fluctuated greatly from
virtually no birds to populations of 400-600. The largest numbers occurred
when there were passages of major cold fronts through the area. Such fronts
were found during 19-21 December, 22-23 December, 27-30 December, 3-5
January, 18 January, and 30-31 January. The other main species were mixed
flocks of Fish Crows (Corvus ossifragus) and Common Crows (C. brachyrhynchos)
with the former the predominant species.

Gull Movements and Activities During Control Phase, 2 December 1983 -

5 January 1984

Gull movements were similar to those seen in the previous study
(Forsythe 1982). Most ring-bills arrive in the morning from the southeast
and probably came up Interstate Highway 26 from Charleston Harbor and other
coastal roosting sites. Other gulls arrived from the northeast, after
stopping at a water filled borrow pit at the junction of Interstate 26 and
Route 16, a favorite loafing area. During the day there was movement
between the landfill and the borrow pit as well as movement northwest
towards the Dorchester County-SCA landfill. Little gull activity or move-
ment towards the south was seen. Such movement would have carried birds
over the adjacent J. E. Locklair Jr. Memorial Airport. In the evening gulls
departed southeast towards Charleston Harbor.

On many days, Ring-billed Gulls would stop briefly at the BFI landfill
before heading northeast towards the Dorchester County-SCA landfill. During
periods of high gull activity at Jedburg, gulls spend most of their time
loafing and feeding. The main loafing area was a field adjacent to trench
#16. In addition gulls loafed on dirt piles along side the trench and at
the nearby borrow pit. Almost all gull feeding occurred on the active face S
within trench #16.
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Crow Movements and Activities During Control Phase

Crow movements differed somewhat from those found for Ring-billed
-Gulls. Most crows arrived in flocks from the south. Like ring-bill, crows ,
move northwest from the BFI landfill towards the Dorchester County-SCA land- ..

fill. Crows spend much of their time loafing in the woods north and south
of the landfill and to a lesser extend in the west field adjacent to trench '.
-416. While crows fed with gulls on refuse on the active face, they also
fed in corn fields to the east and southwest of the landfill.

--,Comparison of Wire Barrier System as a Deterrent to Birds

Solid waste volume was similar for the two periods. A total of 1807
tons of which 1084 tons consisted of edible garbage, was dumped during
December. In January 1827 tons consisting of 1096 tons of edible garbage
was dumped. All solid waste was dumped in the test trench. Dumping
occurred on Mondays through Saturdays between 0930 and 1400 hours except on
Saturdays when it stopped at 1200 hours. Peak volume was on Mondays and
Fridays.

The wires were first installed over the trench on 6-7 January 1984.

During 27 December thru 5 January, a mean maximum of 238.1 Ring-billed Gulls O
were recorded at the active area, 31 in the adjacent area, and 435

elsewhere. During the same period the mean maximum number of crows was 113

on the active, 50 adjacent, and 279 elsewhere.

On 7 January, the first day the wires were in place, a maximum of 55
gulls were present in the active area and they stayed less than 1 minute
within the wire system. A total of 55 gulls was the maximum in the adjacent

area and 200 were present elsewhere. This is compared with 5 January, the
last day before the wires were in place when 230 gulls were present in the
active area, 20 in the adjacent, and 740 elsewhere. Gulls would fly over
the wires but avoid entering the trench. What birds that did go into the
trench walked in from the south through the active face. Even in these
situations, the birds remained for very little time and virtually no feeding
was observed. Through the test period, gulls were reluctant to fly into the
barrier system, but would on occasion walk in from the entrance over the
active face. Even in these situations, gulls would not remain long under-
neath the wire barrier.

The response of crows to the barrier was even more impressive than for

Ring-billed Gulls, no crows entered the active area on 7 January, 30 were
present in the adjacent, and 87 elsewhere. This is compared with over 110
present in the active area on 5 January, none in the adjacent and over 200

elsewhere on the landfill. The situation for crows was similar if not more
dramatic. Crows seemed especially to "avoid" the barrier system. Tables 1
and 2 show that the wire barrier system effectively reduced gull and crow
numbers.

Hour to Hour Variation in Bird Numbers .-.

During both the control and test periods, gull activity on the active •

and adjacent areas was greatest during mid-morning (0900-1300 hours), after
a smaller peak at 0700-0900 (Figure 1). These hourily variations also show
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the effectiveness of the wire barrier system as maximum numbers durin the
test period were all lower than during the control period. Similar patterns
in activity and reduction in number of birds during the test period were

--•. -seeen for crows (Figure 2).

Number of Birds Soaring Over the BFI-Jedburg Landfill

Gulls and crows soaring on thermals over a landfill are a potential
hazard to aircraft. Numbers of circling gulls and crows at the BFI land-
fill were recorded at various intervals throughout the study. During both
the control and test situations, the greatest percentage of counts with
gulls present were in the 50ft-500ft level (Table 3). A few birds soared at
levels of 500ft-lO00ft and most movements less that 5Oft were of brief
duration and consisted of birds moving to aad from loafing and/or feeding
areas.

For all altitudes, the mean number of soaring gulls was reduced with
the installation of the wire barrier system. However, the percent of counts
with soaring ring-bills at the 50ft-500ft level increased with the wire
barrier system in place. Perhaps this was the result of the restriction of
feeding in the trenches with consequent increasing movements to birds from
one place to another.

TABLE 1. Mean Daily Maximum Number of Ring-billed Gulls on the Ground at .7.

the Jedburg BFI Landfill Duing Periods With and Without Wires

Mean Number of Ring-billed Gulls
Active Area Adjacent to Active Elsewhere

A B C

Initial Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 138 28 228

Wires up
7-23 Jan 44 19 158
24 Jan-3 Feb *86 27 158

TABLE 2. Mean Daily Maximum Numbler of Crows on the Ground at the Jedburg .--.

BF1 Landfill Duing Periods With and Without Wires

Mean Number of Crows
Active Area Adjacent to Active Elsewhere

A B C

Initial Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 138 33 224

Wires up
7-23 Jan 30.2 14.1 66
24 Jan-3 Feb *56 30 155 •

*Putrescible material dumped on road adjacent to active area because of

inclement wather 24-31 January.
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TABLE 3. Mean Numbe of Ring-billed Gulls Circling ovar the BFI-Jedburg
Landfill at Varioue Altitudes During Periods With Wires and
Without Wires

Mean No. Maximum
Days of No. of ,of Counts of Gulls No. of

Date Observation Counts with Gulls per count Gulls

0-50ft

Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 24 725 5 84 400

Wiret up
7 Jan-3 Feb 20 767 2 32 200

50-500ft .

Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 24 725 12.6 49.8 325

Wires up
7 Jan-3 Feb 20 767 41.9 22.9 260

500-1000 ft

Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 24 725 3 45.2 230

Wizeb up
7 Jan-3 Feb 20 767 0.2 9.0 11

Similar results were found for soaring crows (Table 4) with most crows
soaring either at less than 50ft or in the 50ft-5OOft category. As with
gulls, the mean number of soaring birds for all three categories were
reduced significantly with the installation of the wire barrier system.
Unlike the situation with gulls, the percentage oi counts with soaring crows
was also greatly reduced in all categories. For crows, the wire barrier
system was especially effective in reducing the potential for bird-aircraft
collision resulting fros soaring.

The weekly average percentage of first year Ring-billed Gulls at
Jedburg are shown in Figure 3. The percentage was greatest during the first
and second weeks of December (92% and 84% respectively), and then fluctuated
between 73% and 25% throughout the remainder of the study. The low percen-
tage of first year birds was surprising. As Ll- earlier studies in the
Charleston area had indicated winter populations on landfills with over 90%
first year birds (Forsythe 1974, 1979). This low percentage of first year

Ring-billed Gulls was not restricted to the Jedburg landfill, similar pro- -.-

portions were seen at tomney Street end especially high adult populations %
were found at Bee's Ferry.

The percentage of first year birds waa lower during the test than
during the control periods. It is difficult to document that this reduction
was due to the wire barrier system or whether it was dte to weac.her or other
exdogenous factors. However, if the wires were especially effective in
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excluding first year birds, this would be important as inexperienced birds
are particularly vulnerable to causing bird-aircraft collisions.

,Comparison of,-Ring-billed.Gulls .nd Crow Populations at BFI-Jedburg With -
Other Landfills

As an additional test of the effectiveneso of the wire barrier system,
gull and crow populations at Jedburg were compared with those of the
Dorchester County-SCA landfill, 11 miles northwest of Jedburg. Earlier
studies (Forsythe 1982) showed that gulls and crows fed at both landfills
and in fact fed mainly at the Dorchester County-SCA landfill using Jedburg
as a stop over point. These data were substantiated by Table 5 showing that
during both control and test periods gull numbers were twice as high at
Dorchester County-SCA landfill as at BFI-Jedburg. However, crow numbers
were about equal at both sites during the control period (Table 6).

For both crows and gulls the relative numbers decreased dramatically at
Jedburg when the wire barriers were in place and when compared with the
Dorchester County-SCA landfill (Table 5 and 6). These decreases were even
more dramatic than those found for the Pine Avenue New York site (McLaren,
Harris, and Richardson 1983) and testify to the effectiveness of the wire
barrier system in excluding gulls and crows.

TABLE 4. Mean Number of Fish and Common Crows Circling over the BFI-Jedburg
Landfill at V*Urious Altitudes During Periods With Wires and
Without Wires

Mean No. Maximum

Days of No. of % of Counts of Gulls No. of
Date Observation Counts with Gulls per count Gulls

0-50ft

Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 24 725 8 115.1 500

Wires up
7 Jan-3 Feb 20 767 0.1 4 4

50-500 ft

Cont rol
2 Dec-6 Jan 24 725 9 113 450

Wires up
7 Jan-3 Feb 20 767 7.1 66.3 300

500-0oooft

Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 24 725 0.6 142 300

Wires up
7 Jan-3 Feb 20 767 0.1 30 30
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TABLE 5. Comparison of Gull Numbers at the BFI-Jedburg Site With Those of
the Dorchester-SCA Landfill. Based on Counts During the Mid-day
Period (1130-1530 EST). For Jedburg, the Values Represent S
Averages of Counts Only on Days When Counts Were Made at Control
Landfills

"Relative No. of
Mean No. of Gulls Gulls

Date and Wire Jedburg Jedburg Dorchester Co. C C
Condition at (total) (active) SCA A B
Jedburg A B C

Control
2 Dec-6 Jan 316 166 589.4 1.80 3.43 •

Wires up
7 .'-n-3 Feb 117.5 47.5 683 3.83 14.4

TABLE 6. Comparison of Crows Numbers at the BFI-Jedburg Site With Those of ,
the Dorchester-SCA Landfill. Based on Counts During the Mid-day
Period (1030-1530 EST). For Jedburg, the Values Represent
Averages of Counts Only on Days When Counts Were Made at Control
Landfills

Relative No. of "
Mean No. of Gulls Gulls

"Ddte and Wire Jedburg Jedburg Dorchester Co. C C
Condition at (total) (active) SCA A B
Jedburg A B C _-_._____-

Control
2 De,:-6 Jan 187.6 84.6 179.6 0.96 2.12

Wires up
7 jan-3 Feb 117.5 65.0 272.5 2.32 4.19

DlSCUSS1ON AND CONCLUSIONS

This stu6y showed rte ability of a wire barrier system with 20ft
spacing tc deter Ring-billed Gull, and crows at the BFI-Jedburg landfill. •

* The wires effectively reduced bird feeding activity, reduced bird pupula-
LioiIO, arnd reduced the number of crows r aring over the tdndfill. Thus wire
barrier system proved an effecti- . der.erent to a pussible bird-aircraft
collision hazird at the nearby Locklo'r Airport because of solid waste.
disposal at the FFI-Jeliburg landfill. Exoerience at Jedburg showed the wire
barrier syeten was inexpensive to construct a, I1 req,,ir, little rniritenen,,. 5
Wires only had to be replaced on a few occasions when bruk,.n by Turkey
Vultures, (CLahart-es aura) tfying to fly through the wires

T??
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The results of this study were similar to those found for the larger and
more complex Pine Avenue landfill site, Niagra Falls, New York (McLaren,
Harris and Richardson, 1983). However, they were not as effective as •

.... reported by Wyeth for the Puente Hills landfill in Los Angeles County,
California (Wyeth in McLaren, Harris and Richardson, 1983).

Although the situation may be different for other landfills in other
-geographic areas, the BFI-Jedburg site is ideal for the use of the wire
barrier system to allow dumping of patrescible waste within 5000ft of the 0
adjacent airport without creating a potential for bird-aircraft strike

-hazard. This is because the landfill is an inland site visited by large
numbers of gulls only intermittently during cold and rainy winter weather.
Also the fact that most gulls only stopped over at Jedburg on the way to

"" the Dorchester County-SCA landfill reduced the potential bird-aircraft
collision problem.
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rMm EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS OF BIRD-SCARING OPERATIONS AT A SANITARY LANDFILL
0 SITE NEAR CFB TRENTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

Chris Risley, 151 Ruggles Avenue, Richmond Hill, Ontario, L4C 1Y3, and

SHans Blokpoel, Wildlife Biologist, Canadian Wildlife Service, Ontario
Region, 1725 Woodward Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OE7.

ABSTRACT

ýDuring I April 24 June 1983, daily bird-scaring operations were -.- '1
undertaken by a private contractor at Quinte Sanitary Landfill Site (SLS) to
help reduce gull numbers at nearby CFB Trenton. We made independent bird
observations each week during that same period both at Quinte SLS and at two
control SLS's where no bird-scaring operations took place. The effectiveness
of individual visits to Quinte SLS by the bird-scaring personnel was usually
of short duration; about 30 minutes after departure of the bird-scaring ,
personnel gull numbers increased to those prior to the scaring operations.

Prior to bird-scaring operations, gull numbers at Quinte SLS were most
likely similar to those at the control SLS's. The frequent (2 or more a day)
bird-scaring visits to Quinte SLS resulted in a large reduction in gull
numbers, as compared to gull numbers at the control SLS's and to the number of .
gulls that was most likely present before the scaring program. The long-term,
cumulative effect of the persistent harassment of the gulls was a large drop
in gull numbers, despite the fact that individual bird-scaring visits had only
limited success.

INTRODUCTION

Birds are a world-wide hazard at airports due to the potential for strikes
with aircraft or their ingestion into engines. Bird hazards can be
particularly troublesome Pt airports located neat sanitary landfill sites .-.-

(SLS's) or other areas where birds may congregate. Gulls, especially, are a
problem because of their relatively large size, slow flight, soaring behavior
and gregarious nature (Blokpoel, 1976).

In Ontario, this situation is worsened by an increasing gull population
that will forage at any available food source in inland as well as coastal
areas. At airports where gulls and other biLls are a particularly severe
hazard, bird-scaring teams are hired to deter them from the runways and
neighboring areas such as a SLS. To be effective, these teams must work from
dawn to dusk from early spring to late fall. A more permanent solution to the
problem of gulls congregating at SLS's near airports would be over-wiring.
Wires havc proven useful as a means to exclude gulls at public parks (Blokpoel .-

and Tessier, in press a), breeding colonies (Blokpocl and Tessier, in presi

b), fish ponds (Ostergaard, 1981) and water reservoirs (Amling, 1980).

A study was planned to determine the effectiveness of overhead wires at
t'.e Quintc SLS near CFB Trenton in southern Ontario. Bird observations at the

i .- .: .
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Quinte SLS and two similar nearby control SLS's began in April 1983 two months
prior to the scheduled time of wire installation. Due to engineering
difficulties however, the wires could not be installed and the project was
cancelled. Bird observations were stopped in June 1983. During the bird 0

:_observations period a bird-scaring team conducted bird-scaring operations at
CFB Trenton and at the Quinte SLS. WNen the overwiring project was cancelled
we decided to use the bird data obtained to evaluate the bird-scaring
operations.

This report documents the effectiveness of the bird-scaring operations at
Quinte SLS during the period from 1 April to 24 June 1983. This represents

first evaluation of a bird scaring team in Ontario despite the fact that

in recent years more than $300,000 was spent on contracts to control nuisance
birds at three Ontario airports. This report does not evaluate the
effectiveness of the individual components of the bird-scaring operations, but
merely describes their overall effectiveness.

METHODS

Study Areas This study was conducted at three SLS's located within 60 km of
CFB Trenton in southeastern Ontario (Fig. 1). The bird-scaring operations
were carried out at Quinte SLS, which is located about 2 km NE of the end of
the major runway of CFB Trenton. Cobourg SLS and Brighton SLS were used as
control sites in this study. Quinte SLS, Cobourg SLS and Brighton SLS receive
200, 65, and 40 tons of domestic garbage per day, respectively. All three
SLS's have regular, daily (Monday to Saturday) trash dumping.

All three SLS's were within 36 km of two large gull colonies located on
Gull 1s9lPi and High Bluff Island in Lake Ontario south of Brighton (Fig. 1).
A total ol .ipproximately 40,000 pairs of Ring-billed Gulls and fewer than 200 -"
pairs of herring Gulls nest in these two colonies (Blokpoel, 1977; G.A. Fox,
pers. comm.). The next nearest large gull colonies are at Little Galloo
Island in eastern Lake Ontario (Blokpoel and Weseloh, 1982) and at the Eastern
Headland of the Toronto Outer Harbour in western Lake Ontario (Blokpoel, 1982).

The Ring-billed Gulls generally arrive at the colonies in mid-March. Egg
laying occurs in mid-April, incubation takes about 25 days and the young
fledge after about 5 weeks. After the breeding season adults and
young-of-the-year leave the colony and disperse throughout the lower Great
Lakes area. After freeze-up, usually in late November or December, most gulls
migrate to the Atlantic coast of the southeastern US (Southern, 1974).

Bird Counts and Observations One or more counts were conducted each week
during I April 24 June at each SLS (Table 1). During a count all gulls at
or over the SLS were Identified and counted (or estimated in the case of large
groups). Their behavior was also noted. During a week's observation period
at a SLS, counts were conducted every ten minutes and were repeated for as
long a time period as possible. Accuracy of estimates was checked by

co.parisons with ustimates of other observers or by actual counts of tie group
if possible. Other 4nfornation influencing bird numbers such as the dumpingor burying of garbage, presonce oi tne bird-scaring team or weather was also

recorded as observed.
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Other bird species could not always be counted due to their generally
smaller size and more frequent movements. Their presence or absence was
usually recorded instead.

On several occasions, early morning watches were conducted to determine
tha direction and time of arrival of birds at the Quinte SLS. These
-observations showed that most gulls arrived within two hours of sunrise and

departed within two hours of sunset.

S Bird-scaring Operations Bird-scaring operations were conducted by a private
contractor who had a contract from 1 April to 31 December 1983. As he was
required to scare gulls from both CFB Trenton and Quinte SLS, he was not -
always present at the SLS. The contractor was aware of our presence but he
did not know the schedule of our visits to the SLS. At the time of the
fieldwork, neither he, nor we, knew that the data were going to be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of his operations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Birds Observed at Quinte SLS Through the course of this study, 14 bird
species were observed feeding on dumped material at the Quinte SLS (Table 2).
In general, most of the small passerines and the shorebirds would appear to
present little hazard to aircraft flying over the landfill site. Many of the
species did not flock and usually stayed at or very close to the ground. The
flocking species such as the dove, crow, starling, blackbirds, grackle and
gulls could represent a greater hazard to aircraft due to their numbers. With
the exception of the gulls, however, the flocks of these species usually
stayed close to the ground and did not appear to pose a threat to air traffic
in and out of CFB Trenton.

Gulls appeared to represent the most serious threat to aircraft. They
often circled the landfill sii and during the hottest part of the day they
towered on thermals rising off the landfill site or nearby fields. Aircraft
were occasionally observed landing underneath towering gulls. Based on these
observations as well as concerns noted by others (e.g., Blokpoel, 1980), the
remainder of this report deals with gulls only. Of the four gull species
observed at Quinte SLS (Table 2), the Ring-billed Gull was usually the most
numerous species (often comprising more than 80% of all gulls). The Herring
Gull was the second most numerous species, while Great Black-backed and
Glaucous Gulls were seen only rarely.

Daily Fluctuations in Gull Numbers at Quinte SLS Early in the study, gull
numbers at Quinte SLS appeared to peak around 1200-1300 hours each day, but by

June numbers were more randomly distributed with no predictable peak. At
control sites, numbers of gulls were more stable both during a day and during ..

the study period. Because gull numbers were highest during "mid-day" (i.e.
between 2 hours after sunrise and 2 hours before sunset), we use below the
gull counts made during this "mid-day" period to compare gull numbers at the
three SLS's.

Short-term Effect of the Bird-s.-aring Operations Tbh rotitne of the
bird-scaring personnel included two or more visits to Quinte SLS each day.
Visits were more frequent or of longer duration during periods of intense gil-
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Sactivity. Each visit lasted an average of 41.8 minutes (n - 27) during which
time a variety £f bird-scaring methods were used including line flying of
falcons or hawks, firing of shellcrackers, throwing dead gulls in the air,
firing of #2 ammunition and operation of a propane-powered automatic cannon.
The sequence of methods used by the team during visits and the timing of •
y.-visits varied so that gull habituation remained low.

A general measure of the overall amount of effort expended by the bird
control personnel in performing their duties at Quinte SLS can be obtained by

--estimating the total amount of time that they spent at the site. Based on 528
counts with continuous coverage of 10 or more minutes, the bird control team
was present for 126 of them, or 23.9% of the periods. This suggests that they
spent slightly less than a quarter of the day (dawn to dusk) at Quinte SLS.

During some of our bird observation periods at Quinte SLS, the
bird-scaring personnel made a visit to frighten the gulls away. This allowed

S...us to measure the duration of the effect of such visits by comparing gull
numbers counted before, during and after the visits. In Fig. 2 we present
gull numbers before, during and after those bird-scaring visits that took
place during the "mid-day" period. During the bird-scaring operations gull
numbers became greatly reduced, but 30 minutes after the end of the visits
gull numbers increased to levels observed before the visits.

Long-term Effectiveness of the Bird-scaring Operations Although the effects
of the individual bird-scaring visits were of relatively short duration,
their cumulative long-term effect was nevertheless high. Our bird counts at
Quinte SLS began on 1 April, the day that the bird-scaring operations started
at that site. Thus we have no reliable data for the period prior to
bird-scaring. However, personnel of CFB Trenton reported "hundreds" of gulls
present at Quinte SLS during late March. As soon as bird scaring began the
average number of gulls dropped rapidly and remained low compared to the
"hundreds" of gulls reported in late March (Table 3 and Fig. 3). The maximum
number of gulls seen at Quinte SLS during the first week of bird-scaring (i.e.
492 gulls, see Table 3), is probably a reasonable estimate of the minimum
number of gulls that were present in late March. Average gull numbers dropped
steeply at Quinte SLS, but at the control SLS's average gull numbers remained
more or less the same with a large but temporary increase during the middle of
June (Fig. 3).

Maximum gull numbers (i.e. the highest numbers observed during any count)
at Quinte SLS also dropp.d after bird-scaring began, but not nearly as much or
as consistently as the average numbers (Table 3). After the first week of
scaring operations, the maximaum gull numbers at Quinte SLS were always lower
than the maximum numbers observed at the control SLS's. Nevertheless, after
ten weeks of bird-scaring at Quinte SLS a maximum of 260 gulls was counted
there on 9 June (Table 3). Early on that day, two bird-scaring visits were
made during 1030-1200 hours and 1245-1300 hours. At 1600 hours (when gull
numbers had already increased to 50 birds) the arrival of a large flock
increased the number to 260 gulls. These birds were then frightened away
during a third visit by the bird-scaring personnel (1610-1630 hours). By 1700
hours gull numbers had increased to 10 birds, which were scared away during a
iourth bird-scaring visit (1700-1900 hours).

A comparison of gull numbers (both weekly averages and weekly maxima) at
Quinte SLS with those at Cobourg SLS and Brighton SLS, shows 73.4% to 97.0%
fewer birds at Quinte SLS during the course of the entire study (Table 4).
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From the above results we arrive at the following conclusions:
1l) prior to bird-searing at Quinte SLS, gull numbers there were most

likely comparable to those at the control SLS's;
_(2) as a result of the bird-scaring, average gull numbers at Quinte SLS

declined sharply and remained low throughout the study period; 0

(3) even when average gull numbers were low, there were occasions when
-maximum numbers were high for a relatively short period of time
between bird-scaring visits;

(4) bird-scaring operations have to be carried out in a persistent
-- manner because either the gulls become habituated to the " "

bird-scaring or new gulls venture onto the Quinte SLS each day.
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Table 1: Dates of fieldwork and total number of counts conducted at each sanitary
landfill uite.a

b
Week Mid-date Dates of Number of Counts

Fieldwork ABrighton Cobours Quinte . S ..

(1983) Mid-day Total Mid-day Total Mid-day Total

I IlApr 1-2 Apr _d - 2 2 47 71
2 8 Apr 8 Apr - - 1 53 61
3 15 Apr 15-16 Apr - - 10 10 44 5
4 22 Apr 21-23 Apr 37 45 2 2 32 35
5 29 Apr 28-29 Apr 10 10 4 4 20 27.-
6 6 May 5 May 1 1 1 1 20 20
7 13 May 11-12 May 7 7 7 7 46 56
8 20 May l8-19 Kay 5 5 17 17 55 64
9 27 May 27 May - - I I I I
10 3 Jun 2-3Jun - - 4 4 75 77
11 10 Jun 9-10 Jun 3 3 3 3 65 74
12 17 Jun 16-17 Jun 4 4 4 4 4 46
13 24 Jun 23-24 Jun 4 4 3 3 57 58

Counts were actual counts or estimates made at Len minute intervals of all
birds at or over the sanitary landfill site.

b id-date is the date on the Friday of each week. Dates of fieldwork centered on Friday.

' Mid-day" counts were made between two hours after sunrise and two hours before sunset.

dNo counts made.

Table 2: List of bird species observed feeding at the Quinte SLS.

Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus)

Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis maculaia) 41

Glaucous Gull (Larus hyperboreus)

Great Black-backed Gull (Larus marinus)

Herring Gull (Larus argent tus)

Ring-billed Gull (Larus delawarensis)

Rock Dove (Columba livia)

Blue Jay (Cyanocitta cristats)

Commnon Crow (Corvus bracbyrhynchoa)

European Starling (Sturnus vulitarus)

House Sparrow (Passer domeaticus)

Red-winged Blackbird (,Agelaius phoeniceub)

Common Grackle (Quiscalus quiscula)

Brown-headed Cowbird (Holothrus ater)
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Table 3: Numnbera of gulls observed on "mld-day" counts at each SLS during each veek.

Average Number Maximum Number

Week Mid-Date. Brighton Cobourg Quinte Brighton Cobourg Quints

I I Apr. -392.5 92.3 -410 4.92
b

2 8 Apr. -246.0 23.5 -246 130

3 15 Apr. - 239.3 14.3 - 359 90

4e 22 Apr. 310.2 378.0 14.0 1850 610 110

5 29 Apr. 241.0 239.5 0.5 657 413 8

6 6 may 314.0 193.0 27.7 314 193 120

7 13 May 362.1 262.0 3.1 385 374 27

S 20 IAay 207.8 240.1 13.8 401 327 53

9 27 Kay - 250.0 0.0 - 250 0

10 3 Jun. 348.8 13.4 -377 so

11 10 Jujn. 594.0 509.0 18.2 771 532 260

12 17 Jun. 353.5 631.3 2.3 384 723 29

13 24 Jun. 283.8 344.0 1.5 300 379 13

a Sample size for each average is given in Table 1.

b The only count conducted at Cobourg UbS during thit'veek vas done before the
'mid-day" period. Thua, this value may be conservative if all gulls hac. not yet
arrived.

'Cable 4: Comparison of gull, numbers at Quinte SLS with those at the two
control SLS'. (data from Table 3).

Quir~te SLS versus Cobourg SLS (13 weeks of data)

Cobourg Quinte Difference

mean of average weekly numbers 328.7 17.3 -94.7%

mea1l Of Maximum weekly numbers 399.5 J06.3 -73.4%

Quinte SLS versus Brighton SLS (8 weeks of data)

Br ig'-ton Quinte Difference

mean of average weekl) numbers 333.3 10.1 -~97.0%
m~en of M~ion~lim waeeky nuimbers 637AR 77.5 -87.8%
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Figure 1: Map shoving locations of sanitary landfill sites, C.F.B. Trenton
and two gull colonies.
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Figure 2: Average number of gulls observed before, during and after bird

scaring visits. The number of bird-scaring visits tor each time period
is shown In parenthesis.
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0• 1 IVELOPMENT OF BIRD HAZARD REDUCTION
FOR AIRPORT OPERATIONAL SAFETY

Kaye Reznick
oPortland International Airport

7000 N.E. Airport Way
k'ortland, Oregon 97218

ortland Internati.onrl Airport established its bird hazard reduction
program in November 1978. At that time, bird control was a fairly new .
area to public airports In the U.S. Many concepts were available for
hazard reduction, but there were not many tried-and-true programs in
existance. PIA was recognized by the FAA as having one of the worst
bird strike hazard problems 'n thp country by strike reports that they
-received and by aircraft damage reported.

The hazard reduction program produced dramatic results. A year's
average total for strikes after the programs inception has been
consistantly less than an average 2-3 months total pror to Its
implementation. Aircraft damage has been almost nil for five
years. 1  Dealing with a bird strike hazard means dealing with a
problem that will probably never be eradicatee, but can definitely be =
controlled with proper identification of causes and solutions.,,.

We have considered the bird hazard reduction pro;ram to be an integral
part of our sajety responsibility that has develped with our
operation over the past five years. The perspective of this paper is
to outline, from an airport operator's standpoint, the ways that
-solving the problem integrated into the airport's operation, the :..-

sources that we relied upon for technical assistance and cooperation,
and those elements of the program most valuable to its success. ""'

Portland International Airport is located on the bt, • f the Columbia
River, approximately seven miles from the City of Portland. The
habitat around the airport is ideal for many species of birdg. We are
surrounded by waterways, ponding, swamp and agricultural areas. The
airfield itself developed habitat conditions that drew birds into the
in-field areas and contributed to a major portion of our bird strike
potential. Gulls, hawks, owls, herons, starlings, blackbirds, crows,
and ducks were all major problems on the field. Different seasons .

changed emphasis on different species, but major hazards existed day
and night, year round.

1 have learned never to write a statement like this. It is a

detinite threat to a program2s success. After Lhib wab wziLLva,,

we experienced a major gull strike to a 767 which totally
destroyed one engine. It occurred during a period of heavy gull
activity and person'el shortage.
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Our initial contact in the program's formation was through Mike
Harrison, then on loan to the FAA from the military to assist airports
in setting up bird control programs where Safety and Compliance had
identified a need. Our basic outline was formulated then. Since that

-. time, six areas have emerped as the key subjects that we had to
explore and develop to achieve results. They are:

1. The role and total perspective of the staff performing the
program.

2. The identification of the bird attractions and
-...... implementation of habitat modifications to reduce them. -

3. The use of necessary dispersal and control techniques.
M..

4. The relationships we needed with outside agencies for
technical resources, mutual assistance and informational
pools.

5. In-house relationships to integrate program necessities into
the airport's priority structure for support and resources. _9

6. A useful record-keeping program.

Our bird control program is carried out by airfield operations
personnel who are responsible for overall airfield safety and
coordination of any airfield activity. They are on the airfield or
available at all times. The important point to consider is that bird
control is only one aspect of a major responsibility that these people
carry for airfield safety. This means that:

A. They have a good understanding of overall airfield operation.

B. They are accustomed to coordinating resources for any safety

concern.

C. They are motivated by an over-all mission and do not tend to
separate areas into trivial and non-trivial.

Bird control may be their utmost concern on a hazardous day of high
bird activity. Other emergency concerns may take precidence or be
coinciding at another time. They are trained to approach each safety
concern in terms of long-term improvement, daily maintenance, and
over-all precidence in an emergency. If the staff carrying out the
program is of the quality to be able to set these airfield priorities, p
they will have pride and motivation to include all aspects that might
be affecting airfield safety.

At the onset of our program, which started at the same time that
Portland obtained its airfield "Operations Coordinator" staff, there
was a tendency to identify the operations job with bird control only. .
Bird control was immediately picked up by the media, usually portrayed
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as an "eccentricity" of the aviation community. Fellow airport staff
and airport businesses tended to trivialize the problem (until one of
their planes was damaged), which made the staff in operations tend to
shy away from being identified with the issue. By directing the
development of the OPS Department towards a full airfield safety
function and by having a staff capable of this responsibility, bird
control became a small aspect of a big picture for airfield safety -

an aspect that took up a larger portion of the picture when safety
dictated, just as any portion of the picture would.

Media and airport business education was also involved, particularly
as the program began to achieve results so that there was a better
understanding of the hazard involved, what we were achieving and why
we were proud of doing every function that added to airfield safety.
We were also saving a substantial number of feathered fliers in
Portland, judging by past littered runways, which always appealed to
the media even when they did not understand the safety impact involved.

We found it to be immediately true that habitat modifications are the
utlimate key to long-term effectiveness of a program. As the airfield
attractions are lessened, any form of dispersal becomes
proportionately more effective for longer periods of time. Finding a
balance between what habitat modifications are possible and what types
of dispersal will continue their effectiveness is the goal.

Food source elimination solved a good portion of our strike potential
on the field. When our program began, we had a severe infestation of
meadow mice in all in-field grass areas. We coordinated a baiting
program with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in which we broadcast
spread a grain coated with a 1% solution of zinc-phosphide to cut down

-" tte rodent population without harming other wildlife on the field.. -
"' When we began the bird control program, we had a daily population of

approximately 30 hawks (mostly Red-tailed), 6-12 Great Blue Herons,
and a large number of barn and short-eared owls. They needed to
expend very little effort to catch their meals. After the baiting S-.
"program had been carried out, the populations of rodent-eaters

- remained very low (example: 0-4 hawks per day), and those that did pay
us a visit were much easier to disperse because the aLtraction had
been reduced.

- Since we had raptors hunting in the grass areas, we wanted to obtain
.. an average grass height long enough to hinder this activity. We found

that we also had to keep it short enough so that the pheasants in the
"surrounding areas did not seek shelter in the airfield grass. The
optimum height for us seems to be 7-10 inches to achieve both purposes.

L Another successful modification that we found necessary was the
topping of runway directional signs with a product that consists of a
formation of stainless steel spikes that very effectively discourages
perching on the signs. 2 Perches should not be provided adjacent to
all aircraft movemenL areas!

2 Niksalite of America, P.O. Box 817, Rock Island, Ill. 61201
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We have had mixed success in other areas of habitat modification, such
as drainage improvement and control of surrounding agricultural 0

activity. Although some ponding areas have been eliminated during
individual runway construction projects, we have to live with water
problems a great deal of the year in Oregon. The ponding in the grass
areas brings in ducks in winter months. (They are usually very
gun-shy, however, and easy to disperse.) Excessive wetness in the
infield brings earthworms up onto pavement surfaces, which in turn 0
attracts the gulls. We can predict when these situations will occur ... .- '.

and we have to plan for extra observation and dispersal during these
periods. It was suggested to us that we try sweeping the worms from
runway surfaces, but we found it to be more disruptive to traffic and
less effective than our dispersals.

0
We have a lease arrangement with a farmer who grazes cattle and grows
crops outside the perimeter fenceline. In the warmer months insects
follow the cattle droppings and the starlings and bl.ckbirds move in
to pursue the insects. Because of the business concerns involved in
modification of the lease, it took over two years to make some ... ..
adjustment. We were finally able to limit the grazing dtring some of --.
the summer months - a compromise that we are still hoping to improve
upon. When we mow the airfield area or when the farmer tills his

perimeter land, we must also plat fjor extra monitoring. Because the
attraction (turn-over of insects and mice) remains until the mowing or
tilling activity ceases, we came to realize that there were times when
it was best to leave the birds on the ground. If they are dispersed
while the attraction remains so high, they are likely to circle or
spiral above the area and return. It is often best in a situation
like this to leave them low until the activity ceases and then carry
out the dispersal.

Dispersals must be individualized to the species. We have found that .. .
a variety of cracker shells and noise making shells are sufficient for
dispersal of starlings, blackbirds, crows and ducks. With gulls, gun
dispersals alone are not effective. By obtaining gull distress call
tapes 3 to match the species of gulls that we dealt with, and with
proper training of personnel, we developed a very successful system
for gull control. The gull activity on the airfield consists mostly L
of flocks that loaf on pavement surfaces seeking the warmth or the
worms. A vehicle with broadcast capability is positioned

3 Tape source used: Department of Air Force
Headquarters Air Force Engineering & Services
Center
Tyndall Air Frc-fe Base
Florida 3240,
"'00) 283-66240
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approximately 200-300 feet from the gulls, and the tape is played for
20-30 seconds until the gulls rise and approach the sound to
investigate. Then the tape is turned off, and dispersals with cracker
or noise making shells are carried out. The birds leave quickly and
tend to stay away longer when a tape is used correctly. Again,
personnel who understand the aircraft movement areas and who can
coordinate dispersals carefully with the tower are essential. Quality
of broadcasting equipment is also important so that the tapes are not
distorted.

J- -. . .•o- o

Hawks do not tend to disperse well, especially if you are providing
them with a moveable feast, as we were. During times when we could
not coordiate the rodent-baiting, or simply to remove a few stubborn
r.ptor "residents", we found it necessary to trap, band, and transport
hawks to ai,,ther location. The hawks were banded to judge the rate of
return. The release location was usually 30-50 miles away and planned
for suitable habitat. We have had only two returns in three years of
trapping (Total 31 trapped). While this is effective for short-term'
removal and reduction of numbers, the results are not long-lasting
without habitat modification (for us, removal of food source) because
other birds will eventually move in if the attraction remains.

We shied away from any sort of static control device (gas cannons, owl --
statues, timed calls or visual signals) because we found tbat anything
predictable trains the birds very quickly as to its r, threat
capability. We also found that any form of dispersal in the infield
area should be at least visually coordinated with air traffic so that
the dispersal doesn't inadvertently send a flock of birds into a
flight path. This was our objection to the timed noise-making
devices. Even cracker shell dispersals should be mixed with noise
making shells 4 (we have two varieties), to avoid predictability.
One static device that we found to be temporarily effective was the
placement of a carcass of a bird that had been hit, but that was still
intact, off of the runway edge. For a short time it seems to keep
gulls, in particular, from returning to "the scene of the crime". If
you have a large area to cover on a high bird-activity day this can be
helpful.

Although we obtain permits 5 for "lethal" control by chemicals
(Avitrol) or by shooting, our other control methods have proven

Source for noise making shells: Marshall Hyde
Box 497
Port Huron, MI 48060

(Racket & whistle bombs, 15mm launcher pistols and .22 crimp
blanks)

5 See Appendix - Depredation Control Permit
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effective enough to preclude the use of the permit. Our own
philosophy has always been to benefit both birds and planes by keeping
them apart, unless the hazard is such that immediate lethal bird
controls are needed. This has not occurred since the program's
inception. Lethal controls used alone are not in a program's
interest, because if shotgun patrols or poison controls are instigated
without going through the steps of habitat modification - it merely

.*. clears airspace for more birds responding to the same attractions.
-With habitat modifications and coordinated dispersals, lethal controls
will not be ncessary in most cases. Many public relations headaches
will be avoided by a program that succeeds in hazard reduction with
lethal control on the last resort list.

At the same time that our program began, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service signed an agreement with the FAA 6 to provide technical
assistance and advice to airports requesting their expertise. Their
contribution to us has been invaluable. They coordinated our original
rodent-baiting program, our hawk trapping program, pointed us in the
right direction for our necessary permits, gave us information and
training on the species involved, assisted in attraction
identification on the field, and directed us to dispersal supplies. I
"apprenticed" on a U.S. Fish and Wildlife employees bird banding

permit to learn the identification techniques, banding requirements
and methods, and handling techniques to carry it out while learning
under his supervision.

The Audubon Society was helpful to us in locating sources to take in
injured birds (including their own rehab. center) for the ones that -

don't quite lose the battle with the "big" guy.

Mike Harrison I who is now a Safety and Compliance Specialist for
the FAA, has consistently supplied our airport with informational
updates in the field of bird hazard reduction. He has a perspective
on national and international programs that is a tremendous resource
upon which we have relied.

The local FAA in Portland, particularly our air traffic control
personnel, has developed a mutually beneficial relationship with the
airport's operations staff. The Ops staff makes every effort to
coordinate any airfield activity with the tower and assists them as

*6 See Appendix - Copy agreement with FAA

7 Mike Harrison
FAA AAP720
800 Independence Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20591
(202) 426-3854
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their main informational source for field conditions or operations.
In turn, the A.T.C.'s keep them informed and assist in operations'
activities. They report any visual aightings of birds on the field.
They are very good about repojting strike information and coordinating
with Ops for dispersals. We call upon them to broadcast bird hazard
advisories on the ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information Systems) during
continually hazardous conditions, and occasionally we will coordinate
runway closures for bird control purposes. We value this mutual
reliance and do everything possible to carry on a professional
operation to retain their trust and assistance. We have always been - '
able to coordinate with, rather than dictate to the tower, which has 9
set the tone for our mutual assistance.

While our relationship with the tower remains in this "honeymoon"
state, we have at times had less success with our in-house
relationships. We relied on other departments for some of our
activities (particularly for habitat modifications), but each
department operated off of their own priority list. Priorities were
not coordinated between department managers and an activity carried
out one year might slip by for another two. The solution obviously
was a strong authority to set and balance priorities. Our role was to .-
justify the program's safety functin and to gain the resources that
we needed. Some of the airport operator's bird strike liability cases 9
now being tested in the courts have strengthened our cause! 8

The final area to stress in a bird control program is a record keeping
system that will provide a history to predict and prepare for upcoming
hazardous conditions. Once we had compiled a year's worth of records,
the effort became a downhill run. We were also able to gauge the
success of the prcgram through our records. These included daily logs
for notations on populations, weather conditions, field attractions,
and dispersal results. We keep a monthly report to summarize problem
areas, strikes, control activities, and results. A bird strike report
form is filled out by operations personnel after each reported
incident to obtain as much information as possible. Patterns soon ...

develop by seasons, locations, species, time of day, and weather
• "conditions that will greatly assist in planning.

, NOTAMS (Notice to Airmen) can be useful as another source of
information to airport users during particularly persistent harardous

,* conditions. We issue a Notam to advise caution when the smelt run on ....
the Columbia River attracts gulls to the river area. It is a

!! condition not usually affecting the airfield (the gulls seem too
occupied to bother the field itself), but it is a surrounding
condition of concern that we cannot control.

8 Reference: South Dakota vs. U.S. District Court

Civ No. 77-1012
Safeco Insurance Company of America, Plaintiff,
vs. City of Watertown, South Dakota
A Municipal Corporation, Defendant
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"In Summary, Portland has reduced a major bird strike hazard in the
course of the program. My purpose in this paper has noL been to cover -
-the technical or scientific aspects of bird hazard management, but I
rather to demonstrate how, with reliance on good technical sources, a
program integrated into an airport's operation. We have seen a

, definite distinction of areas that are important to the program and
will need to be dealt with by any airport anticipating the formation
of a bird control program. It is my hope that by sharing these
important aspects and some of their development, we can convey to S

-other airports that the bird strike hazard problem is continual and
changeable but it is also consistently controllable.
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Attachment A 6
Merorandum of Agreement

Between the Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Department of the Interior

and the
Federal Aviation Administration

U.S. Depart~nent of TrausportatiLn

I. PURP•OSE

The purpese of this agrcecet is to establish .procedu:es ar-d aad.inistra- .
tLive ar:=;e-ants that will provide for a w'orkin- relationship between
the Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Departzent of the irterior, and
the Federal Av'iation Adainistration, U.S. Depart-emt of Transportation,
to provide more effEctive acans of ideat-ifynng vcrzebrate pest hazards
and prccedures fcr planning, developing and coordinatitg measures to
minimize these hazards to the aviation industry for the benefit of the
Eation's safety and wall-bting.

11. EACKGROL%-D AND AIMHORFiIFS

The Fish and Wildlife Service is charged with the responsibility for
carrying out prograns relating t. fish and wildlife throughout the
Nation, in accordance with the Animal Damage Control Act of March 2,
1931 (7 U.S.C. 426-426Cb); the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C.
703-711); Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. 661-667e);
and with other authorities.

The Federal Aviatica /A4izistration is charged with assuri-g that
operators of airports serviz; air carrier aircraft are properly
equipped and able to conduct a safe cperatioz (Section 6"2 Federal
Aviation Act of 1956). Federal Aviation Rcgulatic: Pzart 139.67
requ-ires applica:ts for a7- airport operating zcrtifica.e to establish
Inst•r-cticns and ;rocedures for prcvent~io or re~o';al of factor on L .*
th2 airport that attracts, cr =y attract birds. The FAA currently
is proposing new regulations which will also require airport operators
to izpleent bird =nagenent plans at airports where bird hazards
exist.

Ma=y progra-s conducted by the Fish and Wildlife Se.vize are in coop- .
eraticn with c:hcr Federal, Stete an! local agencies e-.d include dis-
serinaticn of useful am- p:a3ctical w ildlife ana&ga==:t inforzatien,
ncan/wii.lifa ccnflicts, rese-arch fitzdir4s, ezvir=:-.en:al assessnents
and survCY3 of nutua intercst to thesc agencics........inly, coop-""'"
sraticn a=_4 cocrei=te r cffcts in tnc ccncu_-t of s,:,- vertEbrate
pest nazn-Tncat prc-3r-5 4i•'l be ..utuall benefica. E,•! ill-
=ize 7rc)crty daz:,e ani3" 1.- lss o. h,,_=n -Iif izv€olv½. air-
crz :, prrs::n-cl a:-:' psnet.crs £;i a.cnr: no .... - r-r.'

Ill. RZ.?ONSI!SL!-TTF• c.= AGSCtz" "-'---.-. .

A. Pursua=t to this aze:e-azt, the 'ioh and Wildlife Service Vw1I: -

1. Provide technical assistance on vertebrate pet- -.attc:-s tc t-e.
Federal Aviation Ajd-inistrntion.
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2. Make its published reports and other information available to
the Federal Aviation Adr4nistration.

3. Cooperate with the Federal Aviation Administration in the
development and support of training programs designed to
assist aviation interests with vertebrate pest management
problems.

4. Assist the Federal Aviation Administration with the implemen- "
tation of pest musagement techniques.

5, Advise L.-e Federal Aviation Administration of the status of
Fish and Wildlife Service program goals, relevant research
findings and proposed legislative changes, or of any Service
action that nay impact an FAA facility.

B. Pursuant to this agreement, the Federal Aviation Administration will:

1. Identify and request asnistance to meet needs, including
training and areas of wildlife conflicts and to cooperat.
with the Fish and Wildlife Service in the development and
support of training programs designed to assist aviation
interests with vertebrate pest management probl=&s.

2. Provide channels of co=unication and distribution of the
Fish and Wildlife Service information relating to vertebrat--"-
pest problems to the aviation industry.

3. Ccordinate •i'tn the Fisti aud Wildlii SLervice in tLhe develop-
sent and conduct of vertebrate pest management progrars.

4. Evaluate and provide feedback and informaticn from the aviation
industry to the Fish and Wildlife Service of current recomen-
dations on vertebrate pest ;roblems and to assist the Fish and
Vildlife Service in evaluating cooperative progra-s and in
developing new techniques of mutual interest.

IV. PROGCX•.NGI , BUDGETING ANM RELM.RSMENT AR.R&NGEKENTS

This agreement is not a fiscal or funds-obligati-g docunent. Any
joint endeavors involving reibursement obligation cr transfer of
funds between the parties to this agree-tent will be handled ia accord-
ance with prescribed financial procedures and will be the subject of
subs!.•inry agreement that shEll be effected in writing by representa- @ 9
tives of bcth parties to this agreement.

.PUBLIC AFFAIRS/PRE•SS L.ISO

Kelease to the press, public announcenents and coc.•unication with the
Congress concerning joint programs can be made by eit;-,er party to thlis • .
agreenent following coordination by representatives cf each party.
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Credit will be given to the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Federal

Aviation Administration interests as appropriate.

VI. AMENDMMNS AND REVIEW

This agreement will be reviewed periodically but not lessn than annu-
ally. It may be subject to reconsideration at such other time. as
may be required and as agreed to by the parties of this agreement. 0

VII. IMPLDIENTATION

The Fish and Wildlife Service and the Federal Aviation Administration will
assign and identify sezior staff to serve in a liaison capacity to
satisfy requirements of this agreement.

Vill. TERUMS OF THE ACKEW~T

This agreement will beco-e effective upon the signature of both approving
officials of the respective agencies entering ittto this agreement.

The terms of this agreement will remain in effect until termination
by (1) mutual asreement or (2) ninety-day advance written notice

* by either party.

Steher 28, 976
DATE asa-r eea

iain Administration

DATE Dirkctor, F~ishfand Wildlife Servii
U.K,.-DepartNýJ of the Interior
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DEPARTMENT 0' -.h WalaION 12,761
US FISH4 ANMU WRDAI1 %*IVKF -

2 AL 1WS 1YIAIUUI~
500 NE Multnomah, Suite 1490; Portlaldl, or, 1 SO7232cI

Nfigratory Bird
FEDERAL FISH AND WILDLIFE PERMIT Treaty Act

REG LAIO $ A14li_

50 CFR\ 13 and 21

PORT OF PORTLAND "LIBEPost Office Box 3529 IPRT 2-1127-PT (REMETh)
Portland, Oregon 97208 4 RENEWABLE I MAY COPY

IFR --- --- I - - - - --
F 11,F' 7 EXPIRES

1/1/83 1/18

A MAMA APED TITLE 0 "MI*CIPAL OFFICER 'I 41! T 7 YPE OfPERMIT

N1. Kaye Rezaicks, Operations Coordinator AIRPORT DEPREPATION rnNTROL __

1 1 LOCATION *M1451 AUI)IOIhZID ACTIVITY MAY UE CONDOUCTED

PORTLAND INITER\IATIONAL RP I1:rTS-B \TRtJRAL AIPOT

II CONDITIONS AND AUTM10*IZAttOPEI

A (1fNtSA1 CONDITIONSX S1T OUT I4 SUBPART 0 Of kO 21!Ij N 3DPSCPC.CONDIiiONJfONTAI NP H Pf.D1AL M*GULATtONS CITE IN BLOCK #2 ABOVE All
HEREBY MAN4 A PAST Of 71411 PESMIP, `AtCAlcTivm AUlTHORIZED N1411114 MiUsT it rAvoJED CLIT.04 A'CCOS WITH 1111,1 Pbil THE PURSPOSES DESCRIBED IN 1141
APPLICATION SUISMIntlO CONTINEDIC VAULtTY.. SIbeN1(WAL -09 TNIS PIRMIT IS tU@JlCT TO COM1149TV i0SO1IMELY COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICASLI
CONDITIONS. INCLSJDING H 7141/L 1111`ULflF ( ANDRM 11mýwIQrf'.

aTHE VALIDITY OF THI1: PERAOT uS O OT,(W PO VANCE' E TA1 OC±I HIPD AL Who i

employed by or/&Ze-r6 ntifadt to .he~pcnnittee only to t~~~cr ncssr to carry
out their oblig'afirlnfai accomplishing the-purpose authorized h~iecn-
D. Authorized-to tpe fly Zgraory-bt.irds (except'eagles and ehdangere species) by_____
shooting in umber- nec ssary heiemergency ex Sion
E. Inciden 01~ dn rr1i z-eutingýTcridja e ap a3p 1 aO ppiail of Avitrol
200. Such application mut'Vtomlyfý F ~ t~tt~n edei e~nvironn'etaX 'egulations.

F.Birds kilVeud ey thle tsoiyo 0 t~adb di~ disposed o
by burning or Wuria1\ [ /
G. This permit \oes ~tsupersed 'any OUnty, St te, 01- MUniC pal law r-elating to 0
the discharge o_\ ira ~/
H. This permit is evoc- Thb.at t ~d~i ion of th~ 4egio al Dire 'or, IJSFWS, or of
the issuing officer\ N - -
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The Bird Strike Situation and Its Ecological Background

in the Copenhagen Airport, Kastru,.

O (Presented by H. Dahl)

Directorate of Civil Aviation
Gammel Kongevej 60
1850 Copenhagen V

o Denmark

0Summary •

The paper contains a description of the measures
taken at Copenhagen Airport to reduce the hird strike
problem during the last 20 years. Apart from shooting
and otherwise scaring away the birds, the ecoloiical
countermeasures are described. They include a change
of the agricultural areas of .(le airport into grass
fields with the grass cut -to'a length of about 20 I'm,

a close down of a l.•rs6 'dump only 5 km to the west of

the airport, a~d--fneasures againSt a very large breeding
colony on the island of Saltholm in the Oresund 5 km to

the east.'ýThe aieasures at the island includc spraying

of the nests in the colony with an emulsion of oil and - .
water with the result that the colony production of

young birds has diminished. Further, it includes kill-

ing of the birds by use of alfa-chloralosis contained -. -'

in tablets and put into dead herrings placed in the .1
gulls' nests. The result has been a reduction from

about 37,000 pairs of herring gulls to less than 10,000 .

pairs of herring gulls breeding on the island. Approxi-

mately 100,000 US dollars are used every year to finance
the different actions against the birds. The use of long
grass has caused an increase in m ir, and as a result

hereof an increase in kestrels involved in bird strikes.
/ 2/

."/% "..
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According to the pilots' records of bird strikes the rate in Copen- .
* - -hagen Airport has for some years been about 2.5 per 10,000 movements.

This figure is at the level of number of other airports, but the rate is
certainly high enough for the airport authorities to make great efforts to
try to keep the rate down. The actual number of strikes with Danish and
foreign aircraft exceeding 5,700 kg reported by pilots is about 40 a year.
But the pilots do not observe all strikes and do not report all strikes,
and quite a number are recorded in other ways, for instance by the airport - .'-"

personnel which observes the strikes or find dead birds on the runways. .'-
This makes an annual total of about 60 bird strikes in the Copenhagen Air-
port.

The obvious solution to handle the bird strike problems is to scare
the birds away from the airport. Regular bird scaring methods have start- . .- '.

ed in Copenhagen as early as in 1963 after the symposium at Nice. It is
btill considered an indispensable measure against the risk of bird strikes
*and has been intensified during the years. The whole area is patrolled by
car, and any flock of larger birds is scared away by shooting or by firing
shell crackers.

The scaring methods, however, are not always effective, even when
supplemented by loud speaker transmitted distress calls of the bird speci-
-es in question. When a latge flock of birds for some reason is attracted
to the airport, it can be moved from one place to another, but frequently
it cannot be scared away from the airfield. This is mainly due to the '

size of the area, about 1100 ha. Therefore, other actions have to be taken,
first of all it is attempted to change the environment in and near the air-
port to make the area less attractive to birds. In order to apply this
ecological method to the bird strike problem, it is necessary to know ex-
actly which species are involved in the strikes, and what attracts them to
tiLe area.

During the last 10 years all birds that have been found dead on or
near the runways of the Copenhagen Airport, have been sent to the Zoolo-
gical Laboratory of the University of Copenhagen for examination and iden-
tification. Consequently, by now it is known which bird species are the
most dangerous ones, and at what time of the year and day, and under what
circumstances they are most likely to cause strikes with aircraft. The
following species are at the top of the bird strike list of Copenhagen,
covering the years 1974-1980: Herring gull (83), black-headed gull (30),
ccmmon gull (29), kestrel (18), partridge (16), oyster catchers (15),
common pigeon (13), and lap wing (12). Less than 8 strikes are reported
with each of 13 other species. During the period 1974-1980 serious inci-
dents have been caused 5 times by herring gulls, 3 times by black-headed . n
gulls, twice by common gulls, and once by oyster catchers, pigeons and
partridges respectively. It is evident fron' these data that the three
species of gulls are the most dangerous species in Copenhagen Airport,
and therefore, most of the attention of the airport authorities has been
given to these species. In 1966-19b7 a comprehensive ornithological and . . N

ecological study on the birds in the airport was made by an ornithologist.
Later special studies have been made on the herring gull, the black-headed
g•.ll ;,nd the oyster catcher in order to find out where and when these
Sbirds come to the airport. Further the stomach contents of birds found on
the airport have been investigated to learn about their local, feeding ha- •
bits. The bird scaring personnel has recorded the number of gull, and
some other species spveral times every day for many years, and now the
authorities have a fairly good knowledge of the daily and seasonal changes
of the bird frequency.
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The situation of the airport close to the sea is the main cause that
. gulls, and for instance oyster catchers, play a major role in the strikes.
These birds are breeding in great numbers not far away, and they often
move around near the coast line. Here they feed or rest in large flocks,
and since they prefer to have a good look-out, the wide open areas of the
airport are very attractive to them. -

Some years ago the agricultural areas of the airport were preferred
feeding places for several bird species during some periods of the year,
for instance gulls and lap wings. The very first bird sent to the Zoolo-
gical Laboratory for examination after a collision with an airplane was a
herring gull, which had its stomach filled with barley grains, and just by
that time the barley fields in the airport had been sowed. To reduce the
feeding opportunities of gulls, all the agricultural areas of the airport
were changed into grass fields in 1974-1975. However, grass fields are
also attractive to gulls and shore birds. Therefore, in 1973-1974 a num-
ber of experiments were made to compare the frequency of gulls in areas
with grass of short, high and medium length respectively. In the latter
case the grass was cut to a length of about 20 cm. The result was very
clear. By far the smallest number was counted in the grass of medium
height. It is due to the fact that the gulls do not like to walk around
among the long, stiff straws. Since then the grass areas of the airport
have been cut to a height of approximately 20 cm.

Three environmental factors have been, and two of them are still to
some degree, of major importance for the occurrence of herring gulls in
the Copenhagen Airport: The situation of a large gaibage dump only 5 km
to the west, a very large breeding colony on the island of Saltholm in
Oresund 5 km to the east, and during autumn and winter a large communal
resting area on the same island, Radar and field observations showed that
the gulls every day made one or several feeding excursions from the island
to the dumps, passing over or very close to the airport, and frequently,
especially during rain and in the morning and in the evening, they came
down into the airport. Sometimes several thousand herring gulls were feed-
ing or resting near the runways. The stomach contents of gulls showed that
they actually had been feeding in the airport as well as in dumps.

About 10 years ago the policy of treating the garbage in Copenhagen
changed, and the large dumps were closed down. It probably caused a re-
duction in the number of gulls staying in the Copenhagen area during the
winter season, and it certainly changed the daily routine of the gulls in
favour of the bird strike situation in the airport. But there are still
other dumps 20-50 km away on Sjmlland and in Sweden, i.e. within the radius
of the feeding movements made by the gulls on Saltholm. Efforts are made
to get those dumps closed too, because in doing so, the size of the local
population of gulls might be further reduced.

In 1970 about 37,000 pairs of herring gulls were breeding on Saltholm, .
in a very large colony, being quite unpleasant neighbours of an airport.
There had been an explosive growth of the population during the latest 10-
15 years creating a number of problems and not only to the air safety. in
1969 the airport authorities in close co-operation with ornithologists and
the Department of Nature ConservaLiuu badfLed an attempt to reduce the siz-
of the colony. Everyyearsince then the nests in the colony have been 0
sprayed with an emulsion of oil in water. The oil closes the pores of the
eggs and kills the embryos, while the adults continue to incubate the eggs

treplacing them by a new clutch. One effect has been that the col-
ny produces very few young birds, and since the young gulls are more likely
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to hit the aircraft than the old ones, this should cause a reduction in
gull strikes in the airport. In fact, the statistics show a significantly
lower proportion of strikes with young herring gulls than with young gulls
of other species.

In the first 4-5 years the oil spraying treatment of the gulls' eggs
.also had the effect that the breeding population was reduced to about:
20,000 pairs. In order to obtain a further reduction, it became necessary
to remove a ntimber of adult gulls from the colony,. and this has been done
since 1976 by the use of alfa-chloralosis. A tablet containing this chemi-

S-cal is put into a dead herring, which is then placed in the gull's nest.
When, the gull returns, it eats the bait and sleeps into death. The dead
birds are picked up and carried away for destruction. Due to this treat-
ment in part of the colony and oil spraying in the rest of it, the htrring
gull population on Saltholm has been reduced to about 9,500 pairs in 1981.
The goal is approximately 5,000 pairs. Since ou,. investigations have shown
very clearly that the great majority of strikes with herring gulls is caus-
ed by birds from the local breeding population, the overall effect should
be a reduced bird strike risk.

Bird strikes during the night produce special problems in the airport.
The large flat area near th,3 coast without trees and bushes makes the air-
port an attractive place f~r gulls to stay overnight, and in periods flocks , .
of herring gulls .nd black-headed gulls try to do so. • for some reason
the flock is scared during the night, the risk of serioud strikes is rela- . .-

tively high. That is because the gulls are not able to avoid the aircraft
in the darkness. One way to reduce the risk is to take care that all '. .""
flocks are scared away from the area before it gets dark. It may be dif-
ficult because some flocks arrive late in the evening. Also flocks of par-
tridges leaving their rLight shelter very early in the morning when it is
still dark, sometimes cause critical bird strike situations because these
birds are relatively heavy, they fly relatively close together, and they
are not capable of making quick manoeuvres. For instance, a strike with
eleven partridges has been reported. To avoid these situations, partridg-
es are kept away from the airport by shooting; and planting of hedges and -
scrubs which might provide shelter for this bird species, is not allowed
"within 300 m from the runways.

Approximately one million Danish Kroner is used every year to finance
the different actions against the birds. Unfortunately, it is very diffi-
cult to measure the effect of these efforts because a number of other fac-
tore may influence the occurrence of birds in the airport and the number
of reported strikes. There is, however, no doubt that the bird strike

situation is much better now than 12 years ago, and there are strong indi-,. .

cations in the statistics, which include the latest 7 years, that strikes
with gulls have decreased considerably, perhaps by about 50 per cent. Also

the regular counting of gulls in the airport shows that their number has
decreased. On the other hand strikes with kestrels have increased. This
may be a result of having relatively lonc- grass on the airfield since the

long grass favours the occurrence of mice which are preyed upon by the
kestrel. However, until now strikes with kestrels have not caused any
damage because they are rather light solitary birds. Therefore, 6rrike3
with kestrels may be accepted at the cost of having fewer gull strikes.
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BIRD CONTROL PROGRAM

o ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

0.. Efren T. Gonzalez

Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
Post Office Box 30004
Orlando, Florida 32862

.' .

/- ABSTRACT ..... ::.

This short paper will attempt to explain Orlando
International Airport's bird problem and solution to that
problem from an airport operations viewpoint. It should be of
interest to airport operators with a bird problem who are
considering formulating a bird control program and/or are
interested in a program at a large hub airport.

BACKGROUND

The Orlando International Airport, operated by the Greater
Orlando Aviation Authority, is located seven miles southeast of
the City of Orlando. The airport contains approximately 7,000
acres in land area, of which one-half remains undeveloped .
woodlands for future expansion. 3.8 million passengers were
enplaned in 1983, along with 163,613 aircraft operations. This
represents a 16% and 8% increase in activity, respectively,
over 1982.

Prior to the opening of the $300 million terminal complex in
September of 1981, bird activity at the airport was minimal. The
decommissioning of the overcrowded Jetport Terminal and subsequent
opening of the new terminal has made large pavement areas on
airport pra.,erty attractive to sea gulls from northern and
coastal areas during winter months (primarily November through
March). The sea gulls appear to be attracted to the warmth -
retained in the concrete and asphalt, as well as to ponding in
some locations. They generally congregate in flocks that vary in
size from 20 to over 500 in number. Their presence is particularly
notable during early morning hours and cloudy/rainy IFR conditicn6.

THE SEA GULL PROBLEM p 9__

"Although other species of birds are attracted to the airport
property, the sea gull population poses the greatest potential
for hazard to aircraft operating at Orlando International Airport.
This is due not only to the large numbers of gulls, but also to
their relatively large size and weight. Bird strike reports (see
FIGURE 1) compiled from December 1981 through January 1984
document 40 bird strikes at Orlando International Airport, with
the majority involving sea gulls (see FIGURE 2). Other species
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involved include herons, egrets, doves, starlings, sparrows and
hawks. Because the actual number of strikes involving sea gulls
was greatest, as well as the visual impact of large flocks on
ramps and taxiways, the Operations Department formulated a bird
Control program aimed primarily at the sea gull population.

Of the 40 documented bird strikes, only one was known to have
resulted in damage. That occurred to a Republic DC 9 which M.
sustained damage to one engine during takeoff roll after passing
through a flock of gulls. The takeoff was successfully aborted
and no one was injured.

PROGRAM FORMULATION

Our research lead us into several areas, but the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service appeared to have a succinct approach. They
recommend that "the first priority in reducing a bird hazard is
to immediately establish a viable shotgun patrol so that real-
time protection can be given to aircraft within the airport
perimeter. Harassment is highly reliable and an immediate means
of repelling birds. 1 " The shotgun patrol at Orlando International
Airport was formulated with the budget in mind, but not at the
expense of safety. It was decided to initially keep the program
basic - one shotgun, one 15mm launcher, shells and pyrotechnic
devices. Once a full winter season with the shotgun patrol is
realized, effectiveness of the program will be measured, and, if
necessary, additional ideas will be incorporated to expand the
program.

PERMITS REQUIRED, COSTS AND SUPPLIERS

Because the harrassment techniques utilized require
occassional kills to reinforce scare tactics, permits for
depredation control were obtained from the Florida Game and Fresh S
Water Fish Commission and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
These permits are required because sea gulls and other migratory
birds are protected by state and federal laws. These permits are
renewable, and contain restrictions on killing, disposal of
carcasses, and maintaing records of birds taken.

0
The initial startup costs for the bird control program were

approximately $860 for firearms, ammunition and related safety
items. Manpower costs were not computed, as the bird control
program became the responsibility of the Operations Department's
airfield Agent on duty during daylight hours. The Aviation
Authority presently staffs Supervisors and Agents on duty 24 .
hours daily. All participants in the program are trained by a
licensed firearms instructor, courtesy of the Orlando Police

Controlling:Birds at Airports" - Department of Interior/U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
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Department's Airport Division. Annual costs, assu.ning the program
remains in its present size, should be under $500.

The Aviation Authority was able to find two corporations - .

which supply a similar line of pyrotechnic devices: Sutton
Agricultural Enterprises of Salinas, California; and Marshall Hyde,
.Inc. of Port Huron, Michigan. Both corporations are cost
competitive, but shell crackers are in sporadic supply and not
always readily available.

PROGRAM DETAILS

To document bird activity (other than bird strikes) on the
airfield, a "Bird Incident Report" form (see FIGURE 4) was
created, which will show schematically where birds are active, and .
will indicate action taken. This form, along with bird strike
reports, will be useful in measuring the effectiveness of the
program, and will be reviewed for suggestions on improving it.

The Operations Department utilizes "Operations Procedure
Letters" for its personnel to assure uniformity and consistency in
.:ertair procedures. FIGURE 5 illustrates the procedure letter used
for the bird control program at Orlando International Airport. The.- 7:
intent of the program, procedures, requirements, restrictions and
responsibility are all clearly defined in the letter.

The success of the program rests largely on the motivation of
the persons assigned to carry it out. At Orlando International, it
is anticipated that the Agents will remain motivated because the
program is an additional responsibility assigned to the Agent in
the airfield. This will help eliminate the boredom factor that can
occur if bird control becomes an exclusive duty. The Agent's
present rotating schedule assigns one individual to airfield duty
approximately once every fourth week, which is intended to
stimulate the Agent's awareness on the airfield, and exposes the
birds to different patterns unique to each individual.

SUMMARY

Due to a significant increase in documented bird activity at
Orlando International Airport during the '81/'82 and '82/'83
winter seaaons, the Operations Department has initiated a bird
control program consisting of a shotgun patrol designed to
discourage bird activity on airport property. Because the program
was just recently implemented, there has been no true measure of
its effectiveness. However, it is anticipated that the shotgun
patrol will be a successful technique in reducing the bird hazard
to aircraft operating at Orlando International Airport.
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FIGURE 2. Bird Strikes hy Bird Type

(December 1981 through January 1984)

-. sea gulls 18*

Doves 3

-Larks -3 1 A

Hawks 2

Herons 2*

Sparrows 2P-

Egret1

Kite 1

Kildeer 1

Sandpiper 1

Starling 1

Unidentified 6

Total 41

*One strike involved two types of birds.

L
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IRNCOItDETItAOALi RE O T IGREI

DATE:__________

TI ME: ___________

NUMBER AND SPECIES:____

- LOCATION -CIRCLE ON MAP

* TOWER COORDINATION:

-YES __-_NO

WEATHER:______ ___

ACTION TAKEN:

DIRECTION OF DISPERSAL: __________________________

BIRDS KILLED (INDICATE EXACT NUMBER AND TYPE):______________

SUBMITTED BY:_____________________ Page -of__
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FIGURE 4.

OPERATIONS PROCEDURE LETTER NO. 122.52 DECEMBER 1983

To: Airport Operations Personnel

A. Subject: OIA Bird Control Program

1. General

"The objective of the OIA Bird Control Program is to reduce the
potential hazard of bird strikes to aircraft operating at OIA.
The program will become the responsibility of the Operations

"* Supervisor/Agent on duty during daylight hours. Harassment
techniques will be utilized to discourage birds from congre-
gating on the AOA.

2. Equipment

The following equipment is available to the Operations Super-
visor/Agent for bird control purposes:

a. 12 Gauge Shotgun - used to fire Schrekpatronen (scare
"cartridges), which give a loud report at 75 yards; used to
fire shotgun shells for occassional kills.

b. 15mm Launcher - used to fire Whistle Bombs, which give a
loud whistle for 125 yards; used to fire Racket Bombs, which

.' give a loud racket for 125 yards.

3. Procedure

The success of the program will be directly proportional to
the effort put into it by the Operations Supervisor/Agent on
duty. New ideas and suggestions will be an important part of
the program, and successful techniques should be shared. Thefollowing are general requirements:

a. Any Supervisor/Agent participating in the program will be
required to be trained in the proper handling and utilization
of firearms used in the program by a licensed firearms
instructor designated by GOAA.

b. Safety in handling and utilization of firearms is of the
utmost importance. Deviations from safe operating practices 9
will not be tolerated. Use of firearms/ammunition for purposes
other than the Bird Control Proaram may result in disciplinary
action.

Page 1 of 3
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FIGURE 4.

OPERATIONS PROCEDURE LETTER NO. 122.52 DECEMBER 1983

4. Permit Requirements

This program is aimed primarily at the winter sea gull popu-
lation, however, it may be used against any bird threat to
aircraft. Sea gulls, as migratory birds, are protected by law,
and any killing of protected species requires permits from . 9
state and federal agencies.

a. OIA has applied for and received the necessary renewable
permits required by the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish
Commission, as well as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The
permits give authorization "to kill by shooting migratory
birds when necessary to prevent the destruction of life and
property (aircraft)."

b. Kills are restricted to airport property by the permits,
and, unless authorized, will be conducted only on the AOA.

c. Kills will be held to a minimum commensurate with adequate
protection of life and property. Kills will normally be
carried out only when it becomes necessary to reinforce scare
tactics (ie. when scare cartridges and bombs become ineffec-
tive). . . . .._ "* 0
d. The carcasses of all birds killed shall be buried or in-
cinerated.

e. All bird activity (except bird strikes) shall be entered on
the "Bird Incident Report" form. Please be specific as possible
when identifying birds. A bird identification book has been
provided for this purpose. Permit requirements call for an an-
nual report of operations listing names and number of birds
taken.

5. Restrictions

a. Any bird control measures taken will be done whenever pos-
sible in coordination with the Control Tower in advance by .-.

radio or telephone. This will allow the Tower to advise or
direct traffic flow on the ground as necessary.

b. Bird control activity is restricted to daylight hours only. 0 .

Page 2 of 3
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FIGURE 4.

OPERATIONS PROCEDURE LETTER 122.52 DECEMBER 3983

.5. Restrictions (cont.) .

c. Firearms will not be discharged as follows:
-on or towards the Airside Ramps;
-on or towards any occupied sections of the West Ramp;
-near or towards any aircraft;
-near or towards any refueling activity, fuel truck/pumper,
fuel farm, fuel tank or fuel pump;

-towards any occupied buildings, persons, vehicles, active
streets or highways;

-towards any FAA navigational facilities, lighting or instru-
menits.

d. When not in use, firearms will be properly secured, unloaded
and stored with all safety devices in place.

6. Responsibility

The Senior Operations Supervisor in charce will assure that .
the procedures outlined in this Letter are complied with.

(original signed by)
Gary W. Green
Director of Operations

Page 3 of 3
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STAFF ASSISTANE TO BASES
FM BIRD HIAZADS

0 CAPTAIN ROBET C. KULL, JR.
HOg AIR FORCE .OIN.R.I AND

58XVICES CUITEo TYNDALL AnS FLORIDA 32403

ABSTRACT

On of the primary functions of the Air Forces' Bird/Aircra.t Strike
Hazard (BASH) Tem is to assist bases worldwide with their bird hazards.
M.ae to the wide variety of envirornents of bases, as well as the diverse
missions of the aircraft, in-depth staff assistance proves to be a real
challenge. Coupled with these difficulties is the added problem of person- S S
nel reassignment which does not allow for corporate m0ory to exist for an
extended period of time. To combat these problems, the BASH Team has
written a BAS Guidance Package. a base self-inspection checklist, and the
Handbook on Bird Ranagement and Control. In addition to these publications.
the Team provides on-site assistance for specific and more difficult situa--..........--
tions. Each of these items are described in more detail.

The US Air Force formed the Bird/Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) Team in
1975 after several catastrophIc bird strikes with jet fighter aircraft. The
AM Teom, stationed at Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, is responsible for

all aspects of the bird strike reduction program. Their main responsibility
is to provide assistance to Air Force bases, worldwide, to reduce the
hazards created by birds. Due to the wide variety of environments of bases,
as well as the diverse missions of our aircraft, in-depth staf! assistance
proves to be a real challenge.

The BASH Team consists of three biologists of varying backgrounds and
expertise, and the tern leader has aircrew experience. In order to provide
the assistance required, the Team developed management tools that would get
information efficiently to the users. These tools or techniques include a 0
BASH Guidance Package, a base self-inspection checklist, and the Handbook on
Bird Mtanagement and Control. In addition to these publications, the Team
provides bases with bird strike data. low-level route bird strike risk
graphs, and on-site assistance.

BASH GUIDANCE PACKAGE 0

The BASH guidance Package, proposed to be incorporated into an attach-

amit to an kir Vorce requiaLlx.I, provides i; tte with jaa~r information
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concerning bird control and methods to reduce bird strikes to aircraft. The
A Te-am wrote the Guidance Package with the intention of providing a

single document reference. As an attachment to a regulation, the document
can be easily updated when changes in methodology occur. "

The Guidance Package describes how to set up a base bird strike reduc-
"tion program. The program requires that a written plan be developed in .. ,..
order to establish tasks for each organization responsible for certain '--,-
aspects of the bird strike reduction program. The plan suggests that a bird ."'
hazard working group be formed with the tasked organizations. once the
working group is developed, potential bird hazards must be identified and •
."addressed. s described in the Guidance Package, airfield bird control may
be classified into two categories: passive and active controls. Passive
controls include habitat modification and proper land management in order to
discourage the attraction of birds to an area. The Guidance Package
describes typical areas of concern to an airfield manager. Active controls,
on the other hand. include the use of bioacoustics, pyrotechnics, depreda- "
tion and various other methods to scare or eliminate birds from the air-
:d. The Guidance Package includes a description of emch active control

S.-, the equipment required, and stock numbers needed to order the
St.. In addition to these control measures, the BASH Team suqgests
operational changes in order to reduce the potential for strikes.

-o contained in the Guidance Package is a base self-inspection checklist

on the bird strike redv.c.ton program.

BASK SELP-INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Self-inspection checklists are used extensively throughout the Air Force
as effective management tools. These checklists, used by the tasked orgai l-
zation. query each aspect of a particular job. In this way, a manager _an
objectively evaluate the programs and take corrective action on those items
found deficient. The Bk9H self-inspecion checklist (see Addendum) is a
series of questions intended to query aspects of the bird strike reduction
program. The bird hazard working group can review the checklist to ensure
that the program is functioning properly. The checklist is flexible in that
questions can be added, deleted, or altered depending on changes in the
mission and location of the organization.

HADOKO BIRD MWIAGKINT AND CONTROL :~

The Handbook on Bird Management and Control (referred to here as the
Handbook) by Lucid and slack (1980). is another tool we use to increase the
knowledge of those working the bird strike reduction program. The Handbook
was prepared to assist Air Force pest managers on how to control birds
(Will, 1983). As described by Vill, the book provides a step-by-step
approach to bird management for the inexperienced pest controller. The
Handbook is also used as a text in the Air Force pest manager technical
training courses. For this reason, chapter review questions are included to
help emphasize key points that will be important to the pest manager in the
field.
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The M Team maintains all Air Forc. -ird strike data in order to
establish trends and to provide consolidated information to bases and higher
i.•eaduartsrs. The data dates back to 1975 and allows the Team to establish
trends for many variables concerning bird strikes (Kull, 1983).

Coupled with the inherent hazards of flying in and around the airdrome
environment, the Air Force most fly low-level missions. These low-level
flights are normally flom at speeds of 350-600 knots at approximately 500
feet above the ground. flying in this environment is exceptionally hazar-
4ous for many reasons (Ramachandran, 1980). one of which is the danger of
htlting birds at a high rate of speed. In fact, 25.7% of the Air Forces'
bird strikes occur during low-level flights (Kull, 1983). many of these
low-level flights are flown on published Department of Defense (DOD) low-
-level routes.

In 1981 the BASH Team developed a computer-generated Bird Avoidance
nodel (UMq) (Skinm and Berens. 1980), for these published DOC low-level
routes. This model, based on 40, years of waterfowl migration data (Bell-
rose. 1971 and 1976). predicts the risk of a waterfowl strike while flying
these routes during the migration season. As seen in Figure 1. a BAN graph
displays the risk of flying a given route during the day, dawn/dusk, and
night. Figure 2 displays the risk of flying a variety of routes during the
saw time of day. In either case, a pilot, schedules, or safety officer can
easily evaluate the bird strike risk for time of day and time of year for
many routes. Given that the individual has the opportunity to make a
choice, the BAR graphs provide information to assist in the decision. These -

graphs are readily available to our user agencies.

The MW Team also maintains a library (currently bein6 sputerized) on
all aspects of the bird strike problem. Literature contained in the library
includes technical reports, scientific research, reminar proceedings, and
related articles. Upon request we provide our bases with literature con-
cerning their specific problems.

The Team also maintains a tape library of recorded bird distress and
alarm calls. These tapes are recommended in our active contiol techniques
in order to get birds in the air. Once in flight, we recommend using pyro-
technics to scare the birds away. Over 21 species of bird recordings are
located in our library. As with the other material, we ensure that the
tapes are easily available to Air Force bases by simply requesting the
material by telephone.

on many occasions, birds present unique hazards that require a BASH Team
visit. Since Air Force personnel rotate jobs frequently, corporate memory
of airfield problems is sometimes lost. For this reason, follow-up visits
are sometimes required in order to ensure the program is workinq effec-
tively. Upon visiting a base, the Team meets with safety, base operations,
and environmental planning personnel concerning specific aspects of the BASH
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prograim. The Team uses the bass sel f- inspect ion checklist in order to..
ensure all aspects of the program are examined. Recommendations on ways to
reduce the hazards of birds to aircraft are presented to the Commander. The -

--eam mast consider the Air Force's mission and the feasibility of the recom-
.men4ations in order that base personnel will receive the suggestions in the •

right light. Unreasonable recommer.dations could reduce the Team's crediti- . -

bility and the program would not be enhanced.

coeec usioiis :

with only three BASH Team members, providing assistance to Air Force
bases worldwide is a real challenge. in order to meet these requirements,
effective management tools were developed by the BASH Team. With single
scirce references and telephonic requests for specific assistance needed,
bases can run an effective bird strike reduction program.
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* 1. Is APR 127-4 current and readily accessible for your
reference?

2. In APR 127-15 current and readily accessible for your
reference?

3. if the base has a flying mission, has a BASH reduction
program been established?

4. Does the program establish a Bird Hazard working Group
(BEU) or similar organization?

5. Are base agencies such as Safety, Civil Engineering, and
operations assigned responsibilities for the BASH program? ~
6. Is there an assigned OPR Of the B9WG?

7. Does the BHWG meeot an a regular basis as a separate meeting
* or in conjunction with another meeting containing the same

members?

8. Are flight safety briefings to the aircrewa accomplished on
a regular basis?

* 9. Are topics for the briefings varied so as to make them
* Interesting and informative?

* 10. Are different type* of media used in the briefings (e.g.,
movie, slides, person&;. t~estizmony, statistics, etc.)?

11. Art posters, pictures, Maps, etc. related to BASH posted
in the aircrew briefing areas?

12. Are local bird problems documented?

* 13. Are both damaging and nondamaging bird strikes recorded?

14. Is all the information concerning the bird strike as
listed in APR 127-15 recorded?

15. Are all nondamaging bird strikes reported to so
AFESC/DEVN, Tyndall APR semiannually?

16. Are all damaging bird strikes reported with all the proper
addresses?

17. Are bird remains (feathers, beaks, feet) collected as a
result of a bird strike?

18. At* the bird remains sent to a local authority (US Fish
and Wildlife Service, university, or local ornithologist) for
-identification?

AFPO"ii
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19. Are bird remains sent to AFESC/DEVN at Tyndall AF% if
identification is not possible in the local area?

20. Is the bird strike information tracked so as to facilitate
the identification of trends (e.g., type of bird, route, time
of day, type of aircraft)?

21. Are statistical analyses of bird strike data - - •
accomplished? - -•

22. As part of the bird awareness program, do you have a bird -
identification book? - .

23. Are daily surveys taken of the airfield and surrounding
area to observe potential/ actual bird hazards?

24. Are the daily surveys taken at various times of the day?

25. Are records of daily observations kept in order to
establish trends?

26. During the surveys, are areas like standing water, food
sources, or areas for protection noted?

27. Is the vegetation on the airfield particularly attractive
to birds?

28. Does the base have agricultural contracts (outleases) to
mow the airfield?

29. Does the contract specify that the grass be maintained at
a height of 8-12 inches?

30. Does the base practice controlled burning? -"- -

31. If controlled burns are practiced, are changes in
operations done or burning accomplished during down times?

32. Arc trees or shrubs located close to the runways?

33. Are these trees/shrubs attractive to birds?

34. Are birds attracted to the taxiways or active runways? -

35. Has it been determined why the birds are attracted to the
tax iways/runways?

36. Has it been determined what type of birds are attracted to
the taxiways/runways? .

37. Are the areas with water (ponds, lakes, swamps, etc.)
attractive to birds?

38. Are the birds feedint, in these wet areas?
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39. Has it be-=n determined what type of birds are attracted tc
these wet areas?

I
40. Do the wet areas contain vegetation along its perimeter?

41. Do the wet areas contain a lot of fish or amphibians
(frogs or salamanders)?

42. Are there other areas near the runways that attract birds
(horse stables, recreation areas, golf courses, etc.)?

43. Has it been determined what is attracting the birds?

44. Has it been determined what type of bird is being
attracted to these other areas?

45. Are there farms in the surrounding area of the base that
attract birds? S .

46. Has the farmer been approached by the base and asked to
change crop or eliminate the attractiveness of the area?

47. Is the base notified of the plowing times in order to
alter operations? -

48. Does the farmer practice controlled burning after - .9--
ha rv est?

49. Does the base outlease cropland on adjacent annex areas?................

50. Does the lease provide for restrictions concerning RASH?

51. Are there garbage dumps, landfills, or sewage lagoons in 0
the area near the base?

52. Is the garbage dump/landfill/sewage lagoon covered daily
with dirt/screen or netting?

53. Does the garbage dump/landfill/sewage lagoon attract
birds?

54. Are there other areas attractive to birds near the base
(e.g., lakes, ponds, swamps, cemeteries, wildlife areas)?

55. Have the aircraft hangars/buildings been inspected for
pest birds? .---

56. Do the bird droppings cause problems by accumulating on
equipment/aircraft?

57. Is equipment covered and ai-crA t cockpits closed 2,-ch
night to provide protection ag.a.nst bi',:i droppings?

58.~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ar agrdoslftoe l h ie
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59. is the cost of cleaning up the bird droppings and any

damage incurred less than any type of solution to th,. problem?

60. Is there an active hunting club on base? 0

61. Are the gaine birds/deer controlled so as not to interfere
with flying operations?

62. Is there a designated bird control team that actually
managesa/controls birds?

63. Is the control team actively patrolling the airdrome? 0

64. Does the control tower warn operations/ pilots of birds in
the airdrome?

65. Does the control team use distress tapes to get rid of
birds on the airfield?

66. Does the control team use pyrotechnics?

67. In Avitrol or other avicide used to control/kil~l birds?

68. Does the control team possess a permit issued by the US
Fish and Wildlife Service to kill birds?

69. Have State authorities been notified concerning the
depredation permit?

70. Are traps used to capture birds?

71. Does the DHWG suggest ways of altering the situation or
changing the habitat to discourage birds from the area, before~
using elimnination/ reduction techniques?
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o BIRD STRIKE AVOIDANCE SYSTEM FOR DOVER AFB, DEL.AWARE

PAUL DESAULNIERS

MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND

SCOTT AFB ILLINOIS

'The Traffic Control and Landing System (TRACALS) Directorate, Military
Airlift Command (MAC/DCF) developed, tested and implemented an innovative bird
strike advisory system for aircraft operations at Dover AFB DE. With the
support and participation of representatives from HQ Air Force Systems Command
(AFSC), HQ Air Force Communications Command (AFCC), Rome Air Development Center
(RADC),Air Force Engineering and Services Center (AFESC), and the USAF Airlift
Centc:r (USAFALCENT), HQ MAC/DCF successfully conducted problem analyses and the
evaluation of solution alternatives to alleviate a severely critical instrument
flight rule (IFR) safety hazard. The resultant procedures have greatly contri-
buted to diminishing the bird strike hazard in the Dover flying area, and
achieved establishment of an effective bird detection/advisory system. System
iimitations have been identified and are being addressed through equipment
enhancements and local community cooperation. S

BACKGROU ND

Dover AFB is located in the Atlantic flyway, through which millions of
birds migrate each year, and in very close proximity to several national, state,
and private wildlife areas and refuges. Three of these areas, Bombay Hook
National Wildlife Refuge, Little Creek Wildlife Area, and the Logan Lane Tract
of the Little Creek Wildlife Area are located either within or adjacent to the
confines of the Dover AFB local flying area. Nine other areas within a thirty
mile radius result in a very large acreage of wildlife habitat. Environmental
actions taken by the State of Delaware, have substantially enhanced the area's
attractiveness to waterfowl. An abundant food supply, mild winters, and an
improved habitat have contributed to ever increasing numbers of wintering
waterfowl. The migratory population includes: snow geese, canada geese, and "
numerous varieties of ducks. Also, huge flocks of blackbirds, cowbirds, grack-
les, and starlings plague aircraft operations in the Dover area. Geese arrive
in October with approximately half the population continuing the migration
farther south along the Atlantic coast. Populations increase again in March,
and migrate north by April. Resident wintering waterfowl populations reach as
high as 150,000.

Observations by local wildlife officials and an AFESC Bird/Aircraft Strike .
Hazard (BASH) Team ind-cated that an extremely high number of geese make feeding
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,ights across traf~fic patterns at Dover. The problem is further complicated by
ntWing prossures ?fld weather phenomena. Feeding flights begin around dawn and

~cbntinue for appro/kimately two hours. Geese return to the refuges at dusk or
j into the evening 1Thours. Overcast skies may cause waterfowl to fly throughout
most of the day. :

The spark that triggered this initiative was a catastrophic bird strike
between a C-5 Galaxy (the world's largest aircraft) and a flock of snow geese in .

January 1983. As a result of this near tragedy, the Commander-in-Chief of the
Military Air~lift Command (CINCMAC) requested action be taken to develop a Bird0
Strike Avoidance System for Dover AFB.

In FE.aruary 1,983, an intercomnand working group was formed to determine the
extent of the problem, and to evaluate possible alternatives to achieve a
reduction in the bird strike threat. Radar was determined to be the most likely
technology to provide "real time" assessment of bird conditions. 0_

In March 1983, an Army TPN-18A, X-Band mobile radar w--. deployed to Dover
to monitor bird movement and relay bird information to aircrews through the
command post.

TASK

Since sufficient data was not obtained during the March 1983 feasibility
testing of the bird strike advisory system, additional verification and oper- .

ational testing was required. Critical questions, such as, correlation between
the number of geese and radar display target size, detection range versus target
size, radar uptime rate, and information concerning aircrew acceptance of
system procedures were not adequately addressed.

A comprehensive three-phase test program was established. The purpose was
to determine the optimum radar system to be utilized and to evaluate the adapt-
ability of the proposed procedures to varied environments. Phase One was a
thorough engineering verification of candidate radars to document system capa-
bilities. Phase Two evaluated the operational implementation of the total bird
strike advisory system. Phase Three studied near, mid, and long term object-
ives, procured necessary equipment, and refined operational procedures.

In October 1983, Phase One was completed. Evaluated radars included: a
van mounted marine X-Band (9000-9200 MHz) system, a marine S-Band(3.O-3.2GHz)
radar utilizing a rain-rejection antenna, the deployed Army TPN-18A, and the in-
place AN/GPN-20 air traffic control S-Band radar (2.7-2.9 GHz). Test results
indicated that the GPN-20 was far superior to the other candidate systems in
detecting levels of bird activity. Additionally, the capability of providing
bird movement information on flocks of 3-5 geese to Individual aircraft was now
being detected. Phase Two began immiediately after the selection of the GPN-20.
HQ MAC/DCF and the 2016 Communications Squadron (CS) specialists, working with
436 Military Airlift Wing (MAW) operations personnel, developed procedures to
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- utilize the extensive bird movement information now available. Aircrew and air
traffic control interfaces were designed and implemented on 14 Nov 83.

Phase Three began almost simultaneously with the development of the
operational concept. Additional equipment was identified, procured, and
installed by 24 Jan 84. All 2016 .S Radar Approach Control (RAPCON) personnel
were trained on bird watch procedures, advisories were placed in flight publi-
cations, and the 436 MAW Counmand Post began informing aircrews of the avail-
ability of bird advisories. System limitations associated with equipment
characteristics and environmental conditions were identified. Possible system
enhancements in both the equipnent acquisition and environmental control areas
were defined, and a full briefing was prepared and presented to the
Commanders of both MAC and AFCC.

CONCEPTS

Rapid Development

The increased population of wintering waterfowl in the Dover area pre-
sented a bird strike potential that was limiting the wing's capability to
perform its mission. A warning system had to be installed as soon as possible
while remaining within the economic constraints imposed by available dis-
cretionary funds. Additionally, the imminent hazard would not allow the lead
time necessary for a full developmental effort. Off-the-shelf technology would
have to be utilized. Within 60 days of the Jan 83 major bird strike, a
preliminary avoidance system utilizing an Army radar and ATC personnel was in
place. Aircraft now had at least some idea of the hazard level they faced. .

Continuation of Training Flights

Following the Jan 83 strike all local training sorties at Dover were
cancelled. Attempts were made to obtain training capabilities at other east .. -
coast airfields, but the wake turbulence criteria associated with the C-5 made
it unwelcome at most locations. Aircrew proficiency was being adversely
affected. The continuous monitoring of bird movements now gave the wing the
capability of determining when a minimal hazard was present, and training
flights could be scheduled to coincide with these periods. ATC personnel
provided information directly to the Command Post whenever significant activity
changes occured.

Reduce Risk to Mission Aircraft

Prior to the installation of the Bird Avoidance System, mission aircraft
were dependent on visual sightings for hazard assessment. Bird activity outside
of visual contact due to distance or climatological phenomena was an unknown
factor. Unlike training, mission flights could not be cancelled, so aircraft
operations were often conducted without knowing the potential for a catas-
trophic bird strike. The Jan 83 flight that encountered a flock of geese was a
mission departure during a period of reduced visibility. Although only minimal
delays could be tolerated, knowledge of both bird activity levels and locations
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allowed mission operations to be based on real time information. Departures
could be held while large flocks of waterfowl cleared the departure path or

_..alternate runways could be chosen when operationally feasible. Arrivals could
be diverted, held, or routed to less hazardous runways.

Quantify Risk Levels

The only information on bird activity available prior to the bird watch
system was that provided by wildlife experts. Specifically, this general
behavior pattern information indicated that in periods of clear weather bird
movement was concentrated in the dusk and dawn time periods. However, ornith-
ologists also noted that overcast conditions created an increase in activity
that occurred at unpredictable intervals throughout the day. While movement
-after dark was less prevalent it did occur and presented an unknown risk factor.
Some rescheduling of wing operations could be made to adjust to this limited "
knowledge, but attempting to reschedule all transient operations was an impos-
sible task. With a 24 hour bird watch system in place, the wing could now
quantify risk levels, and provide advance warning to both transient and wing
aircraft on bird strike potential. A bird hazard condition (BHC) scale was
designed, using red, yellow, and green coding for BHCs. A green BHC is limited
to those time periods when most waterfowl are residing in their northern
Canadian habitats (i.e. May-Sep). Flying continues as normal. The yellow BHC
is instituted as soon as southern migratory movement into the Dover area is
detected, and remain% the minimum risk level until the northern migration is
completed. The bird watch function is actuated and movement information is made
available to all aircraft. A red BHC is reached whenever visual or radar
sightings indicate extensive bird activity in the vicinity of arrival and • -
departure corridors. Number and size of flocks necessary to reach this level
have been defined, and are in use by hird watch and command post personnel.
During BHC red training flights are either cancelled or diverted.

Provide Real Time Information to Aircrews

With the incorporation of the bird watch and Bird Hazard Condition (BHC)
systems at Dover, aircrews were now aware of the levels of activity at any given
time. However, as noted, all aircraft operations continued during a yellow BHC,
and mission aircraft still had to meet schedules during both a red or yellow
BHC. For the Army TPN-18A radar, providing real time information on bird flocks
that might present a hazard to an individual aircraft was hampered due to
equipment limitations. Flocks of less than 30 geese, and birds within 5 miles
of the airfield were not visible on this radar. With the adaption of the GPN-20
to the bird watch mission, flocks as small as 3-5 geese, and movement within 1 -'-. -
mile of the airfield were now readily observable. The bird watch system could
now provide converging target information, recommended heading changes and dep- :. - e"
arture directions to individual aircraft at any point within the radar's cover-
age.
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Fully Integrate Air Traffic Control (ATC) and Bird Watch

ATC responsibility to pass bird movement advisories to aircrews is predicated
on the fact that ATC radar is not a reliable system for bird detection
due to the use of special circuitry designed to eliminate all but aircraft
targets. Hence, the Federal Aviation Administration dictates that bird movement
information must be derived or verified by visual means (i.e. aircrew or
ground personnel). However, at Dover AFB, it was determined through visual
correlation by both ground personnel and special helicopter flights, that
the GPN-20 has a very high probability of detecting a flock of 3-5 geese.
This high probability factor covers flocks that are between 150-2500 feet 0
above the ground, and within 20 miles of the airfield. This probability
of detection fluctuates only slightly, regardless of what special circuitry
is utilized. When circuitry integration does result in some target loss
to the bird watch controller, ATC will provide "quick-look" opportunities
whenever possible. The ATC mission of the radar is the first consideration
whenever these conflicting demands occur. To facilitate this dual utilization I .
of the GPN-20, an additional radar indicator has been placed in the 2016
CS RAPCON for the bird watch function. It was also determined, that to maximize
the system's potential, air traffic controllers would man tnis position.
This minimized training requirements and utilized individuals who most understood
both bird movements and aircraft flight patterns.

RESULTS

Within 10 months of CINCMAC's request a bird strike avoidance system
is in operation that allows aircraft, both wing and transient, to operate
in and out of Dover AFB, DE regardless of bird activity or weather conditions.
The possibility of the Jan 83 bird strike reoccuring has been significantly
reduced. Air traffic control, flight and wing operations personnel are continuously
exchanging information on bird movements. Flight operations in the Dover
area have returned to a level near the pre-Jan 83 time frame. Bird strikes
for the 1983-84 season have been greatly reduced, have involved less that
5 birds, and have resulted in relatively minor damage.

The status of the present system has been made known to the MAC and
AFCC Command Staffs. Research continues toward further risk reduction through
additional technological applications and/or environmental changes. AFCC
and the Bird Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) Team are looking into the possibility
of adapting the Dover system to other USAF locations.
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an BIRD STRIKE COMMITTEE EUROPE

(Presented by H.Dahl)
Directorate of Civil Aviation

Gammel Kongevej 60
1850 Copenhagen V

Denmark

1. HISTORY OF BSCE .

"%Although the problem of collisions between birds and aircraft (bird strikes)

has existed since the first man-made aircraft took off from the solid soil, a
world-wide systematic work with the problem birds present to aircraft, was not
started up till the early 1960s. The start was brouc,!lt about by the intro-
duction of fast jet driven airplanes which had increased the danger of air-
craft and birds sharing the same airspace.

In November 1963 a symposium was arranged by the French authorities in Nice
for discussions and lectures concerning this section of the air safety work.

Three years later at the request of the NATO countries' flight safety com-
mittee a meeting was held in Frankfurt, Germany, in July 1966 with the attend-
ance of both military and civil personnel engaged in the question of ilight
safety, and at that meeting an organization called Bird Strike Committee
Europe was created with the aim to begin a continuous international activity..-

After the first meeting, yearly meetings have been arranged until 1978 where -
it was decided that meetings should be held with intervals of eighteen months.
During the first years only the NATO countries took part in the BSCE meetings,
but later other European countries appeared, and for some years there has been
participation from countries in Eastern Europe, especially the Soviet Union,
where the last Bird Strike Committee Europe Meeting took place in August 1982.
Since the beginning civil elements in the meetings have increased.

Because of the rather informal way in which the organization was established,
the BSCE could be considered as an organization composed of people working in
a rather voluntary way. The committee has no special office and no secreta-
riat, and therefore, the work has to be done by the committee chairman and
members of a small committee, a steering committee, composed by chairmen or
sub-committees. The chairman keeps the documents of the committee and has to
cover the main part of its correspondence.
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Nevertheless, BSCE has become more and more associated with the International
Civil Aviation Organization in questions dealing with bird strike problems of
aviation. In this way BSCE has acted in an advisory capacity to ICAO, working
through the European office of ICAO on matters concerning the hazards to avia-
tion caused by birds.

-0
.An important part of the co-operation between ICAO and BSCE has during the
last years been a series of regional work shops on bird hazards which started
in 1978 in Bangkok.

BSCE experts have also assisted ICAO with the new automatic system for ana-
lysis of bird strike reports (IBIS). For the time being BSCE works hard to
assist ICAO with a revision of ICAO documentation dealing with bird strike
problems.

We have also co-operated with the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC)
and the International Air Transport Association (IATA).

At the 13th ECAC Intermediate Session in Paris last year the Director Generals
of the participating European countries while recognizing the problem of birds
at aerodromes and the potential hazards which birds present to air transport, . ..-

recommended to member states to use the information on bird control methods I
contained in the BSCE document "Some Measures Used In Different Countries For
Reduction of Bird Strike Risks Around the Airport", to take adequate steps to . .
improve these methods where necessary, and to act through international agen-
cies to have that information used as much as possible in conjunction with
Part III of ICAO Airport Services Manual.

2. METHODS OF WORK

The meetings of BSCE including its working groups have been the main forum for
new ideas about dealing with the bird problem of aviation in Europe. New ideas
have been described in papers presented at the meetings, and dealing with all
sections of this flight safety work. The number of working papers has from a
very modest beginning increased to about 30 papers and more during the last
meeting. Till now 16 meetings of the committee have taken place, and the next
meeting will take place in Rome in three months' time.

To describe the work within the committee, I shall mention the terms of refe-
rence of the BSCE, and these are as follows:

BSCE consists of civil and military participants from Europe with a
common interest in the bird strike problem. Attendance is open to
participants from other parts of the world. The committee shall col-
lect, analyze, and circulate to all concerned data and information
related to the bird strike problem in the European region.

The work of the committee is performed both in plenary sessions, but also in
six sub-comTitteess created by the plenary sessions. These sub-committees are
the following:

Working Group - Aerodrome
Working Group - Analysis
Working Group - Bird Movement
Working Group - Radar and other Sensor-s .
Working Group - Communications
Working Group Structural Testing of Airframes
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The main obligation of the Working Group - Aerodrome is to study and develop .
-methods to control the presence of birds on or near aerodromes. The Aerodrome
Working Group has issued a booklet "Some Measures Used In Different Countries
for Reduction of Bird Strike Risks Around the Airport".

The reason for the work is that it is a known fact that birds are attracted by
airports because they find a place at the airport to breed, rest and/or roost.

-Therefore, it is unwise and really uneconomical to try to disperse birds if
you are still offering all or a great part of these facilities to birds. In
our view action to be taken should be lead by preliminary studies of the fol-
lowing kind:

a) What are the bird species seen on a specific airport?
This information should encompass data on topics, such as
"Are they permanently there?
"Is the number of birds of special species increasing?"

b) What is the typical behaviour of each of the species?

c) What is the potential danger caused by birds?
You will have to take into account the bird strike reports, birds found
killed on the runway or within the airport perimeter, and to try to iden-
tify the species more often involved in strikes.

d) What is the amount of resources available for that purpose?
It be equipment or man-power.

e) What is done elsewhere as accompanying measures, especially on environ-
mental management?

During our discussions in the BSCE we have been aware that many experiments
have been made in Europe and elsewhere to test the methods for bird scaring
and to indicate those measures which have appeared to be promising. We have
seen an advantage to develop uniform methods for use on airports in some cas-
es. Some methods are still on the experimental stage, and for the time being
only indications could be provided of the efficiency of such measures.

The collection of measures as indicated in the booklet does not intend to
freeze any methods, but rather to offer some possible ways to help the airport
managers to decide on what could be done, and it is the intention at cer-
tain intervals of approximately 3-5 years to issue new editions of the bookletin order to revise the information on the items in connection with the work tominimize the bird strike risk at airports.

The Working Group - Analysis has as main obligation to analyse the data pro-
vided by ICAO after the introduction of the IBIS system operated by ICAO, to
cover the military data, to act as a forum for discussion and dissemination,
and to deal with European information as ICAO will cover the world-wide infor-
mation..

The Working Group - Bird Movement and the Working Group - Radar and other
Sensors are working on movements and tracks of birds. Radar is used for the
study of both local and migrational movements of birds. Much of the result of _
these groups is used by the other groups for its tasks to map the air routes
of birds. Regarding the BSCE radar studies, there has been a high interest for I.
the last few years to establish the so-called radar chain along the Alps and .-
the coastal areas of the North Sea.
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The Working Group - Communications has as objective to develop procedures
enabling a quick and reliable exchange of messages regarding bird hazard warn-
ings. For the last few years this group has widthened its sphere of interest ..
and ;s now called Communications and Flight Procedures Group.

The youngest working group of BSCE is the Structural Testing of Airframe Work-
ing Group. It has as aim to collect and analyse results of any bird impactstructural testing. The knowledge and experiences which are gained through the

studies of this group, will then have to be used for the assistance to the
national organi'ations in the production design and guidance material for bird
impact resistant airframes.
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o BIRDS AND AIRPORT AGRICULTURE IN THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STAES-

SA REVIEW OF LIT ATURE-

.. R.T. Sterner, D.J. Elias, M.V. Garrison, B.E. Johns, and S.R. Kilburn
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

o Denver Wildlife Research Center
o j Bldg. 16, Federal Center
0.- Denver, Colorado 80225

This report is a review and analysis of literature pertinent to the use -
' ~ of airport lands for agriculture in the conterminous United States (U.S.).

The paper is based on articles that (1) either document bird utilization of
85 crops or rate the appropriateness of 15 farming activities for airports
and (2) identify the North American bird species that utilize these crops and
activities. Our review shows that 57 crops were documented as utilized by
at least one species; no reports of bird use were found for 28 crops. -
According to three bird-aviation authorities, only one farming activity
(i.e., non-pasture stock farming) is suitable for practice within two miles
of the airport center. Altogether, 69 species of birds are reported to
damage or utilize agriculture in the U.S. Although numerous reports have
designated gulls as the most hazardous species to air traffic, this review
indicates that certain species of blackbirds, waterfowl, and gallinaceous A_

birds pose greater hazards-at least in conjunction with airport agriculture. 2 ..

INTRODUCTION

Some airport authorities in the U•.. and abroad reportedly utilize
portions of airport lands for agricultural purposes (Solman, 1973; Williams,
1974; van Tets et al., 1977). Although information on U.S. facilities,
crops, acreages, and revenues are unavailable (C. Wagner, Federal Aviation
Agency, 1982, personal communication), agriculture on airport lands raises
questions of air-traffic safety due to the potential attraction of birds.

The literature concerning bird hazards to aircraft is replete with advice
on how to reduce risks of bird-aircraft strikes near airports (e.g., Aldrich
et al., 1961; Boudreau, 1975; Blokpoel, 1976; Godin, 1982; Lefebvre and Mott,
1983; $eubert, 1968; Solman, 1966, 1973, 1981). A major theme of these
articles in "habitat mauipulation"-the reduction of potential bird hazards
at airports by altering or eliminating habitat likely to attract birds.
Airport agriculture generally contradicts this principle. Most crops and
farm activities provide excellent food, water, and cover for birds

lSupported by Memorandum of Agreement DTFA 01-81-Y-305S6 and
Cooperative Agreement 14-16-0009-81-988 (Task C) between the U.S. Federal
Aviation Agency and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The assertions contained
herein are the views of the authors and are not to be construed as official
or as reflecting those of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: or U.S. * .
Department of the Interior.
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(e.g., Besser, 1984; Murton and Westwood, 1976; Solman, 1973). Still, bird
utilization of specific crops or activities differ. Some crops or activities
may Increase bird utilization relative to non-agricultural habitats; others

.•...may actually lower bird use relative to naturally-occurring foliage,
terrain, and drainage.

This report is based on a comprehensive review and analysis of select
aviation, agricultural, and biological literature relevant to agricultural
use of airport lands within the conterminous U.S. The objectives were to:
(1) document bird depredations of 24 grain/seed/silage, 25 vegetable, 33
fruit/nut, and 3 specialty crops, plus evaluate patterns of
approval/disapproval recommendations for 15 farming activities reported by
several well-known bird-aviation authorities and (2) identify the species of
North American birds that pose the greatest problems for airports engaging
in agriculture. -

RATIONAL AND APPROACH

Specific studies to assess relationships among bird species, bird
numbers, and bird-aircraft strikes associated with airport agriculture are
virtually non-existant. Nevertheless, numerous reports document bird
depredations of specific crops, and several sources provide recommendations
concerning the practice of farming activities (e.g., dairies, feedlots, tree
nurseries) near runways. In our review, we assumed that the relative
frequency of these reports, or the concensus among recommendations, can be
used to index greater or lesser risks of bird-aircraft strikes associated
with specific crops or activities. Of course, the validity of this approach
depends upon (1) the thoroughness of literature search and retrieval efforts
and (2) the comprehensiveness of reports and studies to document species
utilization and damage of agricultural crops or activities.

The review and analysis involved a three-step procedure: (1)
Crop/Activity Selections, (2) Search, Retrieval, and Evaluation of
Literature, and (3) Identification of Agriculture-Linked Bird Species.
Initially, the potential crops and farm activities to be considered were
selected. This allowed "directed searches' for relevant published and
unpublished materials by specific crop and activity. Following completion
of search and retrieval efforts, we prepared composite lists of all reported
damage or utilization to the crops or activities by specific species. The
following is a detailed description of each procedural step.

Crop/Activity Selections.-- Potential crops and farming activities were
derived from seven main sources: (1) Crop Production 1982 Annual Summary,
Acreage, Yield, Production (USDA, 1983a), (2) Vegetables 1982 Annual Summary,
Acreage, Yield, Production, and Value (USDA, 1983b), (3) Noncitrus Fruits &
Nuts, Production, Use, and Value USDA, 1983c), (4) Citrus Fruits
Production, Use, and Value, 1981-82 Crop Year (USDA, 1982), (5) g Bird Hazards
to Aircraft (Blokpoel, 1976), (6) Some Measures Used in Different Countries
for Reduction of Bird Strike Risks Around the Airport (BSCE, 1979), and ".
Ecologie de la Zone de l'Aeroport International de Montreal: Les Oiseauz et
Le Peril Aviare (McNeil et al., 1976). A total of 85 crops and 15 farming
activities were chosen for consideration; these consisted of 24
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grains/seeds/silages, 25 vegetables, 33 fruits/nuts, 3 specialties, and 15
activities (Table 1). The list of crops for grains/seeds/silages,
fruit/nuts, and specialties were taken directly from the 1982 Crop Production
Summary (USDA, 1983a), 1982 Noncitrus Fruits & Nuts Summary (USDA, 1983c), ,

------and 1981-82 Citrus Summary (USDA, 1982); six crops unique to Hawaii and
specific categories listed for California were omitted. Vegetables were
those cited in the 1982 Vegetables Summary (USDA, 1983b) and 14 additional
ones added by the authors. Farming activities were selected from lists
published by either Bird Strike Committee Europe (1979)) Blokpoel (1976), or
McNeil et al. (1976).

Search. Retrieval, a, _tion of Literature.-Published and
unpublished reports of bi-u cion, -agricultural, and -biological
information were retrieved b) a "directed-search strategy." Two annotated
bibliographies containing 595 and 345 citations, respectively, were
instrumental to initiation of search and retrieval efforts: Selected "
Bibliography on Bird Hazards to Aircraft (DeHaven, 1983) and Publications of
the Section of Bird Damage Control (USFWS, 1980). Key articles relating
"specific species with agricultural damage or other crop utilization were
identified and read. These were gleaned for the following information:
Type of Utilization/Damage (i.e., type of use or damage to plants during the
crop/activity cycle), State (i.e., location of data collection), Species,
and Magnitude of Use/Damage (i.e., subjective classification of bird use or

*damage to agriculture conveyed in article - Major or Minor). To assess 7
potential hazards associated with farming activities, recommendations of
three bird-aviation authorities were compared (i.e., Blokpoel, 1976; BSCE,
1979; McNeil et al., 1976).

Identification of Agriculture-Linked Bird Species.- Approximately 645
species of birds are found in Canada and the U.S. (Robbins et al., 1966).
Certain species were assummed to pose greater or lesser hazards to airport
agriculture based on their empirical association or non-association with
crops and activities. A list of the species positively reported to damage
or use the cited categories of crops (i.e., grain/seed/silage, vegetable,
fruit/nut, and specialty) was prepared. No list of species associated with

• • farming activities was assembled, but certain species associated with
specific activities were pointed out in the text.

OUTCOMES: CROPS LITERATURE

Grains/Seeds/Silages

"Of the 24 grains/seeds/silages, 18 crops (i.e., barley, grain corn,
forage corn, silage corn, flaxseed, hay, oats, potatoes, rice, rye, grain

•'1 sorghum, forage sorghum, silage sorghum, sugarbeets, sugarcane, sunflower,
winter wheat, and spring wheat) were reportedly damaged by at least one bird
species. Six grain/seed/silage crops (i.e., cotton, cottonseed, dry edible
beans, hops, soybeans, and sweet potatoes) were undocumented as damaged by
birds. Typical damage occurred as sprout pulling and ingestion of grain or
S seed during ripening. Corn, oats, rice, sunflower, and wheat were reported
as vulnerable to birds throughout the crop cycle. 0
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TABLE 1. List of grain/seed/silage, vegetable, fruit/nut, and specialty
crops, plus miscellaneous farming activities, considered for
airport agriculture in the U.S. 1  0

Grains/Seeds Farming
Silages Vegetables Fruits/Nuts Specialties Activities

-Barley Artichokes Fruits Peppermint oil Dairy farming
-Corn Asparagus Apples Spearmint oil Stock farming

for grain Beaus (all) Apricots Tobacco 2  (pasture)
S. for forage Beets Avocados (non-pasture)

for silage Broccoli Blackberries Stock feedlots

Cotton Brussels Blueberries Piggeries
Cottonseed sprouts Cherries (sweet) Landscape
Dry-edible Cabbage (tart) Nurseries •

beans Cantalope Cranberries (including
Flaxseed Carrots Dates Christmas
Hay (all) Cauliflower Figs Trees)
Hops Celery Grapes Sod Farming
Oats Corn (sweet) Kiwifruit Seed Farming
Potatoes Cucumbers Nectarines Crop Farming . .

Rice Eggplant Olives Fruit Tree
Rye Endive Peaches Farming
Sorghum Garlic Pears Stockyards

for grain Lettuce Plums (incl. prunes) Fur Farming
for forage Melons (all) Pomegranates Poultry Farming

for silage Onions Raspberries Rabbitries
Soybeans Peas Strawberries Apiaries
Sugarbeets Peppers (all) Citrus Fruits

Sugarcane Spinach Grapefruit
Sunflower Squash (all) Lemons
Sweet potatoes Tomatoes Limes
Wheat (winter) Turnips Oranges

(spring) Tangelos
Tangerines
Temples
Nuts
Almonds
Filberts . ... .--
Peanuts

2

Pecans
Pisatachios
Walnuts

1 USDA considers many of the cited vegetables and fruits/nuts to be

specialties (e.g., artichokes, garlic, figs, kiwifruit, pomegranates
filberts, pistachios). For purposes of this report, these crops were
generally classified according to generic names (e.g., vegetables,

2 Tobacco and peanuts are grown by producers that have been granted

production allotments for these crops; cultivation of these is
controlled. .... . .
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Altogether, 41 species of birds were reported to cause major or minor
losses to the 18 damaged crops. Blackbirds were the most frequent birds
linked with crops; 10 (i.e., Eastern Meadowlark and Western Meadowlark;

+--Yellow-headed, IRed-winged, Tri-colored, Rusty, and Brewer's Blackbird;
Boat-tailed and Common Grackle; and Brown-headed Cowbird) of the 12 member:
of this family were reported to damage grains/seeds/silages. At least one
of these species was amiociated with damage to 13 of the 18 documented crops:

--barley, grain corn, forage corn, silage corn, oats, rice, rye, grain sorghum,
forage sorghum, silage sorghum, sunflower, winter wheat, and spring wheat.
The extensive ranges of blackbirds pose risks to air traffic at airports
considering cultivation of these 13 crops throughout the lower 48 states.

Vegetables

Of the 25 vegetables considered, 15 were linked with bird use: beans,
beets, brocolli, cabbage, cantalope, carrots, sweet corn, lettuce, melons,
onions, peas, peppers, spinach, tomatoes, and turnips. Although 10
vegetables (i.e., artichokes, asparagus, brussel sprouts, cauliflower,
celery, cucumber, eggplant, endive, garlic, and squash) were undocumented as
damaged by birds, it is difficult to conceive of any vegetable crop not
attracting birds, especially during seeding or sprouting. High insect
burdens also make these crops suspect for airports in most locales and, the
high-risk, labor-intensive nature of vegetables present concerns relative to
agricultural use of airport lands (e.g., profits, security).

As expected, the most documentation of bird damage to vegetables was
associated with sweet corn. Other vegetables frequently confirmed as damaged L_ A
included: beans, broccoli, cantalope, lettuce and melons. Damage to
avocados, cabbage, carrots, and onions was confirmed by only one or two
sources, but all of these reports indicated major damage by particular
species.

Twenty-three species of birds were reported to damage vegetables. The
most frequently reported species was the Horned Lark. This widely ..
distributed bird was linked with sprout pulling for 12 of the 15 damaged
vegetables (i.e., beans, beets, broccoli, carrots, lettuce, melons, onions,
peas, peppers, spinach, tomatoes, and turnips). As with
grains/seeds/silages, various species of blackbirds were also frequently
implicated in foraging of vegetables; five species were involved (i.e.,
Brewer's, Red-winged, and Yellow-headed Blackbirds, plus Brown-headed Cowbird
and Common Grackle). These species were all linked with damage to sweet
corn, whereas the Horned Lark was absent from the reports on this

,, most-vulnerable crop. Other species reported to damage multiple vegetables
* were: Common Crow, Black-billed Magpie, Yellow-billed Magpie, European

Starling, House Finch, Crowned Sparrow, and House Sparrow. _

Fruits/Nuts

Fruits/nuts were subdivided into three classes: fruits, citrus fruits, . •
and nuts (Table 1). Results of our search are given for each class.
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Fruits.- Altogether, birds were reported to damage 17 of the 20 fruits
surveyed; dates, kiwifruit, and pomegranates were not damaged by birds.

-Numerous reports of damage were found for apples, apricots, blueberries, 6

cherries (sweet and tart), figs, grapes, nectarines, olives, peaches, and
pears. These indicated that damage occurred mainly during the ripening cycle
(i.e., ripening and mature fruit); observations of bud removal also occurred
frequently for apples and apricots. Three fruits were confirmed as damaged
on the basis of single sources (i.e., cranberries, olives, and peaches).

Forty species of birds were linked with fruit damage. Blueberries were
damaged by the most kinds of birds, with 21 species involved in some crop
destruction. Grapes and sweet cherries were reported as the next
most-dazaged crops by the most birds (i.e., 16 and 13 species, respectively).

-Interestingly, one of the few citations confirming gull foraging on crops
occurred within this category -- cranberries (Smith, 1966); and, this crop
was the role fruit linked with only one bird. The species most often
mentioned as pests of fruit were the House Finch and European Starling; these
utilized nine and 10 crops, respectively.

Citrus Fruits.- The retrieved data for citrus was the most easily
interpreted. Only one reference linking crows with minor damage to oranges
was found, and the type or location of destruction was not specified. While
the attraction of birds to feed on citrus fruit was not demonstrated, groves
of these fruit trees would provide shelter and roost harborage. This,
coupled with the long periods needed for grove development (i.e., 8-12
years), makes citrus crops undesirable for airports.

Nuts.- Damage to nut crops by birds was well documented, with five of
the six types of nuts categorized as extensively damaged (i.e., almonds,
peanuts, pecans, pistachios, and walnuts). Only filberts was void of
evidence of bird damage. Areas of nut production were centered largely in
California and several Southern states (e.g., Arkansas, Georgia, Oklahoma,
and Texas).

Eighteen species of birds were associated with reports of damage to nut
crops. The single-most harmful species was the Common Crow; it was reported
to damage all five of the nuts previously mentioned as vulnerable to birds.
With the exception of debudding of almonds by House Finches and Goldfinches,
all references indicated that birds damaged the mature crops. The nut crop
damaged by the most-diverse group of birds was almonds, with 11 species as
potential pests. Peanuts and walnuts were damaged by six and five species
respectively. Pecans and pistachios were linked with two species each (i.e.,
Brewer's Blackbird and Common Crow and Scrub Jay and Common Crow,
respectively).

Specialty Crops

Only three specialty crops were considered: peppermint, spearmint, and
tobacco. No references linking mint-oil crops with bird damage were found.
These crops are commercially produced ouly in the Great Lakes and Pacific
Northwest Regions.
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One brochure indicated that blackbirds caused damage to tobacco plants,
but the nature of the damage was not described. Sprout pulling, use of
plants for shade, and insect feeding within maturing fields are all potential
a-.attractions for birds. Because tobacco is grown only by allotments, we
considered it an unlikely crop for airport agriculture.

OUTCOMES: FARMING-ACTIVITIES LITERATURE

Table 2 is a checklist of the auproval/disapproval ratings for three
arbitrary agricultural-use zones provided in reports by Bird Strike Committee

-..Kurope (1979), Blokpoel (1976), and McNeil et al. (1976) for the 15 farming
activities. These zones are: Interior Zone- <2-mile radius of airport
center; Intermediate Zone-a 1-mile-wide band located between 2 and 3 miles
from airport center; and, Exterior Zone-a 2-mile-wide band located between
3 and 5 miles from airport center or runways. Ratings for eight of the
activities were common to all three sources; whereas, four activities (i.e.,
crop farming, fruit-tree farming, stock yards, and fur farming) were only
rated by two of the sources and three (i.e., poultry farming, rabbitries, and
apiaries) were unique to McNeil et al. (1976). Each of the research groups
provided separate ratings for the suitability of an activity within the
Interior, Intermediate, and Exterior Zones. p

Because of the relatively small size of U.S. airports (i.e., average of
306 acres for the 5,846 public-use airports; M. Harrison, Federal Aviation -.- ..-

Agency, 1983, personal communication), farm activities within the Interior
Zone were considered most relevant. The only activity unanimously approved "
for this Zone was stock farming. Both Bird Strike Committee Europe (1979)
and Blokpoel (1976) provided general recommendations for both pastured and
non-pastured stock breeding; these authors allowed stock breeding in all
three zones. McNeil et al. (1976) discriminated these two activities, -.-... " -.
allowing stock breeding only in situations where animals were stabled with
covered feed troughs or beyond 3 aerial miles from the airport center. This
recommendation also must be qualified for areas inhabited by the Cattle
Egret, a bird known to be attracte', to insect movements caused by grazing
animals (J. Seubert, Fish and Wildlife Service, 1984, personal communication;
Fellows et al. 1983). Neither Blokpoel (1976), BSCE (1979), nor McNeil et
al. (1976) addressed potential hazards of this species to stock farming.

Additionally, two activities were approved by a majority of the research
groups for the Interior Zone, and four other activities were approved for
this Zone by one of the groups. Bird Strike Committee Europe (1979) and
Blokpoel (1976) agreed that dairy farming and landscape nurseries posed no
hazard to air traffic within the 2-mile radius of airport center. McNeil e- .
al. (1976), on the other hand, approved piggeries and apiaries without
restrictions in the Interior; fur farming and poultry farming were also .,
allowed, but animals were required to be enclosed and fed dry materials.

Only two activities were approved by all three sources for the
Intermediate Zone: stock farming (non-pasture) and landscape nurseries
(including Christmas Trees). Dairy farming, stock farming (pasture), sod
farming, and seed farming were approved by different combinations of two
sources each. Stock feedlots, piggeries, fruit-tree farming, and stock
yards were generally disapproved within this Zone.
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TABLE 2. ApprovalC+)disapproval(-) ratings for conduct of 15 farming
activities on airport lands as derived from Bird Strike Committee
Europe (1979), Blokpoel (1976), and McNeil et al. (1976). S

Farm BSCE (1979) iBlokpoel (1976) McNeil et al., (1976)
Activitieti Airport Zone1  Airport Zone Airport Zone

Int. Inter. Ext. Int. Inter. Ext. Int. Inter. Ext.

Dairy Farming + + + + + + -- +2

Stock Farming3

(pasture) + + + + + + - - +

Stock Farming3

(non-pasture) + + + + + + +4 +4 + .-
Stock Feedlots - - -- - + - - +

Piggeries - - -- + + + +

Landscape
Nurseries
(including
Christmas
Trees + + + + + + - +5 +

Sod Farming - - + - + + - + +

Seed Farming - - + - + + - + +

Crop Farming - - + - + +

Fruit Tree
Farming - - -- - + 9 S

Stockyards - -- - +

Fur Farming - - -+6 + +

Poultry Farming +7 +7 +
Kabbitries - + +
Apiaries + + +

1 Airport zones are defined by Bird Strike Committee Europe (1979) and
Blokpoel (1976) as follows: Interior (Int.)-- <2-mile radius of airport
center; Intermediate (Inter.)--a 1-mile-wide band located between 2 and
3 miles of airport center; and, Exterior (Ext.)-a 2-mile wide band
located between 3 and 5 miles of airport center. This zonal scheme is 0
similar to that of McNeil et al. (1976), but their zones refer to
distances from runways instead of airport center and include a fourth
category (i.e., Fenced Zone) which is the close-in, fenced area adjacent ..

to airport buildings and runways.
2 Feasible for Interior and Intermediate Zones if ecological control of

vertebrates is in effect.
3 Note.--Bird Strike Committee Europe (1979) and Blokpoel (1976) do not

differentiate pasture and non-pasture stock farming.
"4 Restriction that animals be kept within stables (feed covered) in

Interior and Intermediate Zones.
5 Restriction excludes fruit-bearing cherry trees.
6 Restriction that animals be fed dry-food materials only. 0
7 Restriction that poultry be kept in buildings.
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Approval ratings for activities in the Exterior Zone generally concurred.
All sources approved dairy farming, stock farming (pasture and non-pasture),
landscape nurseries (including Christmas Trees), sod farming, and seed
_farming. Blokpoel (1976) and McNeil et al. (1976) also agreed on the setup 0
of stock feedlots and piggerie. in the Exterior Zone. The only prohibitions
imposed were by Bird Strike Committee Europe (1979) for stock feedlots,

piggeries, fruit-tree farming, stockyards and fur farming. The care taken
to ensure covered feeding troughs (e.g., piggeries), enclosure of facilities,

(e.g., poultry) and proper disposal of wastes greatly affected the

feasibility of these activities. ,

ARICULTURE-LINXED BIRD SPECIES

Tabla 3 lists the common names of 69 birds reported to damage one or more

of the crops or activities considered in our review. These represent about

10 percent of the 645 species that inhabit the U.S. and Canada (Robbins et.

TABLE 3. Common names of the 69 North American Bird Species documented as
involved in agricultural depredations within the conterminous

states of the U.S. 1

Canada Goose Mallard Mottled Duck
Northern Pintail Blue-winged Teal Fulvous Whistling Duck2

Wild Turkey California Quail Northern Bobwhite

Ring-necked Pheasant Cattle Egret Sandhill Crane

Franklin's Gull Rock Dove White-winged Dove

Mourning Dove Northern Flicker Red-headed Woodpecker

Acorn Woodpecker Lewis' Woodpecker Western Kingbird

Horned Lark Barn Swallow Blue Jay

Scrub Jay Black-billed Magpie Yellow-billed Magpie -

Common Raven American Crow Black-capped Chickadee

Northern Mockingbird Grey Catbird Brown Thrasher

American Robin Eastern Bluebird Western Bluebird

Cedar Wairing European Starling House Sparrow
Bobolink Eastern Meadowlark Western Meadowlark

Yt A.ow-headed Blackbird Red-winged Blackbird Trn-colored Blackbird

Rusty Blackbird Brewer's Blackbird Boat-tailed Grackle S

Great-tailed Gri ckle Common Grackle Brown-headed Cowbird

Northern Oriole3  Western Tanager Scarlet Tanager

Northern Cardinal Rose-breasted Grosbeak Black-headed Grosbeak

Blue Grosbeak Indigo Bunting House Finch

Pine Siskin American Goldfinch Dickcissel

Rufous-sided Towhee Savannah Sparrow Field Sparrow ,

White-crowned Sparrow Golden-crowned Sparrow Song Sparrow

1 Several articles referred only to bird families (e.g., blackbirds, sea

gulls, waterfowl) without identifying actual species; these are not

included in the table.
2 Formerly called Fulvous Tree Duck
3 Formerly called Baltimore Oriole
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al., 1966), confirming that a relatively small portion of species actually
damage U.S. agriculture or pose risks to air traffic due to farming of
airport lands. Of course, many of the listed species are among the
most-numerous, wide-rapsing birds on the continent. Interestingly, all 12
species of blackbirds and six species of waterfowl were linked with damage
to a variety of crops; whereas, few references implicated gulls in
agricultural damage. :K:K
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040

4 THE FAA GRANT-IN-AID ASSURANCES,
C FAR PART 139, AND AIRPORT HAZARDS

Andrew J. Dilk
Mgr., Accident Counsel Branch .

Litigation Division
Chief Counsel's Office

Federal Aviation Administration
Washington, D.C.

The promises made to the FAA by airport operating
-authorities, which are found in grants-in-aid, or as a result
of certification under 14 C.F.R. Part 139, are more than
agreements for construction compliance. They can prove to be
the basis of multi-million dollar lawsuits where hazards exist
in the airport environment, and are found by courts to be the .
proximate cause of an aviation accident.-

1. FAA PROMOTION OF AVIATION SAFETY-

I realize that there is a hazard of boredom to those of you
better schooled than I in the FAA Safety Programs. As you
know, under the FAA Act of 1958, a promulgation of 14 C.F.R.
Part 139 serves to implement the operating rules for certifi-
cated airports. Part 139 is independent of grant-in-aid
requirements 4nd assurances under v C.F. R Part 152, and -
serves the primary purpose of providing safety regulations for
certificated air carrier airports. Under Part 139, Airport
Operation Manuals must set forth appropriate procedures for
identifying, assessing, and disseminating information to air
carrier users of it's airports by Notices to Airmen, or other
means acceptable to the Administrator, concerning conditions on S
and in the vicinity of it's airport that affect, or may affect
the safe operation of aircraft.

Working in tandem with the Part 139 operating rules for
certificated airports, implementing the FAA Act of 1958, has
been the 14 C.F.R. Part 152 grant-in-aid "operating rules" for 0
certificated airports under the Airport and Airway Development
Act of 1970 (AADA). Pursuant to AADA the FAA promulgated Part
152 and it's Appendix D "Assurances", with the regulatory
requirements for a "safe and servicable condition" of the
airport and all facilities relating thereto, including the
paragraph 23 provision concerning "Airport Hazards", relating .. .
to easements, zoning to prevent objects in the approach areas,
and the paragraph 24 provision concerning use of adjacent
land. Part 152 provides for the inclusion of "special
conditions", further limiting use of the airport for safety
reacons. Assurances provided by special conditions cannot be
arbitrarily or capriciously required by the FAA. Legality of
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assurances could only be tested by litigation, if the court so
ruled, the FAA would be required Ly an appropriate Federal
Court to comply with a reasonable standard -- at least as
reasonable as the Airports Division can convince the judge is
necessary to promote aviation safety under the existent
circumstances. Fortunately, the scarcity of such lawsuits
would indicate that the FAA has traditionally not been
unrealistic in dealings with grant-in-aid applicants. Since .- -

AADA is the funding authority for past grants, it remains the
- - statutory authority for Part 152 assurances and enforcement of

contractual language.

It appears that when AADA expired in 1970, it was thought
to be an easy matter for enactment of a new statute doing
essentially the same thing. However, a missing ingredient in
such thinking was a novel government interest in de-federali-
,zation, which resulted in a decrease in the number of grants-
in-aid. Coupled with the do-federalization issue has been the
implementation of the Aviaton Safety' Noise Abatement Act of
1979 (ASNA). Subsequent to inac ment of the Airport and Airway
Improvement Act of 1982 (AIP), P there have yet been no
regulations promulgated to replace Part 152. Compliance and
enforcement under AIP would therefore fall within the
contractual provisions of the grant-in-aid itself.

II. GRANTS-IN-AID A1D REGULATIONS

Section 18 of the Airport and Airway Development Act of
1970, 49 U.S.C. § 1718(3)(4) required the government to obtain
assurances from any airport receiving federal funds, that the
approaches will be cleared and protected, and that land
adjacent to the airport will be used only for purposes
compatible with customary airport operations. Section 1718
imposes a duty upon the government to obtain these assurances
before dispersing federal funds, and section 27, 49 U.S.C. .
1727, grants the FAA the authority to enforce these assurances.
However, case law indicates that the failure to obtain
assurances or the failure to enforce them once they were given,
is not actionable under the FTCA. Sellfors v. U. S.2/
Congress enacted the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970
to spur the development and improvement of airports and airway
networks in order that these critical operations could be
expanded quickly enough to keep pace with the demand placed on
the surfaces by a burgeoning population. But nowhere in the
statute or it's legislative history is there any indication 0
that in enacting this legislation Congress intended to impose
upon the FAA the duty to supervise all phases of the airport
operation to insure that the airport is run safely. To receive
these grants of federal money, the applicant must assure the
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"FAA that the airport will be operated safely.

There was no purpose or intention of Congress in passing
the Federal Airport Act or the Airport and Airway Development

. ....Act for the FAA to insure the individual safety of each user of
an airport receiving Federal Aid. Standards for airport
construction, operation and maintenance have been developed,
but the FAA does not certify that these standards have been
-met. On most air carrier airports, the airport owner has
contracted to adhere to federal standards, but the FAA cannot -' -

guarantee that the contractual obligations are being
maintained. Even in cases of noncompliance by an airport
operator with the standards, the remedies available, after
notice of non-compliance and a finding of default pursuant to
procedures, are limited to either withholding federal grants
applied for, or the filing of a civil lawsuit based on
violation of the grant-in-aid agreement for recovery of funds
provided. The FAA issues operating certificates to airports
serving air carriers formerly certificated by the Civil
Aeronautics Board, and to be certificated in the future by the
FAA. After investigation, the FAA will issue a Part 139
certificate where it finds that the airport is properly and
adequately equipped to conduct a safe operation in accordance
with applicable law and regulations. Where an airport is not
an "air carrier airport" it is not certificated by the FAA as
to it's adequacy for the safe conduct of flight operations.

Recovery in litigation against the United States under the
Federal Tort Claims Act is not necessarily available simpl
because of approval by the FAA of the plans for developmenf and
modernization of an airport under the Federal Airport Act as
repealed by the Airport and Airway Development Act.

Design and construction of an airport's development included
in an airport layout plan are not the basis of recovery for
tort liability under the FTCA. This would not necessarily be
true in those cases involving property owned and operated by
the United States, like National or Dulles Airports.

A. Airport Master Record

A history file and Airport Master Record for airports open
to the public are maintained by regional offices, and pursuant
to recommendations found in Handbook 5010.4, Airports Division
personnel in the FAA regional offices are requested to make
annual inspections of these airports, if they have sufficient .
travel funds and personnel. Airport inspections are therefore
normally conducted by regional office personnel with the
purpose of determining whether any changes to the airport
effecting safety have occurred since the time of the last
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inspection. 14 C.F.R. § 157.3 requires that notice be given by
persons Eroposing certain projects. In the case of an airport
available for public use (14 C.F.R. § 77.2), standards have
been established pursuant to 14 C.F.R. 77.3 for determining

,_--obstructions to air navigation, and a notice of proposed
construction is mandated by Subpart B of part 77 for the
purpose of an aeronautical study described in Subpart D.

In the event that the regional office does not have
sufficient inspectors or funds, the Airport Master Record form
from the previous year is supplied to the airport manager, who
Sis requested to note any changes to the airport or surrounding
area which might have an effect upon airport usage. Though
there is no known Federal case law in this area, should an
airport manager fail to disclose information which the FAA

--would expect to receive in the normal course of business, it O
could be argued in a lawsuit by an injured third party, that
the airport operator, through it's negligent manager, was
liable for such injuries -- provided that the plaintiff could
prove that it was a proximate cause of the accident. The
Airport Master Record form is transmitted by the regional
office to the National Flight Data Center (ITFDC) (located in
the Air Traffic Division rather than the Airports Division), so
that the material can be included on the new Airport Master
Record computer printout, and any changes meeting their - -.

criteria can be made on publications offered to the aviation
community. The NFDC will publish appropriate comments in the
daily National Flight Data Digest (NFDD), from which certain .
data may be selected by the NFDC for inclusion in the FAA
published airport directory. The final copy of the computer
printout of the Airport Master Record providing data as to tne -..-
location of the airport, type and length of runways, etc. is
not itself made available to pilots. However, it does provide
information as to obstructions, approaches, surface and length .
of runways, etc.

The approach data concerns what is called the "controlling
obstruction," for which the "approach ratio" for a particular
runway is determined, though it may be a grain elevator or a
large object somewhat far removed from the extended center line
of the runway. The "approach ratio" and the means of
determining the same is a term of art, which I have come to
believe is subject to numerous and sometimes conflicting
interpretations. Remarks as to runway layout and other
obstructions provided for inclusion in the Airport Master
Record forms supplied by an airport operator could conceivably
be the basis of an airport operator's liability under certain
conditions. This could involve location of a tower, or
obstacle in the "primary surface" of a runway, or other
"imaginary surfaces" utilized in the establishment of standards
for construction projects on airports open to the public, and
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described in 14 C.F.R. § 77.23, particularly § 77.23(b)(2), and
§ 77.25.

Negligence of the FAA and the airport operator might be
alleged on the basis that information normally supplied as part
-of the "Content Criteria for Airman's Information Manual"
described in FAA Order 7920.1A was not published. The
"Criteria" described in paragraph C of that order provides: -'"--

-"Airports without Control Towers. Data
concerning field conditions that would be
helpful to a pilot or operator in deciding to
use that landing area shall be published.
For example, ... a runway or a portion
thereof closed, an unusable portion of the
runway, . . . or critical obstructions,

. unusual runway conditions shall be published."

A pilot in command might therefore allege that if he had known
about the erection of a tower, power line, grain elevator, etc.,
he would have taken additional precautionary measures, such as
altering his flight path.

B. 14 C.F.R. • 77.

Part 77 describes notice, standards, studies, and hearing
for "objects effecting navigable airspace" with relation to
airports available for public use. As seen in 14 C.F.R. § 77.3,
the administration of the Federal-Aid Airport Program, the
development of technical standards for "guidance" in the design
and construction of airports, and the imposition of notice and
hearing requirements, are imposed in the future sense --

proposed construction projects on either airports receiving
federal aid, airports open to the public, or on projects which
will affect navigable airspace. Part 77 is directed to
construction standards for future project, rather than flight
procedures by a VFR pilot, or limitations upon an aircraft's
operation.

Though the FAA is to receive notice of the construction of
obstructions pursuant to 14 C.F.R. Part 77, it is done for the
purpose of making a "hazard" or "no hazard" determination.
Though this may have some effect upon the applicant obtaining
insurance for construction of such an obstruction, such a
determination by the FAA cannot prevent construction. If the
object is over 200 feet in height, it is then to be included by__
the FAA on appropriate aviation charts for the purpose of
warning pilots. There might be state laws requiring some
additional type warning for obstructions, such as minimum
lighting or marking requirements.
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It was only late in the 1960's that the FAA described in an
Advisory Circular, certain guidelines for airport design,
including a safety area extending horizontally 200 feet from the
threshold ("primary surface" described in 14 C.F.R. § 77), and
vertically, a VFR airport approuch service on a 20 to 1 ratio

.beginning with the primary surface. The current design height
criteria restriction for proposed projects within the primary

surface area of 200 feet is a 15 foot height restriction for
non-Interstate Highways, for example. The regulation could not,
however, restrict operations at a noncertificated airport.
Operational (in addition to construction design) restrictions
can be mandated for airports serving air carriers that hold
-certificates of public convenience and necessity issued by the
CAB (see 14 C.F.R. § 139). Just as part 77 could not be used by
the FAA to restrict operations at a noncertificated airport, it
could not be used by the FAA to require any action by an airport
=operator in the absence of any application by the operator for a
grant in aid from the FAA.

However, an FAA action to enforce a regulation or a grant
agreement is not the same animal as a lawsuit by an injured
person seeking money damages for an accident causing pain and
suffering. Just because Part 77 is not applicable, that does
not mean that an airport operator won't be sued in state court
by an injured party for its failure to comply with some state
safety standard, such as the marking or lighting of obstacles.

C. Grants In Aid For Influencing An Airport

The FAA can theoretically take action to recover grant in
aid payments if a sponsor airport fails to comply with any -
condition incorporated in the grant. Old grants offered under
the Federal-Aid Airport Program (FAP), under the Federal. Airport
Act, particularly with 20 year limitations, leaves open the
question as to what the authority would be for enforcement of
grant-in-aid provisions.3/ I'm sure you are all familiar with
the boiler-plate language in the grants, including a sponsor
assurance to the effect that it will promote safety at the
airport, and in addition to such general language, will fulfill
any safety requirements innumerated as conditions of
the grant-in-aid. It is seen, particularly in the development
of older airports, that airport offices were somewhat reluctant
to require conditions considered too stringent, because
applicants might simply withdraw their applications. In many
cases, "advice" to a non Part 139 airport operator by the FAA Lo
clear an approach to a runway of obstructions where no grant- ..
in-aid to the airport exists, might serve as a recommendation
only. It would appear that acceptance of even a planning grant
under the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 (see 14
C.F.R. § 152) might not put any conditions upon the owner of the
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'airport. This, of course, would appear to be even truer in the
case where the present owner of an airport is not the owner -. "
which received a prior grant.

D. 14 C.F.R. • 139, Operations Manual

The failure of an airport operator's employees to comply
with the provisions of the Airport Operations Manual have been
found to constitute negligence, and can be basis of liability on
the part of the airport operator. This is seen in Alitalia v.
U. S.,/ where the operations' duty officer was required to
pro-vi-de a field condition report, and make inspections when snow
was a factor. This is presently the subject of litigation in
the World Airways crash at Logan Airport in Boston. As a result
of such officer's inspection, he is required to issue NOTAIS
which are transmitted by telegraph to all offices at the airport
having receiving equipment. One of the recipients is a FAA
Flight Service Station which, pursuant to it's Operations
Manual, compiles airport NOTAMS relating to runway landing
conditions, and distributes them nationally. In the Alitalia
case, it was found that there was some confusion as to reporting
procedures and the ultimate purpose behind the same. The FSS
Handbook, FAA Order 7930.1, is not intended to supply all
information provided by the airport operating authority on the
teletype distribution system of the FAA. When the information
is received by telegraph, the FSS publishes only that material
which is included in the criteria described as follows:

a. "Material meeting the following criteria shall be
transmitted by telecommunications means as a NOTAM when:

(1). a landing area conditions exists which precludes
safe operation of aircraft. This concerns only
situations which would normally result in a
pilot's or operator's decision to divert aircraft."

Even when, for instance, information relating to taxiways is
included on an airport operator's report, the FSS would not
include it for national distribution on it's telecommunications
network. The responsibility of FAA air traffic controllers to
provide such information to a pilot is another matter. With
respect to accidents, this paper will later discuss some case
law developments with respect to Part 139 safety requirements.

E. Interpreting Part 139

The reason why courts might often disagree in the
interpretat. i of Part 139, with respect to the duties to be
performed bl different parties, can be found in the countless
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number of factual situations involving different grants, special
conditions, manuals, etc. In addition, a court must make
determinations as to the adequacy of performance, guided by Part
139, FAA Airports Division Manuals, Airport Operations Manuals,

... _ _good operating procedures, and common sense.

How would a court go about interpreting Part 1397 The
Supreme Court has acknowledged a traditional presumption in
favor of an agency's interpretation of it's own regulations,5/

----like the FAA's administration of Part 139. In the everyday
-functions of the FAA, that presumption of agency regularity is
the device by which the FAA enforces standard, rather than
arbitrary procedures, on all airports and under generally
similar circumstances. The rub comes when the facts relating to
one airport or grant application are not precisely the same as
-another. Such factual dissimilarities may require a certain -

subjectivism in the FAA Airport Division's application of it's
procedural manuals. Since beauty and safety requirements may
both exist "in the eye of the beholder", there will obviously b
occasions where the application of Part 139 through agency
manuals and procedures may be subject to differing opinions.

The finality as to the "correct" interpretation of Part 139 -

-- as applied to specific facts -- could only come from the
U. S. Supreme Court. Such an interpretation is not likely to
arise, since the Supreme Court normally does not become involved
unless there is a pressing legal question relating to a
widespread, Constitutional, or federal statutory issue. If an
airport operator were to test the FAA's interpretation by a
lawsuit, the ultimate interpretation of Part 139 would normally
be rendered by a U. S. District Court. Of course, even the
judges of District Courts may disagree in their interpretations,
and it is certainly possible for Circuit Courts of Appeal to
disagree as well.

As a practical matter, a decision of the U. S. District
Court located in your state, addressing an interpretation of
some portion of Part 139, would generally resolve the issue.
If, however, the facts were so unusual, or the traditional
interpretation was in conflict with the FAA's interpretation,
the decision might be appealed by the FAA. In the absence of an
appeal, the FAA's procedures might be altered, or the FAA might
resign itself to a loss under those particular circum-
stances, with the hope that such circumstances would not occur
again.

I could attempt to provide my interpretation of Part 139
under a wide variety of factual situations, but others night
disagree. Only the U. S. Supreme Court might satisfy me that I
am wrong, but because of the unlikelihood of such a case going
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to the Supreme Court, in the everyday functioning of the FAA's
administrative system, the knowledge and expertise of Airport
Division personnel is called upon to make decisions based on
their procedures and expertise.

Since many or all of you have reviewed Part 139 from time to
time, and could undoubtedly pose arcane questions calling for
individual interpretations, I can only suggest that I refer to
certain cases relating to Part 139.

F. Letter of Correction

Though a "letter of correction" is indicative of an
airport's noncompliance with the 14 C.F.R. § 139 requirements,

-thereby permitting FAA enforcement action as a civil penalty, on _-

a much larger financial scale, it can be utilized in tort -
litigation resulting from an aircraft accident, as the basis of
a finding of negligence on the part of the airport operator. It
could result in a cost of millions of dollars to the state. In
Alitalia, a letter of correction was issued against the airport
operator for noncompliance with 14 C.F.R. § 139.69(b)(4) because
of the operator's failure to accurately report on it's
telautograph report the existence of snow banks (windrows) on
the taxiway involved. This can serve as proof of the operator's
failure to comply with the "Airport Condition Assessment and
Reporting" provision in 14 C.F.R. § 139.69. The record did not
disclose any notice to air traffic controllers in the tower as
t ýhe widt~h of the taxiwa cla1ed, ?T t hq1heit oftrhe ialwin rows. As it turned out, p aintif ~s pi at acMiottfe at trial-'"--:...

that Alitalia had received the telautograph information
concerning snow conditions before departure from Rome, though
the dimensions were incorrect. The court found that pilots
would rely, as a matter of common practice, on the airport
operator conforming to the aviation community standard of
reasonable conduct in clearing or reporting unusable taxiways to
the FAA or airport users. Since the accident occurred in the A
evening some distance from the tower, the court found that therewas no notification to FAA employees as to any taxiway or
clearance problems.

Liability could also be based on the failure of the airport
operator to expeditiously respond to a call for emergency
assistance in the case of an accident on the field. Evidence of
a standard of care required of an airport operator in a rescue
operation might well be found in the airport's Operations
Manual, and other representations made to the FAA concerning
operable equipment available, and the reasonable time frame
within which they could respond.
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1I1. LITIGATION (LAWSUITS) "PLAINTIFF" SUES,-
`DEFENDANT" IS THE ONE SUED

A. Federal Courts6/ V

I. U. S. Supreme Court - any decision by it takes
precedence over all other courts.

-2 U. S. Circuit Courts of Appeal- (thirteen throughout the
U. S.)- decisions of the Circuit encompassing your -
state takes precedence over any other Circuit or any
Federal District Court (see attached diagram for
geographical composition).

3. U. S. Federal District Courts - at least one per state
. .. . a. Generally the starting point of any accident

litigation -- a plaintiff is alleging that an
employee(s) of the United States (FAA) was
negligent.

b. An airport operating authority may also be sued as
another defendant for the alleged negligence of
it's employees.

c. Regulatory enforcement actions -- Satisfaction of
a penalty assessed by the FAA against an airport -
operator (air carrier, pilot, mechanic, etc.) can
be enforced in the U. S. Federal District Court
located in that state, or appealed to it by the
regulated party.

(Airport operating authorities can also be sued by
private parties in a state court for the alleged -
negligence of it's employees -- the U. S./FAA
cannot be sued in state courts).

d. If the U. S./FAA is sued alone and believes that
the ultimate responsibility was that of the
airport operator, it can after it is sued, file a
third party action against the airport operator 0
for "indemnity" (repayment of all it should lose)
or "contribution (repayment by the state of that
portion the court finds is attributable to the
operator's negligence).

4. Court of Claims - for disputes involvirg the U. S./FAA .
relating to payments disputed in grants-in-aid.
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IV. LITIGATION INVOLVING THE U. S./FAA AND
AIRPORT OPERATING AUTHORITIES

A. Contract actions in the Court of Claims relating todisputes -a-s to interpretation of the grant-in-aid, contract •:. il-_;::-
revisions, quality of work, payments, etc. These cases

typically involve interpretation of the contractual agreements,
standards, time of performance, and work completion.

B. Accidents -- Liability for negligent conduct (tort) of -
government andFor state airport operating autbority employees
in the performance of their duties. These cases relate to
accidents allegedly caused by the action or inaction of FAA
employees or airport operator employees, and are filed in a
U. S. District Court when the United States is a defendant.

Once the FAA assumes the duty under the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, or in the administration of Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR's) like 14 C.F.R. § 139, it is possible that it will be
held liable for the negligent acts of it's employees which has
led to the injury of a person. These types of acts are
customarily the operational functions ofan emiployee, rather
than the policy decisions of administrative officials at higher
levels based on national FAA programs and manuals. Where clear
standards are set forth in manual provisions, to which a court
can match the actual facts as to the performance of an FAA
employee (or the representations of an airport operator's
employees), courts will generally rule that the judgment of the
employee was "operational", rather than "discretionary".
Typically, for instance, the negligent failure of the FAA to
adopt proper safety regulations has been found by the Supreme
Court to fall within what is known as the "discretionary
function exception" of the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA).
This is seen in the significant case of Dalehite v. U. S.7/
For instance, the decision of the FAA to provide a grant-in-aid
for construction of a new runway, which is only a 3000 feet
long. If an aircraft crashes while landing on it because it
needed a longer runway, the U. S. would not be liable. As long
as decisions relating to construction of the runway complied
with FAA criteria, the fact that the decision was made by the 0
FAA to require runways of only a certain length, that decision,
based on technical manual provisions, would not be the basis of
liability on the part of the United States. Similarly, because
the airport operating authority constructed the runway in
accordance with the FAA guideline, the pre-emptive standards
established by the FAA would mean that the airport operating
authority also complied with the standards established, and
therefore it also would normally not be liable if it were sued.
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Once the FAA does elect to assume a duty, it is more likely
that it will be held liable for the negligence of it's
employees. Indian Towing v. U. S.8/

Claims that the FAA was negligent in the enforcement of V..
regulations such as 14 C.F.R. Part 139, like limiting the use
of an airport for safety reasons, or in failing to promulgate
-stricter safety precautions, or failing to mitigate a bird -. -
-problem, has been ruled by the llth Circuit to jurisdictionally
bar claims because of the discretionary function exception.
This is seen in Sellfors v. U. S.9 /, involving the deaths of
7 people on board a Learjet which crashed after ingesting birds
in it's engines while taking off from the DeKalb-Peachtree
Airport. In that case, o',er a two year period preceding the

-- accident, the FMa was unable to convince the county to close
the garbage dump adjacent to the county owned airport. The FAA -
Compliance Handbook outlines procedures and guidelines to be
used by the Airports Division when an airport does not honor
it's grant-in-aid agreements. The airport was not certificated
under Part 139, and the previous Navy-owned airo-Ft had been
given to the county a number of years earlier. After the
accident, the FAA went to the Department of Justice, which . .
sought a restraining order in the Federal District Court in
Atlanta to stop the garbage dumping, but the Court refused to
issue such an order, because the dump was needed more than the
airport. The Court issued a partial restriction prohibiting
jet traffic from the airport for six weeks. In the tort
lawsuit against the United States for the death of one of the
pilots, the District Court found that the discretion of the FAA
not to take enforcement action against the airport operator
could not be the basis of U. S. liability. The Airports
Division of the FAA would have to convince the FAA Regional
Counsel's Office, and it in turn the Department of Justicel_0/,-
that there had been noncompliance with a specific grant-in-aid
provision, and invoke that provision as a basis for bringing a
legal action to enforce that contractual provision -- the
ultimate remedy of the FAA for an airport not certificated
under Part 139 would be to recover the money provided in the
grant-in-aid, and to bar future grants. For a Part 139
airport, the FAA would have the additional clout of
de-certifying the airport as safe under Part 139.

Though there is not a large number of cases involving
interpretations of Part 139, the language common to such cases
will hopefully give you a feel for what legal conclusions will
be reached in a similar set of circumstances. In a Second . - .
Circuit case,ll/ the FAA brought an action to have a New York
law transferring title of Republic Airport from the MTA to the
New York State Department of Transportation, and imposing a
curfew between 11:00 p.m. and 7.00 a.m., ruled in contravention
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of terms of grant-in-aid agreements. The jurisdiction to
review FAA "orders" (neither interpretation of a regulation nor
a tort action) lay exclusively in the Circuit Court of
Appeals. The court found that the MTA could not disavow
Agreements reached with the FAA in return for FAA funding, nor
could it avoid such obligations by attempting to transfer title
of the airport to another political body. The court recognized
that the AADA of 1970 was superceded by the AIP of 1982. The
court found that the grant-in-aid to Republic had been
conditioned by requirements that:

1. The facilities be available for use by government
aircraft.

2. At all times have arrangements for operating
aeronautical facilities whenever required.

3. Not dispose of or encumbtr title to Airport property
during the period of Government interest.

4. Without FAA approval could not enter into any
transaction that would operate to deprive it of any of the
rights and powers necessary to perform any of it's contractual -S.
covenants.

The Court ruled that the FAA may attach legally enforceable
conditions to it's grants of federal assistance and to prevent
the disavowal of conditions on which the Government in good
faith had relied. Even if the FAA did not question t1)e ability
of the New York DOT to operate the airport safely, sa.e
operating conditions are not the sole prerequisite to
certification. The FAA is also required to look to the public
interest (49 U.S.C. §§ 1421(b), 1429(a), 14 C.F.R, §
139.7(a)(1). Public interest required the State of New York to
recognize the sactitity of the contracts at issue, enacted for
the benefit of the general public, which has a substantial
investment in the airport. In addition, the court also found
that though only final "orders" of the FAA are revicwable, the
term "order" should be liberally construed, including any which
"imposes an obligation, denies a right, or fixes some legal
relationship".

Cases involving airplane accidents similarly discuss the
safety requirements of an airport, whether or not it is
strictly based on Part 139, or state law, and not necessarily
involving the FAA. In an Alaska casel2/, the court ruled
that when extending an airport runway the state was negligent 9
in failing to place a ditch or fence around the extension tc -
prevent moose from coming onto the runway, and in failing to
clear trees and brush from the area so that airport personnel
could see if moose were on the runway extension.
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In a 5th Circuit case involving the United States 13/ ten
years later, the court ruled that there was no duty on the part
of the FAA under an Advisory Circular specifying the proper
mode of marking a runway closed for resurfacing pursuant to a
grzt., -n-aid, to assure that it had beei, complied with. .

.. outh Dakota case-- a Sabreliner crashed after
gulls , e ingested while taking off from the airport.
Plain claimed that the FAA negligently certificated the
hirporc under Part 139, and wa6 subsequently negligent in
failing to enforce regulations under Part 139. The Court ruled
that an applicant for aid" . . must show that it has
established instructions and procedures for the prevention or
removal of factors on the airport that attract, or may attract,
birds." The United States was found not to be negligent in
this case. A copy of the SAFECO decision is attached in order
to provide you with language utilized by the courts to describe
an airport operator's responsibilities.

Like the SAFECO case, a similar decions from Connecticut 1 5/!
ruled that the city had not failed it's responsibiLity to make
the airport liss attractive as a food source for gulls, had
implemented certain scare devices, but had failed to issue a
NOTAM regardir- the gulls during certain seasons of the year,
and under certain weathe. conditions.

I also attach for your perusal, a copy of a decision from
Massachusetts16/ which should provide you with a feel for
judicially imposed requirements relating to airport operation.
I would be remiss in not drawing to your attention the fact
that most of the cases involving wildlife hazards have
originated in the past five years, and may prove to be an
indicator of the trend in future litigation. There is
invariably alot more money in the treasury of a public body
than there is in e pilot's savings account.
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4K *I (S.D.N.Y.1M6) For smilar rob- damage to a twin jet aircraft which erea"e
swplaintiff's contentions based on State on takeoff from a municipal airport. Te

law of unfair oompetitioe must fanl. too. District Court., Donald J. Porter, J.. bsI
Sm. e&S., Cloc-Cola Ca. v. Snow 0,Ms Bev- that- (1) federal reguilations providing for
oaNAM Inc., 64 F.Pupp. 960 (D.Maass1946), certification of airport following FAA in-
affd, 112 Fhd 280 (1st Cir.), wt. d.*Aed, vestication did not impose any sort of duty
$82 U.S. 800, 68 s&ct 1. no, Ln u. n der South Dakota low on FAA that

(194?).would give rise to a tort action for hAs

In summary, the Court holds that defend- violation; thus, United States Could not be
ant Is entitled to judgment as a niatter of held liable under the Federal Tort lasime
law becauase there Is no genuine triable Is- Act for damnage to an airplane wbhis
sue of fact that defendant returned plain- crh&W on takeoff from a municipal airpiort
tiff's Wildcat submission to plaintiff with- after galls were ingested Into the Planes
outit being ezained by anyone oonnected jet enie asn lose of all power M3
with game development, and that it devel- city. w operator of airport, was negligent in
oped Kling Oil Idpendetly from plaln- fzaliLg to warn pilota of the possitte Pros-
tiff's submission, entirely on the bas ofth nce of gulls; and (8) given the COWo of the
Charlesworth submission of Oil Elams an gulls and the rainy weather conditions AMd
Us. own refinaments, and because no liabii- the necesary qsped generated for takeoff,
ty stay be predicated upon the alleged mi-: crw of je ba a reasonable exarse for not
appropriationl throuth Baan seeing the gulls on the runway In time to

The partie will submit proposed forms of avoid the accident and therefore were aot
judgment within fifteen (15) days after re- e. ributoiiy negligent under South Deko-
aelpt ofaecopy of this decisim talaw.

SO ORDERED ~YJudgment in 1,favor of plaintiff Mani"s

(v-uL Aviation e-2
Federal regulations providing frCo.'erti-

rbCatimI of airport following FAA Inventigs-
SAFECO INSURANCE CO. OF tion, did not impose any sort of duty under L

AMERICA. PlinItiff, South Dakota law on FAA that would give

v. rise to a tort action for has violation; thus,

cITy OF WATERTOWN. SOUTH DA- United States could not be held liable under
ROTA, A Municipal Corporation, the Federal Tort Claims Act for damage to

Diefeadant an airplane which crashed on takeoff from
SAFEO INURACE CMPAN OF a municipal airport after gulls were hingst-
SAFDO IISUKACE CMPAN OF ad into the plane's jet engines causing low -

AMERICA, Pibtf of all power. 28 U.S.C.A. i 2671 et eq.

L Action 0-
UNITED STATES of Anerima Generaly, a statute whichi does not

Defendant purport to estibllah a civil liability but
C-v Nee. 77-@IO li-101L merely makes provision to secure the safety

United States District Court, or welfare of the public as an entity, is not
D. South Dakota. N. D. subject to a conatructioni establishing aeCivil

Dec.53, 961.liability,

L. Negligemee 0-1
Plaintiff, as aubroe of has insured. Baskc elements of a negligewce Action

brought actions to rever for propeirty are that there be a duty owed by defendant
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Ck albF.W 1220 (I901)

to plainitiff, that thene warn a breach of that which tb(a law imposes upon persons to prv-
duty. and breach of the duty was proximate tect themselves from injury, and which, -..

cause of plaintiff's injury. concurring and cooperating with the action-
4. Avat~o ~.mable negligence for which defendant is re-

Cit, a ~ ,, aonsibke contributes to the Injury cm
gent In failing to warn pilota of the pnesible plainhd of as a proximate cause-
presence of gulls; thus, city could be hold &. Negligence 0-66
liable under South Dakota law for damage Under South Dakota law. standard by
to airplane which crashed on takeoff after which a plaintiff's conduct is tested is that
gull were Ingested into plane's jet engines which a reasonable man would conform usn-
causing lose of all power. der like circumstances.

L. Negligence 0-4 10. Negligence 0-97
Under South Dakota law. the greater Under South Dakota law. if a plaintiff

the danger, the greater the cae required, has a duty to mnaintal)I a lookout, and if be
so that a very high degree of danger calls does look, it in implied that he looked effee-
for a very high degree of care which tively and In such a manner that he would
amounts to ordinary care in view of the see what was in plain sight unless some
situation and ciremnstanm. reasonable excuse for not seeing is shown.
6. Av~stlea 4-= 111. Negligence 0-67

Airport flight service station personnel If an object is so well camouflaged a
were not negligent In falling to warn Jet, not to be discerible within the range of
which crashed on takeoff after gulls were vision. an actor may not be held under
ingested into plane's jet engines causing South Dakota law to the duty of seeing it..
loss of power, of presence of gulls on the
day of the accident where those personnel
neither saw gulls on the airport nor re-
celved any reports of their presence; fur-
therumor, flight service station personnel
did not have adequate knowledge of the_____
actual extent of the persistent gull problem_
at the airport to be found negligent for
failing to issue, independently of the airport
management, a permanent warning for
gulls.

7. Aviation 3-
Given the color of the gulls and the 0 _

rainy weather conditions and the necessary MEMORANDUM OPINION
speed generated for takeoff, crew of corpo- DONALD J. PORTER, District Judge.
rate jet, which crashed on takeoff after
gulls were ingested into plane~s jet engines AESUMR
causing lWe of all power, had a reasonable
excuse for not seeing the gulls on the run- Plaintiff, as subrogee of its insured, Kerr-
way In Utnme to avoid the accident and there- ceCoprtnbugthseatns--

forewer no conribtorly nglientUn-(consolidated for trial) to recover for prop-forewer naconribtoriy nglientun-erty damage to a twin jet Kerr-McGee air-
der Suth akotala.craft which crashed on take-off from the

L ~ ~ qs 1~ leee~8 2 Watertown Hunicipal Airport. Juris-d-etion
Under South Dakota law, contributory of plaintiffs' tort action against the City of

negligence is conduct for which plaintiff is V~atertown, owner and operator of the air-9
responsible amounting to breach of a duty port, Is grounded in diversity, 3B U.S.C.
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f 183Wa)- Plaintiff sued the United Sttes negligently certificated the Watertown air.
under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 port under 14 C.F.R. Part 139, and thereaft. ___
U.S.C. 261171, et seq.; jurisdiction ies un- er was negllgenit in failing to enforce its 0
der 8 U.S.C. I 1346(b). After trial to the regulations under that Part. The certificea-
court, on the merits, this Court finds from tion proces, which was initiated in 1978,
all the evidence, and adjudges (1) that the required that no person could operate an
negligence of defendant City was the promi- airport "serving any CAB-certificated air
mate cause of the loss; (2) that plaintiff carrier operating aircraft into that airport,
was not contributorily negligent; and (8) --ut a airprt Operating certi-i-
that the United States is not liable under -. " 14 C.F.I. § I9s (1975). As te.
the Federal Tort tregulations state, an arport is eligible for a

FACTUAL BACKGROUND certificte if the FAA "after investigation,

A Saberliner jet aircraft owned by the finds that the applicant is properly and
adequately equipped #-.A able to conduct aKerr-McGee corporation arrived at the air- saf oprto in aca'. mirpd with this part,

port in Watertown, South Dakota. at ap- and approved the air1at L t;•rs 'Goro nnual
proximately 11-00 a. m. on Saturday. June a pr dh-.....:
14. 1975. At approximately 4:30 p. M, the submitted with and incorlparat*- in tae ap-
airplane, piloted by Kerr-McGee's chief pi- . 14 C.F.R. I lLg.11(b1I75).
lot, Jack Irwin, and co-pfloted by Ralph Among many other requirementi for the
Hill, began its departure. They were in- preparation of the airport operatioas manu-
formed by employees of the Federal Avia. al, the "applicant ... must *how that it has
tion Administration (FAA) in the Flight established instructions and procedurve for .
Service Station (FSS) at the airport that the prevention or removal of factors on the
the visibility was about a mile and a quar. airport that attract, or may attract, birds.
tsr (the day was rainy) and that because of However, the applicant need not show that
the prevailing wind. the favored" runway it ha established these instructions and
was 17-46, running north-south. procedures if the Administrator finds that a

The Saberliner taxied to the north end of bird hazard does not exist and is not likely
17-45, turned, and started its take-off roll to eist." 14 C.F.R. f 129.67 (1975).
About 8M00 to 800 feet down the 6,900 When Watertown submitted Its airport
foot runway, the aircraft reached take-off operations manual in compliance with these
speed and lifted off. Almost immediately, regulations, it stat•d, under the category of
and while at an altitude of 25 to 100 feet, "Birds", that there were -(n]o problems at
the plane encountered a flock of Franklin present time." The FAA accepted ti
gulls. Bome of the gulls were ingested into statement and, without an independent in-
the airplane's two jet engines, all power spection of the Watertown airport, ap-
was lost, and the pilot made an emergency proved the manual and issued a certificate
landing in a field mouth of the airport. The to the airport in March, 1978. The FAA
pilot and co-pilot and one passenger re- thereafter conducted annual inspections o-
ceived some injuries; the Saberliner was a certificated airports, 14 C.F.R. J 139.5
total los. The parties have stipulated the (1975). The Watertown airport's 1975 FAA
los to be 6I,797,872.00. Inspection took place on June 4. ten days

poor to the Saberliner accident. The report
of this inspection, in a letter of June 6,

Duty of the United States under 14 C.F.R. 1975, from the Chief, Airport Certification
Fart in. Staff to the Watertown airport manager

[I] Plaintiff's firs'. ground for recovery found "no discrepancies or violations to _
against the United States is that the FAA Federal Aviation Regulation Part 12."
I. At all Umes mtensi the airport served North CAJ-cetUflcated air carrier

Centril Airlines [now Republic A.itnr5]. a
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SAFECO IN&8 CO. OF AMERICA v.CIT OF WATERTOWN ~ 2

Plaintiff alleges that the FAA knew or to have been 'responsible' for or in 'control'
should have known that the Watertown air- od the project." 356 F.Supp. at 79&
port did In fact have a bird problem, that ~ ~ ~ ~ Kr
the FAA was negligent In allowing Water-Sa- 70Fd109t
town to have a valid certificate without VUitd .. , Ct

*requiring it to embark on a bird control 195), where the plaintiffs alleged that the
" remandthattheFAA as eglientUnited States had been negligent in failing

In later failing to discover the bird problem tocarry out an accident prevention and

and In not thereafter requiring a bird con rescue program for the employees of one of
trol program. To make out a cause of it independent contractors at a dam site.
action under the Federal Tor Clim Act This duty, the plaintiffs contend4d was en-
(I'TCA) using this theory, plaintiff must joined by statute and regulations. The

overometheautorit ofa nmbe ofKirk court found that the plaintiffs hadIovcoses inhuie auth v.oUited Sof~ a a895~ o utterly failed to. establish the existence of
F.Sup. 98 D.Nb.175) afd, 86 .2d the legal duty upon which they rely....

768 (8th Cir. 1W76). In Davis, an OSHA (~egnrlrl sta ttt hc
inspector issued a citation for a dangerous does not purport to establish a civil liability,
trench, but never made a follow-up inspec- but merely makes provision to secure the
tion.. A short time lae, plitf' dee safety or welfare of the public as an entity,
dent was killed at the site of the inspection sntubetoacntrtonsabshg- 0

*.when a trench collapsed on him. An action a cvil liability."ý '-17.P.2d at 117. See aimo
*was brought alleging negligence on the fail- United States v. Smith, 824 F.2d G= (5th

are to follow up. The United Statee mim .198;edIyv AtaPhrnc~ is
the defense it raisels here-that sinm the Prdcs In. 610 F.2d 5N8 (fth Cir. 197);

*law of the state in whlich the accident 00. In re Franklin National Bank Securities
curred, Nebraska, plcdno duties onpri- Litgaio, 478 F.up 210 0L..YI )

vate peawns like the duties undertaken by Merce v. United States, 460 F.Supp. 829
* OSHA inspectors, the complaint did not (S.D. Ohio 1IM); Thompson v. United

stat a eahnunde theTFC.' Te ~ States. 592 F.2d 1104 (9th Cir. 197): ("the
granted defetidant's motion to dismiass say wnm provision for governmnent safety in-
ing that OSHA's "thrust is to require desig- setos rteaiiyt tpstatvt
nated federal officers to investigate, isefor failure too comply with safety standards,

I citations, and apply for enforosment orders does not Impose liability on the government
by a federal court. Nothing resembling for failure to do so. A government safety
those duties devolves on a private person manual or safety program does not impose
under OSH A... To the extent that th a special duty on the government." 592
complaint ... is rooted in federal law as a F.2d at 1110).
source of duties of the United States or its Both plaintiff and defendant United
oomphiance offibcer, it must fall." 89 States urge the came of Clemente v'. United

*F.Bupp. at 795-116. The came was distin- StAtes, 567 F21d 1140 (1st Cit. 1978), as
guishable from cues in which persons who persuasive authority, and to varying do-
controlled dangerous operations were held gree it does support both parties' positions.
to have a duty to protect workers; "here Clemnente arose out of the crash of a private
the federal compliance officer was not in plane, with plaintiffs alleging that the
cont~rol, either actually, contractually, or crash had been caused by the negligence of9
otherwise. He performed inspection duties the FAA in failing to warn the passengerii
solely bemause of the federal laws and can- that the airaaefL was overweight and lackied
not be sad by the common law of Nebraska a proper flight crew. Plaintiffs argued

2. -(t~he District courts... shall have exclu- peron, would be liable to the diaursmt in
sive jurisdiction of civil actions on clams accordance with the law of the place where
apoinst the United States ... under circwn- the act or omnissiowi occurred.- 28 U.S.C.0
111ance01 where the United States.. If a private ii 1346(b).
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that the duty to warn had been Imposed on duty as the reason for undertak~ng the ac.
the FAA by an order issued by the FAA tion will not automatically create liability,
Directoor of the Southern Region. Aunlyz- neither will such a duty preclude liability.
Ing the issue, the Clemnent court observed The crucial inquiry is whether, in undertak-
that: Ing the inspection, a duty arose under state

[nJot all acts and orders of the United law because of the relationship thereby are-
States government art so sovereign that ated-the good samaritan rule-" 614 P.2d
they must be treated as commands which at 193-94 But the requirements of the
crvate legal duties or stanards, the viola- Good Samaritan doctrine--" Ithe defend.
tion of which involves breaking the law. ant] in some positive way must have can.
A considerable part of the government's tributed to the injury, either by increasaing
conduct is in the context of an employer- risk of harm, .. by interposing himself
employee relationship, a relationship between another person and the duty that
which includes reciprocal duties between the other person owed to someone else,.
the government and its staff, but not or by inducing relisance on his undertak-
necessarily a legal duty to the citizenry. lng.'" 614 F.2d at 195. citing Biming v.
567 F.2d 1144. United States, 447 F.Supp. 1160, 1199 (E.D.
Clemente, however, seemed to suggest Penn.WZS)-muat be satisfied. If these el-

that liabiljty could be imposed on the Unit- ementa are not met, said United Scottish,
ed States under certain factual rcium- "th government may not be held liable
stances, particularly those falling within th. pursuant to., the Act for negligence in in.
"Good Samaritan" doctrine and Zndian spection Of private activities or property.
Towing Co. v. United States. 850 U.S. 61.,76 although federal statutes or regulations di-
S.Ct. 122, 100 LEd. 48 (196).' ¶JW~hen the rect that government employees undertake
government gratuitously undertakes to per- the inspection activity." 614 Fi2d at 195.
form a servioe upon which members of the As plaintiff points out,, South Dakota
public justifiably rely. it will be held to an does recognize the Good Samsartan doc-
appropriate standard of care in carrying the tuine. Stockmnan v. Silver Moon, 77 S.D.
service out." 567 Fad at 1148 (emphasis W06, 90 N.W.2d 170, 17S (1968). stated the
in original). But, the Clemente court point- elements of the doctrine in a manner equiv-.

* ad out, '¶t]here is no indication in the alent to that stated in United Sottis and
present case that plaintiffs' decedents or Blmsirq: j[tNh liability in most cases has
anyone else for that mitttr have over relied arisen becmuse defendant made the situs.-
on the FAA to Inspect a charter aircraft tion worse, either by increasing the danger,

*before they embark an a private flight." or by misleading plaintiff into the belief It
50. bad been removed, or by inducing him to

The Indian Towing--Good Samaritan forego the possibility of help from other
doctrine has been more fully developed in sources." Though, as noted above, It is by .-

several other caiws, notably United Scottish Do means clear that this Circuit recognizes
Ins. Co. v. United States, 614 F.2d 198 (9th claims brought under the FTCA for the

* Cir. 1I7). This case also arose out of the violation of federal regulations, even taking
crash of an airplane which, plaintiffs &I- the Good Samaritan doctrine into considers-

* leged, had been negligently inspected by tion, it makes no difference in this ease,
*the FAA. United SoottUh expressly dif- because this Court finds that plaintiff has

fared with the Eighth Circuit' ruling in failed to prove that it has satisfied the
Davim iv. United States, supra, saying that elements of the Good Samaritan doctrine.
"[wjhile the existence of a federal statutory Plaintiff does not claim, and could not

8. The Cos-t C-.±av ur ot '-"--, 06- doe came to make certain that the WINJ~ was
* . ~llahthou"e service, "u once kt exercised Its keW in good workin order. Indian Towing

discretion to operate a light on Chandeleur is. Co. v. United Statem, 350 U.S 61. 69, 76 S-Ct
Adn eand and n~rt mYL'#n' mn the ruidance 122, 126, 100 LEd. 48 (19W5) ('Ernphauls sup-

afforded by the 401,t It was obligated to us ~e)A
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prove if it did, that the FAA's certifiestion ever that It, would be responsible for re-
and inspection program increases therisk of porting the birds, an Iwould no it.." (HPlI
bird strikeesat certificated airports4' Nel- deposition. p.56) (emphasis supplied).
ther does plaintiff allege. and the evidence The pilots' lack of reliance upon the FAA
would not support the contention, that the certification program is understandable,
FAA has interposed itself between the since the program had only commenced in
Watertown airport and the duty that air- 197, with this accident occurrng in 1975.
port may have owed plaintiff. For, to he As the court in Clemente noted, "[i]t may
rendered liable under this GoWd Samaritan be that in carrying out (the regulations]
element, the FAA must have undertaken over a period of time, the FAA staff&s con-
"not merely to supplement the [isrport's] duct will engender sufficient Justifiable to-
own safety inspections, but rather to au> Hiance to create an actionable duty of cae.
plant those inspections," Blamsing, 447 but this Is fundamentally different than
F.Supp. at 1194, (emphasis in original) and deriving such a duty from the mere is-
this circumstances does not appear in this suance of fregulotional" 567 P.2d at 1149.

case.This Court must therefore reject plain-
Plaintiff does claim to meet the reliance tiff's contentioni that 14 C.F.R. Part 189

requremnot, bupot ther onention, Ther CkiOs imposed any sort of duty under state law on
doe no supor ths ontntin. heu ~ the FAA that would give rise to a tort

no Indication in the tesetimony of the pilot ection for its violation. But even if it be
and aci-pilot that either mani was eve assumed that such a duty could exist. plain-

awar ofthe ertfictionproess nde 14tiff has failed to ilhow the requisite reliance
C.F.R. Part 1U9, let alone that they relied neesr to reoe unde Indian Towing
On It. Plaintiff con~tnds that "[lajl pilots W th GodSmrta otie Thus.
rely on government certified airports to be iinsofar as the complaint purports to state a
wold pear o toaa~ be t arlanye on th ipr cause of action against the United States
mounapge artokeaep iathoethairport haadf ,for a negligent violation of 14 C.F.R. Part

manaer o kep te arpot ~189, either in Issuing a certificate or later
not on FAA inspectors to ensure that the

mangeriidoig hs ob.Tin i releced failure to discover and correct the bWr
In the testimony of the pilot. who in me rbei us edsisd
sponse to the question of what could have I
been done to avoid the crash, said "the only
thing I can one would be-have the-some NVAwnezi of the Watertown Airpiort Oper-
a&&port Personnel have closer inspection of ator.
the runway conditions and report it to the [34) The basic elements of a negligence
flight service station, where it could be action are that there be a duty owed by the
reported to the pilots." (Irwin dfposition, defendant to the plaintiff, that there Was af
p.82) (emphasis supplied). Similarly, the co- breach of this duty, and that the breach of
pil ot testified that "the airport authority, or the duty was the proximate cause of plain-
whomever is in charge~ of the airport who. tiff's injury. Stoner v, Egprs. 77 S.D. M9.

4. See Restatement of Torts 2d. §# 323(s), vironenent. As this opinion makes clear,. plain-
324A(a). It could hsrdly be said that the mIere tiff ha~s failed to prove any such reliance.
fact that the FAA Issues certificates mnd con-
ducts yearly inspectiorts increases the "actual S. Although [inspection) functions are carried
danger of harm" conternipsted by these sec. out pursuant to statute or to regulations, they
tions. Certainly, the gulls did niot become mace do not arise from a pdriary duty to provide the
numerous because of the FAA.s additional reg- service in question .. the government does
ulatory activity at the Watertown airpot; any not purport to relieve other actors of dhe pri-
increased risk of harmn in this case would have frary duty to swe that the underlying Activity is-. .

to result from a reliance by thir~d parties on accomplished safely or consistently with somne -

aomne eiqreetancy that the FAA's clertificate and other important public policy United kcottish..-
aiisypctuic.af were a guarantez 01. a bird-z,,- er- 61,f. ~i~
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92 N.W~d 258 (M196). This Court has no tnostly those who were either lationed at _ 0
hesitation in finding, and defendant City of the airport, or who used it frequently.
Watertown [City] does not appear to dis- Every one of the witnesses who aaw gulls
pute, that the operator of a public airport saw them everywhere on the airport propý-
has a duty in~ependent of federal statutes ery Inuigth ruw savaos
and regulations to the pilots using the air- times, and all of these witnesses seemed to
port to use reasonable care to keep the consider them a threat to the aircraft that 0
airport free from hazards, or at least use used the airport. Bernard Lats., the air.
ireasonable care to wsrn of hazards not por maagr had chased them off before
known to the pilots.1 Neither does defend- June 1975, and bad apparently arranged for
aint City seem to dispute that, at least when warning Noticesi to Airmen (NOTAI~s) to
jet aircraft are involved, birds are one of be issued in the fall when he considered
the hazards that must be controlled at an them to be particularly bad. Kenneth Bas- *
airport. Defendant City does dispute, how. nen' and Dale Dahl. the personnel at the
ever, that there had ever been a problem FAA flight service stat~ion (FSS) on duty
with birds. specifically Franklin gulls, at the day of the accident, had both smen gulls
the Watertown airport. Much of th ra and had gulls reported to them, and bad
time was spent attempting to resolve this isue warnings prior to June I97. JerrM
issue, and this Court finds that the prepon. Wyland, a North Central Airlines ticket R .
deranoe of the evidence is contr-ary to de- aet a englsadwmdtear
fendant City's position. en.hdseglsadwredtei-

line pilots and informed the airport man-
There seemed to have been almost a coin- agement three to five times a month prior

plete uniformity of opinion among the wit. to June 1975. Marvin Nelson, r. Minnesota
nesses whv) were familiar with the Water- Rubber Co. pilot flying LoAr Jets, who had
town airport that gulls wer theme in sub- been using the airport twicie a Iveek lisne
stantial quantities from early spring to late 1966. had seen gulls everywhere ou the air- 0

7 ~~faillforas long asany of the witnesses had port property. He testified that be had
been there. Only two witnesses testified to made passes to avoid the gulls, had hit gulls
sfeing no birds: William Moore, FAA in- flying in, and had told the airport manage-
spector, who was at the Watertown airport meat about them. And several local piolos
only one day a year, and James Jacobson, and mechanics, Ed Shell, Ron K~assowski,I ~the pilot who last used the airport before and Bob Gisie, had all seen large numberst 3
the craish,' and had used the airport only of gulls around the airport. Kazzwaki go-
eleven times in 1975. The witnesses who ing so far asto say hehadseen emough to
saw the gulls, on the other hand, were cover a section of the runway.

4L See Restatement of Torts. Second, 1 344: should realize that it involves an uimfsSOM-
A poasesbnr of land who holds it open to the able risk of harm to such uivit~ee. and
public for entry for his business purposes as (b) should expect thai they will no.t die.
subject to liability to members of the public cover or realize the danger, or will fall to
while they are upon the land for such a protect themselves against It, and
purpose, for physical harm caused by the (c) fails to exercise reasonable care to pro- -

accidental .harmful acts of ... animals. tect them asainst the dangerVand by the failure of the possessor to exer- Section 344 was adopted by the &tate lur~n
cise reasonable care to court in Nicholas v ThiSlAte Fair & Sales As-

(a) discover that such acts are being done soiation, 92 SOD. 450. 148 N.W.2d 183 (1967).
or are likely to be done, or Seto 343 I-As been rectognrued by Norris v

(b) give A warniang adequate to enable the CJ-cago0. M. St- P. A P. R Co.. 74 SDE. 271. 51
visitors to avoid the harm, or otherwise pro- N.W.2d 792 (1l52).
tect them against it.

See also J 343: 7. Jacobson took off on runway 17-35 in his
A powsaessr of land is subject to liability for Cesn 192 shortly before 3 p m. the dAY Of the
phyiolc.l harm caused to his invitees. by a crash appivt-..u..sel$ onec hour and forty "on*t
condlUon on the land if, L-i only if, he utes before the Saberliner take-off.

(a) Knows or by the exercise of reasonable _

care would discover the condition, and
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The testimony seems to indicate tMat the It seems significant that Warner, delend-
heaviest gull infestation wasn in the early ant's ornithoogist, went no further in his
spring or In the fall, not In June. The only testimony than to say that there was noth-
NOTAMs Letze mentioned were issued two ing about the Watertown airport that
weeks In the fall; Ed Shell said the gulls would attract gulls mome than would any
coincided with the planting in April and other place in South Dakota, and that the
May; Jerry Wyland said usually in March, gulls occurred In the same frequency in the
April and May; Marvin Nelson said spring neighboring fields. It might be observed 0
and fall, though mainly In the fall. But that Letze testified by deposition in June
though the greatest number of gulls were 1IM that it was niot unusual for there to be
in the months before or after June, there thousands of gulls in a plowed field a mile
were usually a significant number of gulls from the airport., and Dahl said there had
at the airport in June. Dahl. one of the been gulls in the Watertown ame in the
F'SS personnel in Watertown since 1950. summer since he first a-rived in 1860.0
said he had seen gulls in the vicinity In Finally, theremis the point urged by Letze
June, on the ramp surfaces at the airport and Dy: Warner that there is no "bird prob-
within the week before his June, IM'T depep- Ism' unless the birds ame there habitually
sitiosi, and that there had been no differ, and predictably, coming every day to the
enee in the gull presence on the airport same place, at the same time, in the same
paved surfaces since 1960. Letse, whose number. It is true that the witn~emss.
deposition wasn taken at the same Unes, ac- agreed on the unpredictability of the gulls:
knowledged that he had chased gs4lls off the Letse, Wyland. Rawaowki, and Nelson all
ramp ten days earlier in June, 197S& Bee- said that there might be days or weeks
nen said he saw gulls in the vicinity in the when gulls wouldn't be seen. and both cmni-
days before the crash, and David Windham, thologists emphasised the unpredictability
an attorney for Kern-McGee who investi- of the age-type of gulls that wore involved
gated the accident, testified at length about in the wrc. .Letze said that the gulls
the flock of gulls he saw on the same run- could be anywhere on the airport, runway,
way three days after the crash, as well as ramp, or fields, and favored no particular
the gulls he saw nearby the runway on place. Yet, given the testimony met forth
June 15, 1975, the day after the accident, above, the conclusion seems inescapable

There was also testimony an the questin that it was reasonably foreseeable by the 4
of whether rainy weather like that on June City, as airport operator since about 1946,
14, 1975, would make It more likely for th that gulls could be on the runway ce June
gulls to be present. Baeren, one of th 14, 1975, and if they were, they would con-
FSS perponnel at Watertown, and Donald stat~ute a hazard to jet aircraft, especially on
Woodward, an FSS specialist who had a f.
worked in Minnesota, denied that there was [6) The gulls were a particularly serious
any correlation between the weather and hazard, given their physical attributes and
the gulls. On the other hand, Marvin Nal- instincts. As described more fully In a later
son, the pilot who reported having had the part of this opinion, the gulls are small in
most trouble with gulls, said they were size and difficult to see because of their
more prevalent if it was a rainy and cold dark coloring. The gulls flock together-
day, and Bob Gisie repeated this. Johns- they were usually in a flock when Letze
Saard, plaintifrs ornithologist, said that saw themn-end when frightened, take off
wet weather forces worms, a source of food in a mass. This take-off is especially dan-
for gulls, out of their holes, and Letse con- gerous for fast-moving aircraft, since the
ceded that worms might go onto the run- gulls with their long wings move slowly and
way during "awful heavy rains", though he go straight up into the path of the aircraft,
did not, consider the rainfall on June 14, rather than moving out of the way to the
1975, to be an "awful heavy rain." side. Lets. acknowledged that he had seen
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thenm go up over an airplane, then mettle retulationa. this Court holds that defendant 0 9
back down on the same seiction of runway. City would not have been relieved of its
Considering the speed which a Saberiner duty to wwrn, but because the method of
must achieve to reach take-off. between warning is specified in the regulations, it is
180I50 miles per hour, the correspondingly additional proof of the negligence of de-
reduced time in which to react to ermergen- fendant City. 14 C.F.R. 1 189.69 (1976)
eiao, and the power loss, on take-off from satesa:
bird ingestion in a jet engine, the hasar (a) The applicant for an airport operating
becomes very serious indeed. The facto certificatoe must show that it has appro-
must be evaluated In light of the doctrine priate procedures for Identifying, masses
that "[n~egligence arise from breach of Ing, and disseminating information to air
duty and is commensurate aso to time, place carrier users of its airport, by Notices to
and cimrcustances. The greater the dan- Airmen or other means acceptable to the
ger. the greater thte care required, so that a Administrator, concerning conditionst onA
very high degree of danger call& for a very and ip the vicinity of its airport that
high degree of care which, however. affect, or may affect, the safe operation
amount& to ordinary care in view of the of aircraft.
situation and circumstances" Bucbolz v. (b) The procedures prescribed by parts-
City of &oux Falls, 77 S.D. 822, 91 N.W..2d graph (a) of this section must cover the
W96, 612 (1968). following conditions: ...

It may be trut, as defendant City of (7i) The -presence of a large number of
Watertown coiltends, that it would have birds.
been Impossible to eliminate the gull prob- William Moore of the FAA testif'ied that
lem. Cerainly, both ornithologists testify- many of the airports in this region have
ing indicated that there was virtually noth- permanent NOTAMs, apparently printed in
ing that could be done in varying the land the Airmenil' Information Haiiual, amd
use around an airport. including use of a there is no indication why it would not have
"wsorched earth" policy of poisoning and been possible for one to be issued for the -*' .

defoliation. that would guarantee that the Watertown airport.
gulls would not be present.' It may also be Th io of the wyked aircrft testified .

true, as Watertown suggests, that because that it was normal procedure to "check all
of the unpredictability of the gulis, no rea- the NOTA~s on every plaea you were gio..
sionable amount of inspection would have ing in an . to be sure there weren't any
revealed their prsec before the accident.i birds as a normal-normal bird hazard in
but there was another method of dealing the arem . some airports are more notori-
with this problem: the issuance of NOTAM otis for birds than others." And, when
wamlings,141 asked what could have been done to avoid

This method wan known to airport man- the accident, the pilot complained that "we 0 0
agement. L~ette himself testified that he had no notification of there ever having
had previously caused NOTAMs to be is- been birds in the are or even on the run-
sued in the fall wken he Considered the gull way or in the ares, as far as that's con.
presence to be paiticularly heavy. Even if cerned; we had no NOTAM-NOTA.Ms or
this procedure had not been specified in the no notification of there ever being any birds

8. Because of this testimony. this Court doe" not however, no Inspections were made on the 0
find that plaintiffs separate allegation that weekend.
Watertown encouraged the presence of gulls by
conducting farming operations on the airport lo. There was some testimony that bird warn-
property, is a valid basis of liab~tiy. ftns should be giver' by AJRADs (aircraft advi.

9. Watertown's airport operations manual re- sores) rather than NOTrANMt but the record
qumrsai daily iupcM ALO, *cic~jl makes dlear that there is no reat difference
conducted once a day at 5:00 A.M. At the Lime beteen the two warrnnp
of the accident which occurred on a Saturday.
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arm, that particular airport." With like the other information dissemin~tad by
watn..ng, testifed plaintiff's expert Saber- FSS personnel. were Issued after the per-
liner *ittesm, the pilot and co-pilot would mannel had either made a direct observation
have used a variety of cautionary proce- of a condition, or were Informed of the
dures, and probably avoided the accident existence of a condition by airport manage-
entirely. If the gulls had been seen before ment or pilot reports. On the day of the
the Saberliner lifted off the ground, which accident, however, the FSS personnel testi-
this Court must find would have been more fled that they neither saw gulls an the S
likely with a warning, the airplane could airport nor received any reports of their
have stayed on the ground until it was past presence.
the flock. tnd then taken off (half the run- It might still be argued. though, that
way was still left), or even if it had reached knowledge of a persistent gull problem bad
take-off speed, take-off could have been to be common property at a small airport
safely aborted. The danger to the jet from like that at Watertown, and that a warning
the gulls on the runway was greatest lime- should have been given the Saberliner even "
diately after lift-off, at which time the ithout the PS receiving a report. But
birds were first seen rising up from the there are problems with this position. The
runway, into the path of the plane. .21 personnel stepped just outside their

This Court tierefore finds that the station ones each hour to check *h! westh-
Watertown airport, under all the circum- or, from. which point they were, becuse of
stanesa, owed the pilots of the em5bed SR- terrain 6r high gram, unable to me the
berliner jet a duty to warn them of the runway surface on 17-M, the runway in-
possible presence of gulls; that defendant volved her. Moreover, their view from
*City breawhd this duty by failing to s inside the station of portion of the airport.
warm; and that the failure to warn was the particularly runway 17-415, was somewhat
proximate cuse of the c , restrictad. The MS8 personnel appeared to

have little knowledge of the airport i•npec-
m. tion program, and seemed not ever to know

Noeglenc, of Wh Watertown Airport titem was no weekead inspection. The air-
Flight Service Staion POMMaL port management, on the other hand, was

[6] Plaintiff also contends that the FAA the only entity (aside from aircraft) autho-

employees at the Watertown airport were rised to be on the. runway surface, and

negligent in failing to warn the Saberliner except on Saturdaysand Sundays. per-

of the gulls on the day of the accident. formed daily inspections of the airport area.

These personnel were in the Flight Service Also. In the summer, airport management

Station (FSS) located on the ground floor of conducted farming operations on the area,

the Watertown airport terminal, and their thus pining a greater familiarity with the

duties involved the dissemination of weath- airport grounds and any problems potential-

er information and flight •dvisriek PS iy hazardous to aircraft in the airport ar*e.

personnel may also relay air traffi clear- And, It should be noted, when witnesses
anees to pilots from an Air Route Traffic testified that they had complained about

Control Center, but they do not "control- the gulls, they said they spoke to the airport

air traffic; [there is no control tower at the manager, who presumably then relayed the

airport] rather, 7S8 personnel merely act as information to the M8.

a conduit of certain types of advisory infor- Further, under the airport operations
mation for pilots, manual, ,hich was required to be kept cur-

This advisory information includes bax- rent under 14 C.F.R. § 139•1(b), the air-

aids preented by birds, and both FU8 per- port management was "reponsible ... for

inonnel on duty on June 14u1975 aknowl- all General Supervision of the Watertown
edged they had issued bird warnings prior Municipal Airport. The Airport manage-

to the day of the accident. These warnings ment is r sponible for all the operation
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namagment and ma .Wean. .a the air- any warning of gulls for June 14. 197L0
port and Al its facilities and equipment." .The Court alao takes the view that plaintiff
ftirther, federal regulations In 14 C.F.R has not mtade a sufficient showing that the
Part 1IN (1975) Indicate that it appears to P53 personnel had adequate knowledge of
be the airpot qientrsWl duty to Identify the actual extent of the persistent gull
safety problems cn the airport and to dia- problem at the Watertown airport to be
aeminate "hi information by NOTAKO~ found negligent for falling to imue, iude-

This reuain appear to formalize pendently of the airport management, a
what would in any case he the reasonable permanent NOTAM warning for gulls.
method of conducting operations at an air-
port suchl as that at Watertown. Because
of the management's much greater famil-IV
Waty with the airport, stemming from its pilog-g Cbn trbutory Negligende. B

dirct espnalflly or irprt nspctin t7461 This Court must next consider
and overall operation ulaintenance. th pri whether the Saberliner pilots were contrib.
mary duty must be on the management to uaiynggetunder South Dakota law.
keep informed concerning conditions poten. n iofy no teg aplcbigent DL D9-2
tially Lonarout to avirerst Usng th aun d fsteapiailt fSC D9

war.andto rrage iththeIPS fo anthe South Dakota comnparative negligence
wapproprandte wami it t h e given Ice an 1 As Beflned by the State courtsa,

appropiate wrming (cbeontrib~utory negligenew is conduct for
Considering that the management ca no which the plaintiff is responsible amounting

the prbl~ems "dome up", while the P5U to a breach of duty which the law impomsis
pesennuel only appear to k.',ow of most upo pesn to pnetees efo
probleims at secood-band, It would suem to inuy and which, concurring ad ecooperat -___

cast an unreasonable burden on the 788 ing with the actionable negfligence for
persnne to ecie tht ame poblm ~ which defendant is responsible. contributes

such magnitude that it requires a perm*a- to the injury complained of as a proximate -

sent NOTAM without first receiving a deci-
sion to that effect fromt the mansigement-t 01use11." CoWan V. DMAn 81 S.D. 48N. 137
If the FBS personnel could be shown to .. d87 81(96.Th tnadb
have actually observed, or kwne ro which a plaintifra conduct is tested is "that
radio report from a pilot flying on oroe to which a reasonable man would conform
the airport of a hazardous condition devel- lkerusann. HnsvV/-
oping and thereafter failed to report it, a rThcSrve,78D86,4NW d
differ'..rt ca-te would he prcs-c' -1. Put 313, 814 (INS)..-
there Lit no indication that euiter of the FSS There is no dispute that the "pilot in
person-lel on duty on June 14, 1975 aa%% *r command of an aircraft is directly responsi-
ware notified of the gulls present on the bit for, and is the final authority as to, the
airport runway that day. This Court can operation of that aircraft." 14 C.P.R.
find no basis for holding the N.SS personnel 1 91.1(a). This includes a duty to -s what
negligent for failing to give the Saberliner can be seen, and to separate his aircraft

11. See aISO 14 C.F.R. H 139.37(c), 239853, 130.- aindl certainly the airport managemnent was ins
S9(c, Exhibit 65. Department of Transtporta. better position to pass such a judgment-
tion, FAA. 1975 flight Services Manual. p.56
("Airport mianagemnent is responsible for ob. iS. in ail actions brought to recover dismaes"
serving and reporting the condition of litniin~g for damnages to a person of to his pmropry
area,ý.- cat-sed by the negligence of another. the fact

that the plaintiff may have been guilty Of con-
IL. The sarne point would seemn to reftte an tributory negligence shll not bar a recovery

"urwln" that a temvorstzy warning shoculd when t11 contsibutory negligence of the pla"-
htave ticen issued an June iq. iw7b because tate tiffi was slight in coenpariwnm wtiuw Um"ill-
weather May siave made the presencle of gulls gence of the defendant but In such cawe. the
mnore lilkely: there is no proof that the FLSS damrases shall be reduced in proportion to the
personnel #snew of this debated circumnstance, arriotmt of plaintifrs contributory negligenct
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from obstructions and h ...rda, including looking at the runway. When the Saberlin-
tirds. The parties were agreed that a pilot er began to leave the ground, the co-pilot
should learn about possible obstructions at looked up, saw a flock of gulls around the
an airport before flying into that airport. Salberliner coming up from below, and told

Irwin, the pilot of the wrecked Saberlin- the pilot. Almost immnediately thereafter.
or, was swame that birds weon a possible the aircraft lost power, and crashed beyond
b ata" to jets such as the one he flew. He the end of the runway.
had flown 22.OOD miles over many years to T7hus, the total precautions which the 0
all parts of the United States, including one, crew took against a pmoaible bird hazard
prior flight to Watertown some years be- seem to have been to check for NOTA~s -Sfoart, and eight or ten trips to other sections eoncerning the Watertown airport, and to
of South Dakota and frequent trips into look briefly down the runway before begin-
Minnmsta. Hill, the Co..pilot. had himself ning their takeoff. "bough it is unclear
flown einac 1943, and had mae& many trips how many e- the Saberliner's lights weft
with Irwin. He also had been aware of the on, those lights that were switched on do
hazard birds could presenit to aicraft.. not appear to have been turned onl a a bird

Before the flight to Watertown, Irwin precaution. Likewise, the engine ignitions
testified that he ceicked Nor A.aM fo and the radar appear to '3&ve switched on

* ~warnings on the Ye itartown airport, and procedures which have been descrtbd
found notiadng milating to birds. There was bird precautions. but the testimony of the
light rmin at Watertown when the Saberlin- acew does not suggest that these were, in
or arrived there, and It continued througi)- fact, intoendled as Precautions. But, "the

* ~out the day. An hour or so before the time "aksn of some safety precaution, hower
of departure, when Irwin filed his flight inadequate It proved to be to prevent the
plana. the 788 personnel tcld the Saberflnr accident, [has) signifincanL*" in the detemri-
crew that theme was mile and a quarter nation of a plaintiff's negligence. Ainoodst-
visibility. though the pilot was of the opin- od Engneerta, Inc. v. JAt' 370 P2d W., 841
ion that the visibility was actually a hislf- (8th Cir. IM).
mile to thme quarters of a mile, or "maybe It hat been argued that pilots with the

morn." When the pamea~rr boarded the extensive experience of the Sabeirliner
*aircraft at ebout 4:15 p. a. that afternoon crew, having flown to eve~ry pert of the

the Sebcrliner crew radwoed the P88 and U~nite States, should have been more cau-
as"e for their lewars-be for takeoff. The tios about poesible bird batarda, eve in
clearance, which tht PUS relayed to the th abene of a NOflA) for th Water
lsaberliris fron Minneapolis, was radioed to town airport The particular bivds i~wolved
the crew just befot -,, S&L-erli,r - bea ~it this accident. Fr.nk.ýn rgiss i_.- a

* its taxi, or as it t&xaeu out the ap'proximate- widespread migration pattern throughout
*ly ZAW fbt eto the norlh end ofrunwaey this region, and it ieclaw that thereare

27-85. The crew was not using the wind- bird hat"r problems at airports other thani
shield wipers on the Saherliier. At les Watertown. William Moore of the FAA
some of its lights were turned on. getifisd that there are permanent birds

At the and nf thor runway, the Saberliner NOTAMs at many airports in the rvegora
*either hesitated only briefly, or turned im- and Marvin Nelson. another Jet pilot who

wsadimitely onto the runwasy to begen its frequently flew into Watertown, sad he
takeoff. Both pilot and co-pilot looed wus constanatly on alert for and took pre-
down thbe runway, but saw no obstructions- caua~aons for bards at every airporl hc flew
As the air.,raft aocueiratad. rapidly sp. ;into wa out of, whether or not Fat actually
proehing the lift-off speed, ithe *.-pilcd knew there %a, a bard prob-em at that

* s~dit virtaaa~ll all his ILIOW lo Aing down at airport Thtog it eseems to be clewr that
the instruments, ?.hile Ow rAL-A alt. .atod p.~'.,a4.Srr~.iw, a~~o

between locodng at, the lnalru'naaia And! the eng'ne %rnitin durorig takeoff, wast, an
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feet., ineffective to prevent this accident crw would not normally taxi tie runway in
due to the heavy damage the gulls caused search of birds unless there had been a
to the Saberhuer's engines, It Is stMl argued considerable reason to think that the birds
tOat there were other precautions that were thcr,.
could have been taken which might have Smlrythueofa diff' tot runway
been more succesful. Theme precautions wudse ut nsa nteasneo

* ~~include turning on the landing liht t.wo ldem utunsaintehen o
attept t scae th guls awy, ~a definite warning. Runway 17415 was the

* different runway, taxiing down the runway "favored" runway because of the wind di-
for a look, asking the co-pilot to deviate rection and. though the pilot was not Me
from his normal duties to hep keepsa look_ quired to use it, unless he had some rason

*oat, or turuing on the windshield wipers not to, it was the runway he would prefer.

Yet almost all these precautions amount There is no real suggestion that the gulls
to relatively signifit aleain ofth were more likely to be on one runway than .

norwal routine in the takeoff of a Saherlio- another; tOe most tha can be amaid about
or. The use of the windshield wipers inth the advantage -unway 12-80 had over 17-
light amount of rain present on takeoff 35 with respect to birds i* that 12-8) was - -

that day was described by~ virtually aUth more visible to the PBS amd that if there
pilot witnesses as bein extremely unusual were birds there, the PBS would be more
and, perhaps, would have contributed noth- likely to know of it. Yet, the Saberliner '
lag to visibility. The Saberliner had a crew Wa no reason to know this.
slanted windshield and, according to the Though it Inos ~ible that the use of lan-
pilot, 'water rum off faster than the wip- ing lighta on take-off' might hav.ý fngbtat
am an keep up with it om a light msin: ened away the gulls, there is no convincing
The wipesm bad to be "TOWne Off shortly evidence in the remor that this would have
after takeoff, sddiig to the crew's complex guaranteed an adzd,,t-fse flight. Rathe, ____

proceldur; etherwise, em a Jet akurAwt tie recmr has extensive references !o the 0
they would be destroyed by the high We~ed. unpredictability of the birds, and the diffi-
It Is m5igflflut that the&J e-lt estified eulty of fidn any reliable method to pre-
that m hids thirty-four years of flying, be wnt them from coming to the airport or to
had am the windshield wipers umed on scare them away once there. It cortainly

onlythre or sucannot be considered neglifence to have
A taxi down the length of the runway failed to use a possibly unreliable precau-

would aso have beeni an' ezesptioaal devia. tion
tics from the Worma routine lbere ws Finally, there is the qu.-stion of whether
some evidence that it in generally thought the crew should have looked more closely at
secmary for an aircraft to get out of the
runway shvironment as quickly as posil the runway when they reached the .ortb
at uncntrolledairporu like Waetw e12d from the taxi ramp, that the pilot

whee kc~ftned othave a ai t s should have seen the gulls while he vat&be
-permissin to land. Further. the testimony the runway as the Saberliner acoelerated

of the co-pilot indicated that the Saberlha- down the runway for tiake-off, and that the
or a clesarance for takeoff was g~ood only for coPio hudhv pn ato h ae
four or five minutes forem the time it was off helping to watch for L,.rds. As to this
received, end if the Saberlaneir was not air- last point it must te o&serwed that the
borne by that trme, the clesaram would evidence show& that the usual procedure is
become voi Though it dome not pppear a Saberliner wam that. 'ehch was followed
from the record how much time the Saber- that day-that the o> pilt should %Wen his
liner had left cin its clearanace at the point time on take-ff lookineg at the instruaentoL
at which It reached rubway 1748,. the fact As the co-pilot. himself tastifrmd, whem
that there peae to be 4efiate time .askedIf be ever looked up frurmthe time

no msu-a In nu w tne wiseoff ouggcmtat ut ie ihe fiahe,-iincr reacinxi tim nruway ioSm
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time It left the ground, "I got too many that he would see what was in plain sight
jobu inthema If you distract yourself for a unless some rasonable excuse for not see
brief second, then you get behind the air- Ing is shown." Gowen v. Dean. 81 S.D. ON,.
plane. Things arm happening too fast. I 187 N.W.2d &97, 842 (1965). Further, if
lave to call speeds and power setting. and there was a shortoened visibility on the day
things Ohat wre happening pretty fast and of the accident, the Saberliner crew should
you have got to really concentrate on what have at least used heightened vigilance to
you are doing or you wIl mins it, get behind keep a lookout for obstructions that might*
it" Thus, the alteration of what appears to have been outside their range of vision, ate
have been a very sensitive take-off Proce- King v. Farmers Fducastional & Cooperative
dure in order to allow the co-pilot to help Oil C4., 72 &~D. 280,838 N.W.Zd 838 (1948)w-
the pilot watch the runway would not seem but at the same time, 'ilf an object is so
Justified unless the Saberliner crew had well camouflaged as not to be discernible
some strong reason to suspect the presence within the range crf ... vision (an actor',
of birds. may not be held to the duty of seeing iL." ~

Further, and of great importance in de- Dwyer Y. Christensen, 76 S.D. 201. 75
termining the crew's negligence, there must N.W.Z1d W6 (1956). This rule has mainly
be considered the shftr difficulty of seeing been applied in cases where unlit or poorly
the gulls. The gulls wene apparently at a lit vehicles wert encountered on the high-
point about 3500 feet from the north end way at night. In Corey v. Zooer, 86 S.D.e
where the Saberline Wirned onto the run- 221, 198 N.W.Zd 589 (1972), for example.
way. On a dear day, severa pilots testi- plaintiff collided with the back of a slow-
fied, you could see at least 6.000 feet down moving combine which *&a not exhibiting
the 6,90 foot runway. But the day of the any red lights to the rear. "It any duty [to
sccident was overcast and rainy. If the take a precaution] existed, it did not &rise
visihility was a mile a&d a quarter. or 6.600 until [plaintiffj discovered the falsefront or
feet, then the 8,50 foot point Should hV flaouaged' danger defendants had a'.;.t-
been visible. Uf the visibility was what, a d." 1US N.W2d at 597. Or, in Audiin v.
pilot rmported, either a half-mile (2,660 feet) NPL. Kiewit Sons Co.. 190 F.2d 238 (8th
or thir-quarters of a mile (3,960) fart) or Cir. 1961), a case decided under South Da-
"*maybe more", the 3,10) foot poin. rould kota law, defendants were operating a
be on the edge of visibility. But the in- poorly lit dark green road roller in the dart.
quiry could not end here, because there are It was either stopped, or barely moving.
als the gulls themselves to be taken into .nd piainutfra deceased, unable to see the -
the ueckowing. railer, collided with It. In reversing tho

Though Franklin gu~lle have a tyenty-sev- trial court's dismissal of the complaint, the
Lm Inch wingspan their hodies are small, court of appeals said "a driver is not held to
less tha.- ton oumew, and low to the ground, the duty of seeing objects which are not
less thani ter~ inches high. The gulls mainly discernible. No one would hold a driver to
involved In this accident, which were of an the duty of seeing an object perfectly cam-
immature age. woen of a mostly white and ouflaged on the road within his range of
gray color. It is evident that on the clear- vision." 180 F.2d at 242. See also Knapp
set of devs, mucl, a bird would be difficult to Y. Styrr, 230 F.2d 884 (8th Cir. 1960);- Win-
mee. especially on pavement, wad that on s burn v. V'ander Vorst, 75 S.D. 111, 59
4Noy, overcast day owcl, am that on tee day N.W.21 819(168
of the aceld, 3t, the bLrds would almost corn- This Court has no difficulty in determin-
pletely bleiA 'nto .heir background. Ing that, given the authority c! the cases

(110.111 U"d- Sou-th Dakota law, if a just -L~ed, the crew of the SaLserliner had a
v~iainti ff h % a duty to maintain a lookout, "reasonable excuse for not win&" the gulle
tund if be does look, "it is implied th-tt be on the runway in time .co avoid the accident.
looked elfoctively and in such a manner given thz color of th~e lrull and the weaLhor

3(,o
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conditions. and the nessary speed generat- Ccrdiidiering everything that haa been dis-
ad for take-off. Purther, under the three tonsed to this point, the Court can perceive .

factors analyzed in Associa ted Engineer s, o conduct on the part of the Saberliner
Inc. v. Job. 370 F.2d 633, 641 (fth Cir. 19%6) crew which amounted to a breach of their
in "appraising the quality Of & Pilaintiff's d-ity to pro Af themselves, It follows from
negligence: the precautions he took for his %his that the actions of the pilots were no
own safety; the extent to which he should proximate cause of the accident, and can in
have comprehended the r ist s the result of no way be held to be contributorily negli-
warnings, experience, or other factor's; and gent. Since the Saberliner crew wast not7
the foreseeability of Injury as a con~se- causally roegigent, there is thus no iseed to
quenes of his conduct," this Court is unable consider the application of the comparative
to conclude that the actions of the crew ngiec tttSC D9-
contributed in any significant way to the giec tttSC 094
accident. The pilot did check to woe if there Judgment will therefore be entered for
were any NOTAMs Issued for the Water. plaintiff against defendant City of Water-
town airport; this precaution was ineffec- tnwn for the full stipulated value of the
the only because Watertown had failed to crashed Saberliner.
Issue any warning of the presence of birds. Tefrgigrpeet h idnso
The Baberliner crew did look down the run- Thet fnoregusoins represents the fCndigsto
way before embarking on the take-off. fc idcnlsoso a fteCut
That this was ineffective is due largely to
the "camouflaged" nature of the gulls.
Ther is nothing in the record to show that S
the Saheirliner crew could be chargied with-
more than a highly generalized awareness
that birds weire a baw-d, andl that therem
was always a possibilty that birds could be
at an alrport..U

Finally, there 6 nothing to indicate that CITY OF NEW ORLEANS, Thrnutgh
injury wasl in any way foreseeable as a NEW ORLEANS AVIATION
eonsequence of the crew's codit Th BOARD__

reodis replete with indications that the
crew followed their normal proceedures on V.
takeoff. and that any deviation from these VICON, INC, at alls.
procedure as a Isre.-aution against un-
known hwaards would not Love been reason- Civ. A. Nosi. ?9-4875 71i-4067. SOAl1
able, given the circumstances. Though the and 80-34W1.
crew could possibly have taken a longer
look at the runway befmr beginning their United Statesi Dia~rict Court.*
take-off, they did at least look- and this E. D. Louisanans
Court F'r' ai- thrl t~fv " blindly" o&

ii~h..jprUC~ftdeu into at zone of dan-Ja.4192
ger. See Egel v.Stock. M SD 579, 226
?i.W.2d 872 (1975); Pfrinis v. Wilson Stor-
age and Transfer Company, 75 S.D 397. 66 Action was brought arising out of a)-
N.W.2d 68 (1954); Frieze v. Gultrsndpon, 69 legeJ negligent construction of airport run- 9
S.D. 179, 8 N.W.2d 438 (1948). ways. The District Court, Beer, J.. held

14. lrnpitcit in Uw arfunmal that the Sabeifinet rience to maker a I'vidins of the a~ccuracy of thus
crew should have used greater prierasutcis me asihu-,pfior. In any event. Oth~ Court eitpiesiii
gardless of the presence or abysence of a bird holds that a fanjiure of cAwr auricrpos to warni of
NOTAM for Watertown is an a urnipion that bird ha~ards did rnt relieve defendAint City of
NOTAMwS are not a true guide aMi that many Wateiriown of its duty to imsur a warning of the

a rports have bled hazards. !e" do nbi Wiher to ta-card at its au-pelt
warni This Court is withowrt sufftitnvt evi
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`The Court finds that DOHSA is not the the ewine coed '-o In Mn V. &tito mann.
eacusive rei edy for the legal claimsa alleged Linm& 398 u S. 375. 400 n4 (1968)L the Cut

in te paintifra comiplainta and accrdingly stated: "The only discusaion of excluuive
ren~rla llthree camr to the Connecticut julisdictwimf in the Legislative hutot is found is

couts.the House floor debates. dunnj th ..jn or
whi' h Representative Volstead. oor anutailr of

50 ORDERED. t. b~ill andi chi~naimn of the Judiciary Comunftso..
told the nernbers that rilusive JUUodiction would

-Footnote-- follow flvewsatil) from the fact that the Act would --

% Te Court is cognizant of the fact tha ths be part of the federal rmantirn'e law. 59 Cons Rsee
cae relied, in put. oim the legislative history~ of 4485. Th.is aoeomc view disregards the usvang
DONSA to resch the awoluaaon that DOHSA wal clause* in 28 US.C. 11333, and the fact that

ianded to place eatclusive jurisdiction in the federal rnantinme law is applicable to suits brought
federal ~axuu for deaths on t he high usm. 7Ue in state courts under the permmwion of that Hoase.
Suptreme Court. however, haa reviewed the .. . Frcen this we can derive no eapromioa of policy
llogialtive hietory of DOHSA and efumed to reach bearing on the mnatler wnder dwasi."

AUITALIA-LINEE AEREE ITALIANS, S.p.A. v. UNITED STATES or
AMERICA and MASSACHUSETTS PORT AUTHORITY

United States District Court, District of Massachusetts. Civi Action M32148.MA,
Novemtber 15. 1962.

AIRPORTS--NEGLIGENCS--OBSTRUCTION OF TAXIWAYS--DAMAGE
TO AIRCRAFT.-The negligence of on airport operator iand the negligesce of an
air carrier caused or contributed to the cause of damages Incurred by as
aircraft when one, of its engines struck a hank of ic~e-encrusted snow while the
aircraft wees taxiing at the airport. The airport operator was negligest by its
failure to exercise reasonable care in discharging Its obligation to clear the
rnsways, It. failure to exercise reasonable care ina Its inspection of the airport,.
and its failure to provide accurate Information about runway conditions to the
crew of the aircraft. The air carrier was negligent by falling to use ordinari
care to provide the aircraft crew with a field condition report that the carrier
receiled prici to the departure of the aircraft and by the crew's failure to we
and avoidtho obv ious and visible danger poised by the snow hank encroaching
onto the tasiway. The proportion of fault of the airport operator was 6NS. and
the contributing portion of fault of the air carrier was 40%.

OPINION that the defendant. Massahusetta Port
MAZZONe. DJ.: Till pliantiff. Aitaljm* Authority JMaeaport) was negligent in

Line Aers l~iaine, SpA. (Aital ia). brings permnittingC the accumulation or snow on~ the
"ti action to recover lor dana inure taxiway and was, negligent in failing to

bonofits aircraft at Loganf Airport 0n provide accurate. upto-date informastion
January 30. 1977 when the Number 3 concerning field adtasiway conditions.
inboard engine struck a bank of ict- The defendants denty liability and allege
encrusted allow on an inner taaiway or the that Alitallia was negligent sin failing to

aipr.It alleges the defendant. United provide field ounditkin reports to its aira
Slatx. ita agency, the Federal Aviation and in fsilin4 to properly operate the
Administration (FAA& was neligent in aircraft to avoid the obvious dangerr posed
failing to provide Alitais with propar di te anowbazlka Jvrriditkon against the 9
infornuatioi, warnings. and instructions lfnitad S3tates is invoked undier the Federal
abut the dangerous awwmiadat ion of snow Tort Claums Art,. 28 U.SC. if 1346(b) and
an the inner laaiway Alitalia rwat alle" 2671 e4 mg. Jureadictioa, against Pdamport is
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based on diversity of citizsiiahip- 2A US C. airport. Those reports were furnished to the
* g11332. Venue is property set in thsdimtic. FAA-

The came was tried to the Court without The FAA is responsible for the safe and
~n.Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 62(a), 1 make effiient use of the country'& airsaceo. It
tefollowing findings of fact and disftributes information by three methods,Iconclusions of law. -one or which is the Airman's Informatiov

Manual. The aeronautical information is
L disseninatrd accordi ng to its tirne..citical

nature. Spiwifically, the Manaual contains
Onu January 30, 1977. at about 4.20 p.m. the follownng directions:

Gureenwich mean time or 10.20 a~m. Boston 4. Information which is primatrily of an
timre, Alitaljia.sg Flight AZ 926, departed advisory or "nice-to-know" nature. plus .

frolight n toiBo portn New. Iayonk Th data on airports not included above that
frnigh Ftio Bost , and mew York. one
aircraft a DC82-6F, was piloted by Captain can be given to the pilot upon requeat on

Piero o~rto Alo n bardwee fur an -as-needed- basis before deatu.
Pietro emloyeeoAso one boarst ofiere our while en route, or prior to U rlanig,..
Ailotu.i temnaigaor, the nirst ofierx a samples of this type are: Men and

piot te avgaor tefigt tecniaan u dfatcossing a runway, snowbanks
entire crew had received the routine pre- a~ h ide or runways, taxiway clamed.
flight briefing dealing with merteorolgcal k -
Conditions along the route and at the Further, the Manual further mutets that
dest-ination . The crew did not receive any instructions pertaining to taxiing are
report of fieldl cond~tions at Loagan Airport predicated on known traffic and known
from Alitalia's Rome office. Captain physica~lconditiona.
LoOirto was anm expeneieced pilot, and ha The FAA almo promulgates riaguistiomn
naome this same flight to Boston and New (FR, that govern the operation of the
York on at kegt four prior occsons in maid, airplane by the pilot- Those regulations ame
winter, thoaugh not in recent years, found in 14 CY .. , Part 91, with additional

There had been almost 23 inches of ruler, for air taxi operations in Part 136. The
snowfall at ILgan Airport between January FAA regulations req~aired the air traffic
7.1977 and January 30, 1177, neArly double Controllers to notify Pilots Of airport
the average snowfall. T' e temperature at conditions necessary for safe operation

Loariprta a 9,17 need inicluding snow drifts or piles of anow, on or.--
from a low of 7*F to a high of 19F. along the edgesor the ameandextent of any
Logan Airport Automatic Terminal plowed area. Despite being provided
Information Sqe-vice (ATIS) is a recorded information of the snow encroachmient
ninesage containin# weather, operations ead along the inner tuuiway by MAINSport. and _

airport landing informnation,. The A1'JS derApwt the fact that its earlier ATIS
information is broadcast by the FAA on the broadcast at 3-00 p.m. had warned of "snow
Logn frequency to approaching aircraft, piles in the vicinity of Tango. November

uw~sll athorlyor wo ou inervls.Atarnd Kilo and in the cargo area," the FAA
S800p.m., Boston time, before Flight AZ 92 dltdti6ifrain rmismz
received any ATIS information, the trarinismanon at 4-00 p.m. 11 did not reinstate
transmission warned of a cloae'd outer this information in any later transmission&.
taxiway and snow arid ice murfame. Tbe The Alitalia Boston office had also
remaining portion of that transmission received the field condition report fromn
sauted: M aaprt via telau'ograph. That report

Thae remasining portion of the airprt, statred w-tha taiceaychesrutwere mostlyche
the apron, inner and auters are covered cvedwihcepces tedo3inm
with somae hardpacked snow .and i n &on* areAb The braking byarwas fair to. ..

braking has been reported as fair, there poor. Thert were "wirndrows" to 3 feet up to
are snow piles in the vicinity of Tango. 10 Feet inside momew light lrime and windrows0
November and Kilo and in the Wag a 2a t 1/2 fect a)ongmostI lght lines.$ The
Snow flop marking caution =dvd rotaLso rbdtepmneo

mrow windruwih and icew alon; some tar ways
AT1S trasmimnsiona are the reaporiibility and runways. wine of which were clused.

a( the FAA Masmport was required to isue The entire report was transmitted to
airfield cowdition reports daily a&her its Alit-aliasa dispatch office in Rome via
persiannel nude penodic inspections of the teletype, but was not provided to the crew.
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The flight warn uneventful. Upon pass over the snowbank or strike it. The taxi!
approaching Logan Airport, Flight AZ 926 lights located on the winp veaun and
tuned to th Logan frequency. The ATIS clearly illuminated the snowbank. The
message it received advised of the Captain, however, taxied directly down the
tempe-ature and wind conditions but cer-ter line, or slightly to the right of the
contained no information concerning the center line, given his position on the left
pre&ec of snw pile ontes rta ide of the cockcpit. The Captain did not
earie ioraonhving been [eleted by move to the left or the center line although
the FAA. AZ 926 was ordered to land and there was 200 feet of taxiway and adjacenit
deart by runway 27. The transmissons to apiron cleared entirely of snow. He sow no

AZ96as it approached and landed at =Ld ohslfbtcugdvtdyt
Logan were frmBso pprahCnrl the center line as his guide despite the
Boston Locral Control and Boston Ground gnowb~,k to his right. The Captain andControl. These transmissions were the crew were coveredf by FAA rules andI resosibility of the FAA. None of them regulations when operating in the Unitedmde any reference whatsoever to the States. Federal Aviation Regulation, 14
conditions of the airport. C.F.R. (FAR) 1913. Those rules and

Flight AZ 926 landed on Runway 27 at reglakltions Placed the pinersosblt
about 8:00 p).m., and, followin the for the operation cltheaics nbcrew.
instructions of ground control, t=ndright Upon arriving at the Nlitalia gets. the
onto Echo taxiway to the outer taxiway to paewsisetdaddmg a

'IFoxtrot taxiway where it turne left ono planoerwsinped aoteNme nd or dam gie.wa
the inner taxiway. It taxied past the dicoeredi Wow thenubr3ioad ceiine. .the

beyoindl the the Alkalin, te oth locaite cowling and a part of a broken stLOCk.¶htayoed, the noe taiQ liohth and Asn k~' Captain, together with the station chief and
lights were, on. Theise lights clearly a representative of Mameort, retraced the.
illurmiated the runways and taziways for moute tilken by AZ 92 and located the point -

both the Captan aind the co-pilot. Both where the Number 3 engine stiruck a bank of
were seated forward in the cockpit and had cruste snow approximately 3 feet high and

d cear view of the taxiway direct ahead. bout 26 feet froma the right edge of the --- --

The Captain was responsible f~or any = Wy
obsrtriuction to the left of the center line and That point was on the inner tauiway
the co-jpilot was responsible for any leading to the cupg area, and opposite the

4 ~ obstruction to the right of the center line. terminal. At this precise, point. thletaxiway
Their views were unobstructed except fcw had the yelo center line and an outer edg
the window struts, and. with the winig and line to the north (or right) side, 50 feet from,
nase and the ground flood lights ont. the the center line. The centar line was dlearly
distance of 150 to 200 feet from, the cockpit. there were hard crusted snoowbanks, abouttaia wa3lul luiae iileo h aets ysrae n

The Captain was aware of a bank of snvow, feet high within 26 feet to the right of the
all along his right! side asihe taxied on the center line.' The entire am to the left (or
inner taxiway. There was no snow to his south) side was cleared of snow all the way
left. Tb; inner taxiway was 100 feet wide, to the terminal There was about 200 feet of
divided by a yellow center line. Under cleared apron in the area to accommodate
nonmO conditions, the light line along the parked aircraft and other vehicles used in
right wVp of the taxiway, 50 feet frmn the the loading and unloading operstiouu.
center luxe. would be visible to the crew.
Rather than the snow being 10 feet insde The snowbank which was located at the
the light line or about 40 feet from thes point of irmpact bad a depresion or groove
center line, as stated on Maseports field about 4 inches from the top of the snowbank
ocindition report, the snaowbmlnk wsactu.l1 and 25 feet from the center line. The
about 26 to 27 feet from the ce;te linea. ft inboard engine is locatted 25 feet 7 inches
was, however, dearly visible, and shcould from the center of the fuselage and the
have been wen, tot only by the pilot. but outboard engin Y' located 44frot 6 ice
also by the co-pilot who hod lis even dlearr from the center. The iboard egne is2 fast
view of the snowbank by virtue of his 6 inches fi'ron the surface and th utbciartl
position on the right aide of the cockpit. eingine bps 4 feet 2 inche clearanice. The
Both men could see or shoul have oewn. bank -m marked witL falpi, but was rot --

Ltast the right inboardl oemgn woud uithes lighted. ODe flag tin the snowbanlk wasl

364
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broken and that piece matched the broken complete during which time Alitalia
piece found in the engin pod. Thbe snow pile adT.ered a 2 day low of vie of the aircraft.
was about 25 feet from the center tine and That lost waa showii by the cost "syuak ofI
not 10 feet from the light line repurted in North America flights. the hours, the
the field condition repoirt revenue arid the lost time. Thbe lows for 2

Snowiunvalwasthe espnsiiliy ~ days was $26,754.19. The total damage
Masaport. The airport had not been icuirent bys $93a,18 asa 4.86o.t
completely cleared orsnow becmue of thie
heavy precipitation that had occurred in
January. unaccompanied by any thaw.
About I0% of the airport area wm still The initial burden is on Alitulia to show
closed on January 30. 1977. Maepo~rt's by a preponderance or the evidence that its
Snow Removal Plan for 1976-1977 Specified damage was proximately caused by the
the clearance for inboard engnes of a DC&- negligent breach of duty by the United
63 at 25' 9- from the center tine and 2' 6* States and by Massport. Delta Air Lnines
from the surface. Massport'ei Operations Inc. v. United States [14 Avi. 17,967J, 561
Supervisor had inspected the WInne tzzwaY F.Zd:381,389 (let Cir. 1977).Thecontrolling
earlier that day. The inspection cornsisted of isw in Fedral Tort Clainui Act came is the
driving a vehicle along the taxiwa~ and law of the salte in which the accident
estima~ting the height of the snow iego anid happened, here Massachusetts. Ham V.
their dasance from the center line. The United States 361 U.S. 314 (1960). In
inspection reslta were included in the Wasaachusetts. actionable negligence is
Mas npt Frld oondit*o rort aOd were prdiatd on the want of ordinary care.

wai catrdinany subsqet report- That Aaov. Geddek 258 Nms. 40 (1926).
reprt Inaccurately stated that windrows of
2.3 feet high were located 10 feet from the Similarly, Massachusetts law provides
light limes. Masisport'i. field coadition that the defendants, United Stataii arid
reports were to include: Masaport. bear the burden of proving

The pes mom of anow drifted or piled an contributory negligence by Alitalis by a
ce nxt o. rnwa. ortazwaysin uchpieponiderance of thue evidence. If Abtalia a

height that all aircraft Propellers, enrginoethn5%.i ano ve.I
pod& and w~fiatips will not clear 'the redce prhare tolamtela. M50% .da 3g1 ar86
snowdrifts and- snowbanks when the proboaeyM..c 218.~ ~ l.~ ~ ~ Grad v, Dimon, 374 N.E.2d 311 (1976).
Moaed along the full strengthIL1 edge of the ',37 an 7817)
runway or tauiway. On the beask of the foreging finiduip of

14 CYFJL 13.-M. fact and the applicable taw, I conclude that
while all three of the parties involved in

As a rewilt of the impact. Niiumber 3 this incident were responsible to sm
sitting was damaged. The fair and degree, it w~s the negligence of Messport
reasonable value of the replacement parts an Ajt~i that caused or contributed to
was $55,445.60.6 Theiie pauts inclue h asn h ideti h olwn as
revers thrust ring, hot section cvwlin~p. (" az h i~dn i h olwn as
fnr tail section, oil supply lines, rin mai (1) Masaport was negligent and its
"dan, forward fire wall, fire detection lop.negligence wsaproximato cause of the
electric cannon plugii thrmocouples and injury to Alitalia by (a) its failuare to exercise4
welded V-support for thenacelle. The fair reasonable care in duachargi rutsl obligation.-
and reasonabe value Of the labor re -wred to clear the rurnwars. (b) in fa iling to exercise
to repar the damage at Miriw ipr reasonable care in its irapection of the
was 52,488.60.7h fair adreasounable value airport. and (c) in failing to provide isomraite- .-

of the exenoes incurred at LAgAn as a roult information about runway conditions to AZ
a( the impact was 58,496-47- Thse expenses 9M.

L4site of transportation of "aro to New Seikly aaotvoae t uyt
YO, Iacmmdto o Lece n remove snow from~ runways and taxiways.0Dauton, rental of hanigs, space for th p1"'. Federal Aviation Regulastion 139.85 requires

to- ing service., and smechanical repair the airport operatnr to mnove an% piled snnw
off useable taxiways and pousition anowk or

After Lmmediate repair were Made, the snowbanks off Umose ..idraces so that aircraft
plane returned to Rome where the corwlripg wnigine parts. propellers arid wiing will clear
were replaced. These repairs took 2 days to the snowbank. If unable t3 comply,
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tA~bk&LheeAleee Iturnne v.

Useport was required to ia1 a notice to Maa er' failure to ay of the
aimim deiblng the atisti conditions. above requirementa was a direct and "

snot' ow removal plan rmx igne.d susanil sM of the sadcdent.
this rquirment and mipecirially stated that (2) ... li. . .was neglnt in its (a failure
windrows were to be removed a Mampo74 _ t , w p e . r- -
failed to remove the mowbonk. aiet th th oi. c mo reeve in
k so that aircraft ne parts WO lr ve
and failed to offer any re..on wn. at n Rome prior to the departure of AZ 926 for

unabl to d WX n " ' Bston, arnd (b) the filur *um'ithe crew tome
and avoid the obviou and visible d&angr

%le y, Mtsport', pio posed by the snowbank encroaching 2-.27
taxiways were sulerficial and cuof , feet from the cantor line of the .ner
Estimating the height of the KW taxiway.while drvn dlown the taziway a o

specihicaaly. Alitalia received a field
condition report in ample time to provide it

Finally. Mamspor'o failure to memure the to the crew of AZ 926 at the pra-flight
snwan aue It to prOvnde u~~rt bnei rinW Romes While conditions may

information about the tauiway conditimos ha chang , the 9 houw flight betweme
1W Mamport measured the height and Rm arid B0t, the report was complete
distance from the light lines of the and comprehensive and would certainly
uowbank almo the inner ta•iway. it would hve served to alert the Captain to the
have known that the Smhon was an abnormal conditions at Logan Airport.
obstade to certain aircraft, including this .A4Wn. no explanation was off d as to the
one, driabed •n its snow removal P and W failur of •thlha disptc~h offew to
was mnt a wind aned A 3~mulation O( -W provide this report to the crew.
0100L

M~stwas im rqio.e diecaj f, Second~lY. the FARe, bindij WWps thesthesr wA~s failereto provide sonraey ford Pilot, have the form said effect law. flLM'ytleFAAfailuretoprovideoaka riolh v. United St• t 110 Avi. 17,139), 387 F.. -amliiow egar* snwbanm onthe678,680 (4th Cir. 1967), and their violation
, a~tm eS o d t5 t.. neoign.. per ae ,.ten.y v. A•m

owa muroechinnts A Aviation Cjp. 110 Avi. 18.1841, 407 F.2d
o4 the inrtiwmayfromIt43T 4146 (Ord Cir. 1968). It is also asmed.

that the pilots read and know the FARs and
The FAA has as obligtion to for= the provisions of the Airman's Information

aircraft of arport conditions, The FAA Manual. Amcsiated Aviation Underwritmn .-
Handbook 7110.65. the Air Trafi Contol v. United States (15 Avi. 17,495, 482
Iandbook. Chpt 5, parraph 940 sWale Fupp. 674, 6 0(ND. Tea 1979). The
that control must thnst of the rul-s, therefore, is to place the

maw airport condition information piuay responsibility for avoidi obstatlde
nWesafy for an aircraft'sasfe oeentim ,v the pilot duse he is ienerally in the
andin time for it to be ueful to theplot bat position to me them. Miller v. United
Include the following. W appropr t. ... ..St.u 116 Avi. 17,6291, 857 F.2d 991, 99N
D anou drtfzx or piles of snow on or along (9th Cir. 1978).
the 6`d90 of the are and the Olte't Of any)3 A~ainst that backdrop. the conuct of the
Plowedareas.... pilot and/or co-pilot contributed 3 •
At 3•00 p.m., the ATIS trnsamimioem nibsantially and directly to the accident.

warned of snow pike in certain areas Visibility was lear. and both men knew or
including the cargo area. Yet that should hAve known of the p.-enci of a
information was deleted from the substantial snow pile under One Number 3
subsequent broadcasts. There was no eight inboard ewgin. There wm sufficient
evidence that the mowbanis height or illum-nation. The cblksi provided by
location was known ar shoud have been Mampot' aviaio aety aepert showed
known to the FAA. The FAA reled entirely clearly that their views were largely _ 9
on Mampot to furnish it with accuate unotu.iuctd. The Caepin admittad he
lnfomnataL Maoport' infon•aftio was xuad not jdp the he o.t of the wxwb" nk
not only inacrata, but it dicknod no yet he followed blindly w ist he believed to
hasard to AZ 36. or any other aircraft for be11h"smcrity" of t04 cFter lineThe .. .h .
that mattr, and, howntugly. the FAA did C!aptiin also admitted thai tberm wmr ....=:- k=-=-. a=• s-hvL• ba h krwwo 0 S' L6 umift~ntila rown so his ieft dear of oow---.---."".
dnspe. . pil. yet he did rot deviate IWrn his course.
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The jemi&steticere in~w rooiz. USA
Ini iniggncein oij the teter linhe 'Weliste New Collyate Dictionary defines

when he knew of snow p 10 Closely on bis "windlrow' as a -barik nid~e or hesp,-or "a row
right and no *now on hit left, was heped upby orsifby thewind."
inexcusable. It was the pilot's duty to informo a I ave acoepted Captain La~urto's tentimony
himaelf of conditiona he did not fully that all the ltiob were oGA including the pound
undeautand. He wa aware of the "me end floor lighita. although the evidence was not dear on
avoid" principle that applies in visible that point- And!I have relied heavily on the thaibs

apachies, The Captain and co-pilot were provided by Xmport's aviation safety expert as
:POEM postionto amand voidthe he asis of m rind all that the vie"wr

snowbanks and their failure to take unbtutd wl lui"
mruecti.'e action by moving 2 or 3 feet to a&Thewe hsAd crusted snowbmanka would amt
the left of the center line wa a contririting iolifty se -wiudrowe" adisd earlier.

~~~um~~1 ofteaciet.bTere is a --F- ential discrepancy between the
Having concluded that Alitalia and claim of $107.839.35 for two parts from

Mamqwt both weren o~ get and that their McDonnell Douglas and the testimony of
neglgene ws aaimtantial factor in McDoannel Douglas pricing director that thee

causing the acident. the final question. at won listed at 8&.~I have ameptad the
what proportion of fault, ezpmised as a latte estinmoly W More relirbje. Akmo, I have not

perentge.should be allocated between credited the testimony that most of this
Percatae.diwcr&Wacy was attntabutable to storage oma.
therm. Therv was mot a miffxdent. nor wl rable foundation

My analysis leads me to cmncude that for mich an expns for parts that wme re mittadly
Massort must beaw the, preponderate share psuchased for i-tmedsuiate mmi the repeir of tile
4fthe reponsibility for the aawident becatar airaaft.
of its failure to wirnve the snow pile frolri . The1re was vubtantial dieput. over d icrvry

crtial rfteIl*' ra t te arrie relting to damages. There is so doubt that
timfe. VMnadce i o ae Aitsu aima derelict initsadenctowoer
obviosm corrective action t vi h a ~,mtdei n a ofsBso ra

7> *aedon he oregingfiniopand cooperation end compliance of his Italian
Base ou he fregong fndins an conterparsa Dbianne and kanguage added wo his,

Coclustiones I fWn that the proportion Of difficulty. However. I do mot wee that the
(ault of Mausport is 60% and the deednawr rjdod in any way and their9
emiar~baliq proportion of fault of Mlitalia. mto an m tnim to eaciude evidence of darnagas a

O~.denied. As the taet indicates I have sompted their

Amrmy jaiedgeent will be enstered in e-d-nc - to the -a of the maoarNpaomaint
fao fAitalia agmainist Massport in the -of and this other capes all ta-,d sa"

amnount of 05~.910.91. Judgmnent will be sinay, cariflot be seriously dispauted.*
entered in favor of the United States against There vas alsoa motion by the U mated State to
Alitalia. eatuar it from dicer claims that were not included

80OKRDERED. in the odmanhltr-mtive claim filed bý Mlitalsa.
maniely. the low of mist of the aircraft Such a claim

--. Footnote&-mbnwdatory under the Federal Tort Claims Act,

IAlit'ia almo alkige tis samea comduct by clear from the claim riled that property damg to
Mtaiport ennetitutsd a breach of contract and the sairmrft of thse exLient described would4 involve

hecach of waryanty Thase claims were mot some loas of um Althokgh no specific claim w11
ameated in the &ivaulatio Nied prior to tiail. am made, the loss of um claim a dlearly inferable fron
vwey they PacMW tial. the dascrip~ion of the clanude
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, THE POTENTIAL OF THE NEXRAD RADAR SYSTEM FOR WARNING OF BIRD HAZARDS

Ronald P. Larkin, Ph.D - -o Assistant Wildlife Ecologist 0

o Section of Wildlife Research
Din Illinois Natural History Survey

607 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, llinols 61820

ABSTRACT

Flying birds pose a dangerous and costly problem for aviation. Warning
to pilots of hazardous movements of birds could be available with the Next
Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) currently being developed cooperatively by
three U.S. government agencies. For several kinds of bird hazards, it should
be feasible to develop computer algorithms to provide automated hazard
warnings In real time. Reflectivity, Doppler speed, and differential
reflectivity data taken with a prototype 10-cm NEXRAD radar establish the
usefulness of NEXRAD for obtaining Information on birds.•. -

INTRODUCTION

The problem of collisions once airborne (the "enroute" problem) is one of
encounters with birds that are engaged In long-distance migration and
shorter-distance local movements, such as feeding flights, homing, and other
activities that take the bird into altitudes frequented by aircraft. Two
approaches have been used in attempting to reduce the enroute problem:
warning the flight crew of potential collision hazards (Blokpoel, 1973), and
making the aircraft more visible or salient to flying birds. The present
report will concentrate on the first method.

With respect to the enroute problem, "the most practical results can be
expected to come from bird radars. . .to convert bird density data Into bird
strike risk. . . . Further research and development work in this area is
likely to be most fruitful." (Blokpoel, 1976) The usefulness of radar for
detecting and following the movements of airborne animals has been known for - .
over 20 years (reviewed in Richardson, 1979).

NEXR.D Is a modern 10-cm Doppler radar system Leing designed to replace
the present network of weather radars (JSPO, 1981a,b). NEXRAD Is a joint
effort of the Department of Commerce, the Department of Transportation and the
Department of Defense. It will replace present systems being used by these
three agencies with a single, comDrehensive system of radars that will cover
the continental United States at 200 km Intervals. Installatlors in other
parts of the world are also being planned. The NEXRAD network will remain In
place for 20 years or more after being completed.

NEXRAD has been envisioned as a weather. '+ection system; however, It
will be capable of detecting bird targets at long range (450 Km for a Herring
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Some se.;)ldary characteristics of bird ec:hoes as they might appear on
NEXRAD rada.- tre c.)ncerned with d~5isrib~ution in sprilre. Bird targets are
often continer to certain altitude regions (Biokpoel, 1969; Able, 1970;
-Bruderer, 1971), sometimes associated with certain topographic features
(Richardson, 1972), and similarly associated with certain habitats. They show
aspect-dependent echo strength at least with some polarization values (Edwards

adHoughton, 1959; Schaefer, 1968). It Is problematical whethera
sophisticated mosaicking capability (JSPO, 1981, Section 2.2.7) will be .

pInitially impiemnented to allow spatial distributions of bird movements to be
monitored across neighboring NEXRAD radar systems. Presumably, such
mosaicking capability would be later added to NEXRAD software as refinement
and Installation of NEXRAD algorithms progresses. Avian targets can appear as

* spatially distriubted targets or as dot echoes. NEXRAD software dealing with
dot echoes would presumably operate In parallel with weather-identificatlon
software; one supposes that Implementation would be primarily a question of

* price.

*Avian targets show nonrbndom d.istibtin in ti=. Temporal disiributlon
of flying animals varies according to weather and other conditions. Bird
targets have a rather predictable annual and diel distribution and will In
addition be affected by temperature, wind direction, cloud cover, presence of
convective activity, and other environmental conditions (Richardson, 1978).

* Some of these parameters will be readily --ailabie to NEXRAD.

Flyiing animal targets have a veoct relative to the air around them, In
contrast to passively-moving metevrological targets. Under some conditions It
will be possible to observe that biologIcally-generated echoes are moving
relative to the air; at other times, their motion will result In error In
computation of the wind velocity. In many cases, it will be possible to
identify bird targets as apparent extreme vertical wind shear under conditions ...-

* when actual vertical wind shear Is unlikely.

Under some conditions, specral w-f!Th of the Doppler measurement mnay be
useful In Identifying certain kinds of bird ec,5- The Issue of spectral
width Is not further discussed In this report iu to present lack of data on
approprilate avian targets.

DATA COILLECT ION AND ANALYSISj

Observations on birds engaged In long-distance migration were performed
using a prototype radar for the NEXRAD system known as the CHILL. The unit
was located at Willard Airport near Champaign In east-central Illinois. The
CHILL Is very similar to NEXRAD and was operated in a volume scan mode, which
Is the normal mode of operatlon of NEX.RAD. The CHILL system has a 65 dB
dynamic range, 150 m range resolution, 1.0 microsecond pulse width, 0.6 NO
peak power, and a conical I degree beam, In computing dBZ an R-2 correction
was assumed; this Is not strictly correct for smaill numbers of dispersed
targets per pulsed volume (Drake, 1981), but use of this range correction
factor Is effe~ctive In testing a system desicined to be a weather radar.

Operating in conjunction with the 10-cm racar was a smaller 3-cm unit
located 4.6 km at an azimuth of 2250 from the CHIL.L. This GPOG pencil-beam
tracking radar Is described in previous publications (Larkin and Eisenberg,.

* .1978; Larkin and Thompson, 1980). The 3-cm radar, having a much smailler pulse



volume than the large 10-cm unit, served to obtain detailed target Identifi-
cation and other Information which could then be related to reflectivity2
measuremlents of the larger unit. Tha massive nocturnal migrations of land
birds were studied because they provide a significant bird hazard (Hunt, 1975,
1976), and because they provided a predictable and reliable source of flying
birds during the duration of tnis project (Graber, 1968).

When many kinds of birds move long distances, they do so at night. Birds
take to the air at approximately sunset, usual ly flying for several hours
before descending sometime after midnight. These movements, comprising many
different species of birds, were studied during four nights of observation.
Three of these nights occurred during peak spring passerine movements during
spring, 1982 (Table 1). Details are given In Larkin (1983). On 19 May 1982,
bird targets and weather Intermixed In a complex and changing fashion. Bird
targets were distributed in distinct strata In a changing wind system.
Low-altitude targets were confirmed to be birds with the coaxial ly-inounted
searchlight and binoculars.

By 14 June 1982 In Illinois, almost no species of passerine birds are
still migrating (R. Graber, pers. comm.). No birds were seen In searchlight
observations on this date nor on 17 June. Only one target per night with a
wing beat signature resembling a bird was observed on the GPG A-scope display

* on 14 and 17 June. Targets detected on 14 June were Insects rather than
birds.

TABLE 1. General conditions during four nights of observation._____

Wilid Migration
direction Bird Altitude

Date toward Migration Concentration

My (degrees) Cloud Density (mn) Remarks_____

13 0ay clear heavy 700-1300 CH1IlLL azumuth problem
*14 May 350-00Q clearing heavy 500-1330 headings of birdL NE

19 May shear frontal & heavy 2 layers Figure 2
cumulus cloud

914 June 350-O40* clear none none Insect targets only

Notur±~naJ bird migration on a NEXRAD radar. Data from nocturnal bird
* migration and published data were used to assess the feasibility of a NEXRAD

system to detect birds and to discriminate birds from other kinds of targets. .

Results in this section are organized according to the NEXRAD parameters which
- might be used to separate birds from other targets. The parameters are listed

In Table 2, along with expectations derived from theory or published
observations. Great potential exists In the NEXRAD system for Identifying
nocturnal bird migration. Figures 7-10 of Larkin (1983) show CHILL dicelays

* oil bird inigr-aticn.
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TABLE 2. NEXRAD parameters for identifying nocturnal bird migration.

*Parameter Expectation Useful ?

Available In NEXRAD as presently envisioned:

*Reflectivity < most precip.; > clear air Yes
*Altitude Movements confined to layers Yes
*Spatial distribution Symmetrical In azimuth Sometimes

Azimuthal aspect Dubbeti shape PPI display No
*Doppler speed Discriminates birds from ground targets Yes

Time of year Seasonally distributed Yes
Time of day Increase at dusk; decrease after midnight Yes
Wind direction Relationship depends on season and location Yes1

*Doppler spectral width Apparent stratified "turbulence"

INo data from this study were gathered to evaluate this parameter. "Yes"
entries are deduced from extensive evidence In published biological
literature.

Reflectivity data are given In Figures 3 and 4 for a night of heavy bird
migration and a night with few or no migrating birds present. As shown In the
curve on the right of Figure 3, echoes from migrating birds approached 25 dBZ;
one would expect that the maximum reflectivity from migrating birds would
depend on their density but also on their altitudinal clumping. Birds may be
widely distributed in altitude, as was the case on 14 May, or they may be more

* ~strongly confined to one or more altitude strata. Echoes from birds are_____
clearly much stronger than clear air echoes and echoes from Insects In this
study. At thUý. point, It is not possible to estimate from the published
literature what maximum echo Intensities from flying insects might be North
Amesilca, however, many areas of North America will probably have fewer insect
echoes than central Illinois.

Altitude Is an Important parameter governing bird migration. Bird S
targets, confirmed using binocular observations on the 3-cm radar, were
virtually confined to a layer below 750 m (2000 ft). These targets are shown
as individual dot echoes on the finer resolution display of the
vertically-pointing 3 cm unit In Figure 1 after 2045. Weather echoes will
usually have components above 1500 m altitude. Spatial distribution of
nocturnal migrants is often uniform over fiat or rolling topography. Thus,

.7 the azimuthal distribution of nocturnal bird targets should be left-right
symmetrical with respect to the radar, around the direction toward which the

*animals are oriented. Over mountainous areas or near seacoasts this may not.
always be the case. Data collected In spring, 1982 met this expectation
except when mesoscale weather systems affected the birds' distribution in
space. On 19 May, 1982 a front was evident before migrating bird targets were

* present In numbers (Figure 2). After bird targets were present, frontal
* structures In a different location apparently caused the birds to be highly

*nonrandomly distributed In space around the radar. Therefore, spatial
distribution of migrating birds can only sometimes be used In helping to
discriminate birds from weather.

Azimuthal aspect of bird echoes produces a classic dumbbell shape on the
*PPI display of many radars. This effect was not evident In studies with the
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CHILL radar; no dumbbell shape was seen during the three nights of observing .
migrating birds. Presumably, the horizontal polarization of the radar
Influenced azimuth aspect effects. Headings of birds measured with the 3-cm
tracker were variable on these nights, certainly reducing the net aspect 0
dependence of the bird targets. Unless further data delineate conditions
under which aspect effects are large, we must discard aspect as a possible . - -
means of identifying migrants under these conditions.

Doppler speeds discriminate bird targets from ground targets and also
from anomalous propagation. Figuros 3 and 4 showing power as a function of *
altitude were derived by setting a speed threshold below which targets were
not counted. VAD data could be readily used to study Doppler velocities of
bird targets (Larkin, 1983). Time of year has a strong effect on the number
of birds migrating. Time of day is important; most bird migrants take off
around dusk and descend during the latler part of the night. Onset of
migration is shown in Figure 1 and Increase in reflectance due to migrating
birds Is shown In Figure 3. Wind direction has a strong Influence on
migrating birds (Gauthreaux and Able, 1970; Richardson, 1978; Larkin and
Thompson, 1980). Wind direction as a function of altitude Is one of the
primary outputs of the VAD algorithm in NEXRAD. Winds during the periods
studied for this report were usually favorable for spring migration.

• 0
NEXRAD AND THE BIRD/AIRCRAFT COLLISION PROBLEM

Results of studying nocturnal bird migration with a NEYRAD prototype
system, combined with radar ornithology findings In the literature, Indicate
that it would be feasible to implement a NEXRAD algorithm to recognize and
provide real-time warning of hazardous concentrations of nocturnal migrants. *
The next steps would be severalfold:

(1) Collecting data on NEXRAD parameters for which data are presently- -
absent. Doppler spectral width Is the only such variable now known. (2)
(2) Setting levels to use In threshold or decision-sum applications. In
particular, careful attention should be paid to the degree of hazard Indicated * .
by a given level of reflectivity due to birds. (3) Collecting a test data set
on migrating birds, with which to develop and validate an algorithm. Releases
of individual known birds from aircraft should be a part of this data-
gathering program. (4) Designing an algorithm to provide real-time bird
hazard warning. The output of the algorithm should be a scalar Indication of
the degree of hazard as a function of time of day, altitude, and possibly
geographical sector. Unlike some weather hazards, previous knowledge of
cost/benefit of flying a certain course will be nearly absent; the relative
costs of false negatives and false posltlvcs will have to be letermlned as
part of designing the algorlihm. The algorithm should Incluca a provision for
archiving bird hazard warnings, If not actual bird density data. (5) Modifying
the algorithm to suit each geographical !ocatlon. Perhaps the simplest *
approach might be to mask In software those regions In polar coordinates that ..
might disturb the general picture of migration over the coverage of a NEXYAD
radar. Such regions would presumably have features such as mountains,
seacoasts, etc. that affect the spatial d tribution of migrating birds. A
more sophisticated approach would be desirable at some later time to provide
more comprehensive bird hazard coverage. .

Nocturnal bird migration comprises only a part .: bird hazdru To
aircraft. A discr-:T_, ,f otý.r bird nazards is available In Larkin (1983).
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Figure 1. Passage of dot-echo targets through the vertically-pointing 3-cm
radar beam before and after passage on the ground of a sinall front
(see 1-19 2) at 2045 on 19 May, The method of rAc-ordinn
vertical-beam data Is dcscr;ýc~d in Larkin, f.
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Figure 2. CHILL PPI reflectivity display of mixed meteorological and 0
biological echoes on 19 May, time 2031. Antenna elevation 2.60;
range rings are at 20 km Intervals.

Echoes closer than about 5-6 km from the radar are mixed biological
targets and ground clutter. Strong patches of echo at 50-100 km
range, and similar strong echoes 20-50 km range to S and SE are C -
convective clouds and precipitation. Diffuse echoes 10-20 km from
the radar are mostly Insects. A front extends to 50 km range SW of
the radar; Its passage was associated with the sudden Influx of bird
targets seen on the GPG 3-cm radar at about 2045 (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Average receiver power for moving targets as a function of altitude
.,for an epoch about 15 mi. before the start of nocturnal bird

migration (2034) and an epoch during the peak of bird migratory
activity (2207). Receiver power Is computed as the average power -

from range cells having a return at least 0.5 dB above the noise
level and a radial speed at least 0.8 ms-1 In magnitude.

At 2034, targets (mostly Insects) produced relatively weak echoes
except at the very lowest altitudes. At 2207, bird targets
generated much more Intense echoes up to altitudes of 1000-1250 m.
Insects probably contributed to the radar return at 2207 to a minor
degree at altitudes above 250 m and to an unknown degree below this
811 itude.
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Figure 4. Average receiver power as a function of altitude during peak

activity on a night of Insect migration.

Conventions as in Figure ,.

Radar return above 1250 m was Insufficient to compute average power.
Echoes below 1000 m were heavily skewed toward reflectivitles (R2 ) "
of about -10 dBZ, with a few cells having reflectivitles for moving
targets of 0-20 dBZ. Presumably, the latter cells contained
concentrations of Insects or perhaps the occasional bird or bat. _ _
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